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PREFACE 

Thi.. bool: i.. publWlN bg Ihe FMualion of S,l'edish Industries 10 aid 

~nons in English-sfJft1l:ing rountri~s 10 oblain a mon intimate knolP

IMge of Swedish indu.try. its basic rondition~ its organi=alion and its 

products, II htu no lechnical purpose and simply aims 10 gir>e a general 

"iew of Ihe diffuml branches of industry and of their nature. The 

worl: was (trsl publishM in SwMish in 1926, and Ihe present publi

cation is a Irans/atM and lIIOIlIewhal abbnl'iatN persion of the SWMish 

Mition. The .tatistical dala an Ihose of the original Nition. 

S!od'holm. Seplember 19!7. 

", G, LeXDl'IK, 
Ji4ftGgin, D«rerl..,. 0' l7I~ Federal;on 0' SwedUII Industri~ •. 
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PART I 

SWEDISH INDUSTRIES, 
., THEIR FOUNDATIONS, CONDITIONS 

AND NATIONAL IMPORTANCE 



S\VEDEN'S NATURAL RESOURCES IN RELA
TION TO INDUSTRY 

GUNNAR ANDERSSON. 

Owing to the comparatively calm and uniform course of her 
• economic life Sweden affords an exceedingly instructive example of 

how a certain part of the world - if its population increases 
fast - may in less than a century develop from being primarily a 
self-sufficing unit into a full-fledged member of the comity of nations, 
largely dependent on other countries' products while supplying those 
countries with either its own surplus natural produce or such output 
of its people's industry as it can afford to spare. 

When a work like the present is being compiled, the question 
arises, in this connection: What are the possibilities for Sweden 
from a purely objective point of view as compared with those for 
other countries? What can Sweden produce for the use of her 
o~ people and what has Sweden to offer to other countries in 
exchange for the numerous foreign products that she cannot do 
without? 

The natural resources that any given region of the earth provides 
for the people who dwell and earn their livelihood within its borders 
vary very greatly owing to differences in climate, soil, rock-formation, 
and other natural factors, and the history of peoples has been shaped 
thereby to a far greater extent than their historians have in general 
been wont to take into account. 

These natural resources, whether small or great, admit of being 
classed in certain main groups. First there are those derived from 
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- SWEDEN'S NATURAL RESOURCES IN RELATION TO INDUSTRY -... 

the vegetable and animal kingdoms, which in the earlier stages of 
human development were everywhere by far the most important. With 
man's growing mastery over nature, however, the products obtained 
direct from the soil and the rocks have become of increasing im
portance in most parts of the world .. On the basis of the mineral 
yield of the earth the indu~trial activity that is so highly developed 
in our days toolf its rise, pa!3sing on in course of time to the manu
facturIng processes for transforming animal and vegetable products in.to 
useful commodities that have almost wholly superseded the old-fashioned 
home-industry and craftsmanship methods. 

The birth of industry in the modern sense was contemporaneous 
with the discovery of how to generate mechanical energy on a large 
scale. Man's muscular strength is, of course, quite unequal to the task 
of producing, manufacturing and transporting goods on the large scale 
requisite to meet the present-day vast demand for a variety of pro
ducts. The bulk of the work must be performed by energy generated 
out of inorganic nature and that is why the problem of energy-pro
duction is of such great importance as regards the economic and 
industrial progress of countries and peoples. Good opportunities for 
the generation of energy on a large scale at a low rate of expenditure 
will greatly enhance the value of any natural resources that may 
exist in a country while the lack of such opportunities often renders 
even very extensive resources of little or no avaiL A reliable and 
correct estimate of the sources of energy possessed by any given 
country proves of incalculable value in our days for directing the 
course of the country's industrial development. 

In the long run what determines the value of natural resources 
and decides whether they can be made use of ,or not is the degree 
of intelligence displayed by man in applying them to his needs. 
That is very specially the case in our own age, the age pf in
dustrialism. 

SOURCES OF ENERGY AND GENERATION OF POWER. 

While Sweden has been developing more and more into a manu
facturing country the power requirements have gone on increasing both 
as regards mechanical energy, and heat or thermal energy. During the 
earlier phases of the industrial development the power required was 
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- SWEDE.""S NAITRAL RESOt:RCES IN RELATION TO INDUSTRY -
• 

mainly produced from fuel of different kinds; but when the great in-
Yentionl in electric power generation and transmission in the 'eighties 
and early 'ninetiel had pIa.ced the latent stores of energy in waterfalls 
and rapidl at the disposal of man, Sweden at once became one of the 
pioneer countries for turning electricity generated by water power to 
account in industry. 

The annual official industry statistics give tabular summaries of 
the amount of driving power (water and fuel) employed in industry. 
One luch summary is reproduced below, and it gives an at any rate 
approximate indication of existing requirements. The figures are for 
1923 and give the hone-power (HP). 

-_ ... 

i Water Power Fuel Power 

I 
Braucbe. Dr Indostry 

I Electric I ! Direct Total Direct I Electric I Total Drive 1 Drive Drive Drive 
I 

UP I HP UP UP UP HP 
i Mining and metal industry 42,100 163,200 205,300 13,400 20,600 34,000 

: )lineral aad atone indu8try 1,000 1,800 2,800 16,100 16,100 32,200 

i Timber indultry, , • • . • 10,700 4,800 15,500 90,300 22,000 112,300 

! Paprr and printing industries 103,200 143,300 246,500 11,600 62,000 73,600 

: Foodstuff. induRtries ... 29,400 2,400 31,800 26,900 11,800 38,700 

I Tutile and tailoring indo 6,700 23,500 80,200 8,100 8,800 11,900 

! Leather, bair and rubber 
goods induatriea .... 700 1,500 2,200 1,400 I 2,000 3,400 

: Cbemioo-tecbuieal indu8try • 400 22,000 22,400 2,700 I 8,900 11,600 
I 
Powergenerating, ligbting 

! and waterworks ... 1i00 746.200 746.700 6,000 215,600 221,600 

Total 1 194,700 11,108,70011,303,4001171,500 I 367,8001 539,300 

Thus the aggregate hone-power actually made use of amounts 
to 1,s.tO,OOO, of which about 1,400,000 HP are used for industrial 
machines and apparatus, and the remainder for lighting, heating, and 
the working of railways and tramways. 

Water Po-wer. Sweden possesses a considerable amount of utilizable 
water power. The most reliable computations that have been made 
give from 4 to [) million horse-power, continuously available, cor-
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- SWEDEN'S NATURAL RESOURCES ntRELATION TO INDUSTRY -
. • • o. 

. . . 
responding to' somewhat more th~n 32 milliard kilowatt hours kWh. 
A,s' probably only from 2.5 to 3 milliard kWh of" this energy was 
being utilized in 1925, it is evident that there must still be a con
siderable latent quantity obtainable by the further harnessing of water
falls, without ma1ting it necessary to resort to the more distant falls 
or to those which are specially difficult to turn to economic use. 

That is true of tlie couhtry as a whole, but not of th~ different 
!;lections. In the extr~me north of the country· there is a great 
superabundance of water power - Norrland has' most likely no less 
than 75 % to' 80'% of the total water power resources, whereas in 
Central Sweden nearly all the more valuable falls have already been 
converted into generators of power. That is in the main the case as 
regards the principal part of South Sweden too. 

The unequal distribution of vater power sources geographically 
has prompted efforts for the bringing about of an equalization by 
artificial means, so that every part of the country may command the 
supply of power that it .requires, it being realized th,at for all in
dustrial work in our days ample and cheap power has become an 
essentiai of the first order. 

The first large plant for long distance transmission of electric 
energy in Sweden was erected in 1893. In that year the Grangesberg 
Company completed a power transmission line from Lake Hellsjon to 
Grangesberg having a length of 14 km and capable of transmitting 
300 HP under 9,500 volts' pressure. During the next decades a large 
number of independent hydro-electric plants of various systems were 
erected both by industrial concerns and municipal and other bodies, 
but it was not until about 1906 to 1908 that the water power in
dustry acquired real importance for Swedish economic life. In those 
years a number of plants commenced to deliver power to anyone and 
everyone who might desire to obtain it. I~portant inventions that 
were introduced in these years made it possible before the close of 
the folll)wing decade to transmit power over long distances by means 
of great trunk lines at high voltages and to deliver electric current 
to the consumers at a reasonable cost. At the present time the 

. voltages on Swedish trunk lines range between 60,000 ~nd 220,000 
volts. 

At about the same time the newly-created Royal Board of Water
falls (Vattenfallsstyrelsen) under government administration commenced 
its operations b;r constructing a hydro-electric plant at Trollhattan, now 
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- SWEDES'S NAT9RAL RESOURCES IN RELATION TO ITNDUSRY -

of 162,000 HP, and the largest 
in Sweden. The Gullspang 
Company built a power·plant 
in the GulLtpang River (27,000 
lIP), the South Swedish Power 
Company four in the Lagan 
River, and the Hemsjo Com
pany its plants in·the Morrom 
and Helge Riven - the two 
latter companies now combined 
(about 70,000 HP) under the 
control of a few important towns 
in South Sweden. The State
owned hyodro-electric works 
have developed rapidly: power
atations have been erected at 
Xlvkarleby (75,000 HP) and 
Motala (12,000 HP), and also 
a stand-by steam-power electric 
plant at Viisteras, these now 
forming the principal centres of 
power·generation in Central 
Sweden, With the works just 
enumerated there co·operate 
in case of necessity certain 
other large works, such as the 
City of Stockholm's Untraver
ket in the Dalii.lven River 
(40,000 HP), and a l~rge 
number of groups of smaller 
enterprises. Many schemes have 
been proposed for transmission 
of electric current on a large 
scale from some of the big 
N orrland falls to the central 
and southern parts of the 
country. The furnishing of 
the northernmost parts of 
Sweden with electric power 
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- SWEDEN'S NATURAL RESOURCES IN RELATION TO INDUSTRY -

The .Harsprdnget. Waterfall in Lappland . 

. The largest undeveloped wa.terfa.llin Sweden (ca.lculated to be able to supply 
250,000 HP). 

has been inaugurated by the construction under Government super
vision of the Porjus works in the Lule River (80,000 HP), and is 
being continued by the harnessing of · the N orrforsen rapids in the 
Ume River (20,000 HP). 

Many of the large power-stations are interconnected by trunk
lines, which renders possible an equalization of the power supply. 
Thereby power can be obtained at a cheaper rate than if each station 
were to work independently. 

In respect to the development of power from waterfalls in Sweden 
there are some factors of an unfavourable character, viz . . the slight 
annual precipitation (ranging from 400 mm to 1,200 mm - the latter 
iIi. the higher altitudes), the inconsiderable height of many of the in· 
dividual falls (from 3· m to 10 m), the great variations in the natural 
:O.o~ of water (from 1 to 100 second-cub.m per sq. km) and the long 
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- SWEDES'S NATURAL RESOCRCES IS RELATION TO INDUSTRY-

stretches of rapids that necessitate the building of costly dams and 
other con8truction work, all factors which raise the capital outlay for 
the plant, and consequently the cost per unit of current supplied to 
customers. On the other hand there are some favourable factors, viz. 
the character of the ground, which is for the most part firm and suit
able for foundation work, the abundance of 
builJing-stone, the presence of lakes to act 
U e<)ualizers to the flow of water. and the 
c"mparatively great run-off, in the larger 
rivers from 40!tl to 70!tl of the total volume 
of rainfalL 

With respect to the price per hydro
electric HP the figures quoted for Norrland 
range between about 40 and 50 kronor, for 
South Sweden about double those amounts. 
If the value of the fall and the cost of the 
distribution-plant are included. the average 
C08t of construction of hydro-electric plants 
in Sweden works out at about 320 kronor 

~ 
Gl _ Tolar,.. ... mberofde ... • 

'OP'. 'u,b,no HP "7-
300 _ Tvrbif\eHPdeveloped 

1:1\1 the State 

"" / 
'00 

I 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
f" 

~ /' 

• V .... •• • ,. 

per electrical HP. The capital invested in water power generating 
and di8tributing plants in Sweden in 1924 has been estimated to 
aggregate 1,000 mill. kr. The hydro·electric power development has 
proceeded rapidly during the present century, as is shown by the 
appended graph of developed turbine HP. 

'Vhat has been said above shows that Sweden's resources in 
waterfalls is of great importance for her industries, more especially at 
the present day. 

Fuel Power. The growth of industrialization in Sweden is very 
clearly marked by the increase in the importation of coal. At 
the beginning of· the 1890's, 90 kg of coal were imported per in
habitant and year, and in 1910 812 kg. Owing to the increasing 
utilization of water power for the generation of electricity, at ·that 
time the figure for the import of coal dropped to 765 kg in 1912, and 
stood at 781 kg in 1924. At the beginning of the 1870's the total 
import of coal was about 600,000 tons, of a. value of nearly 14 mill. 
kr; in 1916 it reached its maximum, viz. 5.33 mill. tons, for which 
the country paid 195 mill. kr; in 1920, when coal prices reached their 
apex, Sweden pa.id 502 milL kr for 3.17 mill. tons. In 1924 the im-
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- SWEDEN'S NATURAL RESOURCES IN RELATION TO INDUSTRY -

pqrt of coal was 4.71 mill. tons for which was paid at the low 
price ruling at that time about 125 mill. kronor. 

These figures have very naturally given rise to a lively discussion 
more especially in industrial circles as to the possibility of making 
use of home resources of fuel instead of imported coal. At the present 
time, however, it would seem to be pretty generally agreed that 
water power cannot be expected to supersede coal much mOre than 
at present. If manufacturin~ keeps on expanding it is probable that 
about 5 million tons of mineral coal will still have to be imported 
every year. 

. Coal, however, only constitutes about half of the fuel that is 
consumed in Sweden. In a report over the consumption of fuels of 
all kinds in Sweden during the period 1913-1917, it was estimated 
that the total requirements, computed on the basis of the fuel value 
in mineral coal, had been about 111/2 million tons, distributed as 
follows: 

For the generation of steam and driving oil-engines. . . 43 % 

of which for industry and commerce, agriculture, etc. 24 % 
for railways. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 % 

for steamships ................ 10 % 
For heating furnaces (iron-production and gas-manufacture) 17 % 
For heating dwelling-rooms and for other domestic pur-

poses etc. . . . . . .. . . . . . . ',.' . . . . . . . 40 % 

Wood is by far the most important of native Swedish fuels, being 
in earlier days the primary generator of energy. In proportion as 
the interest in rational forestry has increased there has grown up 
a much more complete utilization of forest timber. The forest
owning industrial concerns in particular make great use nowadays of 
waste and refuse wood for the generation of heat-energy. For pre
war years the estimate of the wood consumed as industrial fuel was 
about 10 mill. cub.m, of which however only 13 % seems to have 
been "wood" in the usual sense, the remrunder (87 %) being sawdust 
and other waste. At the present time the consumption is probably 
less. The price of wood having gone up in consequence of the 
increasingly wide use of forest products in a variety of· ways, its 
employment as fuel has tended to diminish. Both the demand of 
the iron industry for charcoal and still more the rapid development 
of the chemical wood-pulp industry have acted in the same direc-
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- SWEDEN'S NATt'"RAL RESOL'RCES IN RELATION TO INDUSTRY -

tion. The cellulose industry, however, has provided some comp$!n
lation, inaamuch as the sulphite spirit, that is being produced from 
sulphite lye in yearly increasiug quantities, can be used with fairly 
good result aI fuel for internal combustion engines. 

Sweden is poorly supplied with fossil fuels. Those worth considering 
are the deposits of mineral coal in the North-West of Skane, the 
peat mosses in various parts of the country but of little value for the 
production of energy, and the combustible alum shales embedded in 
Silurian deposits, chiefly in Viistergotland and Narke. 

The lection of the Skane plains, extending from the distrjcts 
north of Angelholm to some 10 miles south of Hiilsingborg, has 
benl.'ath the upper surface strata of sandstones, shales and laminated 
clays containing seams of coal. The mining of this coal has been 
carried on from as early as the beginning of the 17th century, 
the valuable fireproof clays accompanying the seams being extracted 
at the same time as a help towards economy in working. It is only 
however since the beginning of last century that the work has been 
done on an industrial scale in the modem sense of the term. The 
workinJr of these coal-mines has been gradually consolidated in spite 
of great difficulties and at heavy pecuniary sacrifices and, being well 
managed, it now yields a moderate profit. All the coal deposits 
are now owned by the Hoganiis-Billesh,olms A...-B. The difficulty of 
mining the coal at a profit arises in the first place from the in
considerable thickness of the coal seams (30-60 cm), in the second 
place from the difficulty of putting the second-grade coal to any 
economic use, and in the third place from the clay that for technical 
reasons has to be mined along with the first-grade coal. Nevertheless the 
quantity of coal raised has increaaed continuously. In 1805 it was 
10,000 tons, in 1877 100,000 tons, and in 1924 about 440,000 tons, 
which laat figure amounts to just about one tenth of the normal annual 
consumption of coal in Sweden as a whole. So far as can be seen at 
presl.'nt the annual amount of coal raised cannot in the future exceed 
from 500,000 to 600,000 tons. 

The Swedish coalfields that are being worked cover an area 
of about 67,500 acres. From 1797 to 1924 there were extracted 
about 15.6 mill. tons of coal, i. e. only enough to satisfy the present 
requirements of the country for three years. There remain some 100 
mill. tons in the coalfields that are now being worked but there are 
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- SWEDEN'S NATURAL RESOURCES IN RELATION TO INDUSTRY-

probably about another 200 mill. tons in the parts of the coalfield not 
yet explored. Of th~ latter amount however probably only half is 
first· grade coal, the other half being of inferior value. Swedish coal 
cannot qualitatively bear comparison with even ordinary grades of 
English or German coal, though. the best quality Swedish is quite 
as good as some inferior grades of coal from those countries, such 
grades being rather extensively used in Sweden. 

Considering the limited possibilities of an increased production of 
coal in Sweden, i. is not to be wondered at that a certain number of 
more or less speculatively minded persons have turned their attention 
to the indisputably very considerable supplies of energy that are stored 
up in the Swedish peat-bogs. While the Great War was raging 
fantastic schemes were very rife and the Swedish Government was 
then prevailed upon to spend a considerable amount of public money 
on an official stock-taking of the Swedish peat-bogs situated south 
of Dalarna (the islands of Gotland and Oland excepted). - Theoretic
ally the matter was extremely interesting but practically entirely 
valueless. 

The purely statistical values furnished by that investigation tell 
us that the peat-bogs situated in the parts of the country mentioned 
contain peat that is the equivalent of 1,000 mill. tons of air-dried com
bustible peat or of 500 mill. tons of coal. It has proved impossible 
profitably to set free for industrial purposes the very least part of 
the energy contained in the peat-bogs, though a considerable number 
of millions of kronor have been devoted to the various experiments 
made to that end; moreover, in spite of all the fantastic talk indulged 
in, there is not the faintest hope to be seen of ultimate success. 
The difficulties in the way of an economically profitable manufacture 
of peat are in the main two: ot!. the one hand there is the extreme 
tenacity with which the peat substance retains possession of the 80 % 
to 90 % of water that the crude mass of peat contains, and on the 
other hand there is the fact that the combustible material in even the 
best peats is in reality thin and spread over a large surface. 

In spite of all the efforts put forth by the State itself and by 
various associations and private individuals, it proved impossible even 
during the war-years when the prices of coal reached a height never 
before dreamt of and fuel was in very great demand, to work up the 
total production of peat to more than about 400,000 tons, i. e. about the 
equivalent of 200,000 tons of coal. The output of the last few years 
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- SWEDEN'S NATURAL RESOURCES IN RELATION TO INDUSTRY -

haa ranged from 100,000 tons to 125,000 tons. As a means of gene. 
rating energy for the industries of the country peat is of extremely 
little importance and there is no reason whatever to suppose that 
that importance will be appreciably greater within any near future. 
In certain isolated cases however factories that own well·situated peat· 
bogs containing very first-rate combustible peat may be able to turn 
their peat to profitable account in some measure. 

Since the close' of the 1860's liquid fuel has' come increasingly 
into use in Sweden, as well as elsewhere, in the form of petroleum or 
rock·oil - which by fractional distillation yields the well-known pro
ducts: benzene, kerosene, and motor-oil. Since the 1890's those mineral 
oils have been a large and increasing article of import in Sweden. In 1924 
the importation amounted to 255,000 tons to the value of 45.4 mill. kr. 

Sweden possesses at all events a theoretical possibility of producing 
out of its own raw materials some proportion of its requirements of 
mineral oils, which are so extremely important not only as sources of 
energy but also as lubricants. Mineral oil can as a matter of fact be 
produced by distillation out of the black alum shales that are present 
in great abundance in the Silurian deposits in Vastergotland (Mount 
Kinnekullel, Ostergotland and Narke. In favourable cases, if the 
working is carried on on a large scale, it proves possible to produce 
from 30 to 50 kg of oil from each ton of shale and also from 7 to 
9.6 kg of sulphate of ammonia which is a valuable artificial manure. 
However, the experience gained from extensive experiments and ex
perimental workings on a factory scale have so far only yielded the 
result, that fuel oils cannot be extracted from the alum shales with 
economically satisfactory results as long as the prices of mineral oils 
remain as low as they have been since the W orId War. These shales 
nevertheless form a reserve fund' which at some future day it may 
prove fortunate for the country to possess. There is also a cel'tain 
degree of probability that at no distant date new inventions may give 

. them a value as respects the generation of power in Sweden that will 
be exceedingly welcome. 

Amongst those people that are best acquainted with the power 
resources of Sweden there is probably a fair amount of agreement as 
to the possibility of extracting mechanical energy at a reasonable cost 
and in sufficient quantity from the waterfalls of Sweden not only for 
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- SWEDEN'S NATURAL. RESOURCES IN RELATION TO INDUSTRY -

the industries now in existence but also for a considerably enlarged 
Swedish industry in the future. When it comes _to a question of' 
supplying the need of industries and households for fuel for heating
purposes, on the other hand, there is no possibility whatever of man
aging with what is supplied by tl;!.e country itself and hence Sweden 

. will necessarify continue to be an importer of coal and mineral oils. 

INDUSTRY AS A TRANSFORMER OF AGRICULTURAL 
PRODUCE. 

The primary need of man is the procuring of the necessary amount 
·of food. In the earliest ages that was accomplished mainly by hunting 
and fishing, but the increase of the population laid the burden of 
furnishing food more and more on the farmers, a task that they 
have shown themselves remarkably well able to perform down to our 
own days. 

Although not more than about 44 % of the population of Swe
den are now employed in agriculture, yet from the beginning of 
the 1880's that industry has supplied on an average some 82 % -
measured by nutritive value - of the food of the people; during certain 
periods it has been more - as much as 86 % - during other periods 
less - as little as 78 %. The shortage is in vegetable produce, 
of which Sweden has to import considj!rable quantities; cattle-breeding 
on the other hand yields butter, meat and other products in excess of 
what the country needs for itself to a value of upwards of 100 mill. 
kr - a not unimportant contribution (9 % or 10 %) to the sum of Swe
dish exports.. 

The transformation of the yield of the soil for human needs was 
entrusted in earlier days to hohsewives and handicrafts men, but 
during the last half century this sphere of work has more and more 
passed into the hands of farsighted industrialists, mainly concerned to 
supply the home market. On the whole, the process of industriali
zation has brought with it a raising of the average quality of the 
goods delivered and a standardization of the kinds of goods offered 
for sale, but pretty certainly too an elimination of the very best qualities, 
which a few connoisseurs had known how to have themselves served 
with. To realize that we need only compare ordinary bakers' bread 
with the more excellent home-made article. In this category there are 
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not a few branches of indu8try 
that deal principally with raw 
materials produced in Sweden 
itself, 

The domestic work that 
has been in .. high degree in
dU8trialized is firstly the pro
duction of food· stuffs and se
condly the making of clothing 
and the preparatory textile 
operations connected with it. 
Contemporaneously with the 
change that was taking place 
in the old·time farmhouses, 
there were springing up in 
towns and other centres tens 
of thousands of new homes set 
up by the people employed in 
the fast developing industries, 
in goodll transportation, in the 
buying and selling of commo
ditiell etc, etc, Those people 
became the purchasers too of 
the output of the new factories, 
which Wall taking the place of 
what had once upon a time 
been produced in the homes 
of the old-fashioned type. 

A short survey maybe 
given here of the industries 
that have grown up in the way 
indicated on the basis of 
Swedish agriculture, 

The Swedish people's prin
cipal article of food is bread, and 
it is consumed in increasing 
amounts from year to year, as is 
proved by the fact that, while in 
the seventies, 131 kg of corn 

DISTRIBUTION OF 
AREA DEVOTED 

TO AGRICULTURE 
IN SWEDEN 
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- SWEDEN'S NATURAL RESOURCES IN RELATION TO INDUSTRY -

ground to flour went to each head among the population, the con
sumption per head during the present century has risen to somewhat 
more than 160 kg, two thirds or somewhat more of which is of 
Swedish origin. Wheat-flour has now come more and more into 
request, but as it cannot be produced in good quality from home
grown wheat, Swedish wheat has to be mixed with the more glutinous 
article grown in other countries. To some extent this circumstance 
has favoured the rise.of the large flour rolling-mills that have been 
built in some of the Swedish sea-coast towns and have gradually 
beaten out of the field the old-standing small or moderate-sized "toll 
flour-mills", which have ground the farmers' own corn for a certain 
toll or percentage in kind. For rye-flour the latter still have the upper 
hand (67 %), but for wheat-flour, they are hopelessly left behind (15 %). 

Swedish agriculture also supplies the raw materials for the oatmeal 
and potato-starch industries tha.t are now being carried on in the country. 
Private households and small-scale bakeries' have gradually had to 
surrender to large-scale undertakings the further transformation of the 
flour into bread. 

The sugar that the Swedish sugar-factories produce is in most 
cases derived wholly and solely from the sugar beet, that is cultivated 
chiefly in Skane but also to some extent in the other coastal provinces 
of South Sweden. 

Swedish agriculture is also the principal purveyor .of raw material 
to the spirit-distilling industry, whiclt is n.ow alm<?st entirely concentra
ted in Skane, and of malt which is the chief raw material of the 
breweries. The yeast-factories' requirements .of corn are also supplied 
.out .of h.ome produce. 

The climate and the nature of Sweden as a whole fav.our the main
tenance of a large stock of domestic animals. The extent to which 
this has set its mark on the .output of Swedish farming was shown 
very clearly by the result of the calculation as to the nutritive value 
.of edible vegetable produce that the difficult problems with regard to 
bread-rationing etc. made desirable in 1915. The returns showed that 
while .out .of the vegetable produce 1,327 mill. feed-units could be used 
directly as human food there were 6,334 mill. feed-units for farm 
animals, n.o less than 5,100 mill. being straw-fodder, f.odder roots, 
'pasture-grass, green fodder, potato-tops etc., which are only available 
as feeding-stuffj for animals. 

From this it can easily be perceived that products yielded by farm 
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.tock must play a great part in Swedish economic life. The trans
formation of these products ioto Buch forms as will admit of their 
being kept for a greater length of time, e. g. butter and cheese, pre
aerved meat., etc., has come to be a very important item in Swedish 
induBtrial life. The actual work involved has been largely transferred 
from the farms to Bpecial factories. The Swedish industrial statistics 
for 192-l give no leBs than 1,266 "dairies and goat-cheese factories", 
wbile the figure for meat-preserving and sausage factories is 149_ The 
low figure for tbe latter category shows tbat the statistics only take 
cognizance of wbat are regarded as real factories_ 

Of special interest is the exchange of products that takes place 
on a large Bcale between certain industries and agriculture. A very 
considerable proportion of the stock of pigs in the country, at present 
amounting to over a million animals, have their main feed from the 
refuse products of dairies, distilleries and other similar enterprises. 
Again, passing by other examples, in certain large districts of Skane 
molasses and crushed beet-refuse from sugar-factories are of very great 
importance .. foods for cattle. To summarize what has been said above, 
we find that Swedish agriculture places at the disposal of industry 
large amounts of carbohydrates and albuminous substances, which are 
worked up chiefly for the populations of the towns and townlike 
communities but also to an increasing extent for the purely agricultural 
population. In this connection it must not be forgotten that the land 
in SweJen has already been divided up into such numerous and small 
parcels of ground that there are three times as many farm holdings 
whose owners are obliged to obtain a larger or smaller portion of 
their requirements of cereals by buying from other growers as there are 
holdings whose owners are in a position to sell their own-grown grain. 

The home production of fats is not sufficient for the country's 
needs. The important industries for which vegetable fats form the 
main raw material are chiefty dependent on imports, e. g. margarine 
and cooking-fat and chocolate factories, and also the important in-' 
dustry that produces vegetable oils not only for human and animal 
food but also for various technical purposes_ 

The contribution of raw materials for the textile and tanning 
industries that is made by Swedish agriculture is extremely small. In 
Bpite of the fact that the breeding of sheep is now being carried on 
on an increased scale, the stock of sheep in Sweden, which amounted 
in 1912 to 1,200,000, only supplied 7 % of the country's demand for 
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- SWEDEN'S NATURAL RESOURCES IN RELATION TO INDUSTRY -

wool at that date. Of the tanning industries' requirements of raw 
material only about ene fourth was then covered by hides of Swedish 
animals, . but on the other hand considerable quantities of especially 
calves hides are exported. 

If we survey the position occupied by agricultural production and 
by the industries based on it in the Swedish economic life of to-day, we 
shall not fail to be struck by the fact that the production in question, 
which increased so greatly during the past century, is being increasingly 
consumed in Sweden itself. This is partly due to the growth of the 
population but still more to the rapid rise in the standard of living. 

The animal world which formerly and indeed until the beginning 
of the modern age contributed by the export of wild animals' pelts 
and skins a considerable part of the country's revenue, is now of little 
importance. 

The fisheries, on the other hand, chiefly those of the coast of 
Bohuslan, yield a far greater return, amounting to 30 mill. kr annually. 
The bulk of the fish is eaten fresh, but there is one exception that is 
of no small interest, viz. a variety of the herring ("skarpsill"). It is 
pickled and constitutes the raw material of the famous anchovy-in
dustry that has been growing up since the middle of the nineteenth 
century in BohusHin with its chief-centre at Lysekil and which is now 
carried on throughout in large factories. In connection with this 
manufacture there has sprung up a fish-conserving industry with a large 
field of activity. To judge by the r~pid growth of the corresponding 
Norwegian fish-canning industry, this should have a promising future 
before it. The ordinary salting of herringl'l on the other hand, 
which once upon a t.ime was of great importance, now plays a con
tinuously decreasing part owing to the small proportion of fat that 
the Bohuslan herrings contain as compared for instance with those 
caught off Iceland. 

FORESTS AND FOREST INDUSTRIES. 

Swedish official statistics. assess the land area of Sweden at 
.410,000 sq. km. Of that area not more probably than at the most 
about 350,000 sq. km are situated in the climatic region of coniferous 
forests. Gardens, ploughlands and meadows occupy 48,000 sq. km and 
the timber-growing land, it is calculated, 246,000 sq. km. The remainder 
of the land surface is termed "non-cultivable", that is to say consists 
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of peat-bogs, rocky ground etc" to be regarded as negligible from 
the economic point of view, though considerable parts of it, especially 
the peat-bogs, will undoubtedly at some future date prove capable of 
growing forest timber. We may however &Bsume that Sweden possesses 
roughly 62 mill. acres of forest-land. Of this total not more than 
two and 110 half million acres can be expected under the most favourable 
conditions to admit of ever being brought under the plough, though 
considerable sectionll will probably eventually be transformed into 
rationally kept pasture-landa, The rest of the timber-bearing land, by 
reason of the large number of boulders and other obstructions on its 
.urface, must definitely remain an exclusively sylvicultural area, and 
consequently forestry may confidently be expected to be for all time, 
what it has been during the past three quarters of a century, one 
of the country'. chief industries_ On the basis of the material at 
present existing it is not possible to construct a map to show in a 
really effective way the distribution of the forests over the different 
parts of the country, but the one given on p, 15 of the areas under 
cultivation gives some guidance, inasmuch as the greater the pro
portion of the land under the plough in any area the less must be 
that of the land that is forest-clad. 

The economic importance of the Swedish forests ia traceable not 
only to the nature and character of the country itself but also to 
the fact that the countriea in the periphery of the Fenno-Scandinavian 
virgin-forest region are for the most part in configuration low-lying 
and fertile, inhabited by peoplea who are extremely well suited for the 
pursuit both of agriculture and mechanical industry. As those peoples 
have increased in numbers and their countries have been brought more 
and more under the plough, industries have grown up aud flourished 
and large citiea have arisen, Aa a natural consequence large quantities 
of timber have been required for building and other purposes which 
the foresta of Great Britain and the European Continent proved quite 
inadequate to supply. Hence there has come about a. persistent drain 
of foreat products from the northern countries, in which coniferous 
forests thrive well, to the great and populous industrial and agricultural 
regions of North-Western Europe. 

The fact that Sweden and the South-East of Norway were the 
districts in Northern Europe where forest industries developed earliest 
and most vigorously, is closely connected with their topography. 
Between forest clad heights and hills the small valleys and stretches 
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- SWEDEN'S NATURAL RESOURCES IN RE~ATION TO INDUSTRY -.. 
.of plain c.ountr" were cultivated fr.om .of .old. In the earliest stages 
.of its activity .on industrial lines, i. e. fr.om 1840 t.o 1880 the lumber 
trade f.ound r@lady t.o hand in that race .of men a sufficiently large set 
.of w.orkmen, wh.o were th.or.oughly familiar with life and work in the 
f.orests, and quite willing at a ].ow rate .of wages t.o place themselves 
at its service. In the interi.or .of upper N.orrland, it is true, there was 
but a scanty supply .of lab.our, but nevertheless matters were far less 
diffucult there than in large areas .of N .orthern Finland .or iIi the br.oad 
f.orest-c.overed plains .of N .ortherIi Russia. 

The p.orti.on .of the great Swedish f.orest regi.on that is least 
easy .of access - the n.orthern part .of Vii.rmland, Upper Dalarna 
and the interi.or .of N .orrland, c.omprising in r.ound figures twenty-five 
mill. acres, was p.ossessed .of an advantage unparalleled elsewhere in 
the w.orld, f.or, at a c.ost .of s.ome few hundred milli.on.lrr.on.or, its 
waterc.ourses pr.oved capable .of being transf.ormed int.o excellent floating
ways .of an aggregate length .of s.ome 30,000 km. The advantages 
that nature aff.orded here are principally: a c.onveniently m.oderate 
gradient in the c.ourses .of the rivers fr.om the high m.ountains d.own 
t.o the sea-c.oasts, a winter with heavy sn.owfalls and a spring marked 
by a very high-water-Ievel in the rivers. This high-water peri.od is 
m.ore.over usefully pr.ol.onged in time, firstly - in the case .of the big 
rivers - by the late melting .of the sn.ow in the m.ountains, and se
c.ondly - f.or all the rivers alike - by the abundance .of lakes thr.ough 
which the rivers in m.ost cases take their c.ourse. The disappearance 
.of the sn.ow and ice is earliest d.own by the m.ouths .of the rivers and 
acc.ordingly it is there that the annual fl.oating begins. Gradually, as 
the temperature rises, the c.onditi.on .of high-water-Ievel extends further 
up the river system, and the w.ork .of fl.oating can be started at p.oints 
higher and higher up. By means .of these fl.oating-ways timber can 
be transp.orted fr.om practically any p.oint in the interi.or .of the 
c.ountry at a remarkably l.ow c.ost d.own t.o the c.oast, where thanks t.o 
the fringe .of skerries pr.otecting it there are numer.ous excellent har
b.ours f.or dealing with the timber .on its arrival. 

The sc.ope and extent which this fl.oating has attained (see the table 
appended) clearly sh.ows the immense imp.ortance that it has acquired 

. and still has f.or the wh.ole .of the Swedish lumbering .operati.ons. It is 
w.orthy .of. remark that eff.orts have been made during the last decade 
t.o .open up f.or fl.oating purp.oses certain secti.ons .of the river systems 
.of Central and S.outhern Sweden. These eff.orts have m.ore.over been 
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Lultlb~""rwljng Station at "Tiigtm" in the Daliilvm-Rirer_ 
In the foreground can be seeD quantities of Boating logs, nnd in the upper part of the 

pictnre the wood-8tores of the Kvarn8veden wood-pulp mill_ 

almost more successful than was expected, even though the fioating
ways there are insignificant as compared with those in Northern 
Sweden. The fignres giving the amount of lumber floated have risen 
very greatly in course of years and indicate very clearly the revolution 
that has taken place in the lumber trade as the result of smaller and 
smaller dimensions of timber having been put to economic use in pulp
mills etc. 

The figures in the table for recent years illustrate the great varia
tions caused by fluctuations and cycles in the business world. Let 
the reader compare for instance the numbers 
of logs floated in 1921 and in 1922; the 
latter reflects the violent fall in prices which 
the great economic crisis of 1920 brought 
about in the wood market. 

The existing pre-requisites with the help 
of which it has been possible to create the 
la.rge and profitable enterprises for the export-
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floated logs: 

37,700,000 

1908-12, yearly 66,937,000 

1921 133,467,000 

1922 86,644,000 

1928 121,810,000 
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ing of Swedish forest products have been consequently in the main: an 
abundant supply of ti~ber in a practically untouched virgin-forest region 
favourable to the growth of pine and spruce, a big demand for timber 
in countries not too remote, a population exceptionally well fitted to 
fulfil the varying requireillents entailed by the industry and evenly 
distributed over the region and, lastly, excellent transporting facilities. 
Those enterprises turn out round timber to some slight-extent, but . . 
their main output is 'sawn goods and wood-pulp and also, in recent 
times, increasing quantities of more completely manufactured goods, 
e. g. paper and joinery articles. 

The forests of Central and Southern Sweden with their focus in 
the Smaland Highlands are smaller in area but, owing to their more 
favourable climatic conditions, the timber grows more rapidly and they 
are consequently relatively more valuable. They also contribute in some 
measure to the sum of Sweden's timber exports, but the bulk of their 
produce during the last two generations has been used up for the 
needs of the far-reaching construction work that has been going 
forwa.rd in that part of Sweden during the period in question, where 
on an average there are 25-35 inha,bitants to the sq. km compared 
to 5 in N orrland and consequently the demand for wood for domestic 
purposes is several times greater. Moreover the drifting of the popula
tion from farming into manufacturing and other callings that are quite 
independent of farming, has necessitated the extending and rebuilding 
of towns and municipal communities-on an unprecedentedlj large scale. 

The wood-manufacturing enterprises in Northern and in Southern 
Sweden respectively have acquired an essentially different character. 
In the latter there are a large number of establishments - each one 
often small or only medium-sized - spread more _or less uniformly over 
the whole region; in the former there are a comparatively few, but large 
mills located at the mouths of the big rivers. It is only in Jamtland, 
which has an outlet for export to the Trondhjem Fjord by the Swedo
Norwegian railway, that there are a few fairly large. works i!l the 
interior of the country. In the North of Sweden local requirements 
of sawn timber are satisfied by small primitive sawmills partaking of 
the handicraft rather than of the modern industrial type of enterprise. 

From the standpoint of the wood-working industries Sweden may 
suitably be divided into three areas - the virgin-forest region of Upper 
Norrland, the industrial-forest region of Lower Norrland, Dalarna and 
Varmland, and the cultivated-forest region of South Sweden. 
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Woodland Landscape in the North of Bu:tden. 
A view of the River Btora Lule IiIv, in the Parish of Jokkmokk, 

The Upper NO/-rland virgin:fO/'est region comprises roughly the 
two most northerly Swedish provinces. In this area coniferous trees 
may be Baid to live at the extreme limit of their endurance as regards 
climatic conditions although, as a matter of fact, in the coast districts 
the state of things is fairly tolerable. In the large forest tracts of 
the interior growth is slow: at least, a hundred-and-fifty years must 
be allowed for the regrowth of saw-timber, and reproduction is difficult 
and precarious. On the other hand there has been a considerable 
growth of timber in the course of two OJ;' three hundred years. The 
principal forest owner in this part of the country is the State, no less 
than 58 % of all the wood lands in the Lapland part of Norrbotten 
being State-owned and in the coast districts 50 %, while in Vasterbotten 
the corresponding figures are 35 ~ and 18 % respectively. The lumbering 
of the forests there however has proved to involve such great expense 
that neither the State nor the private owners who have experimented 
with it have had any reason to congratulate themselves on the results, 
especially in comparatively unfavourable years nor even when normal 
business conditions have prevailed. In any case the forests in this 
region will constitute an extensive reserve for the sawmilling industry 
in N orrland for the next few decades. 

The induslrial:forest region of Lower Norrland, Dalarna and Varm-
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land. Here con~ferous trees live under external conditions that are 
very satisfactory for' them, if we leave out of, account the higher 
tracts adjoining"\,~nd embraced by the great mountain chain on the 
west. The growiih in these forests is so satisfactory that it is possible 
to count upon a rotation period of 100-120 years for the production 
of saw-timber; the greater part of the forest land ranges from normal 
to really good; and the reproduction is comparatively satisfactory. 

It is in this region that the sawmilling operations for export, 
which ever since the 1840's have been so all-important an item in the 
country's economy, have chiefly come into being and flourished, large 
sections of the forests - as much as from 39 % to 54 % - formerly in 
the hands of individual peasant proprietors having been acquired by 
the lumbering industry interests. It is from this region too that the 
lumbering industry has taken by far the greater part of the timber, 
valued at 4,500 mill. kr, that was exported from N orrland and Da
larna during the half century from 1863 to 1912. Accordingly there 
are no longer any original virgin forests, practically all the heavier 
timber having been cut off except in a few state-owned parks and 
other small areas. The irrational thinning which has been very fr-e
quently resorted to in conjunction with the logging of, an area has 
resulted in there being at present a much smaller quantity of standing 
timber in these forests than would be normal. The importance of 
adopting systematic sylvicultural measures to preserve the forest was 
generally realized at so late a date that much has been neglected 
which might and ought to have been done to transform the once cut 
over forest-areas into rationally managed woodlands, where attention is 
paid to reproduction. This means that a shortage of timber has already 
begun to be experienced by the sawmills and will become still more 
noticeable, for every year that passes for some time to come. It is a 
fortunate circumstance however, that the majority of the larger mills 
now carryon not merely sawmilling operations, which are rather 
tending to diminish in quantity, but also the manufacture of "rood
pulp, a branch that is steadily increasing and yields a good return. 
The wood-pulp business provides means for a better and more rational 
'management of the forests and makes it possible too to use up profit
ably the smaller-dimension timber, of which there can still be removed 
large quantities to the great benefit of the forests as a whole. 

The cultivatedfm'est region of South Sweden. This name may be 
used for the extensive forest areas in the central and southern parts 
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A Well·kept FOYfst in Viil·mland. 
Fine specimen of reproduction with stock·trees (mother·trees) still standing. Alkvettern, 

in the Parish of Bjurklirn. 

of the country. They have been already cut over at least once, often 
twice or thrice and have hence lost their character as virgin forests. 
Even though the bulk of the forests in this region cannot unfortu
nately lay claim to being "cultivated forests" in the proper sense of the 
term - i. l'. forests that are well tended and judiciously managE'd by 
the hand of man and that are in consequence abundantly timbered -
.yet the control exercised over them by their owners is so comparatively 
effective that they may rea.sonably be said to be part and parcel with 
Swedish economic life. Many of these forests have long been managed 
to a considerable degree on a rational system of sylviculture, those in 
Bergslagen, the ancient iron mining district of C~ntra1 Sweden, having 
been taken in hand upwards of a century ago. The newly·awakened 
national intereilt in the care and management of forests has hitherto 
resulted mainly in the passing of measures to ensure the mainteuance 
and perpetuation of the timber in South Swedish forests. In certain 
districts the young forest saplings show by their even and graceful 
growth full evidence of the care bestowed: some woodlands have reached 
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What is believed to be the forest that is most 
prolific of timber in Su·eden. 

~'orest belonging to the Hundred of Jonaker, in 
Sodermanland. Mean heights estimated in ·1919 
at 31.1 m for pine, 23 m for spruce; cubic volume 
estimated, in 1918 at 891 cub. m per 2 lIs acres, 

and age at 160 years 

an age to warrant thinning 
and that yields a good return 
in timber suitable for pulp
wood, fuel, props etc. That 
is more especially the case 
as regards the larger forest 
properties, for the peasant's 
forest-holdings have not yet 
been brought thoroughly into 
a well-managed state, though 
in many places a good be
ginning has been made thanks 
to the eontributory work af
forded by the local Forestry 
Boards. 

In any case the favourable 
climatic conditions prevailing 
in this region make the work 
far easier than further north: 
rotation periods may run from 
sixty to a hundred years, al
most everywhere there is a 
good demand at remunera
tive ,prices for thinnings and 
though wages are high there 
is in most places a sufficiency 
of labour available for the 
proper tending of the forests. 
The sawmill timber from these 
forests, for reasons which 
have been hinted at above, 
will probably for a' long time 
to come be mainly used up 
in supplying the countrys own 
requirements. Beyond that 

however these forests are able to contribute not inappreciably towards 
the timber products that Sweden exports, mainly , in the form of 
thinnings for props or pulp-wood. 
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'Vhen once the Swedish wood-working industries had got properly 
started between 1850 and 1880, they turned to account increasingly 
large quantities decade for decade of the stock of timber which had 
accumulated in the Swedish forests in previous ages, Since the 
eighteen seventies the annual demand for lumber has probably in
creased roughly threefold for exports of round, hewn, sawn and planed 
wood-goods and wood-pulp, A rough calculation shows that the demand 
has risen from abont 6 to about 17 million cubic m, For a long 
time past the annual cut has probably increased by 400,000 cub, m, 
i. e. an increase of 4 million cub. m every ten years, out of which, 
it is calcula.ted, about 60 % is attributable to increased exports. Though 
these figures may perhaps leave room for an appreciable margin of 
error, yet they serve to give an idea. of the vigour and energy displayed 
in cutting the accumulated stocks of Swedish timber. The total yearly 
cut, it is estimated, amounts to about 42 million cub. m, to which 
there must be added a loss of about 2.8 million cub. m, owing to 
timber that has been allowed to rot away in the forests, either as un
profitable for cutting or from neglect for other reasons. The total 
visible supply of timber has been estimated at something like 1,300 
million cub. m, of which a maximum of 400 million cub, m consists 
of merchantable timber. 

If we set these figures over against the present annual increment, 
which according to the best computations we possess may be assumed 
to be about 30 or 35 mill cub. m - of which however only about 
12 mill cub. m are supposed to represent increment in the larger trees 
- it would seem as if the wood-working industries of Sweden were 
in a parlous state. And that is so, too, more especially because the 
chief increment is among the trees of younger growth, which must 
go on growing for several decades before they will have attained such 
a dimension as will render them mature for cutting. From the in
dustry's own point of view the mature forests have undoubtedly been 
felled too rapidly in many parts of the country - if, that is to say, 
the industry looks not only to the immediate future but to its continued 
existence and welfare in years to come. In the peasant-owned forests 
properl, which to a very large extent supply the lumber industries 
with their timber, there is oDly 50 % to 70 % of the amount of standing 
timber that there ought to be, if the management had been on sound 

I Of foreste in private ownership 60" are peasant-owned, 33.5" eompany
owned, while the remainder, about 6.5 %, are owned by the large estate-holders. 
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sylviculturallines. In the company-ownea forests in the above-m~ntioned 
large ip.dustrial-forest 'region in Lower Norrland, Dalarna''and Varm
land things seem to be better, though even these forests have been 
overcut and are in many cases badly assorted with regard to age
groups; 'many of the state-owned parks in •• the ~entral' and southern 
parts of the country are also in the same plight, owing to their having 
so largely been purchased when in overcut ,condition in comparatively 
recent years. 

The opinion among experts is very general and probably with full 
justification, that the sawmilling industry will experience for some 
years a setback i'n its timber supplies both quantitatively and qualita
tively. In order to gain a clear idea as to the real state of things, 
the Government has ordered a comprehensive stock-taking of the forest 
resources of the kingdom, with the object firstly of establishing by 
thoroughly scientific methods what may be computed as the total stand 
of timber in the forests of the country as a whole, and secondly of 
having certain other matters of vital importance to industry investi
gated at the same time. The results that have been published so far 
relating to Varmland, Sm8J.and, Dalarna and Lower N orrland, would
seem to show that the stock of timber is larger than the pessimists 
have prophesied. 

'One important development in recent times is that smallet"-dimen
sion timber has come to be practically useful to a far grea~er extent 
than was earliet" the case, having acquired a greatly enhanced value as 
compared with a generation ago. This circumstance in conjunction with 
the rapid transition of the timber-conversion industry from sawmilling 
pure and simple to a more and more extensive production of wood-pulp 
and paper as well, may result in the Swedish forest industries proving 
able to meet the expected scarcit.v of timber in the coming decades with 
greater equanimity than many people are now inclined to fancy possible. 

THE INDUSTRIAL UTILIZATION OF THE SWEDISH 
ORES, ROCKS, AND EARTHS. 

Sweden's rock-Hoor consists for the most part of Archaean rocks. 
The bulk of these are gneisses and granites in very abundant va
rieties, which in many places are of such a kind that make them 
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euitable· u. raw material for the modem stone· industry. In these 
granite. and gnei8ses are found extensive masses of the series of 
rock. that ill now generally termed .the leptite formation.. The 
quantitatively mOllt important of these rocks is the leptite itself, in 
pa8t timell usually .kno~ as halleflint·gneiss or eurite. This group 
of rocke il regarded by modem petrograpby as being volcanic sur
face-rockll, lava-stream8 and tufas, and partly also sediments, which 
have in the course of the ages been completely turned about, squeezed 
together, folded and transformed in a variety of ways. 

O,·ea. For the practical man this leptite formation is of very 
great interest, for it is almost exclusively in it that' there have been 
found all the valuable ore deposits - besides a large number of less 
valuable ones - on which the Swedish mining undertakings are 
based. 

Large areas in Eastern Gotaland derive their character from the 
presence of the leptite formation. There are numerous indications of 
ores, which ore-prospectors have over and over again tried to work. 
In spite of the fact that copper, iron, nickel and even gold are to 
be found there, yet - remarkably enough, we may say - not one 
single really valuable ore-deposit hu been found in the course of 
search pursued for hundreds of years. Of a certainty the millions of 
Kronor that have been spent on the rocks of South-Eastern Oster
gotland and Eutern Smaland have not nearly been recovered. 

The cue is very different with the great leptite region that 
occupies Western Viistmanland, Southern Dalarna, Narke and Eastern 
Viirmland. Here, over an area of about 15,000 sq. km, there are 
indications of ore at hundreds of points. In not a few places 
larger and smaller ore-deposits occur grouped together in ore-fields 
of varying size and value. Even during the early Middle Ages, it 
was discovered that valuable metal resources were concealed here, 
for the ores embedded in the bed-rock often lay fully exposed 
and could therefore be eui1y observed. At about the close of the 
13th century a thorough-going mining· system was established in 
these districts and it soon assumed a form, which for that days 
may deserve to be called industrial in type. The business arising 
from the mined ore increased continuously and it may be asserted 
on good reasons that Bergslagen was the cradle of Swedish in
dustry. The ores have yielded iron, copper, silver, lead, zinc and 
other metals, which have been partly sold in the crude state and 
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partly worked up and converted into more or less highly finished 
products. Thus a Swedish metal-industry came into being, and by 
degrees a race of craftsmen was trained up that was destined to be 
!L factor of vital importance when at the dawn ofa ne:w age th~ 
mining and metal industries developed into modern largescale con; 
cerns. 

In addition to the extensive and continuous leptite region in 
Bergslagen there are several smaller isolated areas, chief among which 
are the famous Dannemqra ore-field in ~orth-eastern Uppland - con-
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taining what il qualitatively one of the finest iron-ores in the world -
and the Ammeberg field containing a valuable zinc ore. 

In Bergslagen proper no fewer than 60 iron-ore fields have been 
worked in the course of the centuries_ Well-known from earlier times 
and famous in the history of the iron-industry are those situated at 
Penberg, Dalkarlsberg, Stripa, Strassa, Grangesberg - from which in 
recent daYI large quantities have been exported - Riddarhyttan and 
Norberg_ 

With the aid of ancient records it has been possible to calculate 
with a considerable degree of certainty how much iron-ore was 
mined in Sonthern and Central Sweden - mainly in Bergslagen -
between 1300 and 1~24 inclusive. Altogether the amount of the 
ore raised in the course of the six and a quarter centuries is about 
126 mill. tons. 

With this figure may be compared the results yielded by the investiga
tions of the last few decades regarding the stock of ore still existing 
in these parts of the country, at least 250 mill. tons. Though there 
is thlis a large mass of ore still remaining, it must be remembered that 
the yeuly quantities of iron ore here ra.ised to the surface have grown 
from not quite 14,000 tons in the 14th century and barely 300,000 
tons at the beginning of the 17th century, to an maximum-output of 
2,650,000 tons in 1918. The last few years have yielded an output 
of about 1,600,000 tons, by far the greater part of which emanated 
from the Grangesberg field. 

The Bergslagen ores do not as a rule contain a high· percentage 
of iron. The. iron content usually runs at from 45 % to 55 % though 
in many cases it is lower. The modern processes for the produc
tion of concentrates or dressed ores and their briquetting, have 
given importance to many ores that previously had only a low or 
no value. In most cases it is the great purity and other good 
qualities of the ores that have given them their high value and 
enabled Swedish iron to attain its high reputation. In Bergslagen 
however there are also phosphoriferous ores which only begau to be 
utilized after the introduction of the Thomas process, or after the 
in"ention of the modern methods for purifying the ores in the 
concentration pl'ocess. The most important ore in Bergslagen, the 
extensively exported Grangesberg ore, with a mean phosphorus
content of 0.98 %, belongs to the first-mentioned category. 

The iron-ores are all oxide ores - ma&"Detite and hematite -
• 
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but numerous· sulphi~e ores, containing iron, copper, silver, lead, zinc 
and other metals, have also been encountered in the leptite forma
tion. In a detailed account recently published for the Geological 
Survey of Sweden, by F. R. TEGENGREN, entitled: »Sveriges itdlare 
maImer och bergverk», the results of six and a half centuries of 
mining and working of the »more precious» ores - that is to say, 
with the exclusion of the iron ores - are summarized in the follow
ing words:' 

»0£ all these mines and quarries only a small number can really 
boast of having enjoyed any considerable length of life. Most of them 
after being worked for some few years, often at a loss, have been 
discontinued and then, when business conditions have been assumed 
to be more favourable and previous disappointments have had time to 
be forgotten, they have once again been worked for a short period. 
As a matter of fact there are only a few workings, chiefly at Falun 
and Sala, that have been kept going without interruption for several 
centnries; nor is the number large of those that can show continuous 
worki~g for a century or more with any considerable output. Even 
amongst the more important mining enterprises few probably ever yielded 
their owners any appreciable profit over any considerable length of 
time.» 

The table on the next page shows the magnitude of the total 
production of metals other than iron and gold {of the latter 2,480 kg 
have been produced in Sweden sinceo1751}. " 

Of mining products other than metals there may be mentioned 
sulphur - of which since 1641 there has been brought to the surface 
a total quantity, mainly in- the form of pyrites, corresponding to 
450,000 tons of free sulphur - and graphite, of which there has been 
obtained since 1915 a total of 4,200 tons (purified). 

In conclusion it may be mentioned that what was then for Swedish 
conditions a very large output of copper from the Falu mine - aggre
gating 432,000 tons in the course of six and a half centnries - does 
not amount to as much as half of the world's present annual require
ments. 

There have not been produced latterly either in· Bergslagen 
or in the mountainous region of Sweden -- where also sulphide 
ores have been encountered - sufficiently large quantities of cop
per and other metals than iron to satisfy the country's own require
ments. 
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A hope of changed conditions in this respect however has been 
kindled of late years by the discovery of an extensive area containing 
sulphide ores, known as the Skellefle field. This consists of a field 
of about one hundred km in extent with a S. E.-N. W. strike, built up 
of leptites and shales and penetrated by recent granites. As early as 
the beginning of the 1St)! century copper deposits were being worked 
on a amall scale in the parish of 
Skelleftea; but no large deposits of 
ore were ever found in these districts, 
where the rock is thickly overlaid 
with moraines and other Quaternary 
deposits. The keen demand for iron 
pyrites, induced by the World War 
conditions and the possibilities of 
successful prospecting for Hulphide
ores by the newly invented elec
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tric ore-detecting methods, put fresh life into the search for ore in 
this region. In the year 1920 the Swedish Geological Survey and 
a private company started systematic electric and geological in
vestigations in this field, which have yielded such promising results 
that TEGENGREN considers himself justified in stating in the work 
cited above that there has been found here .Sweden's largest resources 
of iron pyrites and copper ores as well as considerable resources of 
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arsenic, zinc, gold and silver, antimony and lllad. The Skellefte field 
has turned out to be the third large ore-region in the country». There' 
is in it an entire absence of iron ore of any value. The extent of 
the ores has so far, naturally enough, only been provisionally esta
blished. But there has already been discovered an ore· area of 
55,000 sq. in, of which' 41,000 sq. m consist of iron pyrites, partly 
concentration· ore and partly suitable for direct use, and 13,500 sq. m 
of copper ore and copper-arsenic ore. The most important copper
ore deposits are the following: Boliden" containing an ore-area of 
more than 10,000 sq. m with a good percentage of copper and, over 
a large part of the field, a high percentage of arsenic, silver and 
gold; Rackejaur with an area of at least 20,000 sq. m with from 
1,000 to 1,500 sq. m of copper-ore and 200-300 sq. m of arsenic ore, 
the rest being iron pyrites. At. Vindelgranse~e there have been 
found small, but apparently valuable, deposits of zinc, lead and 
iron pyrites. In some other places ores have been brought to 
light which justify high hopes. A remarkable feature is the con
siderable amount of arsenic ores that have been met with, and they 
appear to be amongst the richest known. The extensive employment 
of arsenic as a means of destroying insects of various kinds, especi
ally in connection with the cultivation of fruit, has of late years 
given that substance a high value. So ~ar mining on any very 
large scale has' not taken place but it will probably not last long be
fore the value of the theoretical investigations will be put to practical 
tests. 

The largest and, from present·knowledge, by far the most valuable 
ore·district in Sweden is the one in Non·botten. It has its two centres 
in the iron-mountains of Gallivara and Kiirunavaara, which are about 
100 km apart. In the districts immediately around the latter there 
are also some medium-sized deposits and a large number of smaller 
deposits, all now the property of the Swedish State. U p ~o the present 
ore has only been mined at the two large deposits named by a ' 

'Swedish Coinpany of whose shares the State holds half, at KoskuUs
'!rulle, which geologically is united to Gallivare, and is owned by 
an Austrian company, and at Tuolluvara near Kiruna, which is owned 
by seven ironworks in Central Sweden. 

The great Lapland ore-deposits were discovered already during 
the 17th century, possibly even earlier. During the latter part of last 
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The Kiirunat'aara Iron MOllntain from the North. 
The parallel terracea ahow the open cuts along which the mining takes place. The 
total volume of ore aboy. the level of the lake has been estimated at 240 million tons. 

and the earlier pa.rt of the present century manufacture of iron was 
carned on in Upper Norrbotten with ores from these deposits but 
proved fa.r from profitable. It was only after the completion of the 
grea.t railwa.y-line, 473 km in length, from Lulea. on the Baltic to 
Narvik on the North-West-coast of Norway, a.t the beginning ,of the 
present century tha.t the working of the mines on a. large scale could 
begin in those northerly regions. 

The Giillivare ore consists of a number of larger and smaller 
sections: the bulk of it contains about 0.8 % of phosphorus and a 
diminutive percentage of sulphur. The Kiruna ore on the other hand, 
consists of a huge concentrated mass of ore, forming so to say the 
backbone of a grea.t mountain; as a. consequence open-cut working has 
been possible to a. far greater extent than is usually the case with 
ore-deposits. The bulk of the ore that is mined here contains a high 
percentage of phosphorus (1 %-2 %), but considerable quantities, espe
cially at the lower levels, are almost free from phosphorus (less than 
0.06 %), as are also the previously mentioned small ore deposits at 
Tuolluvara. This low-phosphorus ore is suited for the manufacture of 
Swedish charcoal iron, whereas the high-phosphorus ones cannot be 
used in Sweden owing chiefly to the lack of cheap mineral coal. 
This has led to an extensive export of ore, principally to the 
German iron-districts but also to Belgium, England and America, to 
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supply the need~ of iron works manufacturing iron by basic methods. 
The ore is in grea,t demand, chiefly owing to its excellent qualities 
and especially to it"s exceptionally high iron-content (60 %-70 %). 

During the period from 1892 to 1924, inclusive a total of about 
87 mill. tons of ore were mined in the Lapland ore-mountains, of which 
no less than 99.4 % was exported. The value of the ore exported 
was about 750 mill. kr. Both in Lulea. and in Narvik extensive 
storage and loading quays have been constructed, equipped with fully 
up-to-date plant for the expeditious handling and loading of the ore. 
The greater part of the ore is now shipped from Narvik. The Lap
land ore-fields are to be looked upon as one of the largest and 
most valuable iron-ore resources in the whole world. As there are cer
tainly from 1,000-1,500 mill. tons at Kiruna at a workable depth and 
230 mill. tons at Giillivare, and as moreover the amount mined every 
year has recently ranged between 3 and 6 mill. tons in the two ore
mountains together, it will be readily perceived that Sweden has natu
ral resources here of such magnitude that there need not be any 
restriction placed' upon the mining of such quantities of ore as can 
be marketed at satisfactory prices. There are also such large resour
ces of ores free from phosphorus that they will be able to more than 
satisfy the requirements of the country for a very long time to come. 

To sum up in a few words, wE), may say that Sweden has been, 
and still -is, the great iron-ore country of Europe, as far as high-percen
tage ores are concerned. Of other metals, oft the other hand, Sweden 
possesses more limited supplies and they have so far proved insuffi
cient even for the country's own industrial requirements. 

Bergslagen, the old-standing iron and manufacturing district, is 
still the main centre of Swedish metal-working. Geologically and 
historically the situation it occupies is perfectly natural, but from 
a modern industrial standpoint it is by no means an ideal one. 
However thanks to the transmission of water power, to the opening 
up of navigation for ocean-going vessels right to its very borders - to 

. the south by the widening and deepening of the Trollhatte Canal and 
to the east by the reconstruction of the Sodertalje Canal - facilities 
have been afforded it by the Swedish Government and Parliament 
that are calculated to remove the disadvantages inherent in the 
geographical location from which the district has suffered. An 
extensive network of railways also contributes towards the same end. 
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It is difficult to penetrate the future and form an idea as to the 
position that Sweden's metal-industry and especially her iron and 
steel will occupy in the economic life of the country in coming 
decades, It would seeDfI at any rate to be manifest that future suc
cess is most intimately bound up with its character as a high-quality 
industry. To mention just one or two of the factors that must have 
an effect on the course of future development,· we do not yet know 
to what degree advancing metallurgical science will make it possible 
for other peoples to produce first-class iron from inferior ore, nor 
whether the present competition for charcoal-wood between iron-works 
and wood-pulp mills will become still more keen and severe. All we 
do know is, that so far Swedish steel is the best in the world and 
that we have engineers and workmen who are able to produce it in 
a higher and higher degree of perfection. 

Stone and Clay. Of the various rocks in the Swedish Archaean 
group many, chiefly granites and greenstones (»black granites.), have 
proved to be of great value for building and decorative purposes, for 
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construction WOl'k of' it ulitarian kind, for the paving of streets and fOl 
other objects. ' It is fortunate that several of these rocks, especially a 
number of excellenb granites ~ of, va~ied colours and sizes of grain, etc., 
are found in tl;le,immediate vicinity of the coast, where in the sheltel 
of the fringe of skerries safe and convenient· harbours can be laid oui 
without exctls~iv~ ;xpenditure. A considerable stone-quarrying industry 
has arisen on the basis' of rocks of this kind, more especially in Bohus· 
Hin and: Blekingd but also in certain parts of Halland and SmaJand, 

The A)lack granites., on the other hand, on which a specially 
liigb. Value·.is placed, are located _mainly up country; they are so 
greatly .. esteemed in the trade however that they can afford to beal 
the cos~ of railway transportation. The same is the case with a green 
primitive limestone, known as Kolmarden marble, which is exceptio· 
nally handsome and extremely suitable for internal decorations; it is 
quarried in one or two places in Kolmarden in Ostergotland and also 
at Gropptorp in Sodermanlaud. 

The Swedish sedimentary formations contain sandstones and lime· 
stones, of which several have been turned to account in Sweden on a 
very large scale. To mention a few: the grey and red orthoceratite 
limestone from Vastergotland, Narke, Ostergotland and Skane, certain 
grey Gotland limestones, red and white sandstones from Skane, Dalarna 
and the Gavle district etc. Although. these kinds of stone have become 
of no little importance for modern Swedish architecture, yet they are 
in no sense superior to the kinds found in other countries and will 
certainly not acquire any appreciable value as articles of export. 

The same may probably be said to be the case with the bricks 
that have for a long time past been manufactured out of Swedish 
clays. Certain of these, e. g. a number of the Skane kinds, furnish 
an excellent facing-brick; and the fire-proof clay of the Swedish coal
measures yields a first-class fire-proof brick. The exports of these 
goods have risen considerably but have not attained a very large total. 

The first Swedish granite -quarry was started in 1844 in the 
island of Malmon off Lysekil on the West coast_ Since then the 
industry has continued to grow and its export value was put down 
·even before the outbreak of the World War at nearly 14 mill. kr. 
After passing through a critical time during the war the granite in
dustry has recovered again, especially under the influence of the im. 
mense increase in the demand for paving-stone and macadam that has 
been created by the more general use of mechanically propelled vehicles. 
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Good native material in both clays and limestqpes suitable lor 

thf! manufacture of cement is found iq many placell and this has 
led to the establishment of a number. of cement works in Skane 
and Viistergotland and in Oland and Gotland, . Th~)U~h the deposits 
can scarcely be regarded as better than those of neighbouring count
ries, the Swedish cement-industry has managed 'not' enly to satisfy 
the country's own requirements but also to create a by no means in-
significant export trade, . . 

'Ve have now given a survey of the main raw materials that 
Nature has to offer Swedish industry and can take a backward'glance 
to the viewpoints with which we started. The spread of world-wide 
commerce brings countries together and in the vast process of the ex
changing of commodities from one to another specialization is evolved, 
whereby each country is at pains to secure a place in the international 
market for the particular products that she has the prerequisites for 
producing to the best advantage. Has this been so with Sweden? 
To be sure it has, if a large view is taken of the course of development. 

Let us first turn our thoughts to agriculture. The chief cereal 
plants Sweden grows are the offspring properly of a climate more 
genial than hers. Their cultivation in Sweden is more costly and 
arduous than in more favoured climes, and hence she is unable to 
I,lace on foreign markets the produce yielded by her cereal crops, 
either as raw materials or industrial products. As regards the yield 
of cattle-breeding, that is far less the case, for the herds and flocks 
are fed in the main on plants indigenous in the Swedish soil which 
are in consequence both har~ier and more amenable in cultivation. 
Throughout the west and south of Sweden, where the precipitation is 
normally abundant enough to provide good pasturage, the farmyards 
yield a considerable surplus of both butter and meat, and it is 
from this quarter that there comes the contribution made by the 
agricultural iqdustries towards meeting by exports the constantly in
creasing tide of imports. Although this contribution has increased 
substantially in bulk, yet relatively speaking it grows less every year: 
thus fifty years ago agriculture was answerable for 25 % of the Swedish 
export.s, ten years ago for 17 % and now for only a bare 10 %. 

It has already been explained why it is that in the world com
petition the Swedish forests, the other great producer of raw materials 
from the vegetable kingdom, is so much more favourably placed than 
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the fields and meadows. At ~hE) p:r;,esent day it is primarily thanks 
to the forests that· Swedes are· abfe to maintain their relatively high 
standard of living. In 186iJ. the share taken by forest products in 
Swedish exports could be put down at about 13 %, but sixty years later 
(in 1923) it had risen to neariy 55 %. The industries that are engaged 
in the conversion of forest products are the largest in Sweden and 
that is mainly due to the fact that the pine and the spruce really 
thrive in Sweden. 

During the last few decades the output of wood goods has-gaine~ 
increasingly in comparison with the mineral products. The Swedish 
mines, quarries and, not least in importance the metal industries only 
furnish altogether about a third of the total amount of the Swedish 
exports. The most proliferous of the ore·deposits, however, are of 
such excellent quality that they will continue to have an all-important 
influence upon Swedish commerce. Swedish workmen are moreover so 
well·equipped for and so skilful at industrial work, that it is quite 
certain that a considerable manufacturing industry will always be 
pursued in the country. 

Swedens forests and ore-deposits furnish, together with the in
dustries engaged in the conversion of their products, between 80 % 
and 90 % of the goods exported to foreign countries. That shows 
how completely. Swedish national economy has been revolutionized 
during the hitherto comparatively brjef industrial era. 

~~ . . '-. . . ., .... 
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I~DUSTRY AND MEANS OF LIVELIHOOD 
by 

SVEN BRISMAN 

In the Swedish occupational census returns, which for a long time 
past have been compiled regularly from enumerations made every tenth 
year, it has been customary to classify the population under the follow
ing four schedules: - Persons deriving their livelihood from (A) agri
culture, fisheries or forestry, (8) manufacturing industries or mining, 
(C) trade or communications, (D) professions or public appointments. 

That grouping follows pretty closely the subdivision of human 
activities that political economists in general adopt, though strictly 
speaking (D) falls outside the purview of economics proper. Of the 
remaining three schedules the first covers what economists term "primary 
production", i. e. the producing of raw products, the second the working 
np or transforming of those products and the third the distribution of 
them in time and ~pace. There is indeed one discrepancy between 
the two groupings, for mining, which the economist would range in (A), 
is placed by the census statistician for practical reasons in (B). 

The proportional distribution of the population amongst the four 
schedules is shown by the 1920 census figures to be as follows: (A) 
44 %, (B) 35 %, (C) 15.2 % and (D) 5.8 %. Manufacturing industry and 
mining consequently provide the means of livelihood for rather more 
than one third of the population and, as is shown by the diagram on 
page 42, their numbers have increased the most from decade to decade. 
If however we desire to includ~ nuder the heading "manufacturing 
industry" all the work done in the country in working up raw products, 
the figure given above will be too low, since a considerable part of 
the working up or transforming of raw products is carried on in 
conjunction with agriculture and within the homes of the people. 
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The productive activity for instance going 
on in kitchens is, strictly speaking, of 
the same character as that which goes 
on in factories: bread-making as practised 
in the home is in essence precisely the same 
type of occupational activity as the making 
of bread on a large scale in a big modern 
steam bakery_Even where the parallelism 
is not so complete as in that instance the 
activity is nevertheless fundamentally the 
same: kitchens no less than factories are 
concerned in the working up of raw pro
ducts. In the same way there is of course 
only a formal difference between butter 
that is churned in a farm dairy and butter 
that is turned out at a co-operative 
creamery, between suits or costumes 
that are made in the wearers' own homes 
and those that are produced at a clothing 
factory. 

If the term industry .were to be taken 
in this wider sense, our figures would be 
far below the mark, for a much larger 
proportion of the work of the people is 
spent in industry in that sense than is 
shown by the occupational census returns. 
The concept "industry" however does not 
in current parlance carry that purport but 
'quite a different one, viz. the working-up 
or transforming activity that goes on in 

self-contained establishments of a certain given size and compass. Take 
for instance a, manufacturing works;' to be included in t.he Swedish 
statistics of industry it must be employing a staff of workmen numbering 
at least ten. Hence there is deliberately excluded from "industry" as 
~nderstood by the statistics the work do'ne not only by thos'e engaged 
in: working up raw materials on farms and in' private homes but also 
by those employed in the small industries, by those that is to say who 
pursue some handicraft or other. Then again no notice is taken of such 
labour as is accomplished at other than fixed stationary establishments, 
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though that necessarily involves the complete exclusion for instance 
of building· work which, if it were counted in, would figure as by far 
the largest of all the various branches of industry. 

The question may be asked: Is it justifiable for the statistics of 
industry to ignore in that way so large a share of the activity devo· 
ted to the working up of raw products? Or: Would it not be more 
logical to group together all the forms of the same type of activity? 
The answer must be that the method followed is justifiable. The ac· 
ceptation of the term in the ordinary language of everyday life coin· 
cides with the sense that the statistics attach to it: what is in view 
is not so much the activity in itself as the type of undertaking, for 
what one h&8 in mind is in fact that creation of the modern age 
known as an industrial enterprise. 

The manufacturing work done by an industrial enterprise differs 
in a variety of ways from that carried out either in people's homes 
or in the form of handicraft. It may suffice in this place to men· 
tion one point only: the activities last mentioned arise. spontaneously 
in all conn tries to approximately the same relative extent, coming into 
existence &8 a natural consequence of there being a community of 
people gathered together. An industrial enterprise on the other hand 
never springs up of itself; for its generation the pre·requisites are: 
energy, ventuTesomeness, the faculty of organization and good eco
nomic judgment. Hence the question as to whether manufacturing in
dustry is likely to establish itself in a country depends essentially on 
the presence or absence of that factor of production: the spirit of en
terprise. If that is wanting then natural resources will be of little 
avail no mattel' how abundant they may be, while if it is there then 
great results may be achieved with relatively insignificant foundations 
to build upon. The enterprising spirit alone however is not enough: 
it must be backed up by efficiency and keenness for work on the part 
of the workers. Apart from natural resources the success of industry 
ultimately depends on there being a supply of bold and skilful under
takers and of reliable and proficient workers. 

Now enterprising spirit and labour energy differ widely in quality 
from one country to another and hence there is scarcely any occupa
tional branch that is so variable in its quantity and scope as manu
facturing industry. There have been in the past and there still are coun
tries where, in spite of the requisite natural conditions being favour
able, industry has not'thriven and is for the most part run by aliens, 
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whereas there are other countries where the state of things' is just 
the reverse. What we now propose to discuss is th~ position of Sweden 
in that particular. 

In dealing with the Swedish industries it is undoubtedly best not 
to take them all together but rather in the three main categories into 
which they naturally fall, viz. (a) essentially export industries, (b) home
mm'ket industries and (c) specialty industries. 

(a) .Most of the countries of the world have been endowed by 
Nature with more extensive resources of some form of wealth than 
their peoples reqT!ire for their 'own consumption. In some instances 
it is the soil that is supp.rabundantly fertile: the inhabitants can 
produce more foodstuffs than they need and in exchange for the 
surplus can secure the products of foreign countries. In Sweden that 
is not the case, for the produce of her soil does not quite suffice to 
meet the food requirements of her people. On the other hand she 
has two resources to use as a medium of exchange for securing what 
she needs from abroad, viz. the timber of her forests and the ore of 
her iron mines. 

Of those two resources forest timber is the more important and it 
is the manufactures based upon the utilization of forest timber or 
lumber that form the foundation upon which the modern Swedish in
dustrial edifice is built up. Those manufactures fall principally into 
two groups: (a) sawmills, including planing-mills and joinery-works, and 
(b) wood-pulp factories, including pape;-mills and pasteboard-mills. The 
first to spring up were the sawmills and it was their rise in the fifties 
of last century that has contributed most towards bringing about the 
transformation of Sweden's economic life in recent times. All at once 
people discovered that goods that up to that. time had had no market 
value could be disposed of at a handsome profit. Their disposal 
brought a stream of money into the country and helped materially 
towards rendering the pressing problems of employment more easily 
solved. The output of these industries grew from decade to decade 
and more and more labour was absorbed by them. As a matter of 
c,ourse however that state of things could not persist for eyer. The 
sawmill industry owed its origin and immediate success to the existence 
of virgin forests to be cut and worked up, that is to say of a stock 
of ·timber that had been allowed to accumulate undisturbed for genera
tions, and it was only natural that a certain reaction should set in 
when those immense resources began to be exhausted at about the 
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turn of the century: the sawmill industry was then at its zenith and 
has since tended to remain stationary on a somewhat lower level. 

Any slight loss of ground experienced by the sawmills has however 
been more than retrieved by the advance of the wood-pulp mills. The 
timber that is best suited for their requirements is the smaller dimen
siolls left standing in the forests and trees that are still in process of 
growth; with those resources to draw upon the wood-pulp industry has 
gone steadily forward ever since its start and shows no sign as yet of 
retardation. On assessing the development achieved by these industries 
in terms of the labour employed, we find that the sawmills by them
selves give evidence of a certain decline since 1900 but that if the 
two industries are combined the figures indicate a continuous increase. 
From 1900 to 1912 for instance the number of workmen rose by 4,000 
and if we compare 1913 and 1924 we find that the total number of 
employees went up in that period from 68,000 to 75,000. (In 1913 
the method of compiling the statistics underwent a change that ren-
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ders comparison between figures before and after that date Ottt of the 
question.) 

Now is that constant increase destined to continue in the future 
or will it yield place to a diminution? That is one of the most inter
esting questions to which Swedish industrial life gives rise at the 
present time; it is' not however within the scope of the present dis
cussion to answer it. Suffice it to· say that it is a 'matter that is 
dependent on the yield of the forests and has been dealt with in a 
preceding chapter of this work. What we have here to ask ourselves 
is whether the Swedish industries have been and are able to utilize 
satisfactorily the abundance of raw mate:rials of this description that 
the country has been and still is possessed of. The reply to that 
question cannot but be that they have shown themselves able to do 
so remarkably well, Thanks to excellently devised means of trans
portation (the timber floating systems), to an organization and technique 
that are constantly being improved and to' a selling-policy that serves 
its purpose efficiently, Sweden has reached the point of having prac
tically speaking all her forest resources utilized to economic advantage. 
The processes of working 'up and manufacturing have indeed been 
carried further than could have been predicted beforehand as possible, 
that being more especially the case with respect to the paper industry. 
As wood-pulp is admitted into most countries duty-free while paper is 
liable to a heavy duty, it might be e}pected that people abroad would 
always find it advantageous to buy Swedish pulp and make their paper 
themselves rather than to purchase Swedish-made paper; and yet by. 
devising an ingenious system of specialization and turning out papers 
of superior grades Swedish manufacturers have managed to create a 
considerably extensive export trade both in paper and pasteboard. 

The success that has crowned the efforts of Swedish industrialists 
to work up and utilize forest products to the full extent, is of very 
special importance from the pOInt of view of Sweden's foreign trade. 
The yield of the forests in its various forms constitutes actually lDore 
than half of the total goods exported; its true significance however is 
pot fully reflected even by that great preponderance, for among the 
commodities that Sweden exports to abroad it is practically speaking 
oidy those deriving from the forests that substantially exceed her im
ports of the same or similar class. There is for instance some exporta
tion of farm produce, e. g. bacon, butter etc., but the importation of 
the same class of goods, e. g. cereals, concentrated cattle-foods etc., 
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Ore Steamer 0/1 tile Lultd l'iord (Nothern Sweden) 
In the background, LnleA; in the foreground, the ore railway station on the i.lond of 
~varW. Between 1 and 2 million tons of Lapland ore are dispatched from this port 

annnally. 

is larger; although iron ore is exported in very great quantity yet other 
ores, e. g. copper, tin, lead etc. or goods manufactured out of them, 
have to be imported; there are a great number of machines sold an
nually to fOt:eign buyers but almost if not quite as many find their 
way into the country from abroad. It is only in forest products that 
a substantial balance is left over in Sweden's favour; it is in exchange 
for such products that she is able to purchase those foreign-produced 

• goods that she cannot do without but which it is impossible for her to 
produce herseit, e. g. mineral coal, oils, colonial produce, cotton, wool etc. 
Hence Sweden's forest products form the backbone of her foreign trade. 

Iron yields a balance too, though a smaller one. Nature bestowed 
upon Sweden a superabundance of ores but unfortunately neglected 
to add to her favours by providing the requisite mineral coal for 
working up the ores, so that an utilization of them on the spot in most 
cases is scarcely to be thought of. The fact is that the Lapland iron ore 
is predominantly phosphoriferous and cannot be remuneratively con
verted into steel by the agency of charcoal as a fuel. For its conversion 
cheaper mineral coal is essential but to establish a large·scale iron and 
steel industry with i~ported coal is an impossibility. There is no compe
ting with countries possessed of both coal and ore ready to hand and 
hence the Swedish ore has to be exported in the crude state, which 
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however proves a very lucrative business in itself. The ports from 
which the ore leaves the country are Narvik in Norway, Lulea and 
Oxelosund. With respect to those iron ores that contain only a small 
percentage of phosphorus, matters are quite different: an industry arose 
for their manufacture long ago and, growing to what were for Swe
dish conditions very considerable dimensions, has been consistently 
pursued down to the present time. Its period of greatest prosperity 
belongs however to the age preceding the discovery of the art of 
iron· manufacture with mineral coal. Thus while in the 18th century 
Sweden ranked first in the world as an exporter of iron manufactures 
she has now to rest content with a very low place on the list. Owing 
to the heavy costs entailed. by the production and transportation of 
charcoal the manufacture of iron and steel by its means is very ex
pensive, although the resulting articles are of an exceedingly high 
quality and find customers all over the world. 

Figures illustrating the compass and the various aspects of the 
Swedish iron and steel industry are to be found in another section of 
this volume; what we have to note here is the remarkable circumstance 
that the· products exported by Sweden are predominantly steel and 
highly finished goods. As a matter of fact all the advantages that 
Nature has bestowed on Sweden with regard to this particular manu
facture affect pig-iron alone. The pure non-phosphoriferous Swedish 
ores when smelted with charcoal yield a pig-iron of the v.ery highest 
quality that can possibly be produced, but for transforming that pig
iron into steel Sweden is not endowed with any special natural pre
requisites. Now when it is remembered that pig-iron as an imported 
article is in no country liable to any but a very insignificant duty, 
being indeed in some cases duty-free, and that steel on the other hand 
is almost everywhere subject to a very high rate of import duty, it is 
not unreasonable to conclude that the most economically advantageous 
plan for foreigners to adopt, would be to purchase Swedish pig-iron 
and convert it into steel themselves. That is only done however on 
a very small scale; as a rule barely one fourth part of the pig-iron 

. turned out in Sweden is exported, while the exports of steel are larger 
than those of pig-iron not only in value but also in actual bulk. The 
fact is that, owing to specialization having been carried very far and 
technical skill perfected to a high degree, Swedish steel is of so excel
lent a· quality that customers abroad, rather than purchase the pig
iron for conversion in their owIt steel-furnaces, prefer to buy the fin-
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ished article. Moreover it is not the steel in its simplest form that is 
exported most largely but rather the products from it that have been 
lubjected to manufacturing processes and el"en the finished articles 
iS8uing from the Swedish engineering and machine shops. 

Timber and iron are the two principal resources from which 
Sweden secures a surplus in her export trade. There are a few others 
however that deserve to be mentioned: Swedish stone is sent abroad 
in considerable quantities as are sundry products that may be con
lidered a8 arising out of the Swedish surplus supply of water-power, 
viz. calcium carbide, calcium cyanamide and ferro alloys. On the 
whole it may be fairly asserted that Sweden has succeeded well in 
availing herself of all the resources that Nature has bestowed upon 
her wherever there has been any possibility of doing so on a sound 
economic basis. 

On summing up the number of hands employed in industry in the 
narrower sense of the term as above defined, we discover that in 1924 
the workpeople numbered 380,000 and the administrative staffs 39,000, 
amounting together approximately to 420,000. If now the members 
of their families are counted in as well, it will be fair to state that 
the total covers something like one fourth of the entire population of 
the country. What proportion of that number would fall under the 
industries characterized above as "essentially export.industries" it is 
difficult to say since the borderlines are not clearly defined, but 
presumably it is about 41 % or 42 % of the Swedish industrial workers 
that derive their livelihood from this class of occupatiolls. 

(b) The second category of Swedish industries embraces those types 
of occupation that lIJ"e concerned wholly or to a preponderating extent 
in supplying the needs of the home market. In this category we come 
across those factories that have usurped the functions of the old
standing trades and handicrafts. Foremost amongst them is the group 
of textile industries, employing 37,000 workpeople; they take rank after 
the sawmills and the engineering and machine shops. Next comes the boot 
and shoe industry. Just as textile mills superseded the domestic 
making of clothing stuffs, so this industry took over the role formerly 
played by village shoemakers. The boot and shoe industry has some 
10,000 hands on its pay-rolls but of it and of the textile industries it 
may be said with truth that their importance cannot be measured 
merely by the numbers of their workpeople. The fact is that there 
are hardly any branches of industry in which the machinery equip-
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ment has been brought to such a high pitch of perfection, involving 
a corresponding economy in human labour, as is the case in these 
two. What that means is brought home forcibly and unforgettably 
to anyone who has once watched a piece of leather pass through a 
hundred or so machines of various kinds to emerge finally as a finished 
shoe, or who has similarly beheld the functioning of the ingeniously 
devised and practically self-tending machines in a modern textile mill. 

In addition to the' two industries above named there are a number 
of others of, various kinds that supply the needs of the home market. 
Some of them, e. g. flour-mills, creameries and sugar-refineries, work 
up the products of farms and certain others also use raw materials 
that are Swedish in origin, e: g. brickyards and to some extent glass
works. (Some of the glassworks assign a by no means inappreGiable 
part of their output to export, and hence belong by rights under 
category (a)). Besides the industries above enumerated there are many 
others of a varied character, e. g. breweries, spirit-distilleries, tobacco
factories, tanneries, rubber-factories, printing-works, chemical works etc., 
to which however only this cursory reference is possible. Engineering 
workshops also come in here in some measure. 

As a whole the category probably covers upwards of one-half of 
all the industrial workers in the country and hence, from the point of 
view of the numbers employed, may be said to embrace the major 
part of the Swedish industries. If one wished to pass verdict on this 
category it might fairly be stated that in general it displays an ex
ceptionally high degree of development, and though that is to some 
extent discounted by the fact that the industries represented are almost 
all in enjoyment of some amount of protection, yet it must be pointed 
out that the protective duties are on a lower scale than those in most 
other countries and that in many other quarters, in spite of a much 
higher degree of protection, the industries that supply the needs of 
the home market have not Q-ttained to anything like the same standard 
of development as the corresponding ones in Sweden. The impression 
forces itself upon one moreover that, even if an international free
trade system were inaugurated, this category of Swedish industries 

'would be quite capable of maintaining their ground and holding their 
own along almost the whole line. That impression is further strength~ 
ened by the remarkable circumstance that a number of these industries 
have not been content with supplying t?-e needs of the home market, 
for they have worked up for their products a by no means insigni-
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ficant export trade as well. That is primarily true of the Swedish 
galosh factories but it applies to woollen mills and other enterprises 
as welL 

(c) It remains for us to glance at the third main category of 
Swedish industries. The two categories already dealt with are types 
of occupation pursued for a livelihood that arise so to say of themselves 
and are represented in varying degree in every country. There is how
ever in certain countries a third category of industries, often rela
tively small but exceedingly important, to which one might give the 
name of specialty· industries. In character these are exporting industries 
but they are not based upon and have not been called into existence 
in consequence of any natural reSOUl'ces of which the country in ques
tion can boast. The characteristic feature of them is that they are 
the progeny of three special qualities possessed by the people of the 
country: faculty of invention, gift for organization and spirit of enter-
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prise. Accordingly 8;nother very apt desig"l1:ation has been bestowed 
upon them: intelligence industries. Every people that has any grit has 
at least one such industry, many have several. England leads the 
way with her multiplicity of them: in the first instance, her textile 
industries fall almost entirely under this heading. Then Germany has 
her dyeing and other chemical industries, while in the United States 
of North America they would point doubtless to their motor-cars and 
in Switzerland to their watches. As for Sweden we may fairly say 
with some amount of satisfaction that she is equipped with a singularly 
goodly array of undertakings of this type. It is indeed a question 
whether in proportion to population any country can vie with her in 
this particular. A beginning was made with matches, the manufacturing 
of which has gradually developed into a world-wide undertaking. Then 
there came separators and telephones,' to be followed by gas-accumu
lators, ball-bearings etc. The Swedish engilleering workshops come 
largely under this head, such as for instance the manufacturing, of 
electric motors and oil engines etc. These industries do not perhaps play 
a very big part quantitatively, as they give occupation to only a 
comparatively speaking small number of workpeople; from the fact 
however that they constitute an extra over and above what was so to 
say to be counted upon, their importance is very great ~nd they bear 
witness in telling fashion to the stamina and inherent vigour of 
Swedish industrial life. 

The part played by industry in the economic life of a country 
can be measured in various ways. In the present discussion we have 
concentrated our attention as regards Sweden on the numbers of the 
industrial workers and in doing so we discovered' that, if handicrafts 
and minor industries are included, industry gives occupation to up
wards of one third of the population, while industry proper is answer
able for about one fourth. Those figures give as stated the amount 
of labour that industry finds employment for, but if we now turn to 
capita.!, with a view to making that a criterion, we have a basis to go 
upon in the figures resulting from the National Wealth Investigation 
of 1908. Industry was then assessed at a property value (i. e. real 
estate, engines, machinery, internal equipment, transport appliances, 
stores and stocks) of 1,914 million kronor out' of a total national 
wealth of over 15 milliards. At that time consequently industry's 
capital apart from money amounted to 12 or 13 per cent. of the 
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national wealth, which means that from this point of view industry 
plays a humbler role than it does as an employer of labour; it is not 
in fact in the proper sense of the word a capitalistic branch of employ
ment, for in proport~oD to the amount of labour it employs, it requires 
as a rule far less capital than do other types of occupation. Its 
strong point is its capacity for employing a large number of work
people. 

In another department the significance of industry in Sweden is 
all the greater, viz. in respect to her foreign trade and especially to 
her exports. The most salient feature of the Swedish export trade is 
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the . preponderance of the products of industry over all others, the 
exportation of agricultural and raw products being relatively small. 
The former constitute probably 90 % of the whole and the industrial 
life of the country is organized in accordance, no less than 35 % of 
the industrial workers, it is calculated, being engaged in the production 
of goods that are intended for export. 

To estimate a country's industry properly one must take cogni
zance of the resources that it has at its disposal. If we do so with 
regard to Sweden we shall be justified without undue presumption in 
saying that she has made good nse of the gifts with which she has 
been endowed in the form of natural resources and has known how 
to avail herself of the possibilities afforded her for opening up indus
trial activity in a variety of directions. In taking a survey of the 
whole field one can hardly discover a single gap of any appreciable 
size where energy and initiative can be said to have been wanting, 
whereas there are many spheres within which far greater achievement 
has been attained than one could have imagined in advance would 
prove possible. The final summing up must in any case be that, having 
regard to the natural possibilities of the position in which she is placed, 
Sweden is distinctly one of those countries that have contrived by 
enterprise and skilled labour to develop their industries in a most 
effective manner. 

The fact of Sweden having attained success in that direction has 
been of the utmost importance in promoting the prosperity and the 
material well-being of her people. In order to bring out clearly the 
degree of that importance, we might perhaps venture upon the mental 
experiment of imagining what it would mean to Sweden if one of 
her large and economically well·founded industries were to cease to 
exist. Let us suppose for instance that Sweden were to be' deprived 
of her forests and her lumber industries. The nation's existence would 
not thereby be actually imperilled or jeopardized, but the whole of that 
large body of workers that are now engaged in the "lumber industries 

. of various kinds would of necessity have to .seek employment in 
some other walk of life. Other jobs of work would have to be found 
for. them, which in most cases would undoubtedly prove less productive 
of gain from the greater competition with their fellow-workmen. Swe
den would still presumably be in a position to purchase from abroad 
those commodities that she imperatively needs, even if she had no 
timber goods to give in exchange, but she would be constrained to 
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relinqui8h consuming some of the articles that she now enjoys in order 
to export them instead, and would besides have to devote herself to 
the manufacture of other wares for export purpost's that she does 
not a8 it is find it advisable or profitable to turn out. It is not diffi
cult to realize that great efforts would be necessary in those directions 
and that a serious decline from the present standard of prosperity in 
the country would inevitably have to be registered. 

Swedish industrial life as a whole has attained an appreciably 
high standard of efficiency and in the process - in so far naturally 
BI the development rests upon a Bound economic basis - it has played 
an important part in raising the Swedish standards of living and 
of prosperity to a level that is admittedly high in comparison with 
those cif other countries. Whether that high level cau be maintained 
or no will principally depend upon how the industrial life of the 
country comea to develop as time goes on. To foretell what is to 
come is of course impossible but all the premonitory signs would 
Beem to indicate that the economic life of the world as a whole is 
gradually approaching a critical phase and that we are entering upon 
a period in which the struggle against the shortage in Nature's pro
vision for man will be severer than heretofore and when the contin
uous increase of population will put a greater and greater strain on 
the powers inherent in economic life to expand and develop. There 
is no reason whatever to assume that Sweden's part and lot in the 
struggle will in any seD!!e be privileged or specially light to bear; the 
prospects point rather in the opposite direction. Hence in all proba
bility we have to await the coming of a period in which Swedish 
commercial and industrial life all along the line will be put to the 
test more severely than in the past. It is in no sense to cast a slight 
upon the importance of the other means of earning a livelihood when 
we assert that in the circumstances foreshadowed industrialists wiil 
be placed in the most precarious position and will have the most re
sponsible post to fill. The results however that industry has already 
achieved justify the confident hope that it will prove in the future 
as in the past capable of accomplishing the tasks allotted to it and 
that consequently it will do all that is expected of it in maintaining 
and maybe in raising still higher the economic standard already 
reached_ 
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In the later part of this volume the Swedish industries will be 
passed in review, one after the other. It will perhaps be easier to 
obtain a general notion of them if we first refer to some of their ex
ternal features. The strongest impression made by the reading of the 
second part of this work is undoubtedly that Swedish industry has 
advanced by gigantic strides since the middle of the last century. Be
fore we proceed to form for ourselves some idea of the present-day 
composition of Swedish industry, it-may be well to say a few words 
as to the time when some of the larger industries came into existence. 

The industrial revolution which had been visible earlier in other. 
countries, and which can trace its origin back to the invention of the 
steam-engine, did not really begin in this country until about the year 
1850. It was at that time that the first two steain sawmills were built, 
at Vivsta and Kramfors; and this inaugurated a long period of pro
sperity for the sawmill industry. Production was increased and che
apened by the erection of one steam sawmill after the other; and the costs 
of transport were reduced by building these establishments on the sea
coast and by shipping the goods by steamers instead of by the slower 

: sailing-ships. Somewhere about the same time a beginning was made, 
at the afterwards world-famous factories in Jonkoping, of the manu
facture of safety-matches, a business which in' due time was to give 
rise to the world-embracing Swedish match industry of our own time. 

It was not, however, merely the increased utilization of the forest 
reSQurces and the introduction of technical improvements in the manu-
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facture which now enabled Swedish industry to forge ahead. Apart 
from the use of steam·power in navigation, the means of communica. 
tion were alilo improved by the construction of railways and canals. 
Legislation establishing greater freedom of trade swept away powerful 
obstacles in the way of the development of industry, and fresh legisla· 
tion concerning limited liability companies facilitated the development 
of this form of industrial enterprise. Conditions had arisen which 
were distinctly more favourable for the pursuit of industry on a 
large scale; and in the older industries of the country, especially the 
iron industry - whose methods of production also underwent revolu· 
tionary changes during the next few decades - operations began to 
assume greater and greater dimensions. 

The first half of the 'seventies was a period of industrial boom 
in almost all countries, not least in Sweden. In these years old Swedish 
industries, for instance the textile industry, underwent a rapid process 
of development. But entirely new branches of manufacture also rose 
at this time. Then came the first years of growth for the cellulose 
industry, which has since then doubled the value of its output almost 
every five years, and which is now one of the chief industries in 
Sweden. It was at that time, too, that the first cement factory was 
established at Lomma, in the extreme south of Sweden, the first 
superphosphate factory at Giiddviken outside Stockholm, and the first 
shoe·factory at Viinersborg at the south end of Lake Viinern. Even 
though the real development of these last-named branches of manu· 
facture was of later date, yet the factories last mentioned still take 
the lead in their respective branches of activity. From the 1870's also 
may be dated the rise of the Stockholm concerns, Separator and L. M. 
Ericsson (telephones), which have since become very important ex· 
porting enterprises. We have also to reckon from the same time the 
beginning of the prosperity in the hardware industry that has gained 
a reputation under the name of the Eskilstuna industry (cutlery). 

Under the pressure of a general crisis in European agriculture a 
period of industrial depression set in during the 1880's. None the 
less the work of founding new industries continued during that decade, 
when two of the leading large·scale enterprises in Sweden came into 
being. Thus the discovery of what is known as the "Thomas process" 
rendered possible the production of iron from ores rich in phosphorus; 
and in the beginning of the 'eighties the first steps were taken to ex
ploit the rich deposits of that kind of ore, which are now mined by 
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the company known as TraSk A.-B. Grangesberg-Oxelosund. At the 
same time too arose the concern which developed into Allmanna 
Svenska Elektriska A.-B. (.A.sea), the first representative of the electric 
industry in Sweden, which afterwards, in connection with the harness
ing of the waterfalls and the electrification of the country, has attained 
considerable dimensions. 

From the following decade, the last in the 19th century, industry 
allover the world reached its high-water mark, which, with brief inter
ruptions, continued until the outbreak of the Wodd War. Probably 
this general expansion was for the most part due to the rise in prices 
which was a consequence of the fact that gold, the measure of the 
value of money, fell in value in relation to goods as a result of the 
great new finds of gold in South Africa etc. But technical progress 
has also been of great importance, especially in the sphere of the 
problems of electric power and in motor technique. 

If this rise in the state of business gave a general impetus in 
Swedish industry, yet the impetus was especially noticeable within 
those branches of manufacture which enjoyed the benefit of the 
customs protection introduced at the beginning of the 'nineties. It 
was at that time that the sugar industry swelled out into a great en
terprise on a large scale. The same applies to the clothing and 
hosiery industries,. the manufacture of leather and shoes, the manu
facture of rubber and certain branQhes of mechanical e'ngineering 
- all of which enjoyed the support of protective tariffs. Within 
the branch of manufacture last-mentioned, however, even those 
concerns which were not protected by the customs tariff but were 
directed to export trade enjoyed a great period of prosperity. This 
state of things continued during the earliest years of the new century, 
the first decade of which was marked by the coming into existence, 
amongst others, of such enterprises as A.-B. Svenska Kullagerfabriken 
(S. K. F. ball-bearings) and Svenska A.-B. Gasaccumulator (gas-accu
mulators for A.G.A. flash-lights etc.). The beginning of the tOth cen
tury is also a time of fresh prosperity for the Swedish shipyards, and 
during the same period the chemical industry begins to assume the forms 
o£ large-scale industry. -

The following diagram gives one a measure of the variations in 
the number of industrial workers; and this, amongst other things, 
confirms the above statement that growth of industry was especially 
marked during the 'nineties. 
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Two natural questions now 
arise. One is: What is the 
relation between this advance 
of industry and that of other 
occupations? And the other 400000 

is: Has the industrialization 
of Sweden during the last fifty 300000 

yearl been more rapid or less 
rapid than in other countries? 200000 

The first question has al-
ready been touched upon in 100000 

this work (Diagram p. 42); and 

Number of Hands engaged 
. I d !l ID n ustry 18i5-1 2-1 

.. 
II 

so it is only necessary to add 1875 80 "., !IO D, 1900 D, 10 I, ~D IU1~ 

the following here. In 1840, 
it was calculated that about 8 % of the population of Sweden obtained 
their livelihood from industry, while somewhat more than 80 % made 
their living by agriculture. And if we go back another century or 
so, we shall find the figures the same, on the whole. At the last two 
censuses, one just before and the other just after the W orId War -
or, more precisely, in 1910 and in 1920 - on the other hand, the 
conditions had changed to such an extent ·that industry provided 
roughly one third of the population with their daily bread, while agri
culture provided for scarcely half of the population. Thus since the 
middle of the 19th century industry has attained four times great~r 
importance in comparison with other occupations and sources of income. 

The second question, on the other hand, is more difficult to an
swer, inasmuch as the census authorities in different countries return 
the number of the industrial population on different principles, with 
the result that the figures obtained are hardly comparable as between 
one country and another. Nevertheless the industrial population, in 
the sense of the term adopted in the different countries, grew during 
the period from about 1880 to 1910 by more than 2 % per annum in 
Sweden, but only by 0.76 % in Germany, 0.40 % in Denmark, and 0.16 % 
in England. It is difficult to imagine that the considerably greater 
rise in Sweden to which these figures bear witness is entirely, or even 
mainly, the result of the different" methods of compiling statistics in 
the different countries. 

We may easily convince ourselves that the increase really was 
greater in Sweden by comparing the consumption of coal in Sweden 
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with the total world-consumption of coal. The figures available on 
this point show that the consumption of coal in Sweden after the 
1870's grew more rapidly than in all other countries taken together, 
and that- Sweden during the 'nineties increased its share of the world
consUIIiption of coal from 3.2 %0 to 4.2 %0. As industry is decidedly the 
foremost consumer of coal, and as, moreover, Sweden during this time 
has increased its consumption of water-power for industry to a far 
greater extent than other countries, we are led by the comparisons 
we have made to the conclusion that the progress of industry in Swe
den in late years has been greater than in any other country in our 
part of the globe. 

It was not until 1896 that the official statistics of industry in 
Sweden furnished the possibility of a detailed study of the develop
ment of industry. Down to the outbreak of the World War, at any 
rate, iridustry showed a marked tendency towards large-scale enterprise 
and the ever-growing use of machinery. The mechanical power which 
was used in industry, for instance, amounted to 1.3 HP per worker 
down to 1897, while the corresponding figure was 3.2 RP in 1913 
and 4.0 HP in 1920. As;regards the magnitude of the individual 
concerns, it may be mentioned that during the period 1896-1913 the 
number. of the workers at each "place of manufacture" increased on 
an average from thirty to forty, while the number of enterprises with 
at least 500 workers had more than .doubled. 

The geographical distribution of industry over the country is illu
strated by the general survey map on the next page. If we investi
gate the question where industry is locally most highly concentrated, 
it proves that the largest industrial _ centres are the biggest cities, 
Stockholm, -Goteborg, Malmo, and Norrkoping. For the rest, as 
will be seen by the map, industry is very strongly concentrated to the 
southern and central parts or Sweden and to the special sawmill and 
wood-pulp districts in the province of Vasternorrland~ outside Sundsvall, 

,and along the lower course of the River Angermaniilven. -These last 
two industrial regions are, too, with that in the west of Sweden, the 
areas in which operations are carried on on a large scale to more general 
extent than elsewhere. 

In different parts of Sweden quite different branches of industry 
are carried on. Those industries which take a predominant part in 
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Swedish export are based upon 
natural resources, the forests 
and minel, and they are largely 
localized in accordance with the 
position of the latter, that is to 
.ay, in Norrland and Svealand, 
i. e. the northern and central 
parts of the country. A conse
quence of thil il that manu
facture for export hal a propor
tionately larger range in these 
parts of the country than further 
south. 

Let us now proceed to take 
from Swedish official statistics 
lome data concerning the scope 
and organization of Swedish in
dustry at the end of the first 
quarter of the 20th century. Here 
it will be well to call to mind 
the fact that the depression 
following the War was at that 
time It ill felt. The annexed 
table brings together data as 
to the number of workers and 
"places of manufacture" in the 
year 1924, as distributed among 
different main groups in in
dustry. As appears from the 
table, Sweden numbered about 
380,000 industrial workers at 
the end of the quarter-century 
in question. In respect of the 
number of workers employed 
the timber industries proves to 
stand in the first place. If we 

'follow the division into groups 
adopted in the table, we next 
come to the machinery and 

SURVEY OF THE 

GEOGRAPHICAL 
DISTRIBUTION 

OF INDUSTRIES 
IN SWEDEN-

• bwI~e~='=.I'i" h.nda,or .,U~ mora theft 
toO -ortuno plac ... 

• I 500·5,000 induet, .. ' 
hands .0' from 20 10 200 
.onu"g plec ... 
100·500 Il'Iduolrio' hond., 

I,om ! 10 20 -orlung 
I 
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engineering industry" then to the textile and tailoring industries, and 
in the fourth place to the paper and printing trades, etc. The smallest 
group is "power-generating, lighting and waterworks", which group 
occupies a special position of course and indeed can scarcely be 
regarded as an industry in the proper meaning of the term. 

1 9 2 4 
Number Number Number 
of hands of hands of places of 

% manufacture 
Mining ...... . ........ . 
Iron and metal works and the manufacture of iron 

8,800 2.3 113 

and metals ................ . 43,000 11.3 758 
Machinery, shipbuilding, electrical and other engi-

neering industries . . . . 64,100 14.3 1,003 
Mineral and stone industries. . 38,300 10.1 976 
Timber industries. . . . . . . ,67,100 16.0 2,013 
Paper and printing industries . 48,000 12.7 880 
Foodstuffs industries . . . . . 41,600 11.0 3,361 
Textile and tailoring industries.. 60,600 13.3 632 
Leather, hair and rubbergoods industries 17,900 4.7' 398 
Chemical industries. . . . • . . . . . 14,000 3.7 364 
Power-generating, lighting and water works . ....;....;.....;....--.;6.:.;,2;.;0..;,0 __ ....;;1...;.6 __ ~7..;,0.,;.5 

Total 379,600 100.0 11,193 

In this connection it may be mentioned that, according to an 
inquiry carried out by the Federation of Swedish Industries, about 28 % 
of the Swedish industrial workers may be regarded as occupied in the 
treatment of Swedish forest products, 17 % in the mining and working 
up of Swedish ores, 9 % in the quarrying and working of various kinds 
of mineral and stone in Sweden, and 10 % in the working up of the 
produce of Swedish agriculture. Altogether, therefore, 64 % of the 
workers may be estimated to be engaged on the production and 
working up of Swedish raw materials, while the remaining 36 % are 
engaged on working up foreign raw materials. 

Of the industrial workers of the country nearly 20 % consist of 
women. Female labour is employed on a particularly large scale in 
the textile and tailoring industry, the boot- and shoe-making industry 
and certain foodstuffs industries. The number of employees who are 
not of full age ("children and young people") amounts to about 10 %. 

According to the table, the number of "plac'es of manufacture" 
, amounted to about 11,200, and the final sums in this table show that 
the average number of workers per place of manufacture was 34 at 
the end of the first quarter-century. A very large proportion of these 
"places of manufacture"; however, are of far smaller dimensions, be
cause Swedish industrial statistics include undertakings whose annual 
output is as little as 20,000 kr. in value. 
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The branches of industry where small-scale industry does not occur 
at all, or where the great enterprises predominate even in number, are 
the sugar, tobacco and match-making industries, together with linen, 
jute and rubbergoods factories, with an average of more than 300 workers 
per factory_ The size-group with 100-200 workers per "place of 
manufacture" includes iron and steel works, shipyards, electrical 
industry, coal-mines, stoue-quarries, cement and chinaware factories 
wood-pulp and papf'r mills, cotton and woollen mills, and superphos
phate factories. Of the well-nigh 1,200 sawmills in Sweden only about 
one tenth have more than 100 workers per "place of manufacture". 
Altogether, however, this tenth employs more than half the total number of 
lawmill workers. In the highly varied machinery and engineering industry 
also undertakings of all possible magnitudes are at work, from workshops 
on a very unpretentious scale up to great factory aggregates, where 
more than a thousand men are engaged. And among the ore-mines 
too there is a similar mixture of small, medium-sized and very con
.iderable concerns. Quite naturally, on the other hand, various indus
tries with a more or less restricted local market, such as brickyards 
and bakeries, breweries, flour-mills and dairies and other branches of 
the foodstuffs industry are mainly on a small scale. Amongst tanneries 
too the large undertakings are also in the minority, while a larger 
type is relatively more common amongst shoe-factories and in the 
ready-made clothing and knitted goods industries. The average size 
of Swedish factories would seem, as a rule, smaller than in the leading 
manufacturing countries of the world. And this is readily explainable, 
of course, in view of the small range of the Swedish market in com
parison with the home markets of America, England and Germany. 
In the competition with foreign countries this state of things is 
a decided drawback, inasmuch as a great part of Swedish industry, 
which works more or less exclusively for the home market, cannot 
diminish its costs of production by mass production to such an 
extent as to stand against the superiority of foreign countries in 
this respect. For export industries, of course, the conditions are quite 
different. 

In what has been said above "the number of workers has been 
taken as the basis for judging the magnitude of the industries. But 
this cannot be regarded as a suitable measure from all points of view. 
The number of workers chiefly gives the importance of the different 
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branches of industry, in providing 'a livelihood for the population, 
but tells us nothing about the value of the industrial work that has 
been carried out. 

In comparisons concerning the magnitude of the industries in 
relation to one another figures are sometimes used referring to the _ 
value of the output. But the official statistics on this point contain 
a considerable proportion of double entries, owing to the fact that 
products of one branch of industry serve as raw material for another 
and have therefore been included twice over or more in the sum-total 
of the estimated output value. This makes comparisons between out
put values of various industries extremely unreliable. In the appended 
table, therefore, the "w01-king-'ltp value" of the chief industrial groups 
is given instead - that is to say, the sale-value of the industrial pro-

1 9 1 3 

Mining ............•...........•. 
Iron and metal works, and the manufacture of iron and metals . 
Machinery, shipbuilding, electrical and other engineering industries 
Mineral and stone industries • 
Timber' industries ......... . 
Paper and printing indnstries . . . . . 
Foodstuffs industries . . . . . . . . . 
Textile and tailoring industries . . • . 
Leather, hair and rubbergoods industries 
Chemical industries. . . . . . . . . • 

Total 

Working-up value 
Mill. kr. % 

69.2 
98.8 

149.6 
64.2 

107.7 
106.1 
138.8 
82.4 
26.4 
41.0 

873.2 

6.8 
11.8 
17.1 

7.4 
12.8 
12.0 
16.9 

9.5 
3.0 
4.7 

100.0 

ducts after deducting the cost of the raw materials, fuel and power con
sumed. These figures, which are free from the Haw of counting the 
same things twice over, thus give the value of the w01'k performed by 
the different indusi1ies: hence the name "working-up value". It must 
be pointed out that these figures ref;r to_ the year 1913 and are based 
upon a special inquiry made for that year" to which there is nothing, 
corresponding for later years: To judge by these figures, more than 
one . third of the industrial work in Sweden was carried out in the 
industries concerned with mining and with the treatment of iron, 
metals and machinery, while the corresponding figure for the indus-

,stries that work up the produce of the forest (the woo~ and paper 
industries) was about one fourth. 

It now remains to deal with the substantially different develop
ment of the various industries since the time before the War. Al
though, as has already been said, the double entries which occur in 
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the output-values in the official statistics make comparisons between 
different branches of industry on the basis of those values impossible, 
yet these output-values may be employed as an approximate measure 
of one and the same branch of industry during a certain period of 
time. We find that many branches of industry have not yet got back 
to the productivity of 1913 after the severe depression that followed 
the World War; this holds good more particularly of the iron industry. 
On the other haud, some branches, especia.lly the wood-pulp and paper 
industries, have undergone a distinct development. 

In the preceding pages when we have spoken of "the places of 
manufacture" within the different industrial groups, we have altogether 
ignored the fact that several such "places" may be found within the 
limits of the same concern. As a mattet of fact are there a large 
number of undertakings in the country which either own several fac
toriel with the same kind of manufacture, or else carry on manu
facturel of quite different kinds in one or more places. 

The reasons for such combined activity are roughly speaking 
threefold. Thus, it is only natural, of course, if the owner of several 
kinds of natural resources should himself start different industries for 
turning these resources to account. Many of our old ironworks have 
found themselves in this position. In former days they mainly ntilized 
their forests for the production of charcoal for the manufacture of 
pig-iron; but nowadays, side by side with their ironworking operations, 
they have taken up sawmilling operations and the manufacture of 
wood-pulp and paper. 

Another equally natural reason for combined activity is that the 
manufacturer of a certaiIi kind of finished products should acquire his 
own plant for the production of the half-manufactured articles that 
he needs for his proper manufacture. Thus, for instance, the pre
eminent properties of the Swedish ba.ll-bearings being largely due to 
the high quality of Swedish steel, the A.-B. Svenska Kullagerfabriken 
(S.K.F.) have now their own steelworks for the manufacture of the special 
steel required for those bearings. Such co-operation between"lactories 
in the various stages in the process of producing a certain article (verti
cal combination) occurs in its most fully developed form in the engineering 
industry and in the matchmaking and electrical industries. 

A third cause of the combination of different factories under 
common management is to be found in the fact that the working of 
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factories that produce the same article can be made more economical 
by co-operation between the factories in the purchase, manufacture 
and sale of the article for the purpose, amongst other things, of keeping 
stocks down to the lowest possible level and thereby· diminishing the 
loss of interest on the active capital locked up in the stocks (horizontal 
combination). A further advantage is gained if work be concentrated 
in a smaller number of factories, where the process of manufacture 
can be carried on on.a larger scale. 

There also exist combinations of industrial c;:oncerns, of course, 
which have come into existence owing to other causes of a more in
cidental nature. .As an example of this kind it may be mentioned 
that Holmens Bruke & Fabriks A.-B., side by side with large wood
pulp mills and one of the largest paper mills in Sweden, also own one 
of the larger cotton:mills .in the country. 

Business combinations during thE.> past few decades have in many 
cases attained such a wide range that the factories working under a 
common directorship exercise a predominating influence on the market 
for their respective products. As examples of such monopolistic com
binations' under common leadership (Trusts) may be mentioned the 
Svenska Tandsticks A.-B. (matches), Trafik A.-B. Grangesberg-OxelO
sund (iron-ore), Hoganas-Billesholms A.-B. (coal-mines), A.-B. Svenska 
Kullagerfabriken (ball-bearings), Svenska Sockerfabriks A.-B. (sugar), A.-B. 
Sveriges Forenade Konservfabriker (canning),' A.-B. Stockholms Brygge
rier (breweries), A.-B. Sveriges Forenade Trikafabriker (hosiery), and 
also the fusions, with the co~operation of the State, of the spirit and 
tobacco industries. In other cases the factories have not been placed 
under a common direction, but it has been thought sufficient to 
establish co-opE.>ration on the base of more or less far-reaching agree
ments. There are numeroUs examples of' such groups of industrial 
concerns that work together (Cartels), ranging from those which are 
merely intended to prevent unfair competition by agreements regulating 
common selling terms (not prices) up to those which regulate prices or 
production or both. 

Swedish industrial enterprises are to a large extent conducted under 
the form of joint-stock companies with limited liability. Leaving 
out small workshops employing less than ten hands'; about two-thirds of 
Swedish industrial concerns were organized as j-oint-stock companies in 
1923 employing in round numbers, 85 % of the total number of workers. 
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A. was mentioned before, Swedish industrial statistics are based 
not on concern. but on "places of manufacture". An effort has been 
madt', however, in the case of industries carried on by companies, to 
bring together the "places of mannfacture" in which operations are 
carried on by the Bame company, and also to bring together under a 
lingle heading those companies which are owned by one and the same 
"parent" company. This attempt has shown that the 3,300 "places of 
manufacture" that occur in the industrial statistics for the industries 
carried on by companies (t'xclu.,ding minor undertakings) correspond to 
about 2,300 concerns which are independent in the matter of manage
ment and which employ more than ten workers at least in one of 
the "placea of manufacture" .under their control. This number (2,300 
concerns), however, is to be regarded as a. maximum figure, inasmuch 
aa we possess only imperfect knowledge as to the extent to which co
operation occurs under the form of subsidiary compauies. 

The concerns which each have more than a thousand workers are 
no fewer than '" in number, employing a total of about 95,000 wor
kers or one·fourth of the total number employed in industry in Swe
den. The two largest industrial concerns as regards the number of hands 
employed, including subsidiary companies, are now the Svenska Tilnd
aticka A.-B. (matches) and Stora Kopparbergs Bergslags A.-B. {iron and 
steel, wood· goods, wood· pulp and paper}, each with about 6,000 workers. 
Next come the following concerns, each employing about 4,000 hands: 
Allmiinna. Svenska. Elektriska A.-B. (Asea) (electric machinery and appa
ratus), Hoganiis-Billesholms A.-B. (coal and fire-proof brick-goods), A.-B. 
Svenska. Kullagerfabriken (ball-bearings), Svenska Sockerfabriks A.-B. 
(sugar), Trafik A.-B. Griingesberg·Oxelosund (iron-ore), and Uddeholms 
A.·B. (iron and steel, wood-goods, wood-pulp). Among concerns with 
more than 2,000 workers may be mentioned A.-B. Gotaverken (ship
building), Hellefors Bruks A.-B. (steel and woodpulp), Holmens Bruks & 
Fabriks A.-B. (paper, wood-pulp and cotton fabrics), Husqvama Vapen
fabriks A.-B. (hardware, cycles, etc), Hiilsingborgs Gummifabriks A.-B. 
(rubber-goods), Sandvikens Jernverks A.·B. (steel and steel mannfactures), 
A.-B. Svenska. Tobaksmonopolet (tobacco manufactures), A.-B. Sveriges 
Litografiska Tryckerier (printing, engraving, etc.), and Telefon A.-B. 
L. M. Ericsson (telephone, telegraph and signalling apparatus) all these 
being inclusive of their subsidiary companies. 

--_e ___ _ 
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SWEDISH INDUSTRY IN RELATION TO 
RESEARCH AND INVENTIONS 

by 

AXEL F. ENSTROM 

It is said, and it is true, that Swedes in general have a pro
nounced technical and mechanical bent. In other words, technical abil
ity is one of the important natural resources upon which the nation 
can rely .in its struggle for life. 'rhis gift for mechanics in the people 
is supposed to be the result of centuries of development, inasmuch as 
from ancient times the people have been accustomed to get their 
daily bread from tilling a poor soil. This bent is traditional, and 
traditional also is the endeavour to foster and train it. 

As early as 1739, K. Vetenskaps!lkademien (the Royal :Academy of 
Science) was formed with the view not only to foster sCience proper 
but also to encourage the practical application of scientific results. 
LINN AEUS, for instance - oue pf the most famous botanists of the 
modern age - devoted himself to extensive investigations in mining 
and metallurgy. A little. later (1747) a specjal institution was founded 
to deal with the problems of the most important industry of that 
time, the iron industry. This institution, Jernkontoret (The Ironmasters' 
Association) assumed the double task of being at the same time a re
search institution in ironworking and a comm,ercial representative of 
the same trade with financial activities. 

Just a hundred years ago (1827) the first Swedish engineering 
«;lollege - Tekniska Hoyskolan (the College of Technology) - was 
established in Stockholm, and this was soon followed by another one 
in Goteborg - Chalmel·s Tekniska Institut. 

The need of extended research work in modern times has led to 
the establishment of several special research institutions, such as Sta-
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kn. Prorningl/a1l8talt (The State Testing Laboratory), Metallograjiska 
Institutet (The Metal Research Laboratory); and a research institute for 
the wood-pulp industries is now in process of being organized. In order 
to co-ordinate the leveral efforts of scientific and industrial research in 
the country, a. llpecial organization was formed a few years ago, In
geniol'n'etenakapaakademien (The Royal Swedish Academy for Scienti
fic Industrial Research). 

An excellent index of Swedish research activities is to be found 
in the engineering literature of Sweden. As to both quality and quan
tity this literature can fairly claim to be of importance_ It must be 
borne in mind, however, that the volume of such a special literature 
must be badly handicapped by the narrow limits of the language, 

Engineering productivity is also indicated by the frequency of 
the issues of patents. Since the beginning of the present century 
about 2000 patents per annum have been issued by the Royal Patents 
Board. The Board is known to scrutinize the applications most 
thoroughly and is claimed to be on a level with the very best patent 
offices abroad. ' 

From the early industrial development in the nineteenth century 
may be mentioned some prominent Swedish inventors, who are, in 
fact, pioneers in their own branches. 

JOHN ERICSSON (t 1889) introduced the screw-propeller for ships 
and constrncted the ironclad warship "Monitor", the success of which 
proved to be of lIupreme imporlance in the American Civil War 
of the 1860'11. Among his numerous inventions may besides be men
tioned the sun-radiation steam generator, which perhaps will be of 
importance in the future. 

A. LAGERIUlf (t 1904) was the ingenious inventor of automatic 
match-making machines, a real wonder in their time. From these in
ventions, perfected by many successors, the Swedish match industry 
has developed its present dominant position in the match trade of 
the whole world. 

T. NORDENFELT (t 1920) was the originator of numerous inventions 
for automatic guns. He also designed and constructed the first sub
marine boat at an early date. 

ALFRED NOBEL (t 1896) introduced dynamite and made a series of 
important inventions in this field, leading to the foundation of big 
industrial concerns in different parts of the world. In his will he 
bequeathed his great fortune to various institutions for the benefit of 
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research work in physics, chemistry and medicine, and to reward 
achievements in literatnre and the promotion of peace. 

C. D. EKMAN (t 1904) made the first practical experiments in the 
snlphite cellulose process and established pioneer factories. 

JONAS WENSTROM (t 1893) was one of the inventors of the three
phase alternating current system, which was the origin of the modern 
electro-technical development in the long-distance transmission of 
energy. Weustrom's inventions, followed up and supplemented by ERNST 
DANIELSSON (t 1907) and ARVID LINDSTROM, provided the impulse and 
the background for the Swedish electro-technical high-tension industry. 

L. M.ERICSSON (t 1926) designed and constructed the first mo
dern commercial type of telephone system and introduced a series of 
inventions in the practical details of telephone apparatus. This work, 
followed up by that of numerous other Swedish inventors, created the 
basis of the Swedish telephone industry. 

GUSTAF DE LAVAL (t 1913) was the author of a great many ingenious 
inventions in different fields. He designed a type of steam-turbine at 
the same time as Parsons, yet on· quite original lines. The milk sepa
rator was another of his achievements in a wider field. In both 
cases large Swedish industrial concerns have originated from de La
val's pioneer work. 

As pointed out elsewhere in this book, Swedish industry is grouped 
round the three main natural resonrces: the iron-ore depOSIts, the for
ests, and the waterfalls. Thus the old iron and steel industries, the 
lumber, pulp and paper industries, the electrical and allied industries 
are characteristic examples of the industrial activities of the country. 
It would carry us too far to go into detail as to the technical achieve
ments and inventions that have led to the modern position of these 
industries from the beginning of. this centnry. Only some few in
stances can be recorded. 

To begin with, emphasis may be laid on the close connection 
between the waterpower resources, on the one hand, and the devel
opment of the electro-technical and allied industries, on the other . 
. Obviously. the harnessing of waterpower, the erection of extended 
distributing systems and the electrification of factories, railways and 
rural districts - all of which have proceeded rapidly ever since the 
beginning of the present century - have furnished good opportunities 
to the manufactnrers of electric machines and apparatus, of prime 
motors and of other machines, to get into close touch with the pro-
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blem. and collect valuable experience. On the other hand, the para
dox il true, that in this waterpower country many most valuable 
invention. have been made in steam engineering and fuel economy. 
The reason is that, a. a rule, industrial processes cannot be kept 
going exclusively by waterpower. Heat and steam are also needed for 
a great many purposes; and only a few of them can reasonably be 
served economically by electric enE'rgy. Thus in any case fuel is 
needed. Sweden, a& is well known, haa very little coal and no oil 
deposits of any importance. The only natural fuel is wood, which is at 
the lame time a most valuable raw material for the lumber, pulp and 
paper industries, and is consequently rising in price. To some extent 
wood·fuel is used, but the main bulk of the industrial fuel has to be 
imported and paid for at a price higher than that paid by competing 
industrial nations. From what has been said it is easily understood 
that fuel economy is a problem that automatically forces itself on the 
attention of Swedish engineers; and as a consequence many inven
tion. and many special industries group themselves around questions 
luch as proper fuel combustion, steam-raisiug, and steam-consumption. 

In the history of the Swedish steel industry the name of J. A. 
BKINELL (t 1925) takes a prominent place. His extensive research 
work in the treatment of steel and original inventions in testing appa
ratus have contributed substantially to the development of modern 
methods in the production and utilization of steel. 

As a. consequence of the above-mentioned fuel situation of the 
country, much attention haa been paid to the problem of employing 
electric energy for smelting and refining purposes. The electric blast
furnace, invented by A. LIl!IDB',AD, A. GROl!lWALL and O. STALHAl!IE 

(system "Elektrometall"), has proved successful. Electric steel-smelting 
. furnaces of electrode type have been invented by the same concern, and 
also by J. RENNEKi'ELT. An induction furnace type for the same 
purpose was introduced by F. KJELLIl!I (t 1910). 

In the field of ore-preparation a great many inventions have been 
devoted to ore-separating devices. Mention may here be made of G. 
GRONDAL. This inventor designed a successful type of briquette-burn
ing kiln. In this connection reference may also be made to a series 
of inventions by A. RUrEIf' (t 1926), and among these a copper-ore 
refining furnace on new principles by RAlIIli:!1' and K. J. BEBKOW. 

Recently some very interesting inventions have been made in ore
prospecting on quite new lines. These methods, originated by S. 
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LUNDBERG and K. SUNDBERG, depend on the fact that a magnetic or 
eleca-jc field, established between poles in the earth, undergoes certain 
deformations when ore lenses or the like are present. A careful study 
'of'such field disturbances has led to sensitive methods of determining 
the location and approximative extent of ore-deposits; and these have 
been used with no little success in Sweden in recent years. 

In the domain of pulp· making processes the following more de
finite advances may be cited. The successful extraction of alcohol 
out of waste sulphite-Iyes was ac~ieved by G. EKSTROM; and a soda 
cellulose method, aiming at a complete utilization of the waste products 
of the process, has been invented by L. RINMAN. In view of the 
fact that in the normal cellulose processes only 50 % of the raw-wood 
material could be converted into a saleable product, the rest being 
wasted, it is easily understood that the problem of recovering valuable 
products out of the 'waste must be an important problem for in
ventors and research-workers. 

In the steam-raising and steam-using sphere referred to above. 
the following facts may be adduced. 

The de Laval steam-turbine has already been mentioned. Another 
invention in this field on quite original principles is that of B. and 
F. LJUNGSTROM. Based as it is on using a radially distributed ex
pansion wheel system, it aims at small dimensions, sm.all losses, and 
great economy. In fact, no other .design of condensing' turbine is 
thought to beat the record of low steam-consumption attained by this 
Ljungstrom steam-turbine. The inventors named are also responsible 
for the development of a steam-turbine condensing locomotive that 
has shown,. on trials, extremely low values for the consumption of 
fuel and water. 

';l'he LJUNGSTROM air-preheater is a very effective type of machine. 
No doubt the appearance of this invention has helped to promote 
the modern tendency to use preheated air for combustion in order to 
increase fuel economy. . 

In steam-boiler practice extra high pressures have been found to 
-be of value for the movement in the direction of greater economy. 
But the adaption of common types of boilers to such high pressures 
encountered certain difficulties. A Swedish finventor, J. V, BLOM
QUIST, solved the problem in an ingenious way by designing the steam
raising elements as rotating drums, thus securing a continuous layer 
of water round the whole inner. surface of the walls. Several units 
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of the .Hmos·boiler, built on this principle, have been installed in 
Sweden and have operated successfully at pressures up to 1,400 <lJ.bs. 

In all kind of steam·plants certain difficulties often arise from 
the fact that the Iteam consumption of the plant varies, as a rule', 
between rather wide limits and not seldom suddenly. The conse
quence i. an expensive margin of steam boiler capacity and a poor fuel
economy. In order to overcome these difficulties, J. RUTHS designed 
a steam accumulator, fitted with a series of automatic regulating de
vices, which secures quite considerable variations in steam consump
tion. This aecumulator has been installed and successfully operated in 
many plants of different kinds, especially in the majority of Swedish 
pulp factories. It has also proved useful as an emergency device at 
the end of an electric transmission line, interlinked in the system in 
luch a way that, in case trouble arises, the relays, cutting out the 
line, automatically introduce a steam turbine, fed by the accumulator, 
to carry the load. 

In all kinds of fuel-burning a control of the flue gases is essen
tial to secure proper economy. An ingenious controlling and record
ing instrument of this kind of Swedish design is the "Mono"-appa
ratus, invented by O. RODRE. Another ingenious invention may be 
mentioned in this connection, an automatic regulating device "Arca", 
invented by R. CARLSTEDT, which has proved useful in service of 
different kinds, such as controlling water-flow, air· pressure, electric 
energy and so forth. 

In spite of the fact that Sweden is deficient in native fuel-oils, 
Swedish inventors have devoted much work to the development of 
petrol-driven engines, petroleum stoves and other devices. As a matter 
of fad, the small domestic petroleum stoves frequently found in use 
allover the world, from the far East to the far West, are of Swedish 
design and make; and the cheap hotbulb oil engine, which is con~ 
sidered to have started at an early date that "motorization" of the 
world which is now-a-days progressing 80 rapidly, was the product of 
Swedish inventions - by J. WEYLAND (t 1925) etc. - Also the pro
gress of the Diesel engine was promoted by Swedish inventiveness 
and research work (K. J. HESSELMAN, and others). 

The fundamentals of Swedish electro-technical engineering have 
been touched upon above. In addition may be noticed the iron
nickel electric storage battery invented by W. JUNGNER simultaneously 
with the well-known Edison cell of the same type. Recent develop-
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ment in telephone technics could be ascribed to inventions by J. G. 
HOLMSTROM, G. A. BETULANDER (automatic switching station) etc. The 
Swedish:born engineer ERNST ALEXANDERSSON, who lives in U. S. A., 
has brought about substantial progress in wireless and radio engineering. 

Finally, reference may be made to some inventions which have 
originated certain important special industries. 

The technical equipment of light-houses for navigation has been 
no less than revolutionized by the inventions of GUSTAF DALEN, whose 
work in this field brought him the Nobel Prize. A combination of a 
refined method of storing acetylene gas inaceton-filled steel cylindres 
together with a "sun valve", automatically operating the lamp, and a 
twinkling device, has made the light-house service much more effec
tive and economical than ever before. The system has also been 
widely adopted in railway signal practice, and has of late been suc
cessfully introduced for aerodrome lighting purposes. 

The ball-bearing device, bearing the well-known letters S. K. F., 
is the result of the inventive work of S. WINGQUIST, and at the same 
time utilizes the high qualities of Swedish steel. The excellent S. K. F. 
bearing has no doubt definitely accelerated the introduction of this 
power-saving method all over the world, thus eliminating the waste 
of enormous quantities of energy. 

Modern shop practice requires a very high degree of exactness 
and precision in manufacture and IIl.anufacturing tools. These require
ments are met in a wonderful way by the measuring gauges of C. E. 
JOHANSSON, which make possible a high degree of precision, not be
fore attained even in laboratory work. 

In recent years an interesting invention has been made by two 
young Swedish engineers, B. v. PLATEN and. C. MUNTERS, the result of 
which is a refrigerating machine working without any moving parts. 
Only a small quantity of heat and some cooling water is needed. The 
whole process is based on the interaction of gases and vapoul'S within 
the apparatus. This very ingenious invention is of particular interest, 
inasmuch as its success is essentially due to scientific knowledge and 
·thorough research work, factors that are becoming more and more 
indispensable in modern inventions. 

As has been pointed out before, such a short review as this could 
not cover the whole subject, but had to limit itself to a bare enu
meration of some of the more remarkable instances of practical 

.... 
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THE BRANCHES 
OF SWEDISI-I INDUSTRY 



The follouing should be ?loticfel wilh t'egard to the 
industrial en terprises namell under the various branches 
of industr,V, - As a rule there al'e given all the mOt'e 

important SIL'edish industrial enf~rpri8e8 and also those in 
vatious parts of the country u'hie'h, in other respects, are 
fairly representative of each induRtrial .branch, It has 
been impossible to allow space in the book for an enu
meration 'of all the businesses conce.rned, Industrial en
fel"pI-ises carrying on manufacture in seveml dijfel'ent 
branches are mentioned only in those sections of the book 
dealing ILith their main production. 

For f1lrt1l" informatinn respecting Swedish indush'ial 
enteryrises and their manufactures, the reader is referred 
to the Year· book entitled: ~Svensk Industrikalender'" 
(Swedish Industrial Directot-y). 



THE MINING AND METAL INDUSTRIES 

MINING 

In the great inventory of the iron-ore resources of the world 
that wal compiled for the International Geological Congress held at 
Stockholm in 1910, the actual reserves of ore that contain more than 
60 % of iron were estimated at about 1,300 million tons, whereof 
Sweden alone possessed 1,095 million tons, L e. about 84 %. Since 
then extensive investigations have been made that show that Sweden's 
resources of such ore - like those of many other countries - are in 
reality very much greater. Hence Sweden is with regard to high
percentage iron ores one of the most fortunately situated countries in 
the world. If we include in the calculation all its iron ore, of high 
and low percentage, Sweden may be put down as possessing about 10 % 
of the totpl iron-ore resources of Europe and 5 % of the iron-ore 
resources at present known in the world. 

In his survey of the Datural resources of Sweden 1 Professor Gunnar 
Andersson points out that the country's iron-ore deposits may, broadly 
speaking, be divided into two groups, separated both geographically 
and qualitatively, viz. the Lapland group and the Central Swedish 
group. The first-named group embraces the largest and richest ore-fields, 
the most important among them being Kiirunavaara and the adjacent 
Luossavaara, Malmberget (Giillivare), Svappavaara, Leveaniemi and 
Ekstromsberg.1 Of these only the first three are actually being worked; 
the others are State-owned deposits that are held in reserve. The 
Lapland ores, famed for their high percentage of iron, are not suited 
for the production of Swedish charcoal-iron and steel on account of 

, See pp. 28-87. 
I See map, p. 87. 
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Surface Quarrying at KiirunafJaara 
Loading ore-trucks by means' of .electric. ore-grabs 

their being phosphoriferous. They are of great value, however, for use in 
the so-called Thomas process, and are on a large scale expo.rted, mainly 
to Germany, where that process has' obtained an extensive application_ 

The Central Sweden group of ore-fields embraces avery large 
number of deposits that are for the most part comparatively small, 
situated chiefly -in the provinces of Uppland, Vii.stmanland, Niirke, 
Dalarne and Varmland. 1 These ores are somewhat lower in iron than 
the Lapland ores, but to make up for that they are generally also 
low in phosphorus, which seldom exceeds 0.02 %, being as a rule lower 
than 0.01 %. In some instances, as at Dannemora, Bispberg and 
Riddarhyttan, the petcentage actually is below 0.005 %. It is mainly 
th.ese Central Sweden mines that supply the raw material for the 
Swedish iron and steel industry. 

To this Central Sweden group also belong geographically the 
Grangesberg fields and some other ore deposits ' (Blotberget, Idkerberg 
and Lekomberg), with a higher percentage of phosphorus. The ore 
from these fields is exported. 

1 See map, p. 30. 
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Underground Mining at Striberg 
Shrinkage atoping with pneumlltic rock-drills 

Swedish mining has for long time been on a high levf;!l from a 
technical standpoint. The method of mining employed in the Kiiruna
vaara and LuosBavaara, and, to some extent, the Malmberget fields 
is still chiefly open cut mining; in the rest of the mines, on the other 
hand, underground mining is almost exclusively employed. 

The crude ore extracted from a mine is normally dressed by hand 
or mechanically into three different groups viz.: (a) >lump ore >, which 
can be smelted without further treatment; (b) .concentrating ore', the 
iron·content of which is too low for direct smelting, but which, on 
the other hand, contains too much iron to justify its being discarded; 
(c) >waiste>, which is to lean for commercial use. Primarily the crude 
ore is subjected to coarse crushing followed by handpicking, magnetic 
separation or wet concentrating. 

The concentrating process for the low·grade ores was introduced 
in Sweden during the eighties of the last century , but did not come 
into general use until the beginning of the present century, The 
process cODsistsof two operations: firstly the grinding of the concen
trating ore in order to release ore particles from the gangue minerals 
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surrounding them, . and secondly the separation of the iron-ore par
ticles from the gangue. The ore is consequently obtained in a finely 
divided state and is called concentrates. As the iron-ore minerals are 
either magnetic, as, for instance, the magnetite, or non-magnetic as is 
the case with the hematite ores, the concentrating methods have been 
developed along two different lines. For Sweden magnetic concen 
trating is the more important; it. has become highly developed, thanks 
to ingenious separators invented by Swedish' engineers. The magnetic 
ore separators contain electromagnets to .which the magnetic grains 
adhere, while the tailings are washed away by water. The concen
trating method for non-magnetic ores effects the separation of the 
iron-ore from the .tailings by aid of the difference in the specific 
gravities. 

In its finely divided state, the iron-ore concentrates are hardly 
suitable for the Swedish blast-furnace process. They are therefore 

Year 

Iron Ore 
Produc

tion: 
milL tons 

made into lump-form by means of sintering 
or briquetting, in which processes the con

~~:o::~s centrates are heated to such a temperature 
that the ore-grains sinter together. In 1924, 

1900 2.6 1.6 more than 200,000 tons of briquettes and 
1905 4.4 3.8 sinter were produced in Sweden. 
1910 5.5 4.4 The output and export of Swedish iron-
1915 6.9 6.0 ore duri.ng the last 25 years. is shown in 
1920 4.5 3.7 the accompanying table. The figures include 
1921 6.5 4.8 "lump-ore" and "concentrate". 
1922 6.2 5.8 The value of the exported ore during 
1923 5.6 4.9 recent years has amounted to between 80 
1924 6.5 5.9 and 120 million . Swedish kronor annually, 

i. e. 7 -9 % . of the total value of the Swedish export. 
About three-quarters of total output of iron-ore come from the mines 

at Kiirunavaara, Luossavaara and Gallivare alone, which are worked by 
the Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara A.-B. Ha.lf the share-capital of that 
company, the importance of whose activity for the national economy of 
Sweden has been increasing year by year, is owned by. the Swedish 
State and the other half by a limited liability company, the Trafik A.-B. 
Grangesberg-OxelORund. The latter company, which has a share-capital 
of 119 million Swedish kronor, a.lso owns the Grangesberg Grufve A.-B. 

The following is a list of the more important iron-ore mining 
companies in Sweden: 
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Modem lr01l-".i", Building. at Siallberg, in tk Pr()t';nce 0/ Viilltmanland (SlalibergB 
Grlltle A_-B.) 

To the right are the mine head-frame honae and crushing-plant ; to the left, the ore
conYeyore and sorting-works. 

In Nonbotten the following are active : Luo,BaIl4ara-Kii,.,.navllara A.-B., Stock
holm, employing 2,600 workmen. Btrgve.·u A.·B. Frt;ja, Koskullskulle. and Tuoll,,"aara 
Grul A.-B .• Kiruna. Among mining enterpriaes in Central Sweden the following may 
be mentioned : Trajik A.-B. Grlingubtrg-QxelollUnd, Stockholm, employing about 1,200 
workmen at the Gringellberg and Strusa ore·fields, Sttwa Kopparber.98 Ber.9B1a9B A.·B., 
Fillun. at the Gringesberg and ldkerberget ore· fields, Jdkerberget. Gruv A.·B. and 
Grull A.-B . Dalarne, both at Ludvik&, Bergt·erb-A.-B. VulkanllB, Blotberget, A.-B . 
• Vellan,t'e1l.ka Malm/iillen, HAksberg. Gruv A .·B. Lekomberg, Sonik, Riddarhytte 
..I .·B ., Riddarhyttsn, Norberg. GrIlli A.-B., Kolning,berg, Grlll:e A.-B. and Stot'gru/lie 
A.·B., at KArrgruYBn. Biapberg/l A.-B .• Bispberg, Stora Ldngvik. Gn", A .·B., Hedemora, 
Siriber.qa Grul A.-B., Dalkarl,berg, A.·B . and Klacka &: Lerber.9B Gru/ve A .-B., at 
Striberg, Siripa Gru/ve A.·B., Gnldamedabyttsn, Stiillbe.·g8 Grulve A.·B., BAngbro, 
Per.berg' Grul·t A.-B., Pe .... berg. Danne.nora G,.,."inlreIBenfer, Dannemora, Herriing8 
G,.,." A. B .• Stockholm and BOX/101mB A.· B ., Boxholm (the Kantorp iron field). 

Sweden's resources of other ores than iron-ore are of less im
portance. Formerly, however, things were different in that respect. 
The output from the silver mines at Sala during the 16th century and 
from the copper·mines at Falun during the 17th century contributed 
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Mine head-frame, Riddarhyttan .• 

appreciably to uphold Swe
den's political position. For 
a short time indeed the 
copper mine at Falun supp
lied nearly the whole world 
with the copper it needed. 

During the 19th cen
tury copper ore was also 
mined to a considerable 
extent at Atvidaberg, but 
at the present time the 
Sala, Falun and Atvida
berg mines are not far from 
exhausted. The Falun mine 
is still worked, however, to 
a not inconsiderable extent 
though not for copper ore, 
but for zinc and lead and 
especially for pyrites, of 
which there are large re
serves. The pyrite is used 
for the production of sul
phuric acid· and in the 
chemical pulp industry. At 

Sala the old smelting-works still exist but the lead-ore smelted there 
is obtained from other mines. . 

In the sixties of the last century a new ore-field became of im
portance, viz. the Ammeberg zinc-ore field, which at that period was 
bought by a Belgian company. The ore at Ammeberg has a zinc
content of about 40 % and is exported mainly to Belgium. The 
mining is carried on underground. The lean ore is concentrated 
and small quantities of lead-concentrate are obtained as a by-pro
duct. Zincblende and lead-ore are also obtained, as already men
tioned from the Falun mine, from the Ryllshytte and Saxberg 
mines in Dalarne and from Kaveltorp in the Province of Vastman
land. 

In 1924 the total production of zinc-ore in Sweden was about 
48,000 tons, part of which was refined in the country; the remainder, 
to the value of 2.s million kronor, was exported. The total amount 
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i n i n g 

Number of iron and other mines and concen
tration and briquetting works at the begin
ning of 1925.... ...•............................... 113 

Number of hands employed therein ........... 8800 
(Corresponding to 2,1 % of all the 
industrial hands in the country) 

Value of production in 1924 (mill. of Kr.) ......... 75,o 

Number of Hands 1895-1924 .. '6<XXl 

r-----------------------------~'5<XXl 

r------------------11---------~'40c0 

r-------------------11_--------~'3<XXl 

r-----~---.------~1---------~'2<XXl 

1---.... - .• ---.• ---.... --_.>------1 11000 

r-----~--__ --_I~~I_--__ ----~'oGOO 

r-__ --~--__ --_I~~I---__ --~~gGOO 

~1_-1r-1r-~-~-~-__ ~8GOO 
r-__ --~--__ --_I~~I---__ --~~7GOO 

r-__ --~--__ --_I~~I---__ --~,6GOO 

r-__ --~---.--_I~~I_--__ --~~5GOO 

r-__ --~--__ --_I~~I---__ --~,4GOO 

~1_-1_-1r-~-~-~-__ ~3000 
r-11---~--.... --_I~~~--__ --~~2000 

~1-~1_-1r-1r-~-~-__ ~I000 
~~~~~~~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~o 

1895 1900 05 10 15 !II 1924 * 'n con,eouence 0'. complete change In th_ gr'nel,11II 0' com_ 
,11"'10 .". stel.sUes durn'!" th. 'nlnetle., tt has bee" Impotlible to 
V ..... comp.fable "QUf •• 10f .h. numbe, 0' "'ands engaged· as can 
1M done for olh., b,anc"'., 101 the e"II, •• ".a,s· period ,8Trt-1S1Q4;' 
for an •• ,lte, date than 'l1li&. 

A.-B. KARTOGRAFISKA INSTITUTEr 

of leadoOre produced was about 3,000 tons; the exported quantity had 
a. vaJue of 1.1 million kronor. 

Manganese ore is mined at Langbanshyttan in Varmland, which 
is well known for its many rare minerals. 

The new mining district - the Skellefte·field - in the Province 
of Viisterbotten has not yet been opened up on a large scale (see pp. 
33-34). 

Of the enterprises where ore other than iron-ore is mined there may be mentioned 
Siora Kopparbrr.q' Berg.lag. A.·B., Falun, Gruvbolagef Vieille Montagne, .!mmeberg, 
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A.-B. Zinkgruvor, Faluit, A.-B. Svenska Metallverken, Vasteras, Gruv A.-B. Ldngban, 
Langbanshyttan, and SkelleJfed Gruv A.-B., Stockholm. 

The diagram on p. 83 shows the number of men engaged in the 
mining of iron and other ores during the years 1895-1924 .. It will 
be seen that the number of hands has decreased somewhat during the 
last ten years, although the production of ore (see table, p. 80) has, 
on the whole, remained almost stationary. This circumstance is due 
to an increase in open cut mining in Norrland, demanding less labour, 
and to more advanced technical methods. The map on p. 83 shows 
the distribution of hands among the various mining districts: 

THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY 

. The manufacture of iron has from very early time$ been considered 
as the chief Swedish industry. In past centuries, the Swedish produc
tion of iron played an important part in the economy of the world 
both quantitatively and qualitatively. In the last-mentioned respect it 
may be said to do so still,though quantitatively it is now insignificant, 
when compared with the iron production of the great industrial 
countries. 

In the middle of the 18th century Sweden was the chief iron
producing country in the world, manufacturing about on~-third of the 
world's total consumption. At that time iron-smelting was everywhere 
based on the use of charcoal as fuel. Sweden, being well off as regards 
both ore deposits and forests, possessed an advantage over most other 
countries. A change in that state of things occurred, however, during 
the latter half of the 18th century, when coke came to be commonly 
used for smelting pig-iron in blast-furnaces and the process of puddling 
pig-iron to soft iron with coal as fuel was invented. Owing to these 
changed circumstances, Englaud with its abundance of coal soon suc
ceeded in gaining the position of the greatest . iron-producer of the 
world. 

Iron produced by means of the puddling-process and in the various 
. types of hearths (e. g. German, Franche-comM, Lancashire and Walloon 
hearths), is termed wrought iron (wrought metal). Characteristic of 
wrought iron is that is has not been in a molten state, and conse
quently contains some slag. The wrought iron produced with charcoal 
in Sweden has, qualitatively, certain advantages over puddled iron 
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manufactured with coal as fuel and for that reason long remained 
indispensable for a number of purposes. 

During the last century, however, the machine industries, which 
were then in course of rapid development, gradually came to demand 
c;rtain characteristics in the raw material that wrought iron was 
unable to satisfy, and new methods for the production of iron became 
desirable. Shortly after the middle of the century methods were 
discovered (e. g. the Bessemer and Siemens-Martin processes referred 
to below) that completely revolutionized the production of iron and 
Bteel an.d opened a new era in the history of iron. The product 
obtained by these methods, commonly termed ingot iron (steel), is in 
a liquid state, which renders possible the manufacture on a large 
Reale of homogeneous material. Ingot iron can easily be produced 
with varying carbon-contents, and by the addition of alloying metals 
its properties can be varied within wide limits. 

Among the ingot-iron processes should also be included the old 
crncible-steel method, dating from 1740-1750, and the electro-steel 
methods invented at the beginning of the present century; quantitatively, 
however, these methods have hitherto been relatively nnimportant. 

The manufacture of pig-iron in Sweden, whether for refining into 
wrought iron or steel or for casting, is carried out in blast-furnaces, 
in which the iron-ore is reduced by charcoal. Ore and charcoal are fed 

_continuously into the upper part of the furnace, while hot air is in
troduced from below. The molten pig-iron formed in the blast-furnace 
process collects at the bottom of the furnace and is run off at intervals. 

While coke is practically entirely used as fuel in the production 
of pig-iron elsewhere in the world, the making of pig-iron in Sweden 
is almost exclusively based on the nse of charcoal, and this is one of 
the reasons of the high qnality of Swedish iron and steel. On the 
other hand, the advance in the price of charcoal during the last 
decades, which must be ascribed, above all, to the increased demand 
from the pulp industry for wood formely used exclusively for charring, 
is the chief reason for the high cost of production of Swedish pig
iron and steel. Much attention has therefore been given to the elabo
ration of methods that render it possible to decrease the consnmption 
of charcoal without at the same time leading to a deterioration in the 
quality of the iron produced. 

Special attention has conseqnently been derected to the electric 
pig-iron furnaces. In these about 60 % of the amount of charcoal 
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necessary in the ordinary blast-furnaces is replaced by electric energy. 
In 1924 91,000 tons of pig-iron were produced in such furnaces. In 
recent years, experiments have been made with other methods which 
aim at the direct production of soft iron and steel from the ore. 

The figures for the output and export of Swedish pig-iron and 
for the import of pig-iron into Sweden during the last 50 years are 
shown by the accompanying diagram. 

Wrought iron in Sweden is nowadays chiefly produced in the form 
of Lancashi1oe-iron and to some extent in the shape of Walloon-iron 
Tho 
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(in the Dannemora district). In these 
processes the pig-iron is refined in 
hearths that use charcoal as fuel. 
The wrought iron is obtained in the 
form of soft slaggy lumps (blooms), 
which are afterwards forged with 
heavy hammers. As a consequence 
of the general introduction of the 
ingot-metal processes the manufac
ture of wrought-iron has decreased 
considerably, but Swedish wrought
iron has still a certain market on 

875 80 85 95 1900 05 1 15 20 25 account of its excellent qualities, 
which render it useful for many 'purposes, viz. its softness, its in-. 
sensibility to high temperatures, the ease with which it can be welded 
and its resistance to corrosion. Owing to its purity it is also employed 
as a raw material for crucible steel. 

In 1855 HENRY BESSEMER invented a process which was called 
after him the Bessemer process. The honour of having applied it com
mercially belongs however to the Swedish industrialist, G. F. Gorans
son, the founder of the Sandviken steelworks, whose energy and per
severance found the final solution of this difficult problem. The pro
cess is carried out in a til-furnace or converter,. into which the pig
iron is brought in a liquid state. Air is pressed. through holes in the 
bottom of the converter and through the liquid iron. The carbon, 
silicon and manganese in the pig-iron are removed with the help of 
the oxygen of the air, when the oxidation produces the heat necessary 
for the process. Such Swedish ores, which are poor in phosphorus and 
rich in manganese, are very well suited for this method, and at soon 
.became e~tensively used. In recent times Bessemer steel has been to 
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lome extent Buperseded by Siemens-Martin steel, which, as a rule, is 
cheRper to produce_ The excellent qualities of Swedish Bessemer steel 
however still ensure it a market for different kinds of edge and ham
mering toola and for rock· drills etc. 

The original Bessemer process (the acid method) was and is still 
carried out in furnaces lined with so-called acid i. e. highly silicious 
bricks. This process not permitting the removing of phosphorus, the 
Benemer acid process is only applied to non-phosphoriferous ores, the 
presence of phosphorus making the steel brittle. In 1878 two English
men, S. Thomas and P. C. Gilchrist, succeeded 
in eliminating the phosphorus by using a basic 
charge and a basic lining in the converter, 
whereby phosphates etc. are formed as a slag 
containing practically all the phosphorus of the 
charge. This process, the so-called "Thomas
process", which has obtained an extensive ap
plication, especially in Germany, France, and 
Belgium, has made it possible to utilize phos
phoriferous ores, among others those from the 
Lapland iron-ore fields. Although Sweden pos
sesses enormous quantities of such ore, the 
lack of coal and the limited home demand 
for structural steel, i. g. girders, angles etc., 

G. F. Gin·anBHon. 
b. 1819 d. 1900. 

constitute an obstacle to a. more extended introduction of this method 
in Sweden. The two ironworks in Sweden where plants for the 
Thomas-process have been erected (Domnarvet and Bangbro) base their 
manufa.cture on the use of imported coke. 

The need of a. method that would make possible the resmelting 
of scrap iron was early felt by the iron industry. The solution of 
this problem came in 1868, when a. Frenchman, P. MartIn, succeeded 
with the assistance of Siemen's regenerative principle in obtaining in 
a. reverberatory furnace, a temperature sufficiently high to melt steel. 

The Marlin-furnace consists of a. reverberatory furnace, which is 
heated by means of producer gas. In order to attain the necessary 
temperature in the furnace, the producer gas and the combustion air 
are preheated in so-called regenerators before passing into the furnace. 
Originally the Siemens-Martin furnaces were lined only with acid 
material (acid Marlin process), but very soon basic lining and basic 
charge were introduced also in the process (basic Martin process) in 
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order to make it possible to use phosphoriferous pig-iron and scrap. 
In consequence of its great adaptability to various working conditions 
the basic Siemens-Martin process is nowadays quantitatively the most 
important method in the world for the production of steel. In Sweden, 
too, it is pre-dominant. It is used chiefly for the production of soft 
steel. A number of alloy steels, especially chromium and nickel steels, 
are also advantageously produced in basic furnaces. The acid Martin 
process however is the method on which the Swedish production of 
high·quality steel is based to-day. By this process there are manufactured 
all kinds of hard steels, alloy steels etc. Only the best and purest pig
iron and scrap are used in this process. In both acid and basic 
Martin furnaces there is also produced a not unimportant amount of 
steel castings of very high quality. 

A small portion of Sweden's production of quality steel consists 
of so-called crucible steel. This is smelted from very pure raw materials 
in small grap~ite crucibles, which are heated in regenerative reverber
atory furnaces. The steel is distinguished by its high quality, but 
the cost of production is also rather high. For this reason crucible
smelting can be used only for the production of certain steels of 
exceptional quality. . 

During the last two decades electric steel smelting - in which 
process the heat is generated by an electric current - has risen to a 
certain importance for the manufactare for instance of ste'el castings. 
In Sweden conditions are favourable for a more extended use of this 
method owing to the abundant supply of water-power and of pure raw 
materials. The electric steel furnaces seem to have advantages over the 
acid Siemens-Martin process for the production of certain alloy-steels, but 
the cost of electric current constitutes in many places an obstacle to the 
adoption of the process. In some other countries the electric method 
is chiefly used for the purpose of gaining a more complete l'emoval of 
phosphorus and sulphur in a special refining process, whereby a quality 
is obtained which in some respects competes with that of Swedish steel. 

The following table illustrates the main features of the develop
'ment or decline of the various methods employed for producing wrought 
iron and. ingot metal respectively in Sweden during the period 1900 
-1924. 

Parallel with the development of the metallurgical methods des
cribed abqve, the further treatment of the iron - its rolling and forging 
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Blowing a BesBemer charge (For.backa Ironworks). 
Out. of the seething maS8 of iron the burning gase8 are blown out through the mouth 

of the converter in a long, dazzlingly white /lame. 
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Production I W . bt I Bessemer I Tb 

I 
Martin I Martin I Crucible I Electro-. roug omas 
steel steel ~n ton8.. steel t I steel steel Year Iron (acid) s ee (acid) (basic) 

I 
1900. 1!l6,000 61,000 30,000 121,000 86,000 1,100 14 

1905. 181,000 46,000 32,000 130,000 158,000 1,300 990 

1910. 152,000 44,000 53,000 147,000 226,000 1,800 430 

1915. 119,000 26,000 65,000 231,000 273,000 3,400 2,000 

1920. 61,000 17,000 36,000 149,000 221,000 1,500 12,000 

1921 • 24,000 12,000 I 21,000 73,000 91,000 1,000 13,000 

1922. 40,000 16,000· 20,000 96,000 161,000 900 16,000 

1923 . 39,000 14,000 21,000 84,000 134,000 800 17,000 

11924. 49,000 20,000 44,000 165,000 234,000 1,300 38,000 

- has also attained a high degree of perfection . .As late as in 1850-60 
all the forging of iron was carried out by means of hammers driven by 
water-wheels. For machine-forgings a.nd the forging of tool-steel etc. 
these water-hammers were gradually replaced by steam-hammers etc., 
while the shaping of the iron into greater lengths was taken over by 
the rolling mills. The larger steam-hammers are nowadays often 
replaced by hydraulic forging-presses; for heavy forgings these can 
effect a pressure of as much as 10,000 tons. .Among the products of 
the Swedish rolling mills may be mentioned, square, round and flat 
iron, sheet iron of various dimensions, railway tyres, wire-rods, tubes, 
hollow drill steel, cold rolled strip etc. 

Electricity. has been of the greatest importance in the develop
ment of the iron industry in general. .As a rule, the old works were 
located close to water·falls, from which the requisite power was obtained. 
The transmission of power by electricity now allows of a wider choice 
~ith respect both to the situation and the lay-out of the works, and 
to the transport facilities, which in a modern ironworks play such an 
important role. Many of the Swedish ironworks have been brought 
up to date in this respect during the last few years at a very con
siderable expenditure of capital. 

The map and diagram on p. 94 show the distribution of the 
iron industry in Sweden and the number of meu employed during the 
last 25 years. It will be observed that the ironworks are chiefly 
concentrated to those parts of Central Sweden where the iron· ore 
deposits are to be found. In former times a small forge or a ham-
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Cill/ling of .Ieel ingots (08ltl'by Ironworks) 
The molteD steel has been tapped from the Martin-furnace into a ladle from which 

it is poured into ingot moulds (chills). 

mer-smithy were erected nearly wherever in this region there was 
access to waterpower and to timber suitable for charcoal-burning. The 
iron industry and mining were then most intimately connected with 
each other, frequently under a common management. Although many 
forges and mills have closed down since then, it is still a characteristic 
feature of the Swedish iron industry, as compared with that of other 
countries, that it is carried on at a large number of comparatively 
small works. 

From what has been said already it will be seen that in Sweden 
the iron industry is indigenous to the country and rests on very solid 
foundations, with the ore deposits, forests and waterfalls as the corner
stones of the edifice. We may also once more repeat that the Swed
ish iron industry is chiell.y organised with a view to the manufacture 
of high-quality material. 

Sweden indeed also possesses the materials necessary for the pro-
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The Rollin.q of Steel (Sandvikm Steelworks) 
The white· hot ingot is introduced between the rollers .f.9 be elongated and shaped. 

duction of high-quality goods. The ores are in this respect unique in 
the world, a fact which has already been pointed out. Swedish forests 
supply excellent fuel, free from sulphur and phosphorus, which is 
employed uncharred for the production of prod.ucer gas for the Sie
mens-Martin furnaces, and charred (as charcoal) in blast-furnaces 

. and wrought-iron-hearths. The high-quality ores and the charcoal 
contribute to give Swedish pig-iron a Buperior quality; and this supe
riority of the pig-iron is the first condition for ensuring the high 
quality of the final products. The Swedish iron industry imports coal 
for heating purposes; but this fuel is used only where no danger of 
lowering the quality can arise. 

111 the last few years Sweden's waterfalls have been harnessed for the 
pt:oduction of electric power and are replacing on a growing scale 
both Swedish and foreign fuels. Although the utilization of the 
waterfalls for electro-metallurgical purposes has not yet led to any 
considerable diminution in the cost of production of iron in Sweden, it 
has shown one good result, the saving of charcoal and a diminished need 
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Sturm Hammfr at lI:ork (Bofors Stu/works) 
The material on tbe anvil is bandIed by means of blocks and tongs. 

of foreign fuel. As has already been mentioned, the charcoal question 
in Central Sweden has given rise to considerable anxiety. The char· 
coal is obtained on an increasing scale from the forests situated farther 
north; but even there the competing demands of the pulp industry 
make themselves greatly felt. 

The natural bent and disposition of the Swedish people is a fac· 
tor of the greatest importance in the Swedish iron industry. Since 
very early times the iron industry has had a supply of capable mana· 
gers and of workmen imbued with pride in their work, a fact that has 
found expression in the care and exactitude with which every step in 
the processes is watched over and carried out, and in the a~quired skill 
which has been transmitted through many generations. The existence 
of a body of clever and capable workmen is a factor of great value 
in the Swedish iron industry. It is due to the co·operation between 
the owners and the men that during theex.tremely bad conditions ' of 
trade of the last few years the iron industry has not suffered to a 
greater extent than has been the case. 
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I ron 
Production 

Numberofworks producing 
iron and steel. althe begin-
ning of 1925 ........ _ ......................... .I16 

Number of hands employed 
therein ........................................ 20000 
(Corresponding to 5,8 % of 
all the industrial hands in 
the countryl 

Value of production in 1924 
(millions of Kronorl ................. 150.8 

• Places where ~ 

!l!.!!.s!.! are emploued. 
Places with a larger 
number of hands are 

marked with propor-

Number of Hl\nds 1895·1924 * 23000 

r-----~--~------~--__ ----_1~000 

f----~--fi-~r--___ll--.. --___l 21000 

~~-~-~-~r-~._-~-~~00000 

~~--~--~--~--~--__ --_I_119000 

~§--~-~-~r-~._-~-~~18000 

~~-~--fi-~r-_11--.. -~___l17000 

~~--~---i~--~--__ --~._--~~ 16000 

~~--~-~--~r-_11--.. -~___l15000 

~~--~---i~--~--__ --~._--~~14000 

~~--~---fi-~~-_11--.. -~___l13000 

~~--~--~~--~--~--~._--~412000 

As the statistics for the Iron and sleel 
Industries underwent alteration In 1913, an 

adjustment of the figures, based on appro

... Imille calculations, has had to be made so 

aa to obtain Il basis of comparison fa,' the 

official figures for the number of men 1SZ-

1910. The ~ columns give the number 

of men calculated In accordance with this 

plan. The black columns give the number 

of men accordIng to the olflclal tllbles. 

• Il1 m !1l I I 
1895 1900 05 10 15 00 
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0 
1924 * 'n eonUQuence of. complete change In the prinCiple of com

piling the statistics during the 'nIneties, " has been Imposslbl. to 
give comparable figures for the number of hands engaged - as ean 
be done for other branches for the entire 6O-uears' period 181S.19'J4: 
for en earlier dolt. then 1M16. . 

The Swedish iron industry is, and always has been, chiefly an 
export industry. The export includes both pig-iron and high-quality 
iron and steel in a more or less manufactured state. The export of 
pig-iron in 1924 amounted to 90,000 tons of a value of 10.5 mil
lion krono~. Wrought iron is usually shipped as rough bars; steel 
to some exteut in the form of ingots, blooms and billets, but more 
often in a more advanced state of manufacture, such as steel castings, 
rolled and forged iron and steel of various sections, steel for motor 
cars etc., steel for ball-bearings, tool steels of many and various kinds, 
rolled and drawn wire, tubes, cold-rolled strip, etc. The total export 
of wrought iron and steel amounted in 1924 to about 165,000 tons 
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Bla.ffurtlace at Ldng.hyttan, Dalarna (Kloster, A .. B) 

with a value of about 70 million kronor. A very considerable 
part of the steel produced is used in Sweden for machinery, hard
ware, etc. 

As regards the imports of iron, these consist chiefly of pig·iron 
for foundry purposes, etc., scrap iron (41 ,000 tons and 38,000 tons 
respectively in 1924), rails, structural iron, plates, ordinary commercial 
iron and other products that the Swedish ironworks cannot produce 
at a profit. In 1924 these imports totalled about 200,000 tons. The 
quantity imported was formerly small compared with the export, but 
is now larger than the latter. 

We append here an alphabetical list of the larger ironworks in 
Sweden. Among these Sandviken, Stora Kopparbergs Bergslag and 
Uddeholm employ more than 2,000 men each; Fagersta, Hofors, Stroms· 
nas and Surabammar ironworks have about 1,000 workmen each, and 
Avesta, Boxholm, Forsbacka, Gimo-Osterby, Kloster and Kohlswa 
ironworks each employ from about 500 to 800 men. (The letters and 
figures in brackets refer to the map on p. 97.) 
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1. Avesta Jiimverks A.-B., with blast 
furnaces, Martin works, rolling and 
stamping mills at Avesta (B 2), blast 
fqrnace, I.ancashire heartbs and rolling 
mill at Angelsberg. 

2. Bjorneborgs Jiirllt'erks Nya A.-B., 
Varml. Rjornebllrg, witb blast furnaces, 
Bessemer and Martin works, rolling 
mills and hardware works at Bjorne
borg (0 1). 

3. A.-B. Bofors, with blast furnaces, 
Martin works and rolling mill at Bo
fors (0 1). 

4. Bor.qviks A.-B., Borgviksbruk, with 
blast 'furnace, Lancasbire works and 
rolling mill at Rorgvik (not marked 
on tbe map). 

5. Boxholms A.-B., witb blast furnace, ' 
Martin and Lancasbire works, also 
rolling mill and hardware works at 
Boxh~lm (D 1, 2), blast furnaces at 
Graversfors (D 2). 

6. Brefvens Bruk, Kilsmo, with blast 
furnace and hardware works at Bre
ven (D 2). 

7. Bdngbro Rot'vet'k, with blast furnaces, 
Thomas and Bessemer works, bot and 
cold rolling mills, stamping mill and 
hardware works at Bilngbro (C 1, 2) 
(not running). 

8. CarlsllaliTs A.-B., Karlsdalsbruk, with 
blast furnaces at Karlsdal (C 1). 

9. Dahlkarlshytte A.·B., with blast fur
naces at Dalkarlsbyttan (C 1, 2). 

10. Faget'sta Bruks A.-B., with blast fur
naces, Martin works, crucible steel mill, 
electric smelting works, rolling mill 
and hardware works at Fagersta (0 2). 

11. A.·B. Finshytfan, with blast furnace 
at Finnshyttan (0 1). 

12. Forsbacka Jiit-nverk, with blast fur
naces, Bessemer and Martin works, 
rolling mill and hardware forges at 
J"orsbacka (B 2, 3). 

13. Gimo-Osferby Bt'uks A.-B., G1mo, with 
Lancnsbire works and rolling mill at 
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Karlbolm (B 3), blast furnaces at Gimo 
(B 3), Walloon forges at LofRta (B 3), 

blast furnuce at Tobo (B 3), blast fur
nace, Walloon forge, crucible steel mill, 
Martin works, rolling mill, and hard
ware works at Osterby (B 3). 

U. Guldsmedshytte A.-B., with blast fur
nace at Guldsmedsbyttan (0 1). 

15. Hallsfahammat·s A.-B., with Martin 
works, Lancashire works aud rolling 
mill at Hallstahammar (0 2), Lancasbire 
works at ,!rilngfors (0 2). 

16. Halmstads Jiit'nverks A.-B., with 
Martin works, electro-steel mill, hot 
and cold rolling mill at Halmstad 
(not marked on the map). 

17. Hargs Bruk, with Walloon forges, 
Lancashire works and rolling mill at 
Harg (B 3). 

18. Hassel/ors Bf"'Uks A.-B., Hasselfors, 
with blast furnace, Lancashire works 
and rolling mill at Svart3 (0, D 1). 

19. Hellefors Bt"'Uks A.-B., with Martin 
works and rolling mill at Hallefors 
(0 I), blast furnace at Sikfors (0 1), 
blast' furnace at Siivenfors (0 1). 

20. Hert'iings Gt"'Uv A.-B., with blast fUr
naces at Herrang (B, 0 3). 

21. Hofors Bruk, 'with blast furnaces, 
Martin works, rolling and stamping 
mills and hardware works at Hofors 
(B 2). 

22. Homdals Jiirnverks A.-B., with blast 
furnace, Martin works and rolling mill 
at Horndal (B 2), blast furnace and 
rolling mill at Niis (B 2). 

2.'J. Hli,qfOf'S A.-B., Vinterasen, with blast 
furnace at Hogfors in Orebro pro (0 1). 

24. Hog/ol's &: Persbo A.-B., Hogfors, with 
blast furnaces at Hogfors in the pro
vince of Vastmanland (0 2). 

25. A.-B. 19_qesunds Bruk, with blast fur
naces, Bessemer and Lancashire works, 
also rolling mill and hardware works 
at Iggesund (A 2), blast furnace and 
Walloon forges at Strombacka (A 2, 3). 
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IRONWORKS AND BLAST FURNACES 
IN CENTRAL SWEDEN 
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26. Jiiders B"uks Intressenter, with Lanca· 
shire works at Jiidersbruk (0 2). 

2'1. Karmansbo Bruk (A.·B. Rune &: k:i), 
with Lancashire works and rolling mill 
at Karmansbo (0 1, 2). 

28. Klosters A.·B., Langshyttan, with 
blast furnaces, Bessemer and Martin 
works, electro·steel works, hot and 
cold rolling mill, stamping mill and 
hardware works at Langshyttan (B 2), 
rolling mill and hardware works at 
Stjiirnsund (B 2). 

29. Kockums Jiirnverks A.·B., Malmo, 
with Martin hearths, electric smelting 
works and rolling mill, also hardware 
works at Kallinge (not marked on the 
map). 

30. Kohlswa Jiirnverks A.·B., with Martin 
works, electric smelting works, rolling 
and stamping mills and hard ware works 
at Kolsva (0 2), blast furnace at Ko· 
ping (02). 

31. Kopparber.q &: Hofors Sdgve"ks A.·B., 
Ockelbo, with blast furnaces, Lancar 
shire works and rolling mill at Jiidraiis 
(B 2), Lancashire works and rolling 
mill at Vij (B 2). 

.'12. Laxd Bruks A.·B., with blast furnace, 
Lancashire mill, rolling mill, and hard· 
ware works at Laxa (D 1), blast fur· 
nace and Lancashire works at Rofors 
(D 1), Lancashire works at Stora La~. 
sana (D 1). 

33. Les.iofors A.·B., with Martin works, 
rolling mill and hardware works at 
LesjOfors (0 1), blast furnace at Lang· 
banshyttan (0 1) . 

.'14. A.·B. Lindholmen·Mofala, Motala 
Verkstad, with Martin works, rolling 
mill and stam ping mill at Motala Verk· 
stad (0 1, 2). 

35. Ljusne· Woxna A.·B., Ljnsne, with 
blast furnace, electric smelting works, 
Lancashire and rolling mills and hard· 
ware works at Ljusne (A 2), Lancar 
shire works and electric smelting 
works at Voxna (A 2). 
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3'1. Nyby Bruks A.·B., with Martin works 
and Lancashire works, rolling mill and 
hardware works at Nyby (0 2). 

38. A.·B. Kyhammars Bruk, with blast 
furnaces, Lancashire works, rolling 
mill and hardware works at Nyham· 
mar (B 1). 

39. O:relosunds Jiirnverks A.·B., with blast 
furnace at Oxelosund (D 3). 

40. A.·B. Pershytfan, Nora, with blast 
furnace at Pprshyttan (0 1). 

41. A.·B. Porjus Smiiltverk, Stockholm, 
with electric smelting works at Porjus 
(not marked on the map). 

42. Ramniis Bruks A.·B., with Lancashire 
works and rolling mill at Farna (0 2), 
Lancashire works, rolling mill and 
hardware works at Ramnas (0 2). 

4.'1. Riddarhytte A.·B., Riddarhyttan, with 
Lancashire works and rolling mill at 
Gisslarbo (02), blast furnace at Liens· 
hyttan (0 2). 

44. Sandvikens Jernve,'ks A.·B., with blast 
furnaces, Bessemer and Martin works, 
electro· steel works, stamping mill, hot 
and ,cold rolling mills and hardware 

45. 

46. 

4'1. 

works at Sandviken (B 2). 
Skyllbergs Bruks A.·B., with blast 
furnace at Skogaholm CD 1, 2), Lanca· 
shire works, rolling mill and hard· 
ware works at Skyllberg (D 1, 2). 
Smedjebackens Valsverks A.·h., with 
Martin works and rolling mill at 
Smedjebacken (B 2). 
A,. B. Sfjernfors·Stiilldalen, Bredsjo, 
wit.h blast furnaces at Bredsjo (0 1), 
blast furnace at Hjulsjo (0 1, 2), blast 
furnace at Stiilldalen (C 1, 2). 

48. Stora Kopparbet'gs Bergsla.qs A.· B., 
}'alun, with blast furnaces, electric 
smelting works, Thomas and Martin 
works, hot rolling mill and hardware 
works at Domnarvet (B 2), works for 
the' manufacture of springs at Alv. 
karleo (B 2, 3), Lancashire works at 
Korsa (B 2), blast furnace, electric 
smelting workS, electro·steel works, 
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Fagtr,ta I,.Of\UJOf'kI i,. YII,/maniand. 
To tbe rigbt, tbe River Kolbiick, and tbe Stromsbolm Canal; to tbe left tbe Stock· 

bolm-VleterAll-Bergslagen Railway. 

Martin works, rolling mill and bard· 
w ...... worke at SOderfol1l (B 2, 3). 

49 . .A.-B. Sto,.tI Maftg", Vaaselbyttan, 
witb blast fnrnace at Stod (C I, 2). 

MJ. St.timl/niie JiJrnt'WkI .A.-B., witb blast 
furn_, Hartin works, rolling mill, 
atamping mill aud bard ware works at 
Degerfol1l (C 1). 

51. S"ralaammar' Br"kI .A_. B., witb Har
tin works, electro-ateel worke, rolling 
mill, atamping mill aud bard ware 
worke at 80rahammar (C 2), blast fnr
n_ at SpAnnarbyttan (B, C 2), Lanca
ahire works at Svani (C 2). 

52. .A.-B. Trollhiitfana Elektriaka MalUgn, 
witb blast fnrnace at TrollbAttan (not 
marked on the map). 

53. Uddeholmt A.·B., Uddebolm, with 
blast fnrnaces, electric smeltingworke, 
Bessemer and Martin work&, rolling 
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mill and screw factory at Ragfors (C I), 
Martin works, Lancashire worke, bot 
aud eold rolling mill aud bard ware 
forge at Mnnkton (C I), blast furnaces, 
Martin worke and rolling mill at Ny· 
kroppa (C I), rolling mill at Storfors 
(C 1). 

54. U/f.hytte Jiimverk. A.-B., with blast 
furnace at mvsbyttan (B I, 2) 

55. WarglinB A.-B., witb electric smelting 
worke at Vargon (not marked on tbe 
map). 

56. A .-B. Vuferby Masugn, witb blast 
fnrnace at Vaaterby (B, C I, 2). 

57. Wikmanahytte Brukl A .. B., witb blast 
fornace at Nom (B 2), blaat furnace, 
crucible steel mill, electro-steel works, 
Martin worke, rolling mill and 
bardware works at Vikmansbyttan 
(B 2). 
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·58. Viisfe1'ds Masugns A.-B., with blast' 
furnace at Vasteras (C 2). 

60. Akers Styckebruk, with blast furnace 
at Akers Styckebruk (C 2, 3). 

61. Odeborgs Bruks A.-B., with Martin 
works, rolling mill and hardware 
works at Odeborg (not marked on 
the map). 

It may be mentioned in this connection that Sweden carries on an important ferro 
alloys industry (principally ferro silicon, silico manganese, silicospiegel and ferr~ chrome) 
at works such as A.-B. Fe1·role.qel·in.qar, Stockholm, War.qons A.-B., Vargon, Gullspdngs 
Elekfrokemiska A.-B.; Gullspang, and A.·B . .Karlsons Metall- ock Maskin A_-B., Stock: 
holm, the first-mentioned being the largest manufacturer of ferro chrome in Europe. 

THE }fETAL INDUSTRY. 

The 'metal industry' is generally understood to mean the produc
tion of non-ferrous metals and alloys thereof, and their working up 
into semi-manufactured goods. 

The metals coming next to iron in industrial importance - copper, 
zinc and .lead - are all produced in Sweden, although not in sufficient 
quantities to satisfy the home demand_ Aluminium, tin, nickel and 
certain other metals, on the contrary, are obtained in Sweden only by 
refining scrap. A considerable quantity of different metals must conse
quently be imported every year. 

The production of copper was !n former times one of Sweden's 
greatest sources of income and, even as late as the seventies of the 
last century, provided a considerable export surplus; during the last 
few decades, however, it has sufficed to meet only a small part of the 
demand, which, chiefly in consequence of the development of the 
electrical industry, has risen enormously. One. of the causes is to be 
found in the violent fluctuations in price caused by the exploitation 
of foreign copper-fields, the result of which has been that the produc
tion of copper from Swedish ore has for some years ceased altogether. 
It remains to be seen whether it will be resumed in the newly-discovered 
copper-ore field in the Skelleftea district. The copper produced in 

. Sweden during the last years has been extracted from purple ore, a 
residue from the manufacture of sulphuric acid, (chiefly f~om copper
bearing pyrites from Sulitalma, Orkla, and other places in Norway). 
In 1924 the manufacture of the primary product, cement-copper, 
amounted to about 6,000 tons, a great part of which was exported. 
In the same year the production of refined copper was about 2,000 
tons. 
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Tube-dmtNn_q trork. of A.-B. St-en.ka Mefaill'erke", ViUlferds. 

Tlte pl'oduction of zinc was of small importance until 1910. The 
zinc-ore mined in the country was mostly exported after roasting. 
Since the year mentioned, however, the production of zinc has greatly 
increased, based on the process invented by Gustaf de Laval for ob
taining the metal in electric furnaces. In 1924 the production amounted 
to about 4,200 tons, which corresponds to approximately 70 % of the 
home demand. 

The prodlwtirm of lead during -the last few years has amounted 
to about 500 tons a year, corresponding approximately to 10 % of 
the consumption in Sweden_ The lead is obtained from galena, some 
of which is imported from Norway. 

Industrial enterprises engaged in the production of other metals 
than iron are 4 in number, employing together 600 men. In 1924 their 
total produce had a value of 9.9 million kronor. 

Tbese enu-rpri8t>& are: Rtymtrsl101m, Gamla Industri A.-B. with copper-works 
at Hlilsingborg, A.-B. OBkar,hamn. Kopparvtrk, witb copper-works at Oskarsbamn, 
TrollMftan. EleklroUIt/"fIl;ska A.-B., with smelting works for zinc and lead at Troll
hiittan, and A.-B. SI>enBka Metallvtrkm, Visu-ras, with a leaa-smelting bouse at Sala. 
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The production of semi-manufactured goods and alloys, which has long 
been carried 01\ in Sweden from its native or imported copper, zip.c, 
lead, etc., has during the course of the last few decades grown into an 
important industry.· Qf considerable importance in this respect was 
the concentration effected in this branch in 1911, the result of which 
was that the industry came mainly into the hands of two firms: A. B. 
Svenska Metallverken; and Finspongs Metallverks A. B. Their pro
duction embraces the manufacture (casting, ro~ng, drawing and pressing) 
of sheets, bands, tubes, wire, shapes and other semi-manufactured goods 
of copper, brass, aluminium, bronze, zinc, lead, nickel, tin, etc. In 
addition, the works in question also manufacture bolts, screws, rivets, 
nails, carpet-rods, etc., and other finished articles of metal. Technic
ally the above-mentioned Swedish manufactures stand on a very high 
level, quite equal to that of the best produced in other countriea. 
During the last few years, semi-manufactured copper goods show an 
export surplus of about 2,000 tons; the output of brass is about. 90 % 
of the home consumption. - In 1924 the total production of semi
manufactured goods and alloys had a value of 30 million kronor. 

A.-B. Svenska Metallverken, Viisteras, employ about 900 workmen in their works 
at Viisteriis and Granefors, Finspongs Metallverks A.-B., Stockholm, employ about 600 
workmen in their works at Finspang. 

IRON, STEEL AND METAL MANUFACTURES. 

The oldest iron and metal products were weapons and the tools 
for their manufacture. This manufacture was developed to a high 
degree, especially during the wars of the 17th century. When, 'in' 
the middle of that century, RA.DEMACHER, a Latvian, established his 
forges at Eskilstuna, this led to a considerable increase in technical 
skill in the manufacture of forged goods. The first in Sweden to 
make use of machinery in this branch of manufacture was KRISTOFER 

POLHEM, but the employment of machinery remained of but little 
'importance until the middle of the 19th century. It was not until 
the invention of the steam engine made it possible to obtain a con
venient source of power that could be used everywhere that a number 
of special machines were constructed for the treatment of iron and 
steel. The development of the modern manufacture of iron and steel 
is, to a certain degree, due to the progress of mechanical engineering; 
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Iron and !\Ietal 
Manuractures 

Numbe, 01 work. manulacturing 
iron-, .'eel-and olhar mela!-
goode e\the beginning 01 1925 .... !1110 

Number 01 hindi emplo"ed 
the,ein ..................................... 18800 
(Corre.pondingl04,. "01 
ell the indu.lril' hindi in 
the counl,,,) 

Vilul 01 production in 11124 
(million. 01 Kronor) .............. .152,7 

Numbe, 01 Handa 18911-1924- * Zlooo 
t-----------._--:-I22aao 
t-------~--=_-._--:-l~ooo 

1_----------IIf--II---"-IZlOOO 
t---------._-._-~'9OOO 

1_----------IIf--II-~~'8OOO 

t-------___ -~-~-~~'7OOO 
1_-------R---II_-~~--~'8OOO 

t----~a_-___ -~-~-~~'5OOO 
1_--~-1I·-_B---II__1~-~'4OOO 

t--~a_~a_-___ -.--~-~~'3OOO 
1_--~-~-_B---II__1~-~'2OOO 

1_--~-_fiI_~S_-~-__ f_~.-i"OOO 
I_--~-_fil_~§_-~-__ f_~.-i'oooo 

r1B--~-~-_B--II__1~-~gooo 

~B--~-~-_B--II__1~-~8OOO 

~a--~A~.7."~.~ .. ~~~"~I"=.~'o~'7.I.~.~"~on~.~n~ •• ~II~"~.-~-i7000 
Indulin" underwent all' ration In ''"', an _ OCllO 
aClJu'-:ment 011". "aur ••• b ••• d on appro. 
alma'e calcu'at.onl, " •• had 10 ba mllda .0 5C1lO 

::t::I:lb~::,:.bt:·:::~ :::::'::~:::: ~~. "CD) 
'810. 'r.. ~ columnl alvl'''' numbe' _ 
of man clllc;ulatad In accordanclI with Itu. 
III,n. 'h. black colum"l glVII thl ""'",blr 20CXJ 

r1S-~o'~mi·_n~.'~'.O'r·l_n.~I,oRI·~·~O_'''~''r·I_'·_·~'·.··r---It-i'ooo 

L..If'-_.>ji-lll....,.9'---'1i1'--.-I-'I'I'---'~ 0 
JBUS J90D 05 .0 '5 20 ,lD& * In conSlq""nCI 01. com plata c"an.ae In Ihll .,rlnclplll of com_ 

pilino lne slallstlc. du,lnO"'. 'nln.tI.s, It ha. b .. n Impo.slble to 
O~. com".,abl.IIOu' •• to, tn. numb., 01 ".nds .ng.ged - u c.n 
be don. tor otn., b,anch .. tOI tn •• ntu. eo-" • .,,' period 1811·'G6T 
10f an .... 11.' date th.., '''. 

A.-B. KARTOGRAFISKA INSTITUTEr 

but the most fundamental cause of the high level of manufacturing 
achieved is the professional skill, conscientiousness and integrity in 
work which the Swedish workman has inherited from his forefathers. 
The manufacture in question has to a very great extent been associated 
with the iron production since manufacturing· forges made their appearance 
at an early date in the Central Iron District of Sweden ("Bergslagen"). 
In many cases both production and manufacture are nowadays united 
in the same enterprise; in other cases iron production has ceased and 
only the manufacturing operations persist. 

A view of the development of the iron and metal manufacturing 
industries during the past thirty years is given in the diagram above. 
It shows how the industry is spread over a great number of different 
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places in central and southern Sweden, and that it is now specially 
concentrated at Eskilstuna (the largest dot). 

The iron and metal manufacturing industry may be divided into 
the following main groups: (1) Wire-drawing and the manufacture of 
wire goods; (2) the manufacture of_malleable iron and steel wares, other 
than wire; (3) -the manufacture of castings; (4) the manufacture or 
fittings and metal goods,and(5) the sheet-metal industry. These groups, 
in their .turn; may be divided into sub-sections, corresponding to special 
manufactures-. 

(1) Wi,-e-d,-awingand the manufacture of wire goods. 

Drawn w~,-e of iron or other metals is chiefly manufactured by 
the iron and- metal works where the raw materia~ is produced. There 
exist, however, sOme ten independent wire-drawing works which, to a 
certain extent, employ purchased raw materials. This raw material 
consists of rolled wire rods which are reduced ill diameter by being 
drawn cold through holes of successively smaller diameters arranged 
in a steelplate. The work is nowadays carried out by machinery, 
which simultaneously coils the wire. The annual production of iron 
and metal wire has. during recent years amounted to 40-50 million 
kilogrammes, which corresponds to l!?-ore than 90 % of the aonsumption 
of the country. 

Among the wire goods produced in Sweden, wire ,-opes and cable.s 
(for transporting purposes, hoists, ships tackle, etc.), play an impor
tant part. Their manufacture began about the middle of the 19th 
century, and has since developed into a well-known Sweoish branch of 
production of high quality, amounting to about 1.5 million kilogrammes 
per year. These products supply approximately 75 % of the demand 
of the home market; the export is small. Wire-nails now form an 
important article of manufacture in Sweden. Square wire is the 
ordinary raw material for this manufactured product. The wire is 

-cut into lengths and headed and pointed by special machines. The 
output may be considered sufficient to meet the home demand. Among 
other wire products may be mentioned wire-gauze of iron, copper or 
brass (of special note are the "wires" used by the paper industry), wire
netting, chains, springs and furniture springs and a number of small 
articles, such as hair-pins, pins, safety-pins, hooks and eyes, paper 
fasteners, etc., these articles are usually made in automatic machines. 
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Tbe drawing of iron and aUeI wire witbout furtber working is earried on by 
Hall.lahilmmar. A.-B., Hallatabammar, Sandvike"" Jernt'erks .A.-B_, Randviken, and 
H%r. Bn,k, Hofora. Wire-drawing. togetber witb tbe manufacture of iron and steel 
rope .te_, I. earried on by Blombacka A.-B_, Lindfora, Fagrr.ta Bruks A.-B_, Fagersta, 
A,-B. Garp"ytk Bruk, Latorpsbrnk, aDd Lf.jii/ore A_-B., Lesjiifors. Manufacturers 
of drawn-wire and wire-naila ar. A.-B_ Gryts Bruk, Hjortkvarn, Gryt_90l. Bn,ks A.-B., 
l.juBfall.bammar, GunMbo Bruks Kya A.-B_, Verkebick (also steel rope in a brancb 
at Varberg). A.-B. Hill_lad. Spik- ()r" Trddt.erk, Halmstad, Laxtf Bruks A.-B., Lad, 
Molala Jiirnmanufaklur A.-B., Motala, liya A.-B. Hiulsbro Trdddrageri &: Spik/ab"ik, 
njul.bro, Skyllbf'l'g' Bruks A.-B_. Skyllberg. A.-B. Spik, Vastervik. Uddeliolms A.-B_. 
(;ddebolm, A.bro"ammar-Spdn_9.ho1m. Bruks Kya A_-B., 8ya, and Odeborg. B"uks 
A.-B., Odeborg_ To tbese may also be added A.-B. Seen.ka Tacks/abrikerr, Troll
hit tan (ohoe-nail.). 

Amongst manufactnrera of other iron and steel wire goods the following are 
the moot Important: GII ... m. Bruks- oe" Fabrib A.-B .• Gusum (brass-forge witb 
manufoctnre of wire-gauze and 'wires. for the paper industry, pins. hooks and ey~s. 
and variou8 email products), A.-B. Melallduk, Brnzabolm (wire-gauze), andJ. H. Tidbeck, 
Stockholm (wire·gauze, etc.), a8 well lUI A.-B_ Sliillg.f1/abrikrn, WHeborg, and A.-B. 
St·emka Spiral/abrikex, Stockbolm (spiral springs, furniture springs etc.)_ Several of 
the wiM'nail fft~toriea also make wire-netting and otber wire goods. A_-B_ Borggdrd. 
Bruit, Hillestad, make ecrew-books, clasps, bangers ete. Similar small articles of iron 
and wire are also produced by a large nnmber of small enterprises, especially at Gnosjii 
(Jiiukiiping province), wbere tbis mannfacture is of ancient date. 

(2) The manufacture of malleable i"on and steel wal·es. 

The manllfacture of heat';er furgings embraces anvils, sledge-hammers 
and tools for stone-working, chain·cables, carriage- and coiled springs, 
buffers and other railway forgings, forgings for ships, etc. The 
production of such goods has, from olden times, been carried on 
at the ironworks, for in their manufacture a perfect coutrol of the 
raw material is necessary, and this is most ('asily obtained by the 
producers of the iron and steel. The manufacture of chains is one 
of the branches of the iron-manufacturing industry that, during the 
18th century, earliest assumed the form of factory production. The 
first Swedish chain-cable forge was established in 1757 at Furudal (in 
the province of Kopparberg); it was later on transferred to Ljuslle. 
Nowadays in the manufacture of certain kinds of chain-cables there 
are employed mechanical hammers, entirely automatic in action, and 
electric welding. The production of chain-cables and springs equals 
80 or 90 % of the consumption of the country. Competition from 
foreign countries with lower costs of labour is much felt in the manu
facture of heavy forgings. The export is of small extent. 
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Anvils are made by Sodel"fors Bruk (Stora Kopparbergs Bergslags .A.-B.), SOderfors, 
Ko1tlswa Jernverks A.·B., Kolsva, and Nydqvist &: Holm A.-B., Trollhattan. The 
following are mannfacturers of sledge-hammers and tools for stone-working: If'agersta 
Bruks A.-B., Fagersta, For8backa Jernverks A.-B., Forsbacka, Lesjofor8 A.-B., Lesjo
fors, Sandt,ikens Jernverks A.·B., Sandviken, and Wikmanshytte Bruks A.-B., Vikmans
hyttan. Chain-cables are made chiefly by Ljusne- Woxna A.-B., Ljusne, Ramnlis Bruks 
A.-B., Ramnas, and Ton8ltammars Bruk A.·B., Sandarne. Buffers, carriage·couplings, 
and other railway forgings' are manufactured by Surahammars Bruks A.-B., Sura.
hammar, Kohlswa Jernverks A.-B., Kolsva, and Wirsbo A.-B., Virsbo. Carriage and 
spiral springs of various kinds are made by Fagersta BI'uks A.-B., Le8jofur8 A.-B. and 
A.1fkarleo Bruk (Stora Kopparbergs Btl'rlslags A.-B.), Alvkarleo, as well as by Stromsniis 
Jernverks A.-B., Degerfors, Surahammars Bruks A.-B. and llddeholmB A.-B., Udde
holm. Watch and other main springs are made by the last-mentioned company, as 
well as by SandvikenB Jel'nvfl'ks A.-B. In this connection See Fabriks A.-B., Sand
viken, may also be mentioned as manufacturers of umbrella ribs, tubes and wheel
fellies for bicycles etc. 

The manufacture of nails, screws, "ivets, bolt.'!, and the like, and of 
horseshoes is carried on partly at the ironworks (nails, screws etc., of copper 
and brass, at the metal works), and also at certain special factories. 

Nail~forging was one of the earliest branches of manufacture taken 
up by the' Swedish ironworks. The manufacturt> of forged nails is 
nowadays replaced Oll a large scale by the making of cut nails, i. e., 
nails cut out of sheet metal and headed, and also of wire nails. 
Especially towards the end of the nineties of the last century, the 
manufacture of nails in Sweden inc~eased very much and at present 
supplies the entire demand of the country; the exports of nails in 
recent years have had a value of about 1 million kronor annually. 
The manufacture of wood-screws on a factory scale began already in 
1884 at Hagfors. Particularly during the last few decades the pro
duction has greatly increased, and nowadays not only is the home 
market fully supplied, but there is a surplus for export to a value of 
about 1 million kronor a year. Machine screws,rivets, bolts and nuts 
are manufactured on a small scale in the engineering workshops for 
their own consumption; their production has also 'beco~e a speciality 
.of certain enterprises,' especially since the threading was standardized 
at the end of the last century. The production is sufficient for the 
home market and exports in 1924 had a value of about 1 million 
kronor. The - manufacture of horseshoe nails, which was formerly 
carried on at the ironworks, became towards the beginning of the 
century a special industry, chiefly concentrated in a single factory at 
Mustadfors, in Dalsland, with a capacity far exceeding the home demand. 
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Exports amount to a value of about 3 million kronor annually. The 
manufacture of horseshoes was, nntil the end of the last century, 
carried on in almost every blacksmith's sbop in the country districts, 
and still survived until a few years ago as a home industry in the 
province of Dalarna. Nowadays it is carried on witb tbe aid of 
machinery at certain ironworks, and also at special factories; the pro
duction corresponds approximately to the home demand. 

Nail. are made, inter aliil, by Boxhol,... A.·B., Boxbolm, Kockllm. JtNlvtt·k. 
A.·B., Halma, ],"lIby B",k. A.·B., Nybybrnk, Skll/lbtr9' BrllkB A.·B., Skyllberg, Stora 
Kopparbtr.q. Bn-g81a.q. A.·B., Faluu, Str/immiiB In-nvn-kB A.·B., Degerfors, aDd Ode· 
borg. Bruk. A.·B., Odeborg (wire· nails, see p. 105). Screws, bolta, nnta and riveta are 
made by BulfJabrika A.·B., Hallstabammar, E.ki/.h",a Fabrik. A.·B., EskilstuDa, A.·B. 
GiJUOOrg. Bull· .! liagtlfabrik, Goteborg, Job Lind.lrlim. Skrurfabrik, Striogoiis, 
A.·B. Priort-erknt, Norrkoping, Aug. Stnlman, A.-B., Eskilstuna, Uddtlwl,... A.-B., 
Uddebolm, and 1./lamJIItJr. BulfJabrikB A.·B., Asbammar. The following are manu
facture .. of boraeahoe nail. and frost-nails: A_·B. O. MIA.tad.! Son, LAnged, and A.·B. 
Lidkiiping. Slim- .! Broddfabrik, Lidkoping_ Horsesboes are made by Haj/a B",kB 
A_·B., RiRa, Brooll Mtk. Verkatad. A.-B., Broby, A.-B. Finspong. HiiBf.kor, Stock
bolm, Hofora B",k, Rofo .. , and Uddelwl,... A.-B., Uddeholm. 

The manufacture of manual agricultural implements, such as spades, 
shovels, pitchforks, rakes, and scythes, for a long time formed a home 
industry in Sweden, but was also carried on at the ironworks and the 
older manufacturing works. During the last three decades of the 19th 
century these branches of industry became more and more concentrated 
in special factories. As regards scythes, the Swedish production, practic
ally speaking, satisfies the entire home demand, while some of the 
other manual implements are imported, especially from the U. S. A. 
and Germany. The value of the exports, chiefly to the adjacent 
countries, amounted during recent years to. about 0.6 million kronor 
annually, or to about one·fifth of the value of the whole production. 

A.·B. Arrika Red.kapBfabrik, Anika, ],"ya A.·B. Liljtqri.fB SdgbladB- and Rtd
.kapBfabrik, Eskilstuna, Wtdn-d.q. BrukB A.-B., Yededg, and Wik.for. A.-B., Stock
holm, are engaged in this branch of manufactnre. A special factory for scythes and 
cotters is Igelfor, B",kB A.-B., Stockholm. 

Axe-forging was formerly carried on in Sweden as a handicraft, 
but became in the course of time a special manufacture at certain 
ironworks. During the last few decades the production of these article 
has been brought up to date and based on American patterns, so that 
Sweden, which formerly imported a great part of its supply of axes, 
nowadays not only satisfies the home demand, but also exports axes 
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to a value of about 0.6 million kronor a year. This increased sale 
has been achieved thanks to the unsurpassed quality of the Swedish 
product. 

Among manufacturers of axes may here be mentioned A.·B. Arvika Rerlskaps
fabrik, Arvika, Hults Bruks A.·B., Aby, A.·B. Njurunda InduBtrier, Njurunda, A.·B. 
Siiters Yxfabrik, Sitter, and C.· O . .Jber.q &: C:o, Edsbyn. 

The manufacture ·of saws and .Yaw-blades is carried on both at 
certain ironworks and also at special saw-blade factories. A pioneer 
of the latter type was the factory at Torshiilla, later on transferred to 
Trollhattan. Under the well-known name of Stridsberg & Biorck it 
has become one of the largest manufacturing establishments in this 
branch. In later years the production of saws and saw-blades in 
Sweden has had an annual value of 3-4 million kronor, and about 
half of the total production has been exported. The most important 
articles are frame saw-blades and circular saws, of which articles the 
Swedish makes are at present considered the best obtainable. 

Among manufacturers in this branch the following ironworks may be noted: 
Far/ersM Bruks A.·B., Fagersta, Gimo·Osterby Bruks A.·B., Qsterbybruk, A.·B. Ig.qe· 
Bunds Bruk, Iggesund, Sandvikens Jernverks A.·B., Sandvikeu, and Uddehblms A.·B., 
Uddeholm; also the following spllcial factories: A.·B. StridRber.q &: Biorck, Trollhattan, 
A.·B. Sd,qbladsfabriken, Nora, TorRhiilla Sdgblad.'ifabrik, Torshiilla, Nya A.·B. Lilje
qvists Sd,qblads &: Redskapsfabrik, Eskilstuna; also A.·B. Lidkopings Vikin,qsdgUl' and 
A.·B. KronsdgUl', Lidkiiping. • 

The manufactw'e of smaller toots, e8pecially edge-tools, is chiefly 
associated with the term: "Eskilstuna Goods". For a long time past 
the manufacture of razors and pocket knives, kitchen and special knives 
used in different trades, table-knives and forks, scissors, files, drills, 
hammers and tongs, has been largely concentrated at Eskilstuna. Of 
the manufactures in question, representing an annual value of 7 or 
8 million kronor, there is also a considerable export, amounting 
to about one-third of the total production, especially of the better 
qualities of knives, scissors and files. It is the excellent raw material, 
the best Swedish steel, as well as pre-eminent technical' and business 
ability and organization which in combination have· made the name 

'of Eskilstuna known over the whole world. 
Among manufacturers of knives and scissors may be noted E. A. Bel'gs Fabriks 

A.·B., Eskilstuna Jel'nmanufaktur A.· B., Eskilstuna Knivfabriks A.·B. and A.·B. 
C. V. He~iestrand, all at Eskilstuna, as well as A.·B: Stridsberg &: Biorck, Trollbattan, 
(machine knives). Chisels and planing irons are made by B. &: O. Libergs Fabriks A.·B., 
Skogstorp. The largest file factory is C. O. Obel',q &: Co:s A.·B., Eskilstuna, with an 
output of about four·fifths of the entire production of the country; A.·B. Norrkopings 
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Fil/altrik, Sorrkoping, A.·B. Sr-trigfB FiJrenade Fil/am'iker, Trnryd, and GadiJ Kya 
Faltrik, A.·B., GAYle~ may also be mentioned. The manuradure of tongs is .. speci. 
alily of th .. firm of F. E. Lind.triim, Eskilstuna, and the manufacture of screw. 
wrenel.... aDd pipe tongs of A.·B. Etlkiiping. re"kBUider, EDkoping. Rarety razor 
blud~. are manufactured by A.·B. 8vtn.k Rukk/inga, Sandviken. 

The malllifacture of locks, hillges alld other builders' wrought iron-
1rare, which nowaday8 amounts to a value of about 7 million kronor 
per annum, i8 a180 included among the "Eskilstuna Goods". The 
manufacture of locks was carried on in olden times as a handicraft. 
and has been the ·object of many inventors' labours. Kristofer Pol
hem, for instance, invented a padlock which is still used under the name 
of the Polhem lock. At the present time the products of the numerous 
branches of the lock industry occupy a prominent position among the 
Eskilstuna specialities. Swedish hinges are now used in all contries; 
more than half of the world consumption is supplied from Sweden. 

Amnng mannfacturers of locks and other builders' wrought ironware may be 
Doted Ld./abrikf A.-B., Aug. Stenman A.·B., A.·B. MObelld. aDd E.M/.tuna Jern
mantl/aktu,. A.·B., all at EskilstuDa; also A.·B. Priorverken, Norrkoping. 

(3) The manufacture of castings (commercial foundry goods). 

The chief production of the pig· iron foundries consists - in addi
tion to machine castings and partly finished products for the engineering 
workshop industry - of finished goods for household. building and 
other purposes. All these are usually included in the term "commercial 
foundry goods". 

The manufacture of commercial foundry goods has been estimated 
to equal about one-third of the production of the Swedish foundries. 
which in 1924 had a total output of about 110 mill. kg. Among 
commercial foundry goods, the foremost place has from ancient times 
been occupied by stovell and ranges of different kinds, frying-pans 
and pots, etc. Mincing machines are manufactured on a large scale 
for export; in 1924 these alone were exported to a value of 1.8 million 
kronor. Other articles which, as a result of the greater domestic 
demands of to-day, are manufactured to a constantly increasing extent 
are: radiators (heating "elements") and heating boilers, baths. sluicing 
tanks. laundry- and washing-up appliances and kitchen-washers, etc., 
but a considerable import of these productions takes place too. 
Attention may also be directed to the manufacture of cast-iron furni
ture, such as restaurant tables, garden seats, balustrade columns, 
fencings and garden urns, of which products those of Niivekvarn have 
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Foundt·y at Kal"lhiill, outside St()ckholm, a 8ection oj J . &: C. G. Bolinders 
Mek. Vet'kstads A .. B., 

gained a reputation for their artistic character. Among malleabie 
castings may be mentioned pipes and pipe-fittings, boat-fittings, certain 
machine parts, small apparatus, etc. 

The enterprises which specialise in commercial castings - particUlarly stoves, 
ranges, drainers, boilers, pans - are as follows : A.·B. AnkarBt"Ums Bffik, Ankarsrum, 
J. &: C. G. Bolinders Mek. Verkstads A.-B ., Stockholm, Husqval-na Vapenjabriks A.·B., 
Huskvarna, Kockttms Jet·nt·erks A.-B., Malmo, with a fonndry at Kallinge, Norra· 
hammm's Bruk, Norrahammar, Niijveqvarns Bt"Uk, Navekvarn, and A.-B. Skoglund &: 
Olson, Gli.vle. Practically the same kind of goods are made by Ebbes Bruks Nya 
Arrende A.·B., Huskvarna, Aug. Hansons Gjuteri A.· B., Halmstad, Carl Holmber.lJs 
Mek. Verksfads A.-B., Lund, A.-B. Klajrestroms Brttk, Klavrestrom, and Munktells 
Verkstads Nya A.·B., Eskilstuna. Certain kinds of ranges are made by A.·B. Malcus 
-Holmquist, Halmstad, and A.-B. SundBvalis Forenade Verkstiider, Sund~vall. Manu
factnrers of mincing machines are J. &: C. G. Bolinders Mek. Vet·kstads A.-B. and 
Husqvat-na Vapmjabriks A.-B. The , latter are, among~t others, manufactnrers of cast
iron radiators; also A.-E. Go/ave/'ken, Goteborg, and Norrahammars Bt"Uk. 

Malleable castings are produced inter alia by A.-B. Jiirr.joriidling, HKlleforsnas, 
A.-B. P. A. Larssons Gjukt'i &: Aduceringsverk, Eskilstuna, A.-B. Limhamns Adll
cel'ingsverk, Limhamn, N~,.,.ahamma'·8 Bt"Uk and A.-B. Ojt'erums B/"Uk, Overum. 
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(-I) Fittings and metal goods. 

In this group we include the industry engaged in the production 
of nrioua finished trade articles of copper, nickel, brass aud other 
metals or alloys, with the exception, however, of goods made from 
wire and sheet metal. The production of these goods takes place to 
Bome extent at the metalworks, but chiefly at about 150 larger or 
Bmo.ller establishments of different types, and occupies about -1,000 men. 

The oldest branch of this manufacture, which was an established 
industry at Skultuna (where it still flourishes) as early as the 17th 
century, consists of the well·known manufacture of cooking utellsils 
and other vessels and apparatus closely allied to the old coppersmith's 
handicraft. AI belonging to this branch we may also mention the 
manufacture of tea and coffee sets and other household articles and 
utensils of copper, nickel and brass. This manufacture, which is 
concentrated to a great extent at Eskilstuna, has grown to such pro
portions that it supplies nearly the whole demand of the country. 

One noteworthy branch of this industry is the manufacture of 
pet,.oleum c()oking stoves, which dates back to the beginning of the 
nineties of the last century, the date when the now world-famous 
"Primus Cooking Stove" first came on the market. The great success 
obtained by this last-mentioned article is due not only to the revolu
tionary Swedish invention of a method of increasing the heating 
properties of the fuel by the vaporisation of the petroleum before 
ignition, but also largely to conscientious, accurate work and good 
organization. A number of different petroleum stoves of the "Primus" 
type {wickless} are nowadays made by various firms. In 1924 the 
value of the manufacture of petroleum cooking stoves amounted to 5 
million kronor, and these articles were exported to a value of no less 
than 4.3 million kronor, principally to Egypt, India and the Argentine. 
Allied manufactU:res are soldering lamps and paraffin gas lamps, 
which were exported in 192-1 to an amount of 1.3 resp. 0.8 million kr. 
The manufacture of ordinary paraffin lamps was established at the 
beginning of the 'eightit's as a factory industry. - About the beginning 
of this century there was started the manufacture of electric light fittings 
which, though subject to great competition, especially from Germany, 
has nevertheless managed to secure the greater part of the home 
market, thanks to the high quality and good design of the Swedish 
articles. To-day these represent a value of 2-3 million kronor annually. 
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Polishin,q pet"oleum cookin,q stoves (A.·B. Primus, Sfockholm). 
The fine poli~hing dust arising in the process is carried off through the suction drum 
(visible in the picture) so as to prevent the premises from becoming injurious to health, 

Fittings fo/" mach£nes, gas, waUI'-pipings and steam e~brace various 
equipments or accessories (valves, cocks, greasing appliaIlces, etc.) for 
steam-engines, internal combustion-engines, water-heaters, bath and 
sanitary plants, piping etc. The manufacture of ,such fittings, which 
are usually made of 'brass, copper, bronze, or other metals and alloys, 
is a branch of production which at the present day occupies a consider
able number of firms . The value of the production amounts to no less 
thaIl about 5 million kronor per year. In .this connection may be 
mentioned the manufacture of regulatonl for steam pressure, gas pressure, 
electric tension, etc. 

Connected with the above branches is the manufacture of divers 
metal fittings for boats, furniture, travelling outfits,etc. 

The manufacture in Sweden of capsules and tubf8 fOl" cosmetics, 
and of tinfoil rose during the last quarter of a century to ,a value 
of 0.9 million kronor in 1924. The raw materials consIst chiefly of 
lead and tin. The manufacture of caI·tridge shells and plated bullets 
is a not unimportant branch of production, which is carried on at the 
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Army workshops and also by private industrial concerns (A. B. Svenska 
Metallverken). During the last few years the value of the production 
at privately owned factories has amounted to about 2 million kr. an
nualy. Finally, there may be reckoned among the metal manufactures 
those of buttons and club badges, medals and plaquettes, and also of 
artcastinglJ which, in Sweden, have reached a very high level. 

Among mlUlufaeturers of cooking utensils, coffee and tea sets, and other house
hold article. made of metal may he mentioned A_-B. Svenska Mftallvfrkfn. works at 
Skultuna, al.o A.-B. GUBtaf Eriks.on. Mefallfabrik, E.kilRltma Mflall- och Vagn.
Iykl/abrik, A.-B. O. H. Lag~r8ttdt, Alb"t Lind.trom. lIIelall d: Fiirnickling.fabrik and 
Sickelfabri'" A.-B. Gall/rid Carl'Ron, all at Eskilstuna. Manufacturers of petroleum
cooking .tOY ... and IOldering lamp. are A.-B. Primu" Stockholm, Karl Fr. ErikBBofIB 
Metallfabt-ik. A.-B., Eskilstuna A.-B. Optimus, Upplands-Viisby, A.-B. Radiu. and 
Sievn-t. Liidlampfabt·ik (A.-B. Max Sit1:ert), both in Stockholm. Petroleom-stoves (with 
wicks) are al80 made by Husqvat'nl1 Vapenfabrik. A.-B., Huskvama. - Electric light 
fittings are made by a large number of factories, as A.-B_ Art.id BijMmark. Lamp· 
fabrik, Stockholm, A.-B. Karl.krona Lampfabrik, Karlskrona, A.-B. Nordi.ka Kampa
nitt, StDekholm, Norrklipin.q.Lampfabrik, Norrkoping, Nya A.-B. Eo., Niissjo, and Up.ala 
Armaturfabrik, Upaala. - The principal mlUlufacturers of fittings fnr machines, water
pipings, glUl, and Bteam, ore A.-B. Nordi.ka Armaturfabriktrna, Stockholm; among other 
manufacture •• in this branch may be mentioned A. H. Anders.on d: C:o, Ljung, A.-B. 
Armatutfabriktn Suta, Kungsor, Armaturfabn-ktn St'ecia A.-B., Norrliilje, Bil/mafIB 
Jabrikl- och Hafldtl. A.-B., Stockholm, A.-B. Fiit'e Armaturfabrik, Sibbhult, A.·B. 
Kjtll. Armaturfabrik, Biiekefors, Linkoping. Armalur och Metallfabrik8 A.-B., Lin
kopiug, A.-B. Malmij Armaturfabrik, IIlalmo, and J. A. Sven •• on. Melallfabrik, Jon
koping; Nordi.ka Viint.e- d: Ventilation. A.-B. at Goteborg, A_ J. G. BiBRmarck d: 
Co., A.-B., Goteborg, Axel Sjiigt·tn d: C:o, A.-B., Stockholm, and A.-B. P. A. S,iogrtn, 
Sto"kholm, beside. manufacturing fittings they are also contractors for heating 
apparatu8 aud similar applilUlceR. Regulators for steam, gas, electricity, etc. are made 
by A.-B. Area R,gulatortr and A.·B. Lux, both in Stockholm. Metal fittings for 
buil<lings and boata are made ;,,1" alia by Ld.fabri'" A.-B., B,-iiderna Soderberg. 
Meial/gjllien and Alb. KarlBBOfIB Mtlall- och Fiirnickli"gBfabrik, aU at Eskilstuna; 
also by A.-B. Alcom~taller, Orebro, IUld Sig/rid JanBBon8 J[etallfabrik, IIlariefred. Manu
facturers of capsul ... , tubes, etc. are A.-B. Giilebor.q. Kapsylfabrik, A.-B. HiiBBleholmB 
Kap.ylfabrik and A.-B. &'tfIBka Kap.ylfabriken, Stockholm; lead and tin tubes also 
by A_-B. }'ordi.ka Tubfabriken, KungsOr. - A special factory for the manufacture 
of medals, clnb badgea, buttoDB, etc. is Metallfabrik. A.·B. C. O. Sporrong d: C:o, 
Rtockholm; al80 for printing type A.·B. P. A. Nor,'edt d: Soner and Erik Petter.on. 
Stil.q.iuten, both in Stockholm. - Amoug art-foundries may be noted Herman Berg
mana Kon.tg,iufm A.·B. and Otlo Mey"B KOfIBI-, Metal'- d: Zink.qjllferi, both in Stock
holm; among tin fonndriea may be noted A_-B. Schrellder d: OIB.OfI, Stockholm. 

(5) The sheet-metal industry. 
The manufacture at f~ctories of tin-plate and sheet-metal goods 

has only become of imporlance during the past quarter of a century. 
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At the present day it gives employment to about 3,000 men. Among 
the goods produced may be mentioned, firstly, culina~y and hous~hold 
utensils (enamelled or plain), dairy utensils, sheet-iron radiators and 
tin-platepackings (cans), of which class of goods the main part is 
manufactured at a few works which operate on a large scale, employ
ing modern steel-pressing methods for the manufacture. Other articles 
in the sheet-metal industry consist of various vessels and household 
articles of galvanized or tinned sheet iron, oil~cans and oil-syringes, 
toys, semi-manufactured articles for other industries, etc. These goods 
are produced partly by a few large factories but chiefly by a number 
of small enterprises in the tin-plate and blacksmith's branch. . 

The raw material of the hollow-ware metal industry consists chiefly 
of iron, tin and aluminium sheet-metal. Of this, the entire supply 
of tin-plate (sheet-iron coated with tin) is imported, while the ordinary 
black plate and the aluminium plate is for the most part of Swedish 
manufacture. 

Since the beginning of this century the malJufacture of hollow
ware and containers has almost tripled in value and, in 1924, reached a 
value of 22.1 million kronor. The cause of this very greatly-increased 
production is to be sought, inter alia, in the increased demand for tin-plate 
and sheet-iron packing material in general, and especially as containers 
for petrol and oils. A relatively considerable export of ena!llelled goods 
has also arisen; it amounted in 19~ to two-thirds of the entire export 
of tin-plate and sheet· iron articles, which had a value of 3.7 million kro
nor. The value of the imports of such products amounted to 4.7 million 
kronor, and consisted for the most·. part of enamelled sheet-metal goods. 

Among manufacturers of enamelled culinary and household utensils the most 
important are Koekllms .Iernverks A.-B., Mnlmo, with enamel works at Ronneby. at 
which are employed over 600 workmen. The following are chiefly makers of dairy 
utensils: Eskilstuna Stdlpressnin.qs A.-B. (about 600 workmen), Svenska Sldlp,·essnin.qs 
A.-B. Olo/si-rom, Olofstrom, A.-B. O. A. Wed/lOlms M~je"ikiil'ls/abrik, Nykoping, and 
A.·B. Rlldrlius &: Boklund, Lund. Sheet·iron radiators are made, infer alia, by A.-B. Pldt· 
/oriilllin.q, Hlilsingborg, and Luth &: Roscns Elektriska A.-B., Stockholm. Tin·plate 
packings are chiefly made by A.-B. Bleekt'aru/abriken, Malmo, A.·B. Hu.qo Brus~u'itz 
Bleelwarll/abrik, Goteborg, and Orebro Bleekemballa.qefabl-ik, Orebro. Among other manu
.facturers of sheet· metal goods may in the first place be mentioned Oal'Z Lunds Fabriks 
A.·B., Malmo, and A.·B. Kungsih's Bleckkiirlsfabrik, Kungsor; also. Janne Elgqt'ist 
A.-B., Nybro, i/. O. lI'ysl"oms Bleckkiirls/abrik, Torshiilla, Sloekholms Galt'aniserings
/ahl'ilc, Liljeholmen, GOfebm'gs Galt'anisel'i'l1gs/abrik, Goteborg, A.· B., lVassber.qs Mefall· 
varu/abdk, Boras, Molntot'ps Verkstiider A.·B., Kolblick, HaRsel,ql·tns Verkstiider, Stock· 
holm, Nya A.-B. Galeo, Stockholm, and Auto·],fefall/abrik, Sundby berg. 
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MACHINERY INDUSTRY AND ENGINEERING. 

The engineering industry in Sweden, usually called the mechanical 
workshop industry, occupies a very prominent place among the industrial 
activities of the country. That this should be the case and that so 
many of the products of this industry should have come into great 
demand on the international market is to be ascribed not only to the 
circumlitance that the country itself has been able to supply the main 
part of the raw materials - among these, especially, the high-quality 
Swedish iron and steel - but also to the natural bent for mechanical 
work which has always been a distinctive feature of the Swedish 
people. Nor should mention be omitted of the high level which has 
long characterized technical instruction in Sweden. Already in earlier 
times Swedes rose to prominence in technical and mechanical spheres; 
witness to this, first and foremost, is the name of POLHElIl. But it 
is chiefly since the revolution in the engineering industry begun by 
the discovery of the steam-engine that Sweden has been able to point 
to a long list of ingenious inventors and prominent mechanical engi
neers, whose labours have carried technical development forward and 
in many instances have been of revolutionizing industrial importance. 
\Ve need only mention JOHN ERICSSON, TORSTEN NORDENFELT and 
GUSTAI' DB LAVAL and, among those of our own times, GUSTAF DALEN, 
SVEN \VINOQUIST, and the brothers B. and F. LJUNGSTROlll (see p. 68). 

It was not until the forties of last century that the engineering 
industry became an independent branch of manufacture in Sweden. 
Its origin must be sought in the workshops of earlier date existing 
at the ironworks for carrying out divers mechanical work, and also in 
the repair-shops existing in many parts of the country. Even in earlier 
times, however, there were a number of independent and fairly large 
enterprises of the kind, among which may be mentioned the musket
factory at Buskvarna, established in 1689; the Bergsund Works, dating 
from 1769, and the Motala Works, from 1822. 

Swedish machine shops, being at first more or less local under
takings, were compelled to devote themselves to practically every kind 
of engineering - and repair - work required in their particular district. 
As time went on, however, a number of enterprises began to specialize 
in certain articles. This development was brought about by several co
operating influences, chief among which may by mentioned the improved 
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transporation facilities, whereby the market became enlarged and 
competition was increased. 

It was not until the nineties of last century that the engin
eering industry really came to the fore. The invention of machine 
tools, rendering possible production on a large scale, intensified the 
specialization of industry; factories were enlarged and their work 
gradually began to assume the scope of large industrial enterprises. 
One factor that contributed greatly to this development was the 
protective-duty on machinery introduced in 1892; but another great 
lever for increased activity was the general industrial expansion which 
occurred at the same period, leading to an increased demand for 
machinery and other engineering products. The development in this 
branch of industry during the last few decades is illustrated by the 
accompanying diagram of the number of hands employed. It should 
be pointed out, however, that the diagram does not afford a complete 
picture of the development, as the output capacity per workman also 
increased in order as more modern mechanical appliances and better 
organization of work were introduced. From the beginning of the 
century to the outbreak of the late war, for instance, the value of the 
output of the machinery industry almost doubled in value, while the 
increase in the number of hands employed was only 25 %. In 1920 the 
value of the products amounted - .even taking into con!tideration the 
low value of money at that time - to the considerable sum of about 
570 million kronor. The general depression which then ensued affE'cted 
this industry in a specially high degree; and the succeeding years 
show figures which are considerably lower as regards both the number 
of hands employed and also the value of the production. Of late, 
however, an improvement has become noticeable. 

The export of the products of machine and engineering shops during 
the last few decades has increased considerably, while imports on the 
other hand have decreased. Whereas at the beginning of the 'nineties 
exports amounted to only about 15 % of the whole production, they had 
reached just before the outbreak of the war about 30 %, ,whilst at the 
same time the value of the exports had become approximately ten 
times greater. In 1924 the export of the products of the Swedish 
machin'eshops and workshops had attained a value of 117 million kro
nor, this bE'ing about 37 % of the value of the total production. 

As will be seen from the map, the engineering and machine 
, shops are very largely concentrated in Stockholm and its environs, and 
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Engineering 
Workshops 
Industry 

Numberof engine.rlng shop. 
mlhe beginning of 1925 ...... _ ... _ ... 857 

Number of hInd. Imployed 
Iherein ............ _._ ................. __ 37Il00 
(Corresponding to 10" of 
the induslrial hand, in the 
counlry) 

Vllue of production in 1024 
(milliOn. of Kronor) ................. 812 .. 
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also in Goteborg and Malmo. It will also be seen that this industry 
is localized to a striking degree in the towns. 

The .interests of the engineering industry are safeguarded by the 
Association called "Sveriges Maskinindustriforening",of Stock
holm, which was formed in 1911 and which has undertaken and carried 
out notable work in the sphere of industrial standardization. Stan
dardization has become of ever-growing importance in this branch of 
industry in consequence of the possibilities it affords for reducing costs 
of production and of increasing the output. Standardization in the 
engineering and machine industry signifies, for one thing, that parts 
in more general use, such as screws, bolts, keys, gears, bearings etc., 
are made in series of fixed sizes, and further that certain compo
site parts, apparatus, machines etc., are limit"ed to a few types or· 
series of types. This standardization confers on the manufacturer all 
the economic advantages in working that can be gained from manu
facture on a large scale; the consumer of such products obtains by 
standardization the advantage of suitable and satisfactory quality, lower 
prices, more reliable deliveries, more convenient possibilities of replacing 
worn-out parts, etc. On the whole standardization must be considered 
as conferring economic advantages of considerable magnitude. 

Below we give a brief survey of the various branches of the 
machinery and engineering industries, their scope and p'roducts, etc. 

{I} Steam boilers, steam-engines, steam-tu1'birles, locomotives, 
and watel'-tu1·bines. 

The first steam-engine manufactured in Sweden was made at Bergsund 
{in Stockholm} in 1807. About the middle of the century practically all 
the larger engineering shops in Sweden had commenced the manu
facture of steam-engines, At that period, of course, all the growing 
industries of the· country had to be provided with these sources of 
power to .replace the old waterpower plants, and. at the same time the 
:mercantile marine demanded its share of the production. At the close 
of the century there came, too, the demands of agriculture for a 
transportable source of power suitable for its needs, ushering in the 
manufacture of steam-Iocomobiles, Since the close of last century, 
however, development has proceeded along somewhat different lines; 
and the previous production of steam-engines has fallen off to some 
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degree - partly in con· 
sequence of the inven· 
tion of steam-turbines on 
the ingenious principles 
discovered by de Laval 
and the brothers Ljung. 
strom, and also as a 
result of the increasing 
encroachments of oil 
engines and electric mo· 
tors. As a result of 
their higher economic 
efficiency, of their oc· 
cupying smaller space, 
of their smaller weight 
and their other advant· 
ages, steam·turbines are 
in many branches taking 
the pOllition once oc· 
cupied by other types 
of steam·engine. The 
manufacture of steam· 
turbines has now become 
a speciality in certain 
works, and during the 
last few years there has 
grown up a. not unim-

Watn"·turbine re"eel in cour" of construction (KarZ. 
.tads Mek. VerkBtad. A.·B.). 

portant export of Swedish steam·turbines. The production in Sweden 
of steam-engines, steam·locomobiles and steam·turbines etc. amounted in 
valne in 1924 to 2.8 million kronor, the value of the exports being 
2.1 million kronor. The imports of the corresponding manufactures 
were of the value of 1.9 million kronor. 

The manufacture of steam·boilers for the generation of power or 
for heating purposes has gone forward in Sweden side by side with 
the production of steam-engines. The development is cbaracterized 
by the manufacture of steam-boilers of ever-increasing pressure for 
the purpose of obtaining better fuel-economy. Water-tube-boilers which 
are best fitted for this purpose are now manufactured by several Swedish 
works. A new revolutionizing construction in the sphere of steam 
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tec;l:mique is the steamaccumulator, based on an invention made in 
1913 by J. Ruths (see p. 73). In 1924 the value of the production 
of steam-boilers, preheaters etc. was 4.2 million kronor, which corre
sponds to about the yearly demand in the country. 

The manufacture of locomotives was begun in Sweden as early 
as 1847 by the Munktell Engineering Works, which soon found 
followers in several other establishments of the same kind. The rapid 
development of the Swedish railway system during the latter half of 
the 19th century gave a great impetus to this industry, which has 
gradually attained a high level. During the last year or so the Ljung
strom steam-turbine locomotive has attracted flattering attention in 
various parts of the world. 

Among the firms which carryon the above·named manufactures, the following 
may here be mentioned. Locomotives are made by Nydqvist d': Holm A.-B., Troll
hattan, who employ about 1,000 men, A.-B. Lindholmen-Motala, Motala, and A.-B. 
Svenska Jiirnviigsverkstiiderna, Linkoping (at their branch at Falun). - Steam-turbines 
are made by A.-B. de Lavals An.qtul·bin, Stockholm, Svenska Turbinfabriks A.-B. 
Ljun.qstrom; Finspong, JonkopingR Mek. Verkstads Nya A.-B., Jonkoping, and A.-B. 
Lindltolmen-Motala. - Steam-Iocomobiles are made by Munktells Mek. Verkstads A_-B., 
Eskilstuna, and Hvilans Mek. Verkstads A.-B., Kristianstad. Steam-engines and boilers 
are made at II number of shipyards noted on p. 135 and also by J. d': C. G. Bolinders 
Mek. VerkstadR A.-B., Stockholm, Bohus Mek. Verkstads A.-B., Goteborg, A.-B. Lunds 
Mek. Verkstad, Lund, W. Soderstroms Gjuferi d': Mek. Werkstads A.-B., Norrkoping, 
A.-B. Akermans Gjuteri d': Mek. V"rkslad, EBiov, Jonkopings Mek. Verks'fads Nya A_-B. 
and Munktells Mek. Verkstads A.-B., Eskilstuna etc. The two laat-mentioned firms 
as well aa A.-B. Gotavel'ken, Goteborg, are makers of water-tube boilers_' Steam
accumulators are designed by A.-B. Vaporackumulator, Stockholm. 

A natural branch of. manufacture for Sweden with her abundance 
of well-situated waterfalls is the making of water-turbines. The 
Swedish makers have had numerous opportunities of acquiring expe
rience in the mauufacture, and have always maintained this indu
stry in the leading position which they assumed from the very be
ginning. In almost every country, it may be said, where there are 
waterfalls, Swedish turbines are employed, thanks to the advantages 

. in working-economy which they afford. The largest water-turbines 
ever made are of Swedish make. The production of water-turbines 
~nd regulators has, during the last few years, amounted in value to 
4.3 million kronor annually; on. an average about one half of the 
manufactures has been exported. 

Among manufacturers of water-turbines may, here be mentioned A.-B. Arboga 
Mekaniska Vel'kstarl, Arboga, A.-B. Finsltyttan, Finnshyttan, A.-B. Karlstads Mek. Verk-
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.tad (brancb at Kriatinebomn), N."dql'i.f d: Holm A.-B., Trollhi1ttan, Vap[an. MekaniBka 
V"kafad, A.-B_, Nalden, and Hdllaryds Mtkaniska Vtrbfad. A.-B_, HOl8bybrunn. 

(2) Internal Combustion Engine.~. 

As early as the beginning of the 'nineties, Bolinder's Engineering 
Works took up the manufacture of internal combustion engines. The 
engines built at that time were designed for kerosene or petrol 
fuel. Gradually the problem was solved of driving engines by crude 
oil, heavy distillates or refuse oils from the refineries. It followed 
88 a matter of course that such engines would find a large market 
in countries like Russia etc., where there were large supplies of cheap 
oil-fuel. With this fact in view the J. V. Svensson Motor Works 
wall established in Stockholm in 1899 for the manufacture of two
stroke so·called hot-bulb engines for crude oil .and at about the same 
time Bolinder's Works gave up building their older type and went in 
for crude-oil engines of a similar type. Other manufacturers in Swe
den began the production of internal combustion engines of different 
kinds and in a few years Sweden possessed a flourishing oil engine
industry, the products of which could be reckoned as one of the fore
most machinery export articles of the country. 

In addition to these two-cycle crnde oil engines there are certain 
other types of motors manufactured in Sweden, in certain instances 
with great success. Swedish Diesel engines, for instance, the manu
facture of which was begun in Sweden in 1898, have gained a well
deserved international reputation, thanks to the epoch-making designs 
of JONAS HESsELlII.ur. It should also be mentioned that during the 
last few years motors have been designed by Swedish engineers for 
the employment of sulphite spirit or some spirit mixture as fuel. 

The Swedish internal combustion engine industry embraces to-day 
the manufacture of Diesel engines for marine, stationary, and railway 
services, two-cycle crude oil engines of the stationary, portable, and 
marine types and petrol engines for boats and motor vehicles. The 
question of manufacturing motors for flying-machines is also under 
consideration. On the whole the Swedish oil engine industry is 
characterized by a very high. quality in technical and mechanical 
respects. 

The production of internal combustion engines of different kinds 
has indeed attained considerable proportions in Sweden. In 1924 engines 
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of this kind were turned out to the value of 13 million kronor, and 
the exports amounted to 8.7 million kronor, as against imports to the 
value of only 0.6 million kronor. 

Among others the following are manufa·cturers of petrol and spirit engines: A.-B. 
Penfavrrken, Skovde, A.·B. Archimedes, Stockholm, L. A. Larssons Gjuferi &: Mek. 
Verkslad, Kristinehamn, A.-B. Scania-VabiH, SiidertiUje, Tidaholms Bruks A.-B., 
Tidaholm, Mat'gdrdshnmmarB Mek. Verksiads A.-B., Morgardshammar, A.-B. Upsala 
]}[oiorvel'kstiider, Upsala, and Fabriks A.-B. B"iiderna Jakobsson, Siiffle. - Crude 
oil engines are made by the following firms: J. &: C. G. Bolinders Mek. Verkstads 
A.-B., Stockholm, A.·B. Avancemotor, Stockholm, Skandia-Verken A.-B., Lysekil, 
Munktells Mek. Verkstads A.-B., Eskilstuna, A.-B. Atlas-Diesel, Stockholm, A.-B. 
St'enska Maskinve"ken, Sodertiilje, A.-B. de Lavals .An.qturbin, Stockholm, ForsvikB 
A.-B., Forsvik, A.-B. Sanllbiickens Verkstiider, Katrineholm, and Briiderna Nilsson &: 
C:o Mek. Verkstad, Viistervik. - Diesel engines are made by A.-B. Atlas-Diesel, 
Stockholm, A.-B. Giif~verken, Goteborg, A.-B. Bolor .• , Bofors, and Kockums Mek. 
Verkstads A.-B., Malmo. 

(3) Ball-bea,-ings. 

The great importance of the modern ball-bearing industry lies in 
the fact that those parts of machinery, vehicles etc. which, as a rule, 
are subjected to the greatest strains, viz. the bearings, are manu
factured at special factories, whereby these parts acquire the greatest 
possible perfection in economy of power and running. The Swedish 
ball-bearings, which are kno'wu all over the world, are based' on Sven 
Wingquist's designs, which are chiefly characterized by the quality 
possessed by the bearing of automatically aligning itself to the shaft. 
The good Swedish steel and extremely careful manufacture both as 
regards the material and its treatment, have also contributed to the 
wonderful success obtained by this product on the international market. 
The Swedish Ball-Bearing Factory Ltd. (A.-B. Svenska Kullagerfabri
ken) was established in 1907, and greatly thanks to the inventor's 
capacity of organization, both as regards manufacture and sales, there 
were laid the foundations of the company's development into a world
industry of considerable magnitude. It embraces at present not only 
the entire industry in Sweden - where the war conditions brought 
into existence several new enterprises which soon disappeared, however, 
or were incorporated with "S. K. F." - but it also carries on the 
manufacture of ball-bearing at factories in England, France, Ger
many, Russia, and the United: States. Altogether there are produced 
about 12,000,000 ball-bearings yearly, all of Swedish steel. Roller-
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TIle Suwdu/a Ball-Bearing Factory at Giitebo,-g (SKF)_ 
In this block of huildings there are mauufactured every day 15,000 

ball- aud roUer-bearings_ 

bearings of various types also form a part of the company 's produc
tiou. The ball-bearing industry in Sweden produced in 1924 ball- and 
roUer-bearings to a value .of about 13 million kronor, mostly for 
export. 

A.-B. St'eflllka Kullagtr/abriun, Goteborg, own Rofors Bruk, where the steel for 
bal1-Learings Is produced, and besides the factories in Goteborg they also Own establish
ments at Katrineholm (for pulleys and ea.stings). 

(4) Railwa!l-carriages and tram-cars, motol'-cal's, aeroplanes, 
c!lcles, motol'-c!lcles, etc, 

The manufacture of railway-caroages in Sweden was initiated in 
the 'sixties by Kockum's Engineering Works in conjnnction with 
the building of railroads, which began at that time. During the 
period of development of· the Swedish railway system this production 
was increased in a great degree, and more and more works devoted 
themselves to the work, After the outbreak of the war, the Swedish 
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manufacturers captured the whole of the home market. Since the 
war, however, severe competition has made itself felt, especially on the 
part of Germany, and the Swedish works have suffered considerably 
from the import of foreign railway and tramway material, in spite of 
the technical and organizational improvements they had introduced. In 
1924 the manufacture of railway-carriages and tramcars amounted to 
4.7 million kronor; the imports were valued at 1.5 million kronor. 

Railway·carriages are' made by A.-B . .svennlca Jiirnvii.qsverksfiiderna, Linkoping, 
Kockums Mek. Verkstads A.-B., Malmo, A.-B. Svenska Maskinverken, Sodertiilje, A.-B. 
Lindholmen-Motala, Motala, Landskrona Nya Mek. Verkstads A.-B., Landskrona, 
A.-B. Hn,ssleholms Verksf.iider, Hiissleholm, and Kalmar Verkstads A.-B., Kalmar. 
Tramcars are made by the three first-mentioned companies and by Allmiinna Svenska 
Elektr. A.-B., C"A. S. E. A.") Viisteras. 

The manufacture of motor cars in Sweden began during the 
early years of the century and soon became of some importance. 
There also grew up a small export trade. During the war this 
favourable development continued, but production fell off again after 
the conclusion of peace, both on account of the general depression 
in trade and of the extremely severe competition from abroad, especially 
from the United States with its mass-production of cheap cars. To-day, 
however, an improvement seems to have Bet in, thanks to the high 
quality of the Swedish vehicles. At present the manufacture com
prises mainly motor-Io~ics, omnibuses, motor-cars and vehicles for 
special purposes, such as motor fire-engines and repair cars. The 
production of these amounted'in value in 1924 to 4.4 million kronor. 
In the same year, however, there was an hnport of automobiles 
amounting to m~re than 30 million kronor. 

Manufacturers in this branch are A.-B. Scania-Vabis, 'SOdertiilje, Tida,holms B"uks 
A.-B., Tidaholm, and A.-B. Volvo, Goteborg. 

When, in the 'nineties, bicycles came into more general use in 
Sweden, the cycle industry, which had previously been carried on more 

,or less as a handicraft, developed into a special industry of consider
able proportions. Great attention was paid to the construction of 
machines adapted to meet the special conditions of the country in 
respect to character of the roads, so that in time Swedish-built cycles 
ousted imported ones to a very great extent. The makes of the four 
chief fa~tories devoted to cycle manufacture are nowadays considered 
of a very high quality. At Husqvarna the manufacture of motor-cycles 
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The Hu.kvarna FactoritB (Husqvarna Vapmfabriks A.-B.). 

was begun in 1912, at first fitted with imported motors, but nowadays 
with Swedish. These motor-cycles have also attracted attention abroad 
in consequence of their excellent quality. In 1924 the manufacture of 
bicycles, motor-cycles and cycle parts amounted to no less than 20.3 
million kronor in value, equal to about 90 % of the consumption in the 
home market. 

Manufacturers iu thie brauch are HusfJVarna Vnptnfabrik. A .-B., Huskvarna. 
A.-B. Nyman. Verb/iider, Upsala, VelocipedA.-B. Lindblad aud A.-B. A. Wiklund. 
MaRkin- & Ve/ocipedfabrik, both tbe laat-mentioned in Stockbolm. 

Flying-machines were first made in Sweden during the war. A fairly 
large factory was erected for this purpose at Landskrona, but it had to 
be closed down in consequence of the subsequent depression in trade. 
To-day, business conditions having become more stable again, the manu
facture of flying-machines has been resumed on a large scale, the factory 
being located at Limhamn. 

The manufacture is carried on by A.-B. Flygindu.tri, Limbamn. 

The manufacture of vehicles, carriages, carts and sledges of various 
kinds is carried on in Sweden as a handicraft but also on a larger 
scale at some 70 factories, most of which, however, are of no 
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great size. Altogether about 1,400 hands are employed in the trade. 
The production corresponds approximately to the demand of the home 
market. The value of the output (including repair work) in 1924 was 
about 10 million kronor. 

Among manufactnrers in this branch may be mentioned A.-B. AI'vika Vagn
fabl'ik, Arvika, Oscar Ljungbel'ghs Akdonsfabrilc and Thulins Vagnfabrik, both at 
Skillingaryd, and 7'idaholms Brulrs A.-B., Tidaholm. 

(5) Agricultul'al machinery. 
Agricultural machinery occupies a prominent place among Swedish 

engineering products. The production of such articles dates from the 

Gustaf de Laval. 
b. 1845 d. 1913. 

latter half of the 19th century, when the old, 
hand-made implements began to be replaced 
to a great extent by modern machinery for the 
cultivation 'of the soil and for harvesting. The' 
oldest industrial manufacture of agricultural 
machinery in Sweden is that of plough-making, 
which was begun about 1850. Threshing
machines were first made during the 'sixties. 
Drills and other machines for sowing, mowers 
and harvesters began to be made in the 
'seventies, while the manufactur~ of harrows 
did not begin until the following decade. The 
manufacture has gradually expanded and now 
embraces many types of machines, and qua-

litatively it has attained a very high level. In spite of severe foreign 
competition the agricultural machinery industry goes steadily forward, 
and certain productions, especially haymaking-machines, have acquired 
considerable sales in the export trade. In 1924 the value of the out
put amounted to 16,6 million kr., the export to 5,5 million kr. and 
the import to 3,4 million kr. 

The principal enterprises within this branch of manufacture a·re A.-B. AI'vika
Verken, Arvika, and A.-B. International Harvester Company~ Norrkoping; after which 

. come Munktells Mek. Vel'kstads A.-B., Eskilstnna, A.-B. Andrew Hollingworth & Co., 
Stockholm, }(ockums Jernverks A.-B., Ma)mo,Norrahammm's Bruk, Norrahammar, A.-B. 
Ofverums Bruk, Overnm, and A.·B. Jolt. Thel'mrenius & Son, Hallsberg. We may 
also mention Bredaryds Gjuieri & Mek. Verkstad, Bredar:yd, Gjuteli A.-B. Fellin.qs
bro, Fellingsbro, A.-B. Giil'le Akerredskap, Gavle, A.-B. Lilla Hart'ie Redskapsvel'kstad, 
Lilla Harrie, A.-B. Mofors Bmlr, Anderstorp, A.-B. Ollens Trnskmaskinfabl'ik, Flen, 
Skogsfors Bmks A.-B., l~efte)e, A.-B. TVeslerdsmaskinel', Morgongava, and Ystads 
G.iuteri and Mel.. Verkstads A.-B., Ystad. 
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(6) Cream separators. 

In 1878 Gustaf de Laval, after lengthy and untiring experimeuts, 
took out a patent for an automatic milk·skimming machine. This laid 
the foundation of the Swedish separator-industry, the great creation 
of de Laval and John Bernstrom. The A.-B. Separator was started 
in 1883 for the purpose of exploiting the invention, and everyone 
knows that the business afterwards developed very rapidly and that, 
thanks to skilful direction and the constant application of new scien
tific inventions, it haa attained an almost unexampled success. For 
the pnrpose of increasing its sales and also for the manufacture of 
separators abroad, the Swedish company has established several branch 
companies in Europe and America; it has been calculated that, up to 
date, more than 3,500,000 separators have left the company's fac
tories. During the early years of the present century, at the time 
when the original patent expired, the manufacture of separators of 
slightly varying designs was begun by several manufacturing con
cerns in Sweden. This branch of industry, therefore, made steady 
progress, the export of Swedish separators increasing continuously until 
the years of depression which set in after the war, when production 
naturally had to be diminished. The last few years, however, have 
shown rising figures, and the leading position of the Swedish separator 
industry on the international market seems once more to be assured. 
In addition to separators the production embraces churning and butter
working machines, pasteurizers and other dairy machinery. In 1924 
the value of the manufactures in this industry amounted to no less 
than 23.8 million kronor; the exports were of the value of 19 million n. 

This braneb now includes the following concerDS: A.-B. Separator, Stockholm, 
with snbsidiary Swedish eoncerns, employing over 3,500 men; also A.-B. Baltic, 
Htoekholm, with factories at SOdertiilje, Bromma and Lnnd (with 1,000 workmen), 
A.·B. PUFllp·Srpa.-ator, Stockholm, as well as ['p8ala Separator A.-B., Upsala, and 
Xya A.·B. Eskilsfuna Srparator, Eskilst.una. Among mannfacturers of dairy machines 
(other than separators) may be mentioned Carl Holrnb"g8 Mek. V"k8tads A.·B., Lund. 

(7) Special machinery for mining, iron, and metal indust,·ies. 

The manufacture of machinery and mechanical apparatus for 
the mining-industry forms, in Sweden, a. specia.l branch in several 
machineshops, especially in Bergslagen (the Iron District of Central 
Sweden). The manufacture in question embraces drills, mine-windlasses, 
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ore-crushers, ore-screens, and ore-separators etc. ·There has arisen a 
not unimportant export' of pneumatic drills. 

The making of metal-working machines - such as drilling-, bend
ing-, milling-, planing-, screwcutting- and grinding-machines, rolling
mills, turning-lathes, drop-hammers, steam-hammers and pressing-ma
chines - dates from the 'fifties. .A. rather important export of such 
machines has been worked up. The making of toois and utensils 
(chucks, drills, milling-cutters, chasing-tools etc.) for the machines in 
questioll has developed into a special branch of manufacture. 

Among manufacturers of mining plant and similar machinery may be mentioned: 
A.-B. Arboga Mek. Verkstad, Arboga, Morgdt·dshammat·s Mtk. l'erksfads A.-B., Morgards
hammar, Bel·.qverks A.-B. Vulcan us, Blotberget, A.-B. Nyhammars Bruk, Nyham
mar, Nyby Bruks A.·B., Nybybruk, and Sala Maskinfabriks A.·B., Sala. Pneumatic 
rock· drills are made by A.-B. Atlas-Diesel, Stockholm. 

Among others, the following firms are manufacturers of metal·working machines: 
Kopings },Iek. Verkslads A.-B., Koping, Lidkopings MeTe. Verkslads A.-B., Lidkoping, 
Munkfells Mek. Vet'kstads A.·B., Eskilstuna, Nydqvi.~t &: Holm A.-B., Trollhattan, 
A.-B. Svenska Maskinverktn, Sodertiilje, and Solber.qa Mek. Verkstads A.-B., Solberga. 
Tools fo'r metal,working machines are made by Eskilstuna Borr- &: Verktygs A.-B., 
Eskilstuna, A.-B. C. E. ,Johansson, 'Eskilstuna, A.-B., Alfr. Wessft·oms VerkfY,qsfabrik, 
Rotebro, and Skandinat'iska Vel'klygsfabriks A.-B., Tyringe. Foundry machines are 
made especially by A.-B. Malcus Holmquist and A.-B. Gjutet'imaskinet·, both in 
Halmstad. 

(8) 11£ achinel'Y for the sto'ne and mineral industries. 

Machinery for the stone and peat industries are manufactured in 
Sweden as are also brick-making machinery. The manufacture of such 
machines has attained a high degree of development. .A. certain number 
of machines for the cement, tile, china and glass industries 'are also 
manufactured in Sweden. 

Amoug manufacturers in this branch of industry the following may be men
tioned: A.-B . .Abjorn Anderson, Svedala (stone, tile and peat machinery), Lands~ 
krona Nya Mek. Verkstads A.-B., Landskrona (cement and brick-making machinery), 
A.-B. Hiissleholms Verksliider, Hiis8leholm (peat machinery), Halmstads Xya Verk
slads ,fl.-B., Halmstad (stone machinery) and Lindds Gjuteli &: Formfabriks A.·B., 
Lindas (glass-factory machinery). ' 

(9) 1I£achine!'Y fo!' the timbe!' industl'Y, and the wood-pulp and 
papel' industries. 

The manufacture of wood-working machinery must be regarded 
as an essentially Swedish industry. The a.bundant timber-resources 
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have given Swedish engineers great experience in the treatement of 
wood. The manufacture on a large scale of machines for this pur
pose began in the middle of the 'eighties, Bolinder's taking the lead. 
The prosperity enjoyed by the Swedish woodgoods industry during 
the final decades of last century led to an increasing number of con
cerns devoting themselves to the manufacture of these machines. The 
production comprises practically the whole range of sawmill and wood
working machinery, including saw-frames, band-saws, planers of many 
kinds, box-making machines, mortising and moulding machines, lathes, 
etc. Even before the outbreak of the war there had arisen a not unim
portant export, and the period of the war was one of increased pros
perity for this branch of manufacture. In 1924. the production 
amounted to a value of 5.7 million kronor and the export to 2.6 mil
lion kronor. 

Machinery for wood pulp and paper manufacture is now made in 
Sweden to a very considerable extent, the country of course possessing 
great natural facilities for it. The production during the last few 
years has amounted to nearly 5 million kronor annually. The export 
haa remained constant at about 1 million kronor in value, while the 
import has been somewhat Jess. 

Among manufacturers of wood-working macbines may be mentioned: J. d: C. G. 
Bo/imler. M,k. Verksfad. A.-B., Stockbolm, JOtIIIered. Fabrikers A.-B., Jonsered, 
"'.·B. St·ffl.ka Maskint'erken, SOdertiilje, Mllnkfells Mek. VerkBtads A.-B., Eskilstuna, 
A.-B. Karlstad. Mel.. Verbfad, Karlstad, Falkenberg. Kya Verbtads A.-B., Falkenberg, 
OsIN·I"nd. Verkl/ad. A.-B., Ostersnnd, A.-B. Giltmed. M,k. Verbtad, Gotene, and 
Hvellanda Mrk. l'erbtad, Vetlanda. Macbinery for saw-mills is constructed by A.-B. 
Rober/slor., Hlirnosand, Adolf UngerR 1ntlustn A.-B., Lottefora, Jh-brd Vrrksfads A.-B., 
ArbrA, and And. MaftBon. Mel.. Verbtad. A.-B., Mora, etc. 

Mannfacturers of macbine8 for pulp and paper making are: A.·B. Karls/ads 
Mel.. Verbfad, A.-B. Hedemora Verkstiider, Hedemora, A.-B. Sundsvalls Filrenade 
Verksliider, Snndsvall, and For.vib A_-B., Forsvik. Cylinders and rolls for paper
mills are made by 1ker. Styckebruk, Akers styckebruk. 

(10) Ordnance and wal' material. 

For many centuries Sweden has occupied a prominent position in 
the manufacture of arms. In many European wars Swedish material 
has been much sought after. To-day the pride of place in this respect 
is held by the Bofors Worb (A.-B. Bofors, Bofors), the heavy guns, 
mortars and howitzers, projectiles and armour-plate etc. made by the 
Bofors Company having the reputation of being among the best in the 
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Assembling hall for heavy guns at Bofors. 

world. The export of these articles is still very considerable. The 
production of small arms and other lighter war material for the use 
of the Swedish army and navy is nowadays carried on.. at the royal 
arsenals, chiefly at the Eskilstuna small arms factory. There has been 
some manufacture of this war material by the Husqvarna Vapenfabriks 
A.·B., who are also the makers of high-class shotguns and target rifles. 

(11) Miscellaneous machine shop products. 

In the foregoing pages we have touched on by no means all of 
the special branches of manufacture embraced in Swedish machinery 
industry and engineering. Enterprise ha.s created many other fields of 
work in which Swedish engineering has taken an honoured place. 

The ingenious inventions in the field of lighting-apparatus 
by Dr. Gnstaf Dalen (see p. 74) gave rise in 1904 to the founda
tion of a unique and flourishing industry based on the use of dis
solved acetylene for a variety of lighting services, first and fore
most automatic beacons and lighthouse equipUlent. The "Aga" sy
steme, as it is called, has since been extend to railway and street 
signalling, marking out air-routes, etc. Apparatus are also designed 
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TIle trorkt of the St'~Mka A.-B. Ga.acC'Umulafor, at Lidingo", near Stockholm. 

for ,utting and welding metals. - Pumps, fire· engines, compres
sors and other allied manufactures constitute a special branch, in 
which a number of works have been extensively and successfully 
engaged. Refrigerating machines and apparatus should also be men
tioned in this connection. The manufacture of sewing-machines was 
begun as early as 1874 at Husqvarna. Sewing machines and hand
knitting machines are now made in Sweden to an annual value of more 
than 4 million kronor, corresponding to about two-thirds of the annual 
home consumption, a result which can only be ascribed to the high quality 
of the Swedish product. The manufacture of calculating-machines and 
typewriters is a comparatively recent industry in Sweden, the annual 
output value of which, however, may be put at about 1 million kronor. 

Other well-known Swedish special manufactures are safes and 
strong-room doors, the output value of which in 1924 amounted to 
1.8 million kronor, and weighing-machines, the output value of which 
amounted to 1.2 million kronor. The manufacture of iron bedsteads 
amounted in value in the same year to 0.5 million kronor. Railway 
switch gear and points, wind-motors, washing-machines and precision
testing machines, may also be included in the list of the special bran
ches of the Swedish engineering industry. 
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Among manufacturers of such miscellaneous products the following may be 
mentioned: SvensTea A.·B. Gasaccumulator, Stockholm, employing about 500 men in 
the manufacture of signal apparatus etc. Besides the motor factories mentioned on 
page 122 amongst others, the following are makers of pumps, fire engines and 
similar products: Luth &: Rosens Elektriska A.-B. (also make refrigerators), A.-B. de 
Lavals Angturbin and A.-B. Atlas-Diesel, all in Stockholm, A.-B. Lunds Mek. Verk
stad, Lund, (also make refrigerators), Jonkopings Mek. Verkstads Nya A.-B., Jon
koping, Tullgm'ns Gjuferi &: Mek. VerTestads A.-B., Upsala, (also make refrigerators), 
Au.q. Hansons Gjuteri A.-B., Halmstad, and AUmanna BrandredskapsajJaren (E. 
Bergstrom &: C:o), Stockholm, etc. A.-B. Arctic, Stockholm, make refrigerators. 
Sewing-machines a·re made by Husqvarna Vapenfabriks A.-B., knitting-machines by 
Sfenholms FabriTes A.-B., Huskvarna, and A.-B. Per Pers.~ons Viiv- och Stickmaskin, 
Stockholm; adding machines by A.-B. Original-Odhner,. Goteborg, A.-B. Facit, 
Stockholm, and A.-B. Optimus, Upplandsvasby; typewriters by Halda A.-B., Stock
holm; safes by E. A. Rosengrens ICassaskdpsfabriks A.-B., Goteborg, and A.-B. 
J. Isaksson &: C:o, Stockholm and others; weighing machines by Lindells V dgfabriks 
A.-B., J.onkoping, and A.·B. Stathmos, Nynashamn, and iron bedsteads by among 
others Nya A.-B. Goteborgs Jiirnsiingsfabrik, Goteborg, and Stocklwlms Nya Jiirn
siingsfabrik, Stockholm. Switch appliances are made by A.-B_ Viixlat- &: Signaler, 
Orebro, A.-B. Atvidabergs Spdrviixlm' &: Signalfabrik, Atvidaberg, and Telefon 
A.-B. L. M. Ericsson, Stockholm, and rail-switches by the two first mentioned firms 
and also by Elektriska Svetsnin.qs A.-B., Gotebo~g; wind-motors are made by Vatt
holma Bruk, Vattholma, Getinge Mek. Verkstads A.-B., Getinge, and A.-B. Hassleliolms 
Verkstader, Hassleholm, and washing- and laundry machines by Bohus Mek. Ve"kstads 
A.-B. and Coronaverken A.-B., both at Goteborg, as well as by Viirmelednings A.-B. Calor 
Stockholm, etc. Testing machines are made ~y A.-B. Alpha, Sundbyberg. Machines for 
the match industry are made by A.-B. Siefvet·f &: Fornandet', Kalmar, and A -B. Gerh. 
Arehns MeTe. Verkstad, Stockholm; the last-mentioned company. and A.-B. Formator, 
Stockholm, also make machines for the tobacco industry:-

A very important part of the engineering industry is engaged 
in the manufacture of transmission-appliances: lifts, cranes and trans
port-devices, fans and ventilators, and also the carrying out of iron
constructions and heavy sheet-iron work and the making of heating 
and ventilation apparatus. In 1924 the total output-value of such work 
amounted to no less than 30 million kronor, 6.8 million kronor being 
to the credit of the craneS and transport-devices· alone. 

Among the numerous enterprises engaged in the. manufacture of lifts, cranes .. 
and transport-devices of various kinds, the following may be noted: Allmanna Svenska 
Elektr. A.-B., Vasteras, Luth &: Rosens Elektriska A.-B., A.-B. Elevator, A.-B. Nord
stroms Linbanol' and A.-B. Broderna Hedlund, these four enterpri~s are in Stock
holm; A.-B. Malcus Holmquist, Halmstad, Halmstads Nya Verkstads A.-B., Halmstad, 
KocTeums Mek. Verkstads A.-B., Malmo, Landsk,.ona Nya' Verkstads A.-B., Lands
krona, and Sandvikens Jernverks A.-B., Sandviken (steel-belt conveyors). 

Welding is done by Elektriska Svetsnings A.-B., Goteborg, and Elektriska Svets
nings iL-B. i Stockholm, the former as well as A.-B. Wex, Stockholm, beiug also 
makers of welding apparatus. 
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THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY. 

A new epoch in shipbuilding began in the first decades of the 19th 
century when iron and steel began to be employed as construction 
material, and Bteam came to be used for propulsion. The first large 
iron vessel wall built at Edinburgh in 1818. After the invention of 
the propeller by John Ericsson in the 'thirties, the paddle-wheel was 
gradually superseded by the propeller, and machinery and boilers 
having been rendered safer in working, the future of the steamvessel 
W8.8 assured. The building of sailing-ships has since then gradually 
declined, while steamships, and in recent years motor vessels, have 
been built practically exclusively. 

In Sweden during the era of wooden ships practically the entire 
home tonnage was supplied by Swedish yards. The first Swedish steam
boat, "The Witch of Stockholm", was constructed in 1816 in Stockholm 
by Samuel Owen, but with iron-built and steel-built vessels coming 
into more general use about the middle of the century, shipbuilding 
in Sweden began to decline somewhat, and a period of sluckness 
which - with a. brief intermediate period of prosperity during the 
'seventiell - lasted until the beginning of the present century. 

It cannot be said that there existed a. Swedish shipbuilding industry 
in the modern sense of the term until the quarter century that has 
just elapsed. After the starting of the Swedish transoceanic lines 
in 1904 interest in home shipbuilding was aroused; and during the 
years immediately preceding the outbreak of the late war the ship
yards had attained such dimensions that several Swedish yards were 
able to build both passenger and cargo vessels of considerable size, 
not only for the account of Swedish ship-owners, bnt also for 
Russian, Norwegian, French and German customers. From the be
ginning of the war the Swedish shipbuilding industry developed rapidly 
and further increased the facilities for building vessels of large size 
and tonnage. At the present time the Swedish shipbuilding industry 
has reached a level which, technically and from the point of view of 
organization, is in no way inferior to similar undertakings in the big 
shipbuilding countries. 

The diagram on the next page shows the variations in the number 
of hands employed in the Swedish shipbuilding industry during the last 
50 years, the royal dockyards included. The comparatively large 
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• Places where about 100 hands are emolo"ed. 

Places with II larger number of hands ilre 
marked with proportlonatelu larger dots. 

The Shipbuilding industry 

Number of Ship and boat-building 
yards at beginning of 1925.. _________________________ 87 

Number of hands employed therein __________ 9 100 
(Corresponding to 2.4 % of all the 
industrial hands in the country) 

Value of production in 1924 (millions of Kr.) __ 50.5 
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A.-B. KARTOGRAflSKA INSTITUTET 

number of workmen during the year 1900 is due to the fact that 
just at that time large shipbuilding orders were being carried out for 
the Swedish admiralty; and the exceptionally high figures for 1920 
represent the temporary high-water mark reached by the shipbuilding 
industry just after the close of the war. From the map it will be 
seen that the greater part of the Swedish shipbuilding industry is 
carried on at Goteborg. 

A considerable part of the Swedish tonnage is nowadays built in 
. the country and ship-owners abroad have also shown great confidence 

in Swedish shipbuilding. During the last few years Sweden has acquired 
a leading position in the construction of motor ships, and vessels of 
Swedish build have attracted well-deserved attention all over the world. 

That the shipbuilding industry of Sweden has attained its present 
high level is chiefly due to the ability of Swedish designers, to the 
in general well-planned and always well executed work, and finally 
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Launching a t'eA,el at the yard of A.·B. Giitllverken, GOfeborg. 

to the high level of workmanship of the mpn employed. Nor must 
we forget the capacity of the Swedish engineering industry to supply 
propulsion and auxiliary machinery of first-class quality. As regards 
the material for the hulls of the vessels most of the plate and the 
sections for the frame work are as a rule imported from foreign 
countries, where these grades of steel can be produced more cheaply 
than in Sweden. Swedish high class products are, however, employed 
wherever possible. 

In addition to the ship-yards proper, there also exist in Sweden 
a large number of small yards and boat-building concerns where the 
industry is carried on more in the form of a handicraft, and chiefly 
with timber as the construction material. The yards in question are 
mostly engaged in the building and repair of sailing. vessels and barges, 
and 'of motor-boats, sailing-boats and rowing-boats. 

The principBI print. shipbnilding enterprises in the country are A.-B. Gota
t'"knl, Goteborg, with over . 2000 workmen, Brter which come A.-B. Lindholnlen
Motala, with yard. both at Goteborg and MotalB, Kockum, !Iek. VtJ'k,tad, A.-B., 
Malmo, and Eriksbtrg~ Mek. VerkstadA A.-B., Goteborg, each with over 1000 men. 
The following may alao be mentioned : Ber.9,und, Mrk. Verk,tad, Nya A .-B., A.·B. 
Finnboda Varf Bnd Sodra Van·ttl Nya A.-B., all in Stockholm, OBcarshamn. Mrk. 
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Verlcstads &: Slceppsdockas A.-B.; Oscarshamn, A.-B. Karlshamns Skeppsvarv, Karls
hamn, Helsingborgs WarJs &: Svetsnin.qs A.-B., Hitlsingborg, Nya VarJs A.-B. O"e-
8und, Landskrona, and A.-B: 'Lodose VarJ, LOdose. Among smaller ship and boat 
building 'Yards the following may be noted: ForsviiIB A.-B., Forsvik, Skandiaverlcen 
A.-B., Lysekil, Stoclcholms Bdtbyggeri A.-B., Neglinge, and also Oreg"unds Slip- &: 
Varvs A.-B., Oregrund, A.-B. Mohogs Mek. Verlcstad, Snndsvall, Hernosands Verk
stads- &: Varvs A.-B., Hitrnosand, and A.-B. Lundby Mek. Verkstad, Goteborg, etc. 

THE ELECTRO-TECHNICAL INDUSTRY. 

The electro-technical industry - or what is commonly called, the 
electrical industry - embraces in the ordinary sense of the term such 
enterprises as ~re engaged in the manufacture of electrical machinery, 
apparatus, wire etc., but not the industries that use electricity solely 
or chiefly for electro-chemical, electro-thermic, and electrolytical pur
poses_ 

Although a number of important discoveries and inventions in 
the electro-technical branch were made as early as the first half of 
the 19th century, the real foundation of the electrical industry was 

not laid until the 'seventies. It was at that 
time that the dynamo machine, the telephone 
and the incandescent lamp were invented, each 
of which had a revolutionary effect on the future 
development of the industry in question. The 
rapidity with which that development ensued 
was, as is well known, so great, and its funda
mental importance for practically every branch 
of human activity so far-reaching, that the 
history of industry can scarcely be said to 
afford a parallel. 

J onas Wenstrom. 
b. 1855 d. 1893. 

In Sweden a vigorous electrical industry 
sprang up at a comparatively early date, based 
on the above-mentioned inventions and favoured 

by several essential pre-requisites in land and people. The abundant, 
though often remote, supplies of water power"could only be utilized 
by means of power-transmissions, the first step to the realization of 
which, however, was provided by the invention of the dynamo machine; 
the situation of the country in northerly latitudes with its long winter 
nights gave rise to an urgent demand for better lighting, and it was 
satisfied by the invention of the incandescent lamp. The large area 
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of Sweden and the sparseness of the population constituted favourable 
conditions for the. rapid adoption of the improvement in communi
cationll afforded by the telephone. And finally, but not lea8t in im
portance, the technical bent of the Swedish people and their capability 
for precision-work promoted in a high degree the foundation and 
development of an electro· technical industry in the country. It is a 
remarkable fact that a comparatively large number of Swedes have 
won international reputation as pioneers in this branch, as witness 
the names of J. WENSTROM, E. DANIELSSON, L. M. ERICSSON, H. T. 
CEDERGRElf and W. JUNGNER. 

The following' dates illustrate what has just been said: The manu
facture of telephones began in Sweden in 1876 and of electrical 
machinery in 1883; the earliest Swedish electric central station was built 
in 1885, i. e. only two years after the erection of the first European 
electric central station at Milan; from the same period date the earliest 
attempts to manufacture incandescent lamps in Sweden; the origin of 
the electric-cable industry in Sweden is placed in 1888; and, finally, 
power-transmission by means of three-phase current was carried out 
as early as in 1893, when it was first applied in the ingenious and 
revolutionizing system invented by Jonas Wenstrom, which enabled an 
economic transmission of power for long distances by means of electricity. 

The electrical industry has now for a long time past been divided 
into two branches; the strong-current, and the weak·current industry. 
The former designates manufactures involving the employment of 
electric current for motors, lighting, heating and other purposes, which 
demand comparatively strong currents and high voltages, while the 
latter is applied to the manufacture of telephone and telegraph appa
ratus, and other material required for purposes for which relatively 
feeble currents and low voltages are sufficient. Between these two 
there stands the most recent branch of the far-spreading tree of 
electrical industry - the radio (wireless) industry. 

In the strong-current industry Sweden occupies a prominent place in 
many respects. The oldest and the leading electrical engineering works, 
the Allmiinna Svenska Elektriska A.·B. (A sea), has won an international 
r~putation by its manufactures of large three-phase generators. Its 
record achievement is a generator of 30,000 HP and 350 tons weight. 
Worthy of notice, too, are the transformers that the firm has made 
with insulation for 220,000 volts, the highest voltage that has up to 
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• Places where about 100 hands lire emplo"ed. 
Places with II larger number of hands lire The Electro-Technical I 

Number of factories enga.Qed in the manufac
ture of electrical machinery. apparatus 
and wire, at the beginning of 1925 ............... 59 

Number of hands employed therein ...•....•. 7100 
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the present been employed. The most prominent represen:tative of the 
Swedish electric-cable industry, Sieverts Kabelverk, has accomplished 
remarkable work in its own branch of the industry, such as for instance 
three-phase cables made in lengths of 3,000 metres for submarine 
laying at a depth of 360 metres. 

In the weak-current industry Sweden has won a world-wide re
putation thanks to the mainfold activities of the Telefon A.-R L. M. 
Ericsson. That concern, which has been a pioneer in telephone con
struction in many directions, still maintains its leading position, 
owing for one thing to the system of automatic exchange, that is 
evolved some fifteen years ago and has been perfecting ever since 
and which has recently been gaining a foothold in one country after 
another. 

The "wireless" industry in Sweden is of such recent date that it 
has not yet attained a position comparable with the above-mentioned 
branches. 

The accompanying diagram o~.;·the number of hands employed 
affords a picture of the rapid growth· of the Swedish electrical industry 
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AIBtltlbiing hall f(jf' large electrical generator. at the ARea W(jf'ks (Allmiinna SvenBka 
ElektriBka A.·B., Vii8terd8) . 

- with the very prosperous year 1920 as an exceptionally high record. 
As regards the earlier periods, it should be remarked, the picture is a little 
misleading, as this new branch of industry was not immediately included 
in the official statistical returns. The annual manufacturing values 
present, on the whole, a similar picture of rapid growth. A glance 
at the latter figures to discover how they are subdivided between the 
strong-current and the weak-current industries shows that the latter was 
in the ascendant up to about 1910 after which year the high-tension 
industry began to secure an equal position and during and after the 
war forging ahead to the first place. 

The total annual value of the manufactures, about 75 million kronor, 
represents, it is true, rather a modest pa.rt · of the total industrial pro
duction of Sweden, but the importance of the electrical industry should 
not be judged solely by the above figures, for this branch of industry, 
to employ a term created during the war, is a "key industry" for 
Sweden, its products being essentials for other industries, for trans-
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portation and for the industrial life of the country as a whole. A few 
figures may be quoted to illustrate the importance of the electrical 
industry: About 90 % of all the. existing turbine HP of the Swedish 
waterfalls are nowadays employed for the generation of electric 
energy; electric motors represent 75 % of the total motor power 
employed in industry~ An estimate of the consumption of electricity 
in the service of agriculture has shown that 40 % of the cultivated 
land of the country (based on the area of the fields) now use 
electric energy on a larger or smaller scale. Not less than 7-8 
million incandescent lamps are employed for lighting-purposes in 
Sweden. Stockholm is the principal telephone-using town in the world, 
with approximately on~ apparatus to every fourth person. Finally 
it may be mentioned that the capital invested in electric plant of dif
ferent kinds in Sweden amounts to at least 1,250 million kronor. 
These figures bear incontestable witness to the importance of the elec
trical industry in the economic life of the country. 

From the beginning the products of Swedens electrical industry have 
found their way into foreign markets. Already in· the year 1894 about 
30 % of the production was for export. This proportion has since then 
risen, and 1924 the value of exported goods amounted to 30 million 
kronor. Stockholm and Vasteras are the chief centres of ~his industry. 

Allmanna Svenska Elektriska A.-B. (Asea), Vasteras, is the principal electro· 
industrial enterprise in Sweden, employing about 4 000 workmen in the manufacture 
of electric machines and apparatus, railway and tram material, etc. in factories at Viis
teras and Ludvika. Other firms manufacturing strong-current electrical machinery are 
Luth &: RosenB Elektriska A.·B., Stockholm, with about 800 workmen, manufacturing 
goods of a similar nature; further may be noted A.-B. Lux (electric vacuum·cleaners, etc.), 
A.-B. Elevator (lifts and measuring instruments), and Jiirnhs Elekt,·iska A.-B. (rontgen 
and other medical apparatus), all three in Stockholm, Svenska Elektromekaniska In
dustri A.-B., Hiilsingborg, Nya Elektriska A.-B. Ch,·. Bergh &: Co., Svalov, Elektriska 
Motorjabriken Eclc, Liljeholmen (Stockholm), and A.-B. Svenska Transjm"mCltorjabl-iken, 
Linkoping. 

Telejon A. B. L. M. Ericsson, Stockholm, employs near 3000 men in the produc
tion of telephone, telegraph, radio and signalling apparatus, electrical interlocking 
machines, cable, wire, line· and similar material. Radio apparatus is also made by 
Bvenska Radio A.·B. and A.·B. Baltic, both il! Stockholm, and others. 

The following are makers of electric cables and wires: Sieverts Kabelvel"k (Max 
Sievrrts Fabriks A.·B.), Sundbyberg, employing about 600 men, A.-B. Liljeholmens 
Kabeljabrik, Liljeholmen, and Fabl·iks A.-B. E,-iS, Stockholm. 

The manufacture of incandescent lamps is carried on by A.-B. Skandinaviska 
Glodlampjabl·iken, Nykoping, and A.·B. Elektraverken, Stockholm (which also make 
heating apparatus, etc.). Accumulators are ·made by Svenska Ackumulator A.-B. 
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Head-office of the Allmiinna Svenaka ElekfriBka A.:B., ViiBfmf •. 
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Jungnel', (.Nife-ackumulatorn'), aud Ackumulatorfabriks A.-B. Tudor, both in Stock
holm, also Nordiska Ackumlliatorfabriken, Malmo. - Among the remaining electro
technical works may be noted A.-B. A"vid Biihlmarks Lampfabl'ik, Stockholm, 
(lighting fitting), Elfktriska A.-B_ Volta and Elektriska A.-B. Helio8, both in 
Stockholm. (heating and cooking apparatus), Rylander and Rudolphs Fabriks A.-B., 
Henriksdal (dry batteries and electrodes), A.-B. Elektrodkontoret, Orebro, Svenska 
Dynamoborsljabl'iken, Vadstenu., A.-B. Elektroapparat, Goteborg, and A.-B. Svenska 
Elektroma,qnefer, Ama\. 

THE MANUFACTURE OF INSTRUMENTS. 

The manufacture of instruments is subdivided into two essen
tially different branches which have scarcely anything in common 
except the name. These branches are, on the one hand, the manu
facture of musical instruments of various kinds, and, on the other, 
the production of scientific and technical instruments, surgical, physi
cal, nautical etc. 

In the manufacture of musical instruments the chief place is
occupied by upright and grand pianos, organs and h_armoniums; these 
began to be made in Sweden in the 'forties. The production was at 
first carried on mostly as a handicraft; but after the imposition of a 
protective duty, it rapidly increased" and assumed the character of an 
industry, while at the same time the increased general prosperity of the 
inhabitants led to a multiplying of the home demand for harmoniums 
and upright pianos. The imports of these instruments, however, have 
always been very considerable, especially from Germany. The fusion 
in 1917 of six of the la.rgest factories will probably enable them to 
face this foreign competition with greater confidence. One distin
guishing feature of the Swedish piano is that the factories themselves 
make the sounding-ooards, which is not always the case with foreign 
manufacturers. The keyboards and strings etc. that are required for 
the instruments, on the other hand, are generally imported. The 
manufacture of other musical instruments than those just mentioned 
.amounts to only 2-3 % of Fhe entire production, calculated according 
to value. Brass instruments are manufactured chiefly by one factory 
in Stockholm, which also manufactures bugles and drums. A factory 
in Goteborg makes stringed ins~ruments. Altogether 600 hands are 
employed in Sweden in the manufacture of musical instruments at 
some forty factories. 
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The following Bre the principal makers of pianos and organs: A.·B. Forenade 
Piano- and Or.qelfabriker, Goteborg, with five factories, viz: J. G. Malm'lio A.·B. and 
C. H. Billbug. PianoJabrib A.·B., both in Goteborg, A.·B. OBtlind & AlmquiBf, 
Arvika, PianoJabrib A.·B. GWJlaJsson & Ljungqt"iBt, Xorrkoping, and A.·B. A. G. 
RdliM Orgel. & PianoJabrik, AmM. Further may be noted A.·B. Giivle Orgel· & Piano· 
Jabrik, Glvle, A.-B. J. P .• VYBfrom. o.·gel- & PianoJabrik, Karlstud, A.-B. G_ Ekstrom 
& C:o. PianoJabrik, Malmo, J. O. Bautll.qa,·dtB PianoJabrik, Linkoping, Aug. HoffmanB 
PianoJabrik. A.-B. and C. J. SvalmqviBfB PianoJabrik, both in Stockholm, and Aker
man & LundB Nya OrgelJabrik8 A.-B., Sundby berg. Brass instruments are made by 
AMbtrg & OMS.OM Inlfrument A.-B., Sto~kholm, guit4lrB, mandolins, and lutes by 
the flrm of H_ C:Bon Levin, Goteborg. 

The manufacture of surgical and medical instruments has long 
stood on an admittedly high level in Sweden. Of other instruments 
manufactured in Sweden there may be mentioned nautical, hydro
graphical, physical instruments and also measuring-instruments of various 
kinds. The precision-measuring sets and tolerance-gauges manufactured 
by C. E. Johansson at Eskilstuna, have gained world-wide renown in 
consequence of the wonderful exactitude with· which they are made. 
The manufacture of the various instruments of this kind is one which 
is peculiarly suited to the Swedish ingenuity and temperament, but the 
home market for such articles is too small for a large industry ever 
to be based upon it. 

Surgical instruments Bnd medical applianr.es are made by A.-B. Stille-Werner and 
Kjrurgiska InBfrummt FabrikB A.-B., optical, nautical and bydrographical instruments by 
Instruments Fabrik. A.-B. Lylh, physical (such BS pressure-gauges, pyrometers, vacuum
gauges ete.) by A.-Q. NordjBka ArmaturJabrikerna, Adolf Kihlstrom. ManomeferJabrik, 
A.-B. St'ffiHka Manomettllfabriken and the firm of Rudolph Grave (thermometers), all 
these firms in Stockholm. Precision meBSuring sets are made by A.-B. C. E. JohanBson, 
E.kilstuna, ordinary lineal measures by SVenBka Mdff- & TumstockJabriktn, Hultafors, 
hodometers and taximeters by Fabrik. A.-B_ Haldataxametern, Stockholm, gssmeters 
by A.-B. GaBmiilarr, Stockholm, A.-B. [(ungsor. BleckkiirlsJabrik, Kungsor, and A.-B 
SI'tnBka Metallverken, Viisteras, fluid-gaoges by the last-named, A.-B. Nordi.ka A,-ma
hlrJabrikerna, and A.-B. Mackmeter, 1Ilidsommarkransen (in Stockholm). 

GOLD SILVER AND GERMAN SILVER WARES. , , 

One of the very earliest branches of human skilled art to be 
exercised was that of the goldsmith, in which is included the working 
not only of gold but also of silver and other precious metals. Owing 
to the resistance of these metals to the ravages of time, the finds of 
gold and silver objects that have been made from time to time in the 
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bowels of the' earth have made the goldsmith's art a typical index of 
the development arid level of culture prevailing at different stages 
throughout the ages. In Sweden the goldsmith's· art has: had many 
exponents well known for their great artistic skill; and the strict 
control on the part of the State, to which the manufacture of gold and 
silver articles has been subjected since 1752, has of course contributed 

. to placing this manufa,cture in a class by itself. 
Alongside goldsmith's work carried on as a handicraft there began 

in the 'sixties the production of gold and silver articles on a factory 
scale. At about the same time the alloy called German silver, made 
of a mixture of brass and nickel, began to make its appearance as 
a substitute for silver, especially for table-services. During the last 
few decades the production of gold, silver and German silver ar
,ticles in Sweden has increased considerably, the years during the war 
especially leaving their mark in the form of a considerably increased 
demand. 

The Swedish factories, which in mechanical equipment are quite 
on the level of the best foreign establishments, are renowned for their 
solid and artistic productions. 

The more important gold and silver ware manufacturers are C. G. Hallbergs Guld· 
smeds A.-B., Stockholm, Guldsmeds A.·B. i Stockholm and Guldvaru A.-B. G. Dahl
gren &: Co., Malmo. Further may be noted A.-B. Hovjuvelemre K. lI.nderson, A.-B. 
B(rnhard Herlz, JuveZeral'e A.-B. John Petterssons Eftr., also the firms of W. A. 
'Bolin, C. F. CarZman and A. G. Dufva, all in Stockholm, as well as K. G. Mark
Blroms Guldsmeds A.·B., Uppsala, a,nd A.·B. ErZandRson, KristiAnstad. In addition 
to the majority of the enterprises already mentioned, the following, among others, 
are makers of German silver ware: ,Matsilve.r A.·B., Sundbyberg, Joh. Ronnqvist &: 
Soner, 'Orebro, A,·B. C. R. Carlstroms Nysilverfabrilc and Ostbel',9 &: Lenhardfsons Nya 
A.-B., both in Stockholm, Nysilverfabriken Aurora, Goteborg, A.·B. Gustaf Erikssons 
Metallfabl'ilc and Albed Lindstroms l.[etall- &: lfornicklingsjabrik, both in Eskilstuna, 
and Malmo NysiZverfabrik:, Malmo. 
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COAL-MINING. 

The coalfields of Skane, in the south of Sweden, were known 
of as early as 1571; but it was not until a couple of centuries later 
that coal-mining took place on any large scale. This industry has 
been carried on ever since 1797 and has developed more and 

more during the last few decades, so that to-day 
Prodll~tion 

Year: in t008: the output of the Swedish coal-mines is. more than 

11100 
11l01i 

11110 

1I111i 

11120 

11121 

1922 

1923 

1924 

2:;2,000 

822,000 

803,000 

U2,OOO 

.HO,OOO 

877,000 

8711,000 

420,000 

438,000 

400,000 tons yearly (see accompanying Table)_ Of 
this amount, however, it is only the best, or about 
60 !t>, that is mined for selling purpose, the remaiu
der being utilized for the other industries and the 
power-works of the coal-mining company _ The power
station at Nyvang for instance, erected in 1917, pro
duces about 10,000 HP electric energy, which is dis
tributed amoug the company's own mines and work
shops and to the surrounding country districts and 
a big power company, Sydsvenska Kraft A.-B. 

As we have already seen in Professor Gunnar Andersson's article 
on the natural resources of Sweden (p_ 11), the Scanian coal occurs 
in relatively thin layers, usua.lly lying above, or superimposed by, 
fireproof clays and coal-bearing slate, which are mined together with 
the coal. These layers lie at a depth of from 30 to 100 metres. 

Coal-mining at Hoganiis has been carried on since the close 
of the 18th century and at Billesholm since 1865; at Bjuv and 
Skromberga it was begun in the 'seventies of last century, and at 
Hyllinge in 1900. The fields at Ormastorp and Gunuarstorp were 
first worked in 1910 and 1914 respectively. At the beginning of 
1925 there were about 2,400 hands employed, and the value of the 
coal obtained was estimated at 5.8 million kronor. 
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All the coal deposits, which were previously owned by different independent 
companies, have belonged since 1918 to Ho.qaniis-Bille8holm8 A. B., Hoganas. This 
firm also carries on an extensive manufacture of fire-proof brick-goods and other 
products of the clays obtained in the course of mining operations, which is facilitated 
by the supplies of cheap fuel in the form of the lower-grade coaL 

THE PEAT INDUSTRY. 

The digging of peat for household fuel purposes has long been carried 
on in those parts of Sweden where there is little growing timber. About 
the middle of the 19th century this pursuit began to attain the rank of 
a manufacturing industry; but it was not until the 'nineties that, thanks 
to the mechanical improvements invented by A. AN REP, work could 
develop on anything like a large scale. The rise in the price of coal that 
took place at the close of the century occasioned an increased demand 
for fuel-peat for industrial purposes; and at the same time the Govern
ment and Parliament began to display great interest in the peat-question. 
Peat-engineers were a.ppointed, a peat-school was established, and a peat 
loan-fund was created. When, however, after a few years, the price 
of coal fell again, interest in the peat-industry diminished, and it 
remained feeble until the Great War broke out, when the fuel-question 
again became acute in Sweden. -With the price of coal rising to 
a hitherto unheard-of height, the production of peat rose consider
ably, and in 1920 attained such a relatively high figure as 385,000 tons. 
Owing to the falling prices of coal .during the last few years, how
ever, the industrial production of peat in 1924 amounted to no more 
than 84,000 tons. 

In Sweden, the preparation of peat can only be undertaken during 
the summer months; and even then the quality and the quantiy are 
greatly dependent on the weather. 

For information regarding the' extent and importance of the fuel 
peat-bogs of Sweden the reader is referred to p. 12, where Professor 
Gunnar Andersson gives an account of this subject. The peat-bogs are 

. situated chiefly in a belt extending from the north of Skane through 
the provinces of Halland and western SmaJand up to BohusHin, 
although there are also the peat-bogs of Norrland, which are at present 
a somewhat unknown factor. The manufacture of peat on a large 
scale has been carried on at several places, especially inSkane, in 
western SmiUand and in the neighbourhood of Boras. Mention may 
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also be made of a number of ironworks in the provinces of Ostergot
land and Orebro which have at times employed peat, taken from their 
own bogs, &8 fueL 

In addition to the supplies of peat suitable for fuel, there exist 
all over Sweden numerous bogs or mosses containing a type of peat that 
can be used &8 litter, which since 1886, when the first peat-litterfactory 
was established, has been employed industrially on an ever· increasing 
Icale. Peat· litter ill of great importance as a preserver and increaser of 
the natural manure supplies used in agriculture; and it is also employed 
among other things as a disinfectant in scavengering work, as filling 
material for double flool'tl and as a packing material for preserving 
fruit in transit. 

Tbe principal prodncera of peat are A.-B. Smdland. mOBBar, Forsheda, A.-B. 
VaA-o Ton'pulvw/abrik, Almbnlt, and Niiriktll TOr'V A.-B., M08as. 

Among mo ... ·litter mannfactnrer8 the following may here be mentioned: A.-B. 
Karho Ton •• tro/alwik, !:'alkoping, Tor/,"'o A.·B. Ryttaren, Sandbem. Jerle Torv A.-B., 
Jilrle, and Bjernum. TonJ,,,,o/alwikB A.· B., Vittsjo, al80 SkdnBka Lanfmiinnen. Andel.· 
ton"froforening, Sjobolmen, and Kiipinge Myr. Andel.to.fstrii/ii,·ening, Perstorp. 

QUARRYING AND STONE-DRESSING. 

Even during the Middle Ages the limestones and sandstones of 
Sweden were quarried and dressed for building-stone used iu the 
erection of churches and castles. The numerous churches in the island 
of Gotland, for instance, hear witness to the strength of the material 
and the skill of the old stonemasons. Since then periodical decline 
in the art of architecture in Sweden has been faithfully reflected in 
the stone-dressing industry; and it was not until after the middle of 
the nineteenth century, when granite began to be employed for various 
purposes, that a fairly permanent modern stone· industry began to 
flouriRh in Sweden. 

The Granite Industry. Even in olden times granite was used for 
important engineering and fortification works, but it was only when 
the increasing traffic in the streets and harbours led to a demand for 
a more durable paving and quay-building material, that a keen demand 
arose for granite_ This induced C. A. KULLGREN, a merchant, and NILS 

ERICSON, the well·known Swedish canal-constructor, to establish in 
1844, on the island of Malmon in the province of Bohuslan, what was 
the earliest granite·quarry and cutting-works in Sweden; six years later, 
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• Places where .bout 100 hand. ar. employed. 
. Places with a larger number of hands er. 
rnarked wiltl proportionately larger dot •• 

The Granite Industry, 
and the quarrying of building stone 

of other kinds. 

Number of quarries,stone-cutting and stone
polishing works atthe beginning of 1925 .... 308 

Number of hands employed therein .......... 10600 
! CorrelOponding Jo 2,8 % olal! the 
Industnal hands In the country I 

Value of production in 1924 (millof Kr.I .......• .27,4 

-Number of Hands 1896 1924 14000 

• 
Quarries aot having been Included In t'e 

, 
statistics before 11M6, It has been Impossible to 
give for urller dates such comparative reports 
respecting the number of hands as those for 
most other branches of Industry for the whole 
fifty-years' period 1815-1924. l-
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A.-B. KARTOGRAflSKA INSTITUTET 

F. H. WOLFF, a German inspector of buildings, started stone-quarrying 
at Tjurko in Blekinge. In this way was begun the utilization of the 
deposits of primary rock in Sweden, which are both extensive and 
favourably situated for exportation. 

The so-called primary granite or granitic-gneiss and the fine-grained 
gneiss, supply the stone best suited for quarrying, though the "black 
granite" (diabase, diorite, and other rocks of volcanic origin) to be 
found here and there is also utilized for the block-stone industry. In 
consequence of its beautiful colour and structure, the granite of Bohus
Hin has come largely into use not only for paving purposes but also 
for building and ornamental work. 

The Great War led to a very considerable interruption in the 
Swedish granite industry. The yearly output, which before 1914: 
had amounted to 1.4 million tons, was rapidly reduced to about half, 
and exports fell proportionately still more. Not until 1924 did 
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the production again reach 1 million tons, 0.7 million being exported. 
Germany having greatly restricted its import of stone since the war, 
the greater part of the exports goes to France, England, Denmark 
and Holland, but some Swedish granite goes as far as U. S. A., the 
Argentine and Cuba. In 1924 the Swedish stone exported had a 
value of 14.8 million hOllor, 75" being paving·material. 

Tbe oldeat enterprise in tbe granite indnstry i8 Granit A.·B. C. A. KullgretiB 
Enka. Udde..a\la. with abont 900 men. Otber leading firms are Skandinavi8ka Granit 
A.·B. and A.·B. Forn.ade Granitindu.tri" at Goteborg, A.·B. BollUBliinska Granit· 
/tlnllpanid and Granit A.·B. Gtorg Lutfmsu at Stromstad, and A.B. A. K. Ftrnsfl'iimR 
Granilind"ltritr and A.·B. Karlshall. GranitindUBlri at Karlsbamn. Tbe quarries 
belonging to tbese enterprises are situated ehiefly in Bohusliin and Blekinge, and also 
In Ha\land, Smlland. and Uppland. 

TM manufacture of building·stone of sandstones, limestones and other 
rocks. 

Sandstone is one of the chief natural building·materials. That 
is due to the relative ease with which this rock can be quarried 
and dressed and also to the resistance it offers to atmospheric 
action. Sandstone is quarried in many places in Sweden, e. g. in the 
neighbourhood of Motala, at Ovedskloster in SkAne, at Burgsvik and 
Kettelviken in Gotland, and at Kallmora. in Dalarna. It is employed 
not only as building material but also for millstones, grinding·stones 
a.nd whetstones. Limestone is the rock which, next to sandstone, 
is the one most widely employed for building. It certainly is far 
inferior to granite and sandstone as facing·material, as it weathers 
more readily, but it is specially adapted for interior uses, such as for 
atairs, floors and orna.mental work. Limestone occurs in two distinct 
varieties, viz. marble and what are called "dense limestone". The 
marble is quarried chiefly in Ostergotland ("Kolmarden marble") and 
also at Gropptorp and Molnbo in Sodermanland. The home demand 
for marble however is largely supplied from abroad. The dense 
limestone is quarried at several places in Sweden. Potstone, which 
is worked at Handol in the province of Jamtland, owing to its fireproof 
qualities and great specific heat, is specially suited for stoves and as 
the interior facing of smelting-furnaces. Shale, which is used for 
making tiles, is quarried in the province of Viistmanland. 

The largest firm in the sandstone industry is A.-B. Lemunda SandstenBbrott, 
110tala. also Sknhug.qerijinnan Briiderna GuBIa/88011, Stockholm, with a sandstone 
quarry at Kettelviken on Gotland. Prominent contracto1'8 for limestone for building 
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purposes are: A.·B. Ignaberga Kalksten, Iguaberga, Yxliults Stenhuggeri A.-B., Kumla, 
A.-B. Gotlands Kalkverl£, Stockholm, and A.-B. Gusta Sfenforiidlingsverk, Brnnllo. 
The following enterprises may be mentioned in connection with marble-quarrying:".Nyq 
Marmorbruks A.-B., Kolmarden, and Gropptorps Marmor A.-B., Katrineholm. The 
Jltmtland potstone is worked by Handols Nya Tiiljstens &: Vatfenkrajtfl A.-B., 
Stockholm, and the deposits of clay·slate at Grythyttehed are worked by A.·B. Gryl
hytte Skifferverk, Stockholm". 

Limestone-burning. Besides being employed as building-material 
direct, limestone is also used in ore-smelting, in glassworks, cement
works and other chemical factories, and for the making of quicklime. 
Some 3 or 4 million hectoljtres of lime are used in Sweden every 
year for the improvement 'of the soil and in the making of mortar. 
Limestone-burning is a very ancient industry and has become of 
steadily growing importance with the increased employment of lime. 
At certain places in the provinces of Vastergotland and Niirke there 
are 1,'ich "beds of oleaginous schists which are quarried with the lime
stone, these being used as fuel in the burning of the limestone. These 
schists form a not unimportant fuel-reserve. 

In the industry in question A.-B. Viister.qotlands Forenade Kalkindustrier, Fal
koping, is the "largest enterprise, employing about 400 workmen at a dozen lime-works 
in the province of Skaraborg. Further may be mentioned A.-B. Karla &: Oaxens 
Kalkbruk, Stockholm, A.-B. Strd Kalkbruk, Sala, Tomtens Kalkbruks A.-B., Torbjorn
torp, Klagshamns Cementverks A.-B., Kla"'gshamn, Skdnska Cement" A.-B., Malmo, 
Bdstads Kalkindustri A.-B., Malen, and A.-B. Skattungbyns Kalkb"uk, Mltssbacken. 

Qual"te- and felspa,.-quarrying. Quartz and quartz-sand are used 
as raw material in the china and glass industries, and as reducing
agents in the making of iron. Felspar is an important raw material 
in the mam;tfacture of china. The mining of these rocks takes place 
in various parts of Sweden, in the Stockholm archipelago, for instance, 
where the Ytterby felspar quarry is thought to be the most ancient 
in the country. 

Among enterprises in this branch the following may be mentioned: Mat"fjre.fe
lunds Gruv A.-B., Stockholm, and Annen~sets Kalkbrott (Setferberg &: CoJ, Stockholm. 

Ohalk-manufactw·e. The working and elutriation of chalk has 
been carried on since the 'sixties of last century at some chalk-works 
in the vicinity of K varnby to the east of Malmo. The chalk is used 
for the manufacture of schoolroom-chalk and for various purposes in 
chemical industries, in chinamaking and in the rubber-goods industry 

The chalk·works are owned by A.-B. Kritb/"uksbolaget of Malmo. 
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Cement ki11lll (It 'he Skdnska Cement A.·B., Limhamn, Skdne. 
In each of the rotation kilns, which are 75 metres long, and in which the burning of 
the cement-materials is carried on by blowing in pol verized charcoal, there are produced 

1,500 barrels of cement every day. 

The Grinding Material Indust,·y. The manufacture of grinding 
material on a. large scale in Sweden was begun in the 'nineties. The 
products consist of grinding·slabs, whetstones, polishing· cloth and 
sand-paper, polishing-powder etc. During the war the production of 
these a.rticles increased very rapidly; since then it has declined some
what, although it approximately satisfies the home demand. 

Among enterprises in this branch of industry the following may be mentioned: 
A.·B. &'ffl8ka Naxo., Lomma, A.·B. Slipmaterial, Vistervik, A.·B. Svenska Smel'gel
akiJfaln·jken, Hoganis, and Smar.qelskiJfabriken Norden, Baskarp. 

THE CEMENT INDUSTRY . 
• 

The manufacture of cement originated in England, where the 
making of Portland cement was started on a large scale as early as 
the 'twenties of last century. The first Swedish cement-factory was 
built at Lomma in Skane in 1872, but it was not until the close of 
the 'eighties, after the imposition of an import·duty on cement, that 
the industry became of any great importance. Since then it has gone 
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The manufacture of Cement 

t'lumber of cementfactories atthe begin-
ning ofl925_ ................................................ 10 

Numberof hands employed therein ......... J.500 
(Corresponding to 0.4 % of all the 
Industrial hands in the country) 

Value of production in 1924 (mill.of Kr.) ...... J6.8 

r-~~u~m~b~e~r~0~f~H~a~d~s~1~8~75~.~1~g~2~-,50c0 
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~------------~30c0 
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steadily forward; the production has quadrupled since the beginning 
of the present century and amounts now to about 500 000 tons. 

The Swedish cement-industry was organized from the start with 
a view to the exportation of a considerable part of its produ~tion. 
In spite of great competition this export, thanks to the foresight and 
ability of its leaders, has steadily increased. Swedish cement is sold 
to·day in far scattered regions of the world: South America, South 
Africa, the' Baltic States, Asiatic Turkey and other countries. The 
bulk of the export is from the works at Limhamn, which produce a 
first-class cement and are equipped with the most up-to-date arrange
ments, both for manufacture and packing. The works have a large 
harbour of their own. 

There are ten cement factories in Sweden. The largest enterprise is Skdllska 
Cement A.·B., Malmo, with one factory at Limhamn, one at Maltesholm and one at 
HitIlekis in Viistergotland. The others are A.-B. Ifoverken, BromoIla, and Klagshalllns 
Cemeniverks A.-B., Klal(shamn, with factories in Skane, A.·B. Visby Cemenifabrik, 
Stockholm, Slife Cement A.·B., Slite, and A.·B. Vallevikens Cemenfjabrik, Liirbro, with 
factories on the island of Gotland, Olanas Cemc·nt A.·B., Stockholm, with a factory 

. at Degerhamn on the island of Oland, and also A.·B. Gullhogens Bruk, Skovde. 

THE BRICK INDUSTRY.' 

The varieties of building-brick in. general use, e. g. conimon-bricks, 
facing-bricks, tiles, hollow tiles, rive,tting-tiles etc. and also drain-
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tiles, are made out of the ordinary more or less impure sur
face clay. 

~nother group of brick-products is obtained from the fireproof 
clay. of Skane mined either along with coal or in the north-ea,st of 
the province as china clays. Among the bricks of this class may be 
mentioned chamotte-bricks, which are made of raw, fireproof shale mixed 
with a calcined pulverized material of the same kind (chamotte or grog); 
th'ey are used for blast-flll"llaces and for all other industrial purposes. 
In this group may be also classed vitrified bricks, such as fioortiles, 
pavement-tiles and acid-proof bricks etc. The raw material for these 
products consists of certain shales which are burnt to vitrification giving 
a product capable of offering great resistance to mechanical wear and 
tear and t,o chemical action. There may be also mentioned glazed 
sanitary-pipes made of a raw material which is something between 
fire clay and vitrifying clay. 

In a third group there are usually classed certain products, the 
raw material of which consists chiefly of silica, e. g. silica bricks or 
Dinas, which are manufactured out of pure quartz, quartzite or sand
stone along with some lime. Sandlime bricks may also be mentioned. 

The manufacture of common bricks, which is of very ancient origin, 
was at first a subsidiary occupation of farmers the bricks being sold in 
the districts in the vicinity of the brickyards. It was only during 
the latter half of the nineteenth' century that hrickmaking began to 
develop into an independent industry. The drying-process being de· 
pendent on climatic conditions, hrickmaking is usually a distinctively 
seasonal industry in Sweden, it being of rare occurrence for the ma
nufacture to be carried on all the year round. The brickyards have been 
set up in the immediate vicinity of the principal deposits of the raw 
material and in places where there exists a large demand for bricks 
in the neighbourhood. The basin of Lake Miilaren and the province 
Skane are centres of this industry, though large or small brickyards 
exist in all parts of the country. ' 

The foreign trade of common bricks is of comparatively subordi
na~e importance, although at an earlier date there existed a certain 
import from Norway and in the post-war years a temporary import 
- due to the then existing state of the rates of exchange - from 
Germany. Fireproof and vitrified bricks. on the other hand, are Swedish 
export articles. 

The Swedish Brick Industry Association (Sveriges Tegelindustri-
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• Places where about 100 hands are employed. 

Places with II larger number of hands are 
marked with proportlonat.,y larger dots. 

The Brick Industry 

Number of brickworks atthe beginning 
011925 .................................................. _ ..... 231 

Number 01 hands emp'loyed therein ........... 8 000 
(Corresponding to 2.1 % 01 all the 
industrial hands in the country 1 

Value of production in 1924 (mill 01 Kr.l ........ 32,s 
Number 01 Hands 1875 1924 . 
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forening) in Stockholm watches the. common interests of.the industry 
and deals inter alia with the question of standard qualities and sizes, 
a matter of great importance to the industry in Sweden. 

The two principal enterprises in the brick indnstry are Hoganiis·Billesholms A.-B., 
Hoganii.s, noted for their fire· proof brickS, vitrified bricks and glazed sanitary pipes, mann
factnred at Hoganiis, Bjnv, Skromberga, Hyllinge and several other places, and A.-B. 
Miilardalens Tegelbruk, Stockholm, 'where various kinds of bricks for building pur
poses and drainage pipes are made at about twenty works round Lake Miilaren. In 
the provinces surrounding Lake MiilareIi' and Hjiilmaren there are also a large number 
of brickyards such as Upsala-Ekeby A.-B., Uppsala, A.-B. Heby Tegelverk, Heby, 
Tegelbruks A.-B. Walla-Kah'inelI01m, Katrineholm, A.-B. S:t Eriks Le?'varufabriker, 
Uppsala, Sala Tegelbruks A.-B., Salll), Harge B?'f~k, Hammar, A.-B. Ma?'ks Tegelbruk, 
6rebro, Vrena Tegelbruk owned by Backa-Hosjo A.-B., Sparreholm, Lundqvist &: 
Huddens Te,qel- &: Triivaru A.-B:s brickyards at Knivsta and Vittinge, Fyrist'alls 
Tegelbrulc, Uppsala, and Kttngshagens Tegelbruks A.-B., Nykoping. Apart from 
the above· mentioned Hoganiis-Company, the Skane clay deposits are utilised at a 
number of works, among which the following may be noted: A.-B. Ifoverken, 
Bromolla, A.-B. Lomma Tegelfabrik, Lomma, Borringe and 'Yddin,qe Tegelbmk, Bor
ringe, Minnesbergs Tegelbruks A.-B., Triilleborg. Among the brickyards in the west 
of Sweden the following may be mentioned: Sfekens Trgelbruk, Agnesberg, A.-B. 
Nabbensbergs Tegelbl'Uk, Viinersborg, A.-B. porssa Tegelbruk, Boras, Slottsmollans Tegel-
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brok, owned by Wallb"g' Falwjk. A.·B., Halm.tad. In Smilllnd lind Ostergotland may 
be noted l'ygiirde Ttgdlwuka A.·B., Smedby, and A.·n. Forerrade Tegtllwllkrn, Linkoping. 
Finally tbe ebimney·building firm of K. LundgrNl, Gavle, may be mentioned, which 
make. brick. for ehimney. at Upsala Norra Tegelbrnk. 

THE MANUFACTURE OF DUTCH TILES, EARTHENWARE 
AND COMMON POTTERY. These branches of industry are very closely 
allied to brickmaking and are frequently carried on by the same makers. 
The manufacture of dutch tiles has its principal seat in the Upsala 
district, the raw material employed consisting of the calcareous marl 
or glazed·tile clay present in the soil there. The production embraces 
chiefly tilea for the exterior or interior facing of stoves and walls etc. 
The manufacture of .tile·stol"es. (generally used in Sweden for domestic 
heating purposes), which during the 'eighties and 'nineties of last 
century reached a. great height of prosperity, has during the last few 
decades diminished in consequence of the increasing employment of 
domestic radiators. The manufacture of earthenware and common 
pottery is carried on at several tileyards and brickyards and also at 
some smaller earthenware factories. The output consists mainly of 
Bower·pots, dishes, basins, vases and other pottery products, both plain 
and ornamented. 

Among tbe brancbea of industry in question tbe following enterprises may be 
noted, BOme of wbicb bave been already ruentioned nnder tbe brick industry: Hiiga· 
nii.·BilIelltalm. A.·B., C:p.ala·Ekeby A.·B. and A.·B. S:t Erik. Lervarufalwik"; and 
also Kakelfabrika A.·B. i Karlskrona, Karlskronll, SnndbiickB Kakelfabriks A.·B .• 
Kllimar and A.·B. IWUjIJ Stenkiirlsfabrik, Riitt\"ik, etc. 

THE CHINAWARE INDUSTRY. 

The manufacture of what is called .real china. is supposed to have 
originated in China, where it was carried on as early as 200 years 
before the Christian era; but the thin, transparent Chinese porcelain 
was not successfully imitated in Europe until the beginning of the 
eighteenth century, when the suitability of china clay for the purpose 
was discovered by chance. A factory was built at Meissen in Ger
many, and it placed its chinaware on the market for the first time at 
the Leipzig }'air held in 1715. The manufacture of ordinary china
ware (faience) was carried on in Europe as early as the Middle Ages; 
but it was not until the middle of the eighteenth century that the 
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• Places where about ,go hond! are employed. 
Places with a larger number of handa are The Chinaware Industry 

Number of porcelain and faience works at 
the beginning of 11125 ..............................• , ..... 6 

Numberof hands employed therein .......... 2300 
(Corresponding to 0,6 % ofall the 
industrial hands in the country) 

Value of production in 11124 (mill. of kr.) ......... g,2 

celebrated Wedgewood-ware factory was established in England, which 
has been of such great importance in the development of European 
china manufacture. 

The first china factory in Sweden was established in 1726 at 
Rorstrand, Stockholm, and the second in 1758 at Marieberg, also in 
Stockholm; t~e latter was afterwards taken over by the Rorstrand 
firm and closed down at the end of the century. At those factories 
the manufacture was carried on at first with Upsala clay and the 
goods produced were coated with a white opaque glaze. The Ror
strand works have now (1926) been transferred to Goteborg. The 
Gustafsberg factory was established in 1827 and there - as at Ror
strand a couple of decades earlier - the manufacture was carried on 
according to the English lines. Since the 'seventies of last century the 
Swedish china industry has undergone ~ technical development which 
has won for its productions, especially its art objects, the high approval 
of purchasers aU over the world. 

During the present century the Swedish china industry has de
veloped both qualitatively and quantitatively. Besides the manufacture 
of household articles, the production of what is called »sanitary-ware» (for 
the kit.chen, bathroom and lavatory), and' that of porcelain mountings for 
electrical apparatus, have become quite, an extensive business. On the 
initiative of the Swedish Sloyd Association and in co-operation with 
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prominent Swedish artists, low-priced articles for everyday use have 
been given a more artistic form and the Swedish output of such goods 
hal gained the highest international recognition_ 

By the increased use of mt'chanical aids and of improved methods 
of manufacture the Swedish chinaware industry has about doubled 
it. production during the last quarter of a century_ About two
thirds of the home demand is nowadays supplied by the Swedish 
factoriel. Exports are of comparatively small importance. 

The two above-mentioned principal factorie8 in thi8 hranch are now owned 
reBpeetively by A.-B_ Gmtav./)erg. Fabrikointrt •• enfer, Gnstavsberg, and A_-B_ Ror
,frand. Por.linl/abriker, Goteborg. Betwpen 1911 and 1918 three other enterprises 
were eotablished in this branch, viz_ A.·B. Lidkoping. Por./intl/abl-ik. Lidkoping. Gat'ie 
pOf'lIin./abrikl A.-B .• GAvle, and A.-B. Karlskrona POf'.iino/abrik, Karlskrona. 

THE GLASS INDUSTRY. 

The manufacture of glass may be described as one of the most 
ancient industrit'l of Sweden, for it is stated that "glass-masters" were 
working there as early as the fifteenth century_The first Swedish 
glassworks that is known of obtained its privileges from King J ohan III 
at the close of the sixteenth century; and during the following century 
charters were granted for the establishment of new glassworks. In 
the eighteenth century great endeavours were made to stimulate in
dustrial activity in Sweden in many directions and amongst others in 
the art of glassmaking. During this latter period a number of new 
glassworks were set up in various parts of the country, among 
these being the still-existing factories at Limmared (1740) and Kosta 
(1741). Finally during the course of last century additional glassworks 
were built, more especially in Smli.land, in order to satisfy the then 
rapidly increasing demand - which has since kept up - for simple 
varieties of household glass, lamp-glasses, bottle-glass and window-glass. 

Since nearly all the raw material for the glass-industry has to 
be imported - it is only wiD dow-glass and bottles that can be made 
of Swedish glass-sand - it is remarkable that the industry should 
have developed as much as it has, especially as countries with supplies 
of cheap coal must possess far more favourable conditions than does 
Sweden for the maintenance of an industry that requires such a large 
amount of fuel. The explanation of this is considered to be the technical 
skill of the Swedish workman, allied to his predilection for· work 
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Bottle-glass machine at w01-k (Surfe Glassworks)_ 

demanding that great accuracy which is of such pre-eminent importance 
in the glass-industry_ Other factor~ are the technical managers' skill 
in organization and their other qualifications for their work. 

The grouping of so many glassworks in the eastern part of the 
province of Kronoberg is supposed to be due to the fact that during the 
course of years the technical skill of the employees and staff at the 
Kosta Works has gradually spread to the neighbouring districts and 
has there been utilized by other enterprising business men with a fund 
of initiative; there is also the fact that the forests in the vicinity 
furnish large, supplies of fuel at small cost. 

The Swedish glass·industry is able on the whole to satisfy the 
entire home demand for household glass and bottle-glass and the 
greater part of the demand for wi9dow-glass. Thanks to the ex
tremely high quality of the Swedish product there also exists a by 

'no means negligible export. The Swedish ornamental glasses, especi
ally from Orrefors and Kosta, have gained a. world-wide reputation 
owing to their highly artistic form and ' their dec~rativeness. 

The ma.nufac,ture of household g!l\SSware, ornamental glassware, and lamp-glasses, 
is carried on by about 20 different works, among which the following are the principal: 
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The Glass Industry , I 
~==============~I 

Number of glassworks at the beginning 
of 1925... .... .. . .53 

Number of hands employed therein .5300 
(CorrespondIng to I., j. of all the' 
industroal hands in the country .• 

Value of production in 1924 (mIll. of Kr.. .. 20,8 

Number of Hands 1875 1924 -
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A.-a. ~ARTO Afl KA INSTITUTE 

IiOBfa gla.br"k In Smaland and Eda glaBbruk in VArmland, - both owned by A.-B. 
Dr S.",mka KriBfallglasbrukm, Stockholm, - Orrf/orB BrukB A.-B_, Orrefors, 
Pvktberg. gla.,,",k, owned hy A.-R. Art-id BohlmarkB Lamp/abrik, Stockholm, A.-B. 
JoAaWl/or. GltulbMlk, Emmaboda, and Linlmaredll bruk, the latter owned by A.-B. 
Frtdr. Brmtwifz, Limmared, and FoglavikB glasbMlk, owned by Ornberg & AnderBBonr 
A.-B., Goteborg. Also the following: A.-B. Ho/mantorpB Kya GlaBbruk, Hovmantorp, 
A.·B. ROBdaia GlaBbMlk, Norrhnlt, Skrll/B Nya GlaBbMlkB A.-B., Skruv, A.-B. A/orB 
GlaBbMlk, Emmaboda, Skd,aska .4tfikJabrikmB gTasbruk, Perstorp, Solve8borgB GlaB
bMlk, Solves borg, and 1{jiirtRjli glaBbMlk, which is owned by A.·B. KriBfalll'et'ken, EsHiv. 

The manufacture of bottle-glass is carried on by some teu works, of which 
A.-B. Surtt-Liljedahl, Snrte, is the largest. The following may also be meutioned: 
Artliis bMlk, Osterling, Arboga GlaBbMlk, Arbogs, Hammar. GlasbnlkB A.-B., Askersond, 
and Sund. GlasbrukB A.-B., Ang. Within this branch a certain concentration has been 
elre<'ted, by which the majority of the eoterprises have entrusted their sales to 
BllfeljgTaBbMlken. Forsiiljning' A.-B_, Stockholm. 

The Swedish window-glass works nomber IS in all. Sb: of them, among which 
are tbe two largest, viz. Glava glassworks in Varmland and Sando glassworks in VAster· 
norrland, are owned by FiinstergTasbMlkfnB A.·B., Glava glasbmk. The following may 
al ... be mentioned: A .• B. Emmaboda FOnBferglasbruk. Emmaboda, and KarlsfadB Gla,· 
bMlk, Karlstad. 
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THE SAWMILL INDUSTRY. 

The sawmill industry is the most important of all the Swedish 
industries. The value of the sawmill products exported annually 
constitutes one-fifth of the total exports for the whole kingdom. The 
total number of persons engaged in this industry, including sawmill 
hands,. tree-fellers and floaters, is not far short of 100,000. Sweden 
possesses all the natural resources for this industry, as has been 
shown in detail by Professor Gunnar Andersson in the article he 
contributes to these pages on "Sweden's Natural Resources in relation 
to Industry" (see p. 3). 

During the first half of the. nineteenth century the sawmill m
dustry was transformed at a rapidly increasing rate fl'om numerous 
small mills into large·scale industrial enterprises. At the same time, 
the industry moved steadily nOl'thwards into N orrland with its vil'tually 
untouched timber resources, and what were for that period large water
driven sawmills were erected close to waterfalls and rapids. When 
at a later period steam-power commenced its triumphal march through 
the world, and sawmills came to be driven by steam, the timber iu
dustry underwent a complete revolution. The sawmills no longer 
needed to be near waterfalls but could be removed to shipping ports 
at the river mouths, thereby eliminating the costly transport of the 
sawn goods. At the same time steam-sawing led to increased pro
duction and better products, while shavings and waste timber provided 
cheap fuel for the boilers. 

The first steam sawmill in Sweden was erec~ed at Vifsta Varf in 
1848. In the course of the following decades the number of mills 
increased rapidly, and at the same time the expansion of the wood
goods industry was facilitated) by favourable changes in commercial 
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policy. The Swedish export. duty on sawn goods was abolished in 
18G3, and the British and French import duties on Swedish deals 
and boards were removed a year or two later. Moreover, the establish. 
ment of joint-stock companies greatly facilitated the financing of costly 
steam sawmill plants and the acquisition of forests. 

The perhaps somewhat too rapid expansion of the sawmill industry 
was interrupted in 1874, when a heavy decline in the prices of wood
goods set in, that led to a violent and protracted crisis. However, 
this crisis had the effect of forcing the companies to adopt more 
rational methods, such as a more careful utilization of the timber in 
the foresta, the introduction of up·to·date methods in the sawmills, 
the output of more completely finished woodgoods, and a more com
plete utilization of waste products. Most of the sawmills at present 
existing in Norrland were established in the 'seventies and 'eighties, 
and during the past quarter of a century these have kept consistently 
abreast of technical development. Steam has now to a large extent 
been replaced by electric power, especially at places where the waste 
can be employed more profitably in the manufacture of woodpulp 
than aa fuel. 

The construction and development of the floatingways have 
formed an important factor in the history of the Swedish sawmill 
industry. Some 200 million kronor have been expended on their 
improvement by dredging the rivers, straightening the river-banks 
and constructing timber·flumes for carrying the logs past rapids and 
falls; and the result is a network of excellent waterways for trans
porting timber, that has probably no equal anywhere in the world. 
The extent of this net may be gauged by the fact that the average 
distance from felling·place to waterway in the Norrland forest areas 
has been estimated at less than two and a half miles. The total' 
length of the timber·floating ways is not less than twice that of all 
the Swedish railways together. The floating of the timber is generally 
carried out by a floating association for each waterway, the members 
of which are the timber-owners; the association carries out the floating 
at cost price. The number of such associations is now about 200. 

The sawmill industry obtains the greater part of its raw material 
from its own forests (in Norrland 55-60 %; in central and southern 
Sweden 65-70 %). The remainder is purchased in the form of either 
felled timber or standing trees on Crown or private domains. The 
trees to be felled are marked in the summer, whilst the "driving", i. e., 
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THE TIMBER INDUSTRIES. 

THE SAWMILL INDUSTRY. 

The sawmill industry is the most important of all the Swedish 
industries. The value of the sawmill products exported annually 
constitutes one-fifth of the total exports for the whole kingdom. The 
total number of persons engaged in this industry, including sawmill 
hands, tree-fellers and floaters, is not far short of 100,000. Sweden 
possesses all the natural resources for this industry, as has been 
shown in detail by Professor Gunnar Andersson in the article he 
contributes to these pages on "Sweden's Natural Resources in relation 
to Industry" (see p. 3). 

During the first half of the nineteenth centurj the sawmill m
dustry was transformed at a rapidly increasing rate from numerous 
small mills into large,sdale industrial enterprises. At th!l same time, 
the industry moved steadily northwards into N orrland with its virtually 
untouched timber resources, and what were for that ~eriod large water
driven sawmills were erected close to waterfalls and rapids. When 
at a later period steam-power commenced its triumphal march through 
the world, and sawmills came to be driven by steam, the timber in
dustry underwent a complete revolution. The sawmills no longer 
needed to be near waterfalls but could be removed to shipping ports 
at the river mouths, thereby eliminating the costly transport of the 
sawn goods. At the same time steam· sawing led to increased pro
duction and better products, while shavings and waste timber provided 
cheap fuel for the boilers. 

The first steam sawmill in Sweden was erected at Vifsta Varf in 
. 1848. In the course of the following decades the number of mills 
increased rapidly, and at the same time the expansion of the woo'd
goods industry was facilita~ed! by favourable changes in commercial 
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policy. The Swedish export duty on sawn goods was abolished in 
1863, and the British and French import duties on Swedish deals 
and boards were removed a year or two later. Moreover, the establish
ment of joint-stock companies greatly facilitated the financing of costly 
steam sl1wmill plants and the acquisition of forests. 

The perhaps somewhat too rapid expansion of the sawmill industry 
WaR interrupted in 18U, when a heavy decline in the prices of wood
goods set in, that led to a violent and protracted crisis. However, 
this crisis had the effect of forcing the companies to adopt more 
rational methods, Buch as a more careful utilization of the timber in 
the forests, the introduction of up-to-date methods in the sawmills, 
the output of more completely finished woodgoods, and a more com
plete utilization of waste products. Most of the sawmills at present 
existing in Norrland were established in the 'seventies and 'eighties, 
and during the past quarter of 0. century these have kept consistently 
abreast of technical development. Steam has now to a large extent 
been replaced by electric power, especially at places where the waste 
can be employed more profitably in the manufacture of woodpulp 
than as fuel. 

The construction and development of the floatingways have 
formed an important factor in the history of the Swedish sawmill 
industry. Some 200 million kronor have been expended on their 
improvement by dredging the rivers, straightening the river-banks 
and constructing timber-flumes for carrying the logs past rapids and 
falls; and the result is a network of excellent waterways for trans
porting timber, that has probably no equal anywhere in the world. 
The extent of this net may be gauged by the fact that the average 
distance from felling-place to waterway in the Norrland forest areas 
has been estimated at less than two and a half miles. The total' 
length of the timber-floating ways is not less than twice that of all 
the Swedish railways together. The floating of the timber is generally 
carried out by a floating association for each waterway, the members 
of which are the timber-owners; the association carries out the floating 
at cost price. The number of such associations is now about 200. 

The sawmill industry obtains the greater part of its raw material 
from its own forests (in Norrland 55-60 %; in central and southern 
Sweden 65-70 %). The remainder is purchased in the form of either 
felled timber or standing trees on Crown or private domains. 'fhe 
trees to be felled are marked in the summer, whilst the "driving", i. e., 
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Current timber floating in Norrland. 
The most important task of the floater is to "keep the timber moving". 

the felling of the trees and their conveyance to the river,takes place 
in the winter, when the wood is at its best and the snow facilitates 
transportation. After the logs have been brought down to the river, 
they are duly measured as to dimensions. 

When the ice breaks up in' spring, the floating ' begins. Al
together some 20,000 men are engaged in the various operations 
connected with timber floating, such as rolling the logs down into 
the water; preventing and clearing jams at rapids, bridges and other. 
critical points; assisting in the towing or hauling out of the logs, 
collected within boom traps in lakes and other still waters, by 
means of floating capstans, etc. Some of the men are detailed 
to clear the rivers of logs which have beached along the banks or 
fouled in the rapids. It is estimated that every year from tl/s to 
2 % of the logs sink or are otherwise lost on their journey to the 
coast. The final stage in the floating is the sorting of the logs, 
which as a rule is done at sorting-places near the mouths of the 

. rivers. Some of these are very extensive; one at Sandslan, in the river 
Angermaniilven, employs no less than 900 men. The logs belonging 
to the various owners are sorted out by the aid of marks driven into 
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Raft-building on Lake Fryken_ 
The timber Is collected and clamped together into rafts, for towing across the still waters_ 

the ends of the logs before they are floated. The logs are then towed 
away to their respective mills. 

Here the logs are received in an enclosure in front of the saw
mill ahut off by booms, whence they are moved up to the arched 
runway on which chain-conveyors draw them into the mill, where 
they are immediately sawn np. The timber to be sawn during the 
winter is usually rolled on shore in the autumn and piled up near 
thfl mill. The transformation of the logs into deals and boards takes 
place in machine· driven gang saws, provided with saw-blades cor
rt'sponding in number to the number of deals, battens or boards to 
be obtained from the log. Wht'n large timber-has to be "square-sawn", 
the logs are first of all levelled on two sides, after which they are 
turned a quarter of a turn before the sawing proper begins in the 
nt'xt gang- saw. The timber is then carried automatically to circular 
aawl to be edged. After being sorted according to dimensions and 
qualities, the sawn goods are brought out either into the woodyard 
where they are piled to be seasoned and dried for one or more months, 
or, less frequently, to drying kilns, where they are dried by steam. 
Before shipment, the goods are finally graded and marked. 
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The Bollsfa Sawmill on the River .A.ngermaniilven (Graningel,erkms A.·B.). 
From the timber enclosure with its sorting channels, visible in the centre, the logs 
are conducted into the mill on the right, whence the sawn goods are transported on 
an elevated track to the woodyard on the left. In the centre nt the pottom of the" 

photograph are seen log piles for winter sawing. 

The small wood produced during sawing operations is converted 
by means of re-sawing- and cross-cut saws into boxboards, staves, laths, 
broomstick squares or other small articles. Waste wood can be cut 
up by special machines for either boiler-fuel or pulpwood; it can 
also be used for makin.g charcoal. Several sawmills have long been 
producing charcoal for the Swedish iron industry, either in kilns or 
in special charcoal furnaces. 

Many Swedish sawmills have planing-mills, where. the wood
goods after careful drying are subjected to further finishing processes 
before shipment. 

The output of the Swedish sawmills, which increased rapidly 
during the last few decades of the nineteenth century, has not,on the 
whole, been maintained in the present century, for the rate of timber-
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The txin'ior oJ the .awmill building at Skoghall near Karlstad and the timber-basins 
(Udtkholmtl A_-B.). 

felling had reached, and even exceeded, the annual regrowth of the 
forests. To some extent, this excessive felling has been justified by the 
ample supply of old trl'l's, but when this once has been exhausted, there is 
a dsnger that the regrowth will not suffice to fill the demand, and that 
the sawmill industry will be obliged to restrict its activities. This 
problem has been dealt with in some detail by Professor Gunnar 
Andersson on pp. 21 and 28. Determined efforts have therefore been made 
to assure future timber supplies by means of a more rational forest 
culture. A pioneer in this direction was Dr. Frans Kempe. In addition 
to his successful management of the Mo & Domsjo A.-B's sawmills 
he set on foot extensive phyto-biological investigations and did valuable 
work by draining marshy woodland and bogs in N orrland · and con
verting them into productive forest-lands. 

Swedish. exports of sawmill products (deals, battens, boards; box
boards and planed goods) have nndergone great variations in the past 
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InteriOl' of a modern sawmill with tllree-ltvel ji001·. 

(Skoghall Sawmills, Uddeholms A_-B.) · 
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quarter of a century, &8 may be seen from the accompanying graph. 
In 1924 they totalled one million standards, or 4.2 million cubic metres, 
with a total value of about 250 million kronor. The exports in that 
year amounted to about 70 % of the produc
tion. In addition, exports of unmanufactured 
and hewn woodgoods, such as pitprops, sleepers, 
Ipan and masts, were recorded to the value 
of nearly 24 million kronor. Of the foreign 
markets for Swedish woodgoods, England and 
France come first, followed by Holland, Ger
many, Belgium, Spain and Denmark. 

The diagram on p. 168 shows that the num
ber of hands in the sawmill industry as regis
tered by the statistics has been fairly uni
form for the last twentyBve years at about 
40,000, except in 1900 and 1920, when the 
demand for wood goods necessitated a temporary 

FranB Ktmpe. 
b. 1847 d. 1924 

increase. In estimating the number of individuals depending on this 
industry for employment, regard should also be had to the tree-fellers 
and the log-floaters &8 well as to those employed in the woodpulp 
and iron industries. Forest work gives employment in the winter 
leason to about 150,000 men, the greater number of which are farm-
.. C.b~ ers, and for the floating operations in 
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the summer months Bome 20,000 men 
are required. 

The interests of the sawmill indus
try are looked after and promoted by the 
Swedish Wood Exporters' Association 
(Svenska TravaruexportfOreningen) 
Stockholm, founded in 1906. The Asso
ciation watches the trend of the wood
goods market, sends its members period
"ical reports of timber sales, records the 
development in foreign markets, etc. 

II .. uo I 

From the map on the next page it 
will be seen that the sawmill industry 
is centred largely along the Norrland 

coast and particularly in Vasternorrland, where a fourth of the total 
sawmill labour in the country is p.mployed. Here we find the two largest 
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The Sawmill 
s try I n d u 

Numberofsawmills and planing 
mills atthe beginning ofl925 ...... .1185 

Number of hands employed 
therein .....•...........•...................•.. 41500 
(Corresponding to 10,9 % of 
ali the industrial hands in the 
country) 

Value of production in 1924 
(millions of Kronorl ........... : ...... 336,2 

• Pillce$where~ 
.b.aD.4l erB em"ployed. 
Places with 8. larger 
number of hands ere 
marked with propor~ 

Number of Hands 1896-1924 * 
r-------~--------------~~----,~OCO 

r-----------------------Ir----~~OCO 

t-----------------------.r----~~OCO 

r_----~----------------.r----~~ooo 

r-----I_--------------__ ----~~OCO 
r-----~----------------Ir--il~410c0 

r_----~--~------_;._--.r--,.~~OCO 

r_----~------~~_; __ --.r--,.~~OCO 
r-----I_--~--it--il--__ --_I~~OCO 
~=_--~--__ --_t~~I_--Ir--il~~~ 
~ __ --~--__ --~~_; __ --.r--,.~~OCO 
~ __ --~--__ --~~_; __ --.r--,.~~OCO 
~ __ --~--_.--~~_; __ --.r--,.~~ooo 

~I_--I_--~--it--~--_I--_I~~OCO 
~ __ --~--__ --~~_; __ --~--__ ~~OCO 

r-.---,.---it---~--__ r__i1_--~.,310c0 
r-__ --~--__ --~~_; __ --~--_.~OOooo 
~I_--I_--~--il--~--_I--_I~~OCO 

r-I_--~--__ ---t~_;I_--~--il_i~ooo 
~ __ --~--__ --~~_; __ --~--__ ~~OCO 
~ __ --~--__ --~~_; __ --~--__ ~~OCO 
r-__ --~--__ --~~_; __ --~--_.~~OCO 

~1_--1_--~--il--~--_I--_t~~OCO 

ri~_i~-i~-Ir-__ - __ -~.,~OO9 
~I_--I_--~---It--~--_I~_t~~ooo 
~ __ --~--__ --~~_; __ --~--_.~~OCO 
r-__ --~--__ r-~t_~ __ --~--__ _lOOOCO 

~I_--Ir--it--il--__ --_Ir__t~ 190c0 
r-I_--it--__ r_-tt-~I_--~--il_i 180c0 
~1_--I_--it--il--_I--_I~_t~170c0 
r-~~ __ --_it---~--__ r__il_--~ . ., 160c0 

r-I---it--__ r--tt-~I_--~--il_i 150c0 
r-1---it--__ r--tt-~I_--~--_I_i140c0 
r-I_--it--_Ir_-tt-r-I_--~--_I_i 13000 
r-~--__ --_it---~--__ r__i.---~., 120c0 

1-. It has been impossible to give the nurn .. -
ber of persons em plowed before 1896 as it 

t- was only in that ue"" that sawmill labour 
f- was included in the official statistics. 

r Ch;;;41::~:~ ii:c~:::~~ut~ei~t~~:pO:. -

t- 11000 
t- 10000 

t- 9OcO 

t- 8ooo 
~ __ --~--_.---.~_;._--~--~~70c0 
~1_--1---~--it--il--_I--_I~60c0 

~1_--1---~--it--~--_I--_I~5ooo 

~1_--1_--~--it~iI--_I--_t~40c0 

~1_--1-·~~--it--il--_I--_t~3ooo 
~ __ --~--__ --~t-_; __ --~--~~20c0 

~l_~I_--I---~--il·--il--_I_i10c0 

~18·9L6--~IOOO-----~··~~I·O~--1·5~--~~--~1~~~O 
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lawmill diatricts: that of Hiirnosand, along the lower course of the 
river Angermaniilven, and that of Sundsvall, around the mouth of the 
river Indalsiilven. But in other parts of Norrland, too, notably in 
the province of GavleboTg, the timber industry haa attained consider· 
able proportions. 

The principal eaw·miIJ enterprises in the provinces of Norrbotten and Viister. 
botteD are aa follow.: M,mk .... nd. A.-B., Lulea, with saw-ruilJs at Munksund, St.,r· 
fo ... and BergnikeD, S"'''8ka Triit'aru A.·B. Kenri, Seskaro, Bergbonr, St'(lnbtrg &: C:o. 
A.-B_, Kalix, Fortuna Sdgt,"k (H_ Peder.t1') , Batskiirsniis, A_-B. Sc1lar;nI/ Siine.·, 
l:mea, with I18w-miIJ ('I08e to Skelleftea, Siit'enii. "'~"a A_-B_, Kallholmen, BU"e A_-B., 
BoreS. A.-B. Robert_/or., Robertsfors. Holmsulld. A.-B. aod Sandt';k, .In.qsd.q' A.-B., 
both at HolmRund, and NordmaUng, An9,dg. A.-B., Nordmaling. - In the province of 
JAmtland the followiog may be noted: A.-B. Tegt/ol" "erk, Jarpen, with saw-mills 
at TrAognikeo and Pilgrimstad, ... ·B. Ocke Ang.dg, Oeke, H;BBm%," A.-B., Hissmo
fo .... and Brikke Ang8dg (E. Edlin.q), Briieke. 

The more important eaw-mills in the provinl'e of Viisternorrland may be fonod 
on the spedal map appended, Bod are given below in alphabetical order. (The refer
eoc .. , in br ... kets are to the map.) 

1 . .lIne An:J.d!I (A. Strandbe"g) , Om
skOldsvik, with eaw-mm at Alne 
':A 3). 

2. Adar"'ilea Ang.d.q. A.-B., Sondsvall, 
with saw-milia at Ankarsvik (0 3). 
)lymii' (0 8), Johsnnesniis (C 3) and 
GUBtafshsOlO (03). 

.1. BjlWktf A.-B., BjorkAbrok, with saw
mill at Lugnvik (8 2). 

4. Bodull.' Ang.dg, Omskiildsvik, with 
I18w·miIJ at Dodum (A 8). 

5. Dynii. A.-B., Vlija, with eaw·mills at 
Dynlia (82) and Vaja (B 2). 

6. J. A. EnI.lWning. Triiva.... A.-B., 
Sondsvall, with I18w-mills at Kubiken
borg (03), Heffner (0 3) snd Knrls
vik (0 a), employing a total of 900 
meD. 

7. ErikBdal. lIya Trii"a,'U A.-B., Sunds-
1'811, with saw-mm at Eriksdal (C 3) 
(not running). 

8. Joiw.. A.:B., Kopmanholmen, with 
saw·mills at Kopmanholmen (A 3) and 
Niiske (A a). 

9. Graningeverkt1l. A.-B., BoJlstabrok, 
with eaw-mill at Bollsta (B 2). 

10. Hoft·id. T"iimru, A.-B., SundsvaJl, 
with saw-mill at Hovid (C 3). 

11. H;;.qg~-ikR Stfgverk. A.-B., Nordingra, 
with saw-rum at Hiiggvik (83'. 

12. HOrning.llolmB Triil'flru A.-B., Sunds-
vall, with ssw-mill at Homingsholm 
(Ca). 

n. Jollannedals Triivaru A.-B., Sunds
vall, with sDw-mill at Johannedal 
(03). 

U. Kl'Um/Ot·' A.-B., with ssw-milIs at 
Kramfors (8 2) Dnd Jerved (A 3), 
employing a total of 800 workmen 
in this brauch. 

15_ Kung'.7drtlen-MarifbergB A.-B., Stock
holm, with saw-mills at Msrieberg 
(8 2) and Rosso (8 2). 

16. A.-B. Erik Laurent, f!undsvall, with 
saw-mill in the town of Sundsvall 
(03). 

17. Lucksta Angsd.q' A.-B., with ssw-mill 
at Lucksta (0 1). 

18. Lii/udtlenB A.-B., Hiirnosand, with 
saw-mill at LOfndden (C 2). 

19. Mo & DOmBjii A.-B., Hiirnosand, 
with saw-mills st Domsjo (A 3) and 
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THE SAWMILLS INDUSTRY 
and the Woodpulp factories in THE PROVINCE OF VASTERNORRLAND 

Scale 1:1000000 
9 I? ~Okm 

o Sawmill ® Sawmill and Woodpulp factoru .. Woodpulp factory The fi~urea refer to the table in the text 
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The Mo Salumill., Xorrby,kiir (Mo tf: Dom.jii A.·B.). 

Norrbyaklr (Villterbotten pr.), employ
log a total of 700 workmen in this 
braoch. 

20. Mdvib Ang,dg. A.· B., NordiogrA, 
with aaw·mill at MArik (83). 

21. NorD.triim. Ang.dg. A .. B., Nyadal, 
with law-mill at Nornatrom (8 2). 

22. Nrwrvike AngRdgB A.·B., Snodavall, 
with aaw-mill at Gostavsberg (03). 

23. Ramliviken. A.-B., Sprliogeviken, with 
saw·mill at Ramo (B 2). 

24. Ro S4gvwb Nya A .·B., Oriogen, 
with saw-mill at RO (C 2). 

25. Sal.dker. Ang.dg. A.·B., with saw· 
mill at SalsAker (B 3). 

26. Sandviken. Sdgverk. A.-B., DyoA8, 
with IIlw·mill at Raodviken (B 2). 

27. SandO Sdgverk. A.-B., Nyadal, with 
saw·mill at Dal (82). 

28. SkiinvibA.-B.,Skonvik, with saw-mills 
at Skonvik (C 3). Nooks (C 8), Tuoadal 
(08), MatfoN (0 1) and also at Stavre 
and Asaroe (both the last-meotioned 
in the province of JlimtIand), employ
iog a total of 800 workmen in this 
braoch. 

29. Strand. Nya A.-B., Suodsvall, with 
saw-mill at Straod (0 3). 

30. Striimnii8 A.-B., with saw-mill at 
Stromolis (B 2). 

.U. StrUmil T"iiva"" A.-B., Oringen, with 
saw·mill at Koja (B 2). 

32. Sund. A.-B., Sundsvall, with saw
mills at Sund (C 3) and Nyvik (C 3). 

33. Svanii A.·B., Svanobruk, with saw
mills at Svano (82) aDd Ramvik (B 2). 

34. Siirvika Triiexpol·t A.-B., Sundsvall, 
with saw-mills at Sorvik (C 8) and 
Straodvik (0 8). 

35. Torp,hammar. A.-B., with saw-mill 
at Torpshnmmar (not marked on map). 

36. Triil'ar'll A.-B. Svartvik, with saw
mills at S"artvik (0 3), Stockvik (03) 
and Klampenborg (03), employiog a 
total of 700 men in this hranch. 

37. Utvika Triivaru A.-B., Sundsvall, with 
saw·mill at Utvik (0 3). 

38. WijBtavar/8 A.-B., with saw-mill at 
Vivstavarv (C 8). 

.~9. Wi,kan8 A.-B., with saw-mill at 
Viskan (not marked on map). 

40. A.-B. 11andBbro Angsdg, with sa\\"
mill at Alandsbro (C 2). 
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The largest saw-mill enterprises in the province of Gavleborg in order 
from north to south are a~ follows: Stroms Bruks A.-B., Stromsbruk, A.-B. 19ge
Sllnds Bruk, Iggesund, with several saw-mills in different parts of the province, 
employiug a total of over 700 hands, Adolf Ungers Industri A.-B., Lottefors, Runemo 
Sdgverks A.-B., Runemo, Marma Sdgverles A.-B., Marma, Ldng1'ors A.-B., Soderhamn. 
A.-B. Ad. F. Hillman, SOderhamn, Bergvile &: Ala Nya A.-B., SOderhamn, with 
saw-mill at Ala, employing over 600 men, Asbaclea Travaru A.-B., Sandarne, Ljusne
Woxna A.-B., Ljusne, Kopparbel'gs &: Hofors Sdgverles A.-B., Ockelbo, with saw-mill 
at Norrsundet, and als? at Nas and Linghed in the province of Kopparberg, employing 
a total of 700 workmen in this branch, A.-B. F. Jonson &: G:o Eftr., Ockelbo, and 
J(ol'snas Sdgverks A.-B., Gavle, with nearly 800 workmen in this branch. . 

In Central Sweden, the sawmill industry is, quite naturally, best 
represented in the extensive forests of Dalarne, Varmland, and. parts 
of Vastmanland. In the other provinces of Central Sweden sawmills 
are to be found here and there, being often working in combina
tion with some other industry, such as iron production, joinery, etc., 
whilst the Norrland sawmills are seldom associated with any other 
activity than woodpulp production. The greater part of the central 
Swedish mills are situated farther up country, in the neighbourhood 
of railway junctions, or rivers. Many of them mainly supply purely 
local requirements and are only occasionally in a position to export 
their products. 

In the province of Kopparberg the principal firm is Stora Koppm'bergs Be1'gs~ 
lags A.-B., l"alun, with several saw-mills, one for instance at Skutskar (near Gavle), 
which is Sweden's largest saw-mill, employing over 1100 workmen. The following 
may also be noted: Triivaru A.-B. Dalar'ne, Vansbro, with saw-mills at Vansbro and 
Mora etc., Inl'jons Sdgverks A.-B., Insjon, Bro An.qsd.qs A.-B., Vanlthro, Harvilcenl! 
Tt'iivaru A.-B. and Si(jans Sdgverks A.-B.: both at Mora Noret, A.-B. Norsbro Sdg
verksiigare, Leksand, Kloster., A.-B., U.ngshyttan, with saw-mill at Stjiirnsund, and 
Backa Sdg- &: Tegelverks A.-B., Korsnas. 

In the province of Varmland the following may be noted: Billeruds A.-B., 
SMile, with five separate saw:mills, employing a total of 600 men, Uddeholms A.-B., 
Uddeholm, with the Skoghall saw-mill at Karlstad, Travaru A.-B. N. Chr. Jensen, 
Karlstad, and Tullholmen's saw-mill at Karlstad belonging to Siifvedns A.-B., Stock
holm, and also Saffle Sdgverks A.-B., SMile, A.-B. Rotinel'os Bruk, Rottneros, nnd the 
saw·mill at Tocksfors owned by Sannes Soners A.-B., Uddevalla. 

Among the enterprises which operate saw-mills in other parts of the country 
those situated in the provinces round Lake Malaren may be noted first: Gimo-Osterby 
Bruks A.-B., Gimo, with 3 saw-mills in North Uppland, A.-B. Laby Angsdg, Uppsala, 
Olsson &: Rosenlunds A.-B., Stockholm. and Lundqvist &: Huddens Tegel- and Trii
varu A.-B., Stockholm, the two latter with several saw-mills in Upplandj also Becka
Hos,ili A.-B., Spnrreholm, Fot'ssjo Brule and Forsl'jli Triivaru A.-B., both at Katrinehoim, 
Brevens Bruk, Kiismo, Skyllbe1·.qs Bruks A.-B., Skyllberg, Laxd B1'Uks A.-B., Laxa" 
Hasselfors ]3"U"8 A.-B., Hasseifors, Hellefo1's Bruks A.-B., Hallefors, Skinnskattebergs 
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Skuf.kiir Sawmill at the ftlouth of the River Daliilt:en (Stora Kopparberg8 Ber.q8-
lags A.-B.). 

The largest sawmill in Sweden. In the centre of the pie,ture are seen the sawmills 
and the piles of sawn goods; further to the left the sulphite and SUlphate mills; in 

the foreground workmen's dwellings. 

Brukr A.-B., Skinnskatteberg, Ferna Bruks A.-B., Flimabruk, and Slirahammars Bruks 
A.-B., SurBhammar. - In the province of Ostergiitland may be noted Triivarll A.-B. 
ZO:orrkoping. Expot·thyjleri, Norrkiiping, with several saw-mills, FiBkfby Fabriks A.-B., 
Norrkiiping, with two saw-mills, and Bozlwlms A.-B., Boxholm. The largest saw-mill 
enterprises in the province of Smaland nre B1IUlkaholms Sdgverks A.-B., Skaftet, 
SuMadBh·01tI. A.-B., Solstndstriim, and A.-B. Fogel/m'B Bn(k, Fogelfors. 

JOINERY, FURNITURE, AND OTHER WOOD-WARE 
INDUSTRIES. 

This group of industries - which use sawmill products as their raw 
materials -- has now become of no small importance in Swede:\l. Their 
main activities are the manufacture of builders' joinery (doors, window
frames, panels, parquetry flooring material, sectional wooden houses, etc.) 
and furniture; in addition, there are a number of specialties of minor im
portance, such as barrels (cooperage), boot-lasts, veneer, etc. The develop
ment of these industries, as a whole, is indicated in the diagram on p. 175 
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giving the number bf workers employed in the two principal industries. 
It has been impossible to separate the manufacture of builders' joinery 
and that of furniture" as a large number of works are engaged in the 
production of both. As will be seen from the map, these industries 
are largely concentrated, in the provinces of Smaland and Ostergotland. 

The manufacture of builders' joinery on a factoryscale came into 
being in Sweden in the late, 'sixties, but it did not assume considerable 
proportions until the 'nineties, when a heavy demand arose, particularly 
in Germany, for builders' joinery. A host of new undertakings grew 
lip and the favourable conditions led to a rapid development, com
bined with keen competition among the home factories. But with the 
exception of a temporary increase in 1920, the industry has since 
progressed more quietly. The annual output of builders' joinery 
for the last few years has represented a value of from 20 to 25 million 
kronor. About one-quarter of the production has been exported, 
mainly to England, South Africa and the Argentine. Ever since its 
inception, the industry has aimed at mass-production and has been 
characterized by entirely mechanical methods of production and a high 
standard of 'technique. Energetic efforts have been made to attain a 
well-balanced standardization of the production so as to bring down 
costs,and secure for the industry increased competetive capacity. 
,During the last few years, parquetry flooring material has rapidly 
come to the fore, and its, production is tending more and more to 
develop into a special branch of the industry. 

The joint interests of the Swedish makers of builders' joinery, 
more especially as regards foreign trade, are looked after by the Swedish 
Joinery Exporters' Association (Sveriges Snickeriexportforening u. p. a.) 
in Stockholm. 

The principal indul'ltrial enterprises engaged entirely, or for the most part, in 
the manufacture of builders' joinery. are as follows: Bat'k &: Warbul'gs Fornyade 
A.·B. and A.·B. Stromman &: Larsson, both in Goteborg, Triivaru A.·B. Fr. 
Coster &: Co., Uddevalla, and two firms producing ready·made wood-en houses, 
Forssjo Triivaru A.·B., Katrineholm, and A.·B. Triikol, Vansbro. - Sl>enska Snic
keriexportorernas Forsiiljnings A.·B. Stockholm, has charge of the export sales of 
the following enterprises: A.-B. FO,qelfors Bruk, Fogelfors, Westerviks Triivaru 
A.-B., Vastervik, A.-B. Jonkopin,qs' Snicket'ijabrik, Jonkoping, H.ieltevads Nya Tt'ii
joriidlings A.-B., Hjitltevad, A.-B. Ojverums Bruk, Overum, Linde Snickeri- &: Triivat'U 
A.-B., Lindesberg, etc. Further may be mentioned A.-B. Viinerns Triiforiidlingsfabn'k, 

,Lidkoping, A.ngsjors Snickerifabrikers A.-B., Hovslatt, Sandhems Triiva,'u A.-B., Sand
hem, A.-B. Ranten~ Snickerifabrik, Falkoping-Ranten, and }<'innes Snicker~fab"ik, 
Lingbo, and the following situated in their respective towns: .Alin,qsds T"iival'u A·-lJ., 
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• "'-e .. _",r, .boyt tao h'nd. '" ,mplow.d. 
Ptac •• wlf" • "'I" ,. ... "' ... , of lI'rld, .... 

The Joinery and Furniture 
Industries 

Numberol joinery and lurniture lactories 
atthe beginning 0111125...................... ..665 

Numberolhands employedtherein ......... .11900 
(Corresponding to 3,1 % olall the 
Industrial hands in the country) 

Value 01 production in 11124 (millol Kr.l ....... 66,0 

-Number of Handa 1875 1924 14000 
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A.-a. KARTOGRAFISKA INSTITUTEr 

,A,·B. Allt.fa Snickerifabrik, A.·B. Ka,·18tad8Snickerijabrik, Kri8tinehamns Triifijriidlin,q8-
fabrik, A.·B. Norrtiilje Snickerifabrik, Upp8ala Indu8trifabrik (Ohrman & For.berg), 
Upsala j(ek. VerkBtad8 & SnickerijabrikB A.·B. and A.·B. Vii8terd. Triifiiriidling 
and also Snickerifabriken Kondoren at Norrkoping. The following may also be 
mentioned in this connection: Briinnland. Nya Triiforiidling8 A.·B" Brlinnlaod, 
Fager.anna inq.dg, Fagersanna, and A.·B. UljBby Snickerifabrik, Ulvsby. The 
mannfactnre of parqnetry fiooring material is a speciality of the following: A.-B. 
itvidabtrg. lndu.trifr, A.tvidaberg, A.·B. Tannin, VAstervik, Limhamn8 TriiinduBtri 
A.·B., Malmo, and others. 

The Swedish furniture industry does not date farther back than 
the 'eighties, for it was not until then that industrial methods of pro
duction were introduced into the country. But even at the close of 
the century, the industrial production differed from the handicraft 
mainly in its extensive scope. Subsequently a readjustment, in the direc
tion of specialization of production took place, and the factories gradu
ally concentrated themselves on the manufacture of limited classes of 
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furniture, chie~y dining-room, study, and bedroom suites in oak, 
birch, and deal, and also office furniture, whilst other kinds of furniture 
were still chiefly made by independent handicraftsmen. The annual 
values of the output show that this industry was a thriving one 
until the trade depression came in 1921, when it declined rapidly for 
a year or two. At the present time, however, it is once more improving. 
Sweden is favo-urably situated for the industrial production of furniture, 
one advantage being the ample and easily accessible supply of raw 
material. In recent years, furniture manufacturers, by the adoption 
of improved methods of surface finish, have been able to make a more 
extensive- use of home-grown wood. An investigation has shown that, 
in point of value, about 85 per cent of the wood used in furniture 
production is of Swedish origin. Qualitatively, the Swedish furniture 
industry stands on a very high level, being, in general, second to none 
as far as solid and well-executed work is concerned. To a very great 
extent, the models are the work of furniture designers of high artistic 
merit. The industry suffers, however, from overcrowding and its conse-

I 

quent evils. 

The _ following are the largest industrial enterprises which are occupied, entirely 
or for the most part, in the manufacture offumiture: A.-B. Svmska Mobelfabrikerna, 
Bodafors, with several factories in various parts of the country, A.-B. Nordiska Korn
paniet, with workshops in Stockholm and Nykiiping, A.·B. Afvidabergs industriet·, 
Atvidaberg, Gemla Fabt'ikers A.-B., Diii, A.-B. Niissjo Stolfabrik, Nassjii, and Oscat· 
Edv. Ekelunds Snickerifabriks A.-B., Virserum. The following may also he mentioned: 
A.-B. Forenade Mobelfabt'ikerna, LinkiipinE, Tidaholrns Bruks A.-B;, Tidaholm, A. 
&lander &: Soner A.-B., Giiteborg, Trands Mobelfabriks A. B., Trami.s, A.-B. Xykopings 
Ekmobelfabrik, Nykiiping, A.-B. Walfrid St'ensson &: Co., Karlstad, A.-B. Saffle Mobel
fabl'ik and Fabrilcs A.-B. Broderna Jakob.~80n at Saffle, A.-B. Th. Linder &: 0:0, 
Eksjii, A.-B_ Gl.Istaf Flinta, Hedemora, and A_-B_ Hagglund &: Soner, Ornskoldsvik_ 

Of other industries in the woodgoods group, the first place is 
held by the coopm'y industry, which has developed out of an ancient 
handicraft. This industry began to increase greatly during the 'eighties, 
partly in connection with the rapid growth of the dairy industry, 
which required an ever-increasing number of casks for butter exports, 
and partly in consequence of the increased demand from the Bohus 
fisheries for a rationally conducted mass-production of barrels. The 
principal products Qf the industry consist of herring- and meat bar
rels, butter casks, snuff- and soft-soap kegs, tar barrels, and casks for 
ferro-alloys, chemical products, etc. In this connection it may be 
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The tu,.,,;ltg of deal t>tll_ at tire LJIUII~ Ply/cood factory (Lju8fte· Woxna A.·B.). 

mentioned that many of the Swedish sawmills produce considerable 
quantities of barrel staves for export. 

The rise and development of the Swedish boot and shoe industry 
has given birth to a not inconsiderable production of boot· lasts. It 
may be said that the annual production satisfies the home demand ; 
during the last years an export of boot·lasts has grown up. 

The manufacture of plywood is the most important branch of 
the veneer industry. Pine plywood (three· ply or five· ply) is mostly 
used for building purposes, panels, doors, etc.; fir plywood is chiefly 
an export article for tea and coffee chests and chocolate packing 
boxes. Birch plywood is employed for more decorative purposes, for 
chair seats, etc. The advantages of plywood, as compared with deal
boards, are that it does not crack or warp, and that it can be supp
lied in comparatively large sheets without joints. 

The more important and better·known enterprises in the above-mentioned wood· 
.. orking indDatries are as follo"8. The principal bar...,.} factories and cooperiea are: 
C:dd~ralla Tuft"fabriktl c! Triiell", A .. B., Uddevalla, and A.·B . A,lorp. Tlmn/abrik, 
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Astorp, Alviks Mek. Tunnbindel'i, Stockholm, belonging to the firm of Lars Monten, 
of that town. The leading 'enterprise in the manufacture of boot-lasts is Svenska 
Skoliisifab,riken, Stockholm, with factories at Jiirrestad (Kristianstads pr.) and Orebro; 
further may be mentioned A.·B. Malmo SkoUisifabl·ik. - The principal makers of 
veneer are Ljusne· Woxna A.·B., Ljusne, Helgums' Fabriks A.·B., Relgum, A.·B .. Bro· 
holms Threeply Fabl'ik, Alem, A.·B. Bohman &: Johansson, Blomstermiila, A.·B. Tannin, 
Viistervik, SkandinaviIJka Triiimport A.·B., Stockholm, Vimmerby Fanerfabrik, 'Vim
merby, and Edsbyns Triiforiidlings A.·B., Edsbyn. 

Finally, with regard to other special branches of the woodgoods 
industry, it need merely be said that the manufacture of box-boards 
and packing cases has assumed substantial proportions in Sweden, being 
represented not only by the box-board production for export engaged 
in by the sawmills, already referred to above, but also by the out
put of mills specializing in box-board production. The manufacture 
of jmme mouldings is carried on by some ten firms in Sweden, to 
~n extent which just about covers the home demand. The production of 
cotton spools and bobbins for the home and foreign markets is now 
also a Swedish industry of some note. Other specialties in the wood
ware class are cal·t-wheels, tool-handles, spo1-ting goods and toys, peram
bulatol·s, basket-ware and wood-wool. 

Box-boards are made by the majority of the larger saw-mills. Among the fac
tories which specialize in the manufacture of boxes the following may be noted: 
Siifvedns A.-B., Stockholm, Fiirjeniis A.-B., Goteborg, A.·B. Stromman &: Larsson, 
Goteborg, Triivaru-A.-B. Dalarne, Vansbro, and A.-B. Niissjo Lddfabl'ik, Niissjo. -
Among frame moulding factories the following may be mentioned: A.·B. llerm &: Pers
sons Forgylleriefablissement, A.-B. Goteborgs Guldlisifabrik and Forenade Guldlist
fabrikernas A.-B., all at Goteborg, A.-B. Exportlist, Nykoping, J_ A. Edenholm, 
Gustafs, A.-B. S.iogren &: AMberg, Stockholm, and A.-B. Svenska Guldlisifabriken, 
Karlstad. - Bobbins are made by following firms: A.-B. Splinifabriken, Vara, 
and Tostarps Tl'iiforiidlings A.-B., Uddebo; cart-wheels by A.·B. Atvidabergs Indusfrier, 
Atvidaberg, and A.-B. Hjul- &: Parkettfabrikerna, Ranaskog, and tool-handles by A.-B. 
Al"Vika Redskap.Vab'-ik, Arvika, and Stockamollans A.-B., Stockamollan. Among 
makers of sporting goods and toys the following may be mentioned: Gemla Fabri
kers A.-B., Dio, and A.-B. Gemla Leksaksfabrik, Gemla, A.-B. A. W. Nilsson$ Fabri
ker, Malmo (especially perambulators and basket goods), A.-B. ViiBtel'ds Triiforiidling 
and Broderna Sandsfroms Skidfabrik, Stockholm. Cigar-boxes are made by Peltr 
Fricks Fabrikers A.-B., Malmo, wooden fittings and frames by Reiners Ramfabrik &: 
Konstindusil'i, MjOlby. 

THE CORK INDUSTRY. In close connection with the wood
goods industry there is the production of cork goods, which has been 
'carried on in Sweden' for a long time, chiefly in the form of the manu
facture of bottle-corks. This was formerly a handicraft, .but to-day it 
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ill done almost exclusively by ingenious bottle-cork machines. The 
raw material i. cork-bark imported mainly from the cork-tree forests 
of Spain and Portugal. Out of cork-bark there are also made swim
ming- and life-belt., floats, boot-soles and hat-liDings; while cork-clipp
ing. are compressed into insulating material against heat and cold. 
A lubsidiary to the cork industry is the manufacture of linoleum, the 
bulk of the raw material of which is ground cork. 

The prindpal enterprise in thi. branch is A.-B. Wicander, Korkfabriktr, Stock
holm. with f8('toriel both in Stoekholm and in Goteborg, as well as in several places 
_hroad. f'nrther may be mentioned Nya Korkfabriken (proprietor Herman Marten
Alln) and Kot-kinrlu.lribolaget Harald Schroder &: Co., both in Stockholm. 

I.inolenm i. made by Linoltt.m A.-B. l'or~"ag(J, Goteborg. 
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THE WOODPULP INDUSTRY. 

One of the most characteristic features of the economic develop
ment of Sweden during the last few decades has been the wonderful 
expansion of the woodpulp industry. This industry has grown in less 
than fifty years from insignificant beginnings into the second largest 
Swedish export industry. 

As early as the middle of the eighteenth century the Swedish 
paper-mills began to suffer from a shortage of linen rags for paper
making. This led to some drastic legislation intended to remedy the 
difficulty; but, in the hundred years that followed, the demand for raw 
material for paper steadily increased until, in the 'fifties, quite a paper 
famine set in. The newspaper press in particular clamoured for more 
and cheaper paper, which made the situation difficult. Then came 
the discovery, by KELLER, of a method of making paper from wood. 
By grinding wood to pulp he succeeded in 1844 in releasing the 
wood fibres and in producing paper from these. A few years later 
another method was found out in America of liberating the fibres by 
chemical action. Continued efforts to obtain wood pulp in this manner 
led to the invention of the so-called sulphate and sulphite methods, 
the credit of developing the latter of these being chiefly due to a 
Swedish engineer, CARL DANIEL EKMAN. Thanks to his indomitable 
energy he succeeded in 1873, after many years of untiring experiments, 
in producing sulphite pulp, the commercial production of which was 
begun the following year at the Bergvik mills in the province of 

'Gavleborg. This was the beginning of the sulphite pulp industry, 
'Y\"hich has become of such special importance to Sweden. 

The method of manufacturing mechanical wood pulp is briefly 
as follows: The stripped log is ground on rotating: grindstones while 
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water i. poured over it, thereby producing a thin pulp that is afterwards 
freed from coarser particles; the water is then run off and the pulp 
i. pressed between rollers into thick sheets, which are made up into 
bales. Mechanical pulp is marketed either as wet pulp, containing 
about 50 per cent of water, or &8 dry mechanical pulp, in which, by a 
.pecial drying procells, the percentage of water 
hae been reduced to 10 per cent. If, before 
grinding, the wood is lIoftened by steam, a 
brown pulp i. obtained, which has longer and 
.ofter fibre.; on account of its colour however 
it i. only suitable for the manufacture of dark 
wrapping paper, cardboard, etc. 

Chemical wood pulp, or cellulose, is ob
tained by boiling under pressure barked wood· 
billets together with various chemicals, the 
wood being thereby disintegrated and the fibres 
.eparated. The boiling is effected by steam, 
in erect or horizontal boilers of considerable 
dimensions. In sulphate· boiling, a mixture of 

Carl Daniel Ekman. 
b. 1846 d. 1904 

certain alkalis (soda and sodium sulphate) is employed; sulphite·lye, 
on the other hand, consists of a solution of sulphurous acid and calcium 
billulphite, which is passed through acid·towers, often of as much as 
40 metres in height. If the boiling is of longer duration and under 
slighter pressure, so· called "kraft"·pulp is obtained, from which the 
well·known Swedish kraft· paper is made. After boiling, the knots and 
other lumps are removed, and then the pulp is pressed into sheets, 
dried and, if desired, bleached. The chemical pulp is usually sold 
"air·dry", i. e., containing 8-12 per cent of moisture. 

In making sulphate pulp, both pine and fir may be employed, 
but the sulphite pulp industry can use only fir, as pine contains too 
much resin. 

The first mechanical pulp mill in Sweden was built in 1857. At the 
beginning of the 'seventies about ten such mills were in operation, but 
it was not until a decade later that the mechanical woodpulp industry 
began to forge ahead. In the 'nineties interest centred more and more 
on the chemical method of production, and the result was a period of 
prosperity for the cellulose mills. The sulphite industry secured the 
greater share of this. success, but the sulphate mills have, neverthe-
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less, also gone rapidly forward, thanks to their ability to utilize saw
mills' refuse and low-grade timber. The extraordinarily rapid develop
ment of the woodpulp industry, temporarily interrupted by the after
effects of the Great War, is shown by the accompanying graph of the 
movements in production and exports for the years 1875-1924. In a 
Thousandsoftons general way the same movements 
1700,:-=-'-'----'----------., 

may· be followed in the diagram on 
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p. 184, showing the variations in the 
number of workers employed. 

The value of the Swedish woodpulp 
exports, which comprise about 75 per 
cent of the production, has, for the 
last few years, amounted to about 
200 million kronor, or 17 per cent 
of the total value of Swedish exports. 
Sweden is the third largest wood
pulp-producing country in the world, 
only the U. S. A. and Canada being 

. ahead; and its exports are greater 
than those of either of those count
ries. In spite of its own vast produc
tion, the U. S. A. is the principal 
buyer of Swedish woodpulp, Great 
Britain comes next, and considerable 
quantities go to France, Spain, Italy 
and other European countries, and 

markets do in fact exist for it in every quarter of the globe. 
A new field for exploiting cellulose has arisen by the discovery 

during recent years of its extreme suitability for the manufacture of 
artificial silk. 

An important problem for the chemical woodpulp industry is 
the utilization of the valuable constituents of the waste lyes. In 
sulphite production only about half of the wood-pulp is utilized in 
the form of cellulose; the remainder was run off with the waste 
lyes, incidentally polluting the rivers. Intense scientific research has, 
however, been in progress for years with a view to solving this pro
blem, and to-day several bye-products are utilized, the most important 
being resin and turpentine in the sulphate industry and ethyl-alcohol 
in the sulphite. This latter is termed. sulphite spirit, a product 
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which will probably come into extensive use as a motor-fuel, for which 
purpose it is mixed with petrol. The objections formerly raised by 
the temperance party against the general use of sulphite spirit as 
motor-fuel have now to a great extent been removed, since the discovery 
of a luitable meana of rendering the spirit non-potable by the admixture 
of croton aldehyde. Sulphite spirit is produced by the purification 
of the lyes, and the 
lubaequent fermenting 
and distillation of the 
product pretty much by 
the same methods as 
those employed in ordi
nary distilleries. The 
production has not, as 
yet. attained large pro
portions(in 1924, about 3 
million litres of 96-99" 
spirit); but distillation 
plants have now been 
erected at 22 cellulose 
mills in Sweden, with a 
total annual capacity of 
about 20 million litres of 
sulphite spirit. Finally, 
it may be pointed out, 
that in recent years the 
waste-Iyes have come in
to use as a road surface 
material, in consequence 
of their dust-laying pro

Sulphite-boiler at KaNkiir (Korll1liiB Sd.qverkB A.-B.). 

perties. But many more means of utilizing these waste-iyes will 
probably be discovered in the future . 

Two organizations intimately co-operating with each other have 
been founded for the purpose of promoting and safeguarding the 
interests of the wood pulp industry, viz., the Swedish Cellulose 
Association (Svenska Cellulosaforeningen) and the Swedish Wood
pul p Auociation (Svenska Trimasseforeningen), both with their head
quarters in Stockholm. The former represents the chemical pulp in
dustry, and the latter the mechanical. 
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A.· a. KARTOGRAFISKA INSTITUTE 

The following are the most importnnt enterprises in Norrland: In the provinces 
of Norrbotten nnd Vltsterbotten: Munksunds A.·B., Lulea, with sulphate mill nt 
Munksund and pulp·grindery at Byske, A.·B. Sc-harins Sone.r with pulp·grinderies at 
Skelleftea and Umea, Oltl'vikrns A.·B., with sulphite mill at Kallholmen, A.·B. R~ber(8· 
101'8, with sulphite mill at Robertsfors, and HolmsunrlB A.-B., with sulphate mill nt 
Obbola; in the pro of Vlisternorrland (see map on p. 170): Mo &; Domfl,io A.· B., Hiimosand, 
with sulphite millA at Hornefors nnd Domsjo and sulphate mill at Husum, K"all1lol's 
A.·B., with sulphite mill at Kramfors and sulphate mill at Frano, ll'if8faval:f.~ A.·B., 
with sulphite mill at Fagervik and sulphate mill at Wifstavart, Skonviks A.·B., with 
sulphite mill at Ortviken and pulp·grindery at Matfors (the last four large companies 

'each employ over 600 men in this branch), ForBS A.·B., with sulphite mill at Kop. 
manholmen, Gl'aningevfrkens A.·B., with pulp-grindery at Forsse, Bjorkd A.·B., with 
pnlp·grindery at Hullstaniis, Dyniis A.·B., with sulphate mill at Vajn, Svano A.·B., 
with sulphite mill at Svano, Nen~io Cellulosa A~·B., with sulphnte mill at Spriings· 
viken, Utansjo Cellulosa A.·B., with sulphite mill at Utansjo, Sunds A.·B., witll sui ph· 
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The !.qgulmd Sulphite and Sulphate MillB in HiilBin.qland (A.·B. IggesundB Bruk). 
In the centre, the acid tower, where the sulphite boiling lye is prepared. The tower 

to the left belougs to the sulphite·spirit plaut. 

ite mill at SorAker, Triivaru A.·B. Sr:af·tvik, with pulp·grindery at Sorfors aud sulph· 
ite mill at Svartvik, N.vhamnB CeliuloBa A.·B., with sulphite mill at Nyhamn, TorpB' 
Aammare A.·B., with pulp.grindery at 'forpshammar and SUlldBvallB CelluloBa A.·B., 
with aulphite mill at Essvik; in the province of Jiimtland: HdjreBtromB A.·B., with 
sulphite mill at U1riksrors, A.·B. TegejorB Verk, with sulphite mill at Jiirpen, HisB' 
mojo .. , A.·B., with 8ulphite mill at Krokom, Agg/orB A.·B., with pulp·grindery at 
Morail, and Ho.qbrojorU1IB Industri A.·B., with pulp.grindery at Hiiggeuas; and in the 
province of Glivlehorg: Ber.qvik d: Ala Xya A.·B., with sulphite mill at Bergvik 
and aulphate mill at Sandarne, KorBniis Sd.qverks A.·B., with sulphate as well as sulph· 
ite mills at Karsklir (the two last·named companies ~ach employ over 600 men in 
this branch), Sfrom$ BnskB A.·B., with sulpbite mill at Strom, A.·B. Ig.qesundB Bruk, 
with sulphate and sulphite mills as well as pulp·grindery at Iggesund, Adolf UngerB 
["du.frj A.·B., with pulp.grindery at Lottefors, Bergjors A.·B., with pulp·grindery at 
Rergfors, Suljit A.·B. LjuBnan, with sulphite mill at Vallvik, KopparbergB d: HojorB 
SdgverkB A.·B., with sulphate mill at Norrsundet, Mackmyra Sui fit A.·B., with sulphite 
mill at Mackmyra and Sfort'ikB Sulfit A .. B., with sulphite mill at Storvik. 

In the province of Kopparberg the following enterprises may be noted: StOTa 
KopparbergB BergB/ags A.·B., Falun, which, besides the sulphite mill and pulp.grindery 
belonging to Kvamsvedens paper·mill, own sulphite and sulphate mills at Skutskiir 
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(prov. of Upsala). employing 600 workmen, Triivaru A.·B. Dalarne, with pulp-grindery 
at Eldforsen; Wikmanskytte Bruks A.-B., with sulphite mill at Turbo and A.-B .. ForB 
BI'uk, with sulphite mill at Ostanfors. . 

Whilst the majority of the great exporting undertakings in the 
Swedish woodpulp industry are situated in the northern part of the 
country, there are pulp-mills in central and southern Sweden, but they 
are mostly combined with paper-mills, which convert the whole or the 
greater part of the pulp-output into the finished article paper. The 
more important wood pulp mills, situated south of Dalarne, the pro
duction of which are wholly or partly sent out in the market, are 
as follows: 

In the province of Vltrmland: Billeruds A.-B., SMile, employing over 1,000 men 
in this branch at five pulp grinderies, one sulphate and four sulphite mills in dif
ferent parts of the province, UddeholmB A.-B., employing over 700 men in this line 
at sulphite and sulphate mills at Skoghall, A.-B. Miilnbaeka-Trysil, with sulphite mill 
at .Klarafors, pulp grindery at Molnbacka and sulphite mill at Forshaga (this belongs 
to the sister company Forshaga Sulfit A.-B.), pulp grindery at Dejefors (belonging to the 
sister company Dejefors Kroft- oek FabJ'iks A.-B.) and pulp grinderies at Frykfors 
and Edsvalla (belonging to the sister company Frykforll A.-B.). The following may 
also be mentioned here: A.-B. KI-oppstadfors 'Bruk, with pulp grindery at Noreborg 
and Kroppstadsfors, A.-B. RottneroB Bruk, with pulp grindery at Rottneros, A.-B. Eds
mila Bruk, with sulphite mill at Edsvalla, Koklsiifers A.-B., with pulp grindery at 
Kohlsater, Lennart~fors A.-B., with pulp grindery at J.ennartsfors and Adolfsfors A.· B., 
with pulp grindery at Adolfsfors. - In the province of Alvsborg the following may 
be mentioned: Bengtsfors SuTfit A.-B., with sulphite mill at Bengtsfors and A.-B. 
UppeJ'UdB TriimasBefabrik, with pulp grindery at Upperud, Sulfit A.-B. Giiia, with 
sulphite mill at Gota and L,iungaskogs A.-B., with :pulp grindery at /?venljunga; and' 
in the province of Skaraborg: Forsviks A.-B., with pulp grindery at Forsvik. In the 
province of Stockholm may be noted: Forsmarks Bruk, with sulphate mill at Fors 
mark; in the province of Orebro: Hellefol's Bruks A.-B., with sulphate and sulphite 
mills at Annefors and pulp grindery at Hltllefors, Laxd Bruks A.-B., with sulphite 
mill at Lax:\' and Rockharnmars Bruks A.-B., with pulp grindery at Hockhammar; 
in the province of Jonkoping: Ohs Bruks A.-B., with sulphite mills. at Habo and 
Ohs, NiBsajol's TI'iisliperi (G. Lord &: Co.), with grindery at Nissafors, and Rydii Bruks 
&: Fabriks A.-B., with sulphite mill at Rydobruk; in the province of Kalmar: Eds 
CellllloBafabrikB A .. B., with sulphate mill at Edsbruk; in the province of Kronoberg: 
Konga A.-B., with sulphite mill at Konga, and A.-B. Biiksholrns Sulfilfabl'ik, with sul
phite mill at .A.sbeda; and in the province of Halland: Oskar.~frijrn Sulphite Mills 
A.-B., with sulphite mill at Oskarstrom. 

PAPER PRODUCTION. 

The manufacture of paper in Sweden has been carried on for 
almost four hundred years. The industry may. be regarded as the 
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twin-brother of the printing craft_ During the above-mentioned period 
the conqnest of the world by the printed word has led to a growing 
demand for paper and a consequent rapid development of the paper
making industry. 

The difference between olden times and our own is so great 
that modern paper production cannot be said to go farther back than 
the time when the paper-making machine came into use, and woodpulp 
was first utilized as a raw material. Although the first paper-machine 
in Sweden was set up as early as 1832, and mechanical woodpulp came 
into use in 1857, it was not until the 'eighties that a general transi
tion took place at the more enterprising mills to an up-to-date pro
duction of paper, aided by modern technical improvements. Simultane
ously, many of the smaller mills were closed down, so that the total 
number of paper-mills, which about the middle of last century exceeded 
80, had declined at the close of the 'eighties to about half that number, 
to rise again, in our own time, to nearly the above-mentioned figure_ 
In the course of its development, the paper industry has become divided 
into two somewhat different branches, viz., the fine paper mills, manu
facturing chiefly writing, drawing and book paper, and those mills 
which produce wrapping and newsprint paper. 

The production of wrapping paper, newspriut and cardboard 
dominates the Swedish paper industry_ Of the various classes of 
wrapping paper may be noted the well-known Swedish kraft paper, 
which is made of partially boiled, and then ground sulphate cellulose_ 
Newsprint paper is usually manufactured of 75-80 per cent mechanical 
pulp and 25-20 per cent unbleached sulphite cellulose. Among the 
boards produced may be specially mentioned pulp-boards, building 
boards, roofing boards, carpet-lining and leather boards. 

The fine-paper production embraces writing, drawing and book 
papers both of the best and of the medium qualities. The most impor
tant is the "wood-free" paper, by which is meant such as contains no 
mechanical wood pulp. "Normal" paper is paper complying with cer
tain fixed standards for official documents; it is made in four qualities 
and each sheet must be water-marked with the name of the makers 
and the words "Svenskt normal", as well as particulars of quality and 
year of production_ Water-marks as a guarantee of quality are of old 
standing; they are made by means of raised or impressed designs in the 
moulds for hand-made paper, and on a special roller in the paper
machine for machine-made paper_ In addition to the classes of paper 
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above referred to,. there are also made in Sweden a large number of 
special papers, such as tissue paper, blotting paper, impregnated paper, 
wallpaper, etc. 

Before the employment of woodpulp as a raw material, the Swe
dish paper industry produced almost exclusively for the home market. 
The paper industry expanded with the rise of the woodpulp industry, 
and its position as a staple industry may be said to have begun early 
in the present century. The vigorous development which - apart 
T~~ from temporary setbacks durillg the usands of 
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war and other crises - has charac
terized both production and export 
during the fifty-year period 1875-
1924 is shown by the appended graph. 
Of the 524,000 tons produced in the 
latter year, no less than 383,000, or 
73 %, were exported. The value of 
these exports was 123 million kro
nor, representing 10 per cent of the 
total exports of the country. .About 
one half of the export value is made 
up of wrapping paper, and one-third of 
newsprint. Next to Canada, Sweden 

1875 80 85 gO 95 1900 05 10 15 20 25 is held to occupy the leading position 

among the paper-exporting countries of the world. Swedish paper is 
shipped to almost every part of the globe, the chief markets being 
England, U. S . .A., Japan and France. 

Imports of paper and boards are small, and consist chiefly of 
fine paper, such as note, writing and extra qualit,Y paper, photographic 
paper, etc. 

The Swedish paper industry has long enjoyed an excellent 
reputation, and stands at present on a very high level, from both a 
technical and an administrative point of view. It stands in intimate 
connection with the wood pulp industry; to-day, the bulk of the 
paper mills obtain their pulp from their own pulp mills. .As yet there 
is no such collaboration between these industries and the printing and 
bookbinding trades. Fruitful co-operation between Swedish machine 
shops has succeeded in considerably reducing the former ascendency 
of foreign makers of the necessary machinery. J.lt~gether, there would 
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Tile Hall'fa Paptr Millll, in north-taBf Upland (Ho/mens Bruk8- &: Fabrik8 A_-B_)_ 
One of the two largest paper mills in Sweden, driven by electric power from the 
AhkarJeby Falla. The annoal ontpnt is more tban 60,000 tons of newsprint paper. 

seem to be every reason to expect a continued favourable development 
of this industry, which is of such great national economic importance 
to Sweden. 

Most of the paper mills are situated in central and southern Sweden . 
.As will be seen by the map on p. 190, the largest centres are Norr
koping and district, Kvarnsveden and Grycksbo in the provo of Dalarne, 
Hallstavik in Upland and Goteborg and vicinity. It would, of course, 
be of great economic advantage if the paper manufacture coUld be 
carried on, on a larger scale than hitherto, at the woodpulp mills in 
Norrland. 

To look after the joint interests of the paper industry the 
Swedish Paper Mills Association {Svenska Pappersbruksforeningen} was 
founded in 1898 in Stockholm. This association publishes a trade 
journal for the paper industry, the "Svensk Papperstidning". It has 
also done valuable work in co-ordinating selling regulations in the 
paper industry, and in unifying price quotations for certain uniform 
qualities of paper. - Three mills making fine paper have a joint selling 
organization - the "Finpappersbrukens Forsaljnings A.-B.", Stockholm. 

'fbe following enterprises are usnally reckoned among the fine-paper mills: A.-B. 
PapyruB, Miilndal, J. H. Jlunkfells Papptrpfabriks A_-B., Grycksbo, Le8scbo A.-B .• 
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• Places where about 100 hands are employed. 
Place, with a larger number of hands are 
marked with proportionately larger dots. 

The Paper and Cardboard 
Manufacture 

Number of paper mills and cardboard. 
factories atthe beginning of1!l25 .......... _ ..•. 74 

Numberof hands employed therein .......... :15500 
(Corresponding to 4,1 % of all the 
industrial hands in the country) 

Value of production in 1024 (mill.of Ktl .......... :ln 

Number of Hands 1875 1924 . 

-
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Lessebo, A.-B_ Klippans Finpappersbruk, Klippan, Munkedals A.-B., Mnnkedal (which 
also makes boards), A.-B. Brusa/ors-Hiille/ors, Lonneberga, Gransholms A_-B., Gemla, 
and Tumba Pappersbruk, Tum ba_ 

Of the coarse-paper mills the following are the principal: Holmens Bruklt
&: Fabriks A.-B. manufacturing newsprint at Hallstavik and also wrapping paper, 
printing paper and newsprint at Norrkoping; Stora Kopparber,qB Bergslags A.-B. with 
works for newsprint and wrapping paper at Kvarnsveden, Fiskeby Fabt-1ks A.-B., Norr
koping (boards, newsprint and printing paper) with mills at Skarblacka, Fiskeby and 
Ljnsfors, A.-B.MOlnbacka-Trysil, Forshaga (wrapping paper), with mills at Deje and Klara
fors, Munksjo A.·B., Jonkoping (boards and wrapping paper), Wargons A.·B., Vargon 
(newsprint and wrapping paper), and Katrine/orB A.-B., Mariestad ("match·paper"); 
each of the above-mentioned enterprises employs over 500 men in this branch. Among 
the coarse-paper mi11s the following may be mentioned as makers of wrapping paper 
and newsprint: Billeruds A.-B., with paper· mills at Billerud, Brattne and Jossefors, 
Skiinviks A.-B., with paper-mill at Matfors, A.-B. Billin,Qs/m·s·Ldnged, with paper
mills at Billingsfors and Langed, Hd/I'fstroms A.-B"UHaverud, with paper-mills at 
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The Kvarmvtden Paper Mill., Dalarne (Stora· Kopparberg. BergBlagB A.·B.). 
On .. of tb .. two largest paper mills in Sweden. Embraces a pulp.grindery, a sulphite 

mill and a sulphite spirit plant. Annual production of paper 60,000 tons. 

Hherud and Asen, and A.·B. Nykvarn. Bruk, Nykvarn; two more chiefly or solely 
manufacture· newsprint, viz.: OBtand FabrikB A.·B., Glimminge, and A.,B. Tollat'e Pappet·.· 
bruk, Stockbolm, and two manufacture boards as well as wrapping paper, viz: Ore· 
bro PapperBbrukl A.-B. and La.qamillB A.-B., Timsfors. 

Of the remaining enterprises which principally make wrapping paper the foll.' 
owing mny be noted: Hylte Brukl A.·B., Hyltebrnk, Strom.na8 BrukB A.:B., Stroms· 
nls, A.-B. Emsfor. Bruk, PluIkalIavik, Lilla Edet8 Papper8brukB A.-B., Lilla Edet, Nybo· 
Aolflll A.·B., Nyboholm, Pallli.trlimi Bruk, Jamforsen, GlifeborgB Papper8b'ruk8 A.-B., 
A.-B. Glilelxwg·Dal. Papperabruk and GamlesfadenB PapperBbruks A.-B., all. three at 
Goteborg, Fenger.for. Bruk (J_ Fenger-Kro.q), Tosse, GU8taf8forB Fabriker8 A.-B., 
Sk6pafon, Koppo"" PapP"BfabrikB A.-B., Amotfors, Amot/orB Papper8bruk8 A.-B., 
Amotfnrs, Ba,·khammar. Nya A.-B., Vlrmlands-Bjorneborg,. Hdnafot'8 Bruk, Tocksfors 
(owned by Sannes Sonen A.-B., Uddevalla), A.-B. Stjernfor8-Stiilldalen, Stimdalen, 
Friivifor. Brllkl A.-B., Frovi, SorBtafor. PapperBbruk, Kolblck, belonging to the 
Snrabammars Bruke A.-B., and DyniiB A.-B., Vaja. 

Boards are manufactured at those of the above-mentioned mills, where special 
attention has been drawn to the fact, and by the following enterprises: Fridafor8 
Fabrikl A.-B., Fridafors, Djupafot'B Fabrik8 A.-B., Djnpadal, A18termo Bruk8 A.-B., 
lIaJer6s, A.-B. FinBjli PapperBbruk, Finsjo, Qvi1l8 BrukB A.-B., Kvillsfors, L4n.qa8jOna8 
Pappe,.,bruk, Kisa, NisBaBtrOmR A.-B., Halmstad, MarbiickB FabrikB A.-B., Marback, 
Inland. Kya Pappfabriks A.-B., Lilla Edet, Kohi8ater8 A.-B., VlirmJands Nysater, 
For"l(Jga Suljit A.-B:. mill at Ransberg, Oppboga A.-B., Fellingsbro, and FOt'B8d 
Bruk. A.-B., Nlisviken. 
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The manufac~ure of 'Vulcanized fibre iiit a special industry, closely 
related to paper·making and using cotton. rags as raw material. The 
paper obtained from this is treated with certain chemicals, whereby a 
viscid cellulose is formed, which, at high pressure and temperature, 
binds the layers of paper inseparably together. The number of layers 
of paper depends on the thickness of vulcanized fibre desired. The 
product, when finished, has a horny consistence, and is made in sheets 
with a thickness of from 0.1 mm. to 35 mm. In consequence of its 
strength, elasticity and lightness, it is used in the manufacture of 
travelling requisites, packings, cog· wheels, etc. Vulcanized fibre is also 
used with advantage as an electric insulating material. 

Vulcanized fibre and products thereof are made by A.·B. Tidan, Mariestad. 

l'HE PRINTING AND STATIONERY INDUSTRIES,. ETC. 

In ·Sweden the art of printing was first practised in 1483. The 
earliest book printed in Swedish, bearing the title "Aff dyafwlsens 
frastilse" ('Of ye temtacions of ye devil'), was produced by a Stock
holm printer and bears the date 1495. Before that, however, a 
number of letters of indulgence had been printed in Swedish. In 
the early part of the 16th century, various books for ecclesiastical 
use, school·books, legends, etc., were printed at Upsala; and in 1523 
the famous Bishop Brask established a printing shop at, Soderkoping, 
which, however, was closed a few y~ars later by order of King Gustavus 
Vasa, who considered that it adversely affected the success of a rival 
printing establishment which, "at great expense", had been founded 
in Stockholm in 1525. During the 17th century printing· works sprang 
up at Vasteras, Strangnas, Kalmar, Linkoping. Nykoping, Lund, and 
other Swedish towns, and by the middle of the following century 
there were 18 printing establishments in Sweden, a number which, by 
the beginning of the 19th century, had risen to 50, 

The increasing demand, in the progress of civilization, made for 
the "printed word", and the great technical advances of the past 
century have brought about a tremendous development of the printing 
trade in the last hundred years. In 1896 - the first year in which 
statistical records of the printing trade were kept - there were in Sweden 
287 book·printers and block·makers, employi~r 5,800 hands. At the 
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beginning of 1925, the number both of establishments and of employees 
had almost doubled, there being at that date 542 printing-worke 
employing about 11,000 people and 3,700 printing presses. 

The printing trade has long been centred in the towns as, bJ 
the Press Laws, printing-works might only be established in towns. 
or within a radius of 3 miles from a town, or in boroughs. FOI 
various reasons the printing-works have to a great extent been con 
centrated in Stockholm, where at present about one-half of the printin~ 
operatives in Sweden are employed. Next in order as centres of thE 
printing trade come Goteborg, Malmo, Upsala and Norrkoping. 

The industrial and commercial improvement during the 'eightie! 
led to a. greatly increased demand for packings, and side by side wit} 
the printing industry, a special industry grew up for the manufac 
ture of cartons, boxes, ·paper bags and envelopes. The development oj 
thill new industry was considerably helped by the decline in paper price! 
just at the time and by the growing employment of wood as ara"\'l 
material in the production of paper. The manufacturing processe: 
of this industry consist chiefly in the cutting, scoring, folding ani 
mounting of paper and cardboard and, in a lesser degree, of printing 
It is closely connected with the bookbinding industry, and has, il 
part, become amalgamated with the latter. To begin with the method: 
of manufacture were somewhat primitive, but they have graduall; 
been highly modernized by the adoption of technical improvements 
This development is in no small measure due to the concentration anI 
specialization brought about by numerous enterprises affiliated inte 
a large Company (A.-B. Sveriges Litografiska Tryckerier). The numbe 
of factories and works in this industry amounted at the beginning 0 

1925 to 150, of which 113 were bookbinding establishments and box 
factories, and 23 paper-bag and envelope makers, employing altog 
ether about 4,600 hands, two-thirds of whom were women or girls 

The paper manufacturing industry also includes the productiOl 
of corrugated paper and board which is mainly turned into boxes 0 

various sizes, used for packing purposes instead of wooden boxes. 
The Swedish printing trade makes great demands on technica 

skill and cultural insight. Swedish art-printing, lithographic work ane 
bookbinding have gained ample recognition for their artistic merit 
even outside the country. Newspaper printing is also marked by it 
superior work, which is far in advance of that of the average foreig"l 
press. It may be said, therefore, that the Swedish printing trad 
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worthily carries out its task as a promoter and disseminator of intel
lectual development. 

The Swedish Bookprinters' Association (Svenska Boktryckarefor
eningen), Stockholm, is the spokesman of this industry. The Associa
tion aims at the improvement of the industry, and at the application. 
of sound. economic principles in contractual relations in the trade. 

The largest printing and paper-manufacturing enterprises in Sweden are A.-B. 
P. A. Norstedt &: Soner, Stockholm, and Lithograjiska A.-B. at Norrkoping, each 
employing about 600 'hands, A.-B. Centralfryckeriet (printers) and A.-B. P. Herzog &: 
Soner (principally book-binding), bot,h in Stockholm and each employing about 400 
hands. Of the remaining firms in this branch, the following may be noted. Stock
holm: Iduns Tryckeri A.-B., A. Bortzells Tryckeri A.-B., also proprietors of an im
portant lithographic establishment, Sven8ka Tryckeri A.-B., Isaac MarC'UII' Bokfryckeri 
A.-B., Victor Peitersons Bokindustri A.-B., Normans Bokbinderi A.-B., Stockholms 
Kartong- &: Litograjiska A.-B., Ivar Hre.qgstroms Boktryckeri- &: Bokfo"Zags A.-B., 
A.-B. Has8e W. Tullberg, K. L. Beckmans Bokfryckeri, Broderna Lagerstrom A.-B., 
A.-B. Egnellska Boktr.llckeriet, -Wille Hedbergs Tryckeri A.-B., the book-binding firm 
of Gust. Hedberg and N. Bel·nh. Anderssons Bokhinderi A.-B. In G oteborg: Waldo 
Zachfissons Boktryckeri A.-B., Goteborgs Litogmjiska A.-B., Gustaf Melins A.-B. 
(book· binding), EZanders Boktryckeri A.-B., N. J, GlImperts Pappef'shandel (office 
books) and A.-B. John Antonsons Boktryckeri. At Uppsala: Almqvist &: Wiksells 
Boktryckeri A.-B. and Edv. Berlings Nya Boktryckeri A.-B. At Malmo: Skdnska 
Lito.qrajiska ~.-B., Ax. Seiersen &: C:o and A.-B. K01mkeB Kartongfabrik. In other 
places: . A.-B. J. O. Oberg &: Son (lithographic productions and playing cards) at 
Eskilstuna, JohnssO'YIs PapperBindusfri A.-B. at HiUsingborg, Berlingska Bokfryckeri 
&: Stil.q,juteri A.-B. at Lnnd, Jonkopings Litograjiska A. B., Jonkoping, Linkopin.qs 
Litograjiska A.-B., Linkoping, Skriv- &: Ritboks A.-B. at Adov, Johnson &: Hill at 
6rebro,A .. B. Syd8venskq, Biljettryckeliet, Landskrona, A.-B. Sture Ljwngdahl &: Co., 
Nybro, Lilla Edets Pappersbruks A.-B., Lilla Edet (bags) and Alingsds Industri 
A.-B., Alingsas (bags). - In conclusion a few of the more i1Dportant publishers, 
who entirely or partly have their own printing works, may here be mentioned, 
viz. the above-mentioned firm of A.-B. P. A. Norstedt &: Soner, the firm of Albert 
Bonnier and AhUn &: Akerlunds Forlags A.-B., all in Stockholm. Mention may also 
be made here of the fact that the' majority of the newspaper enterprises in the 
country have their own print,ing establishments, of which a few do outside work 
also. 

Corrugated paper and board is manufactured .by Stock/101ms Wellpappfabrik, 
Stockholm, Thorsviks A.-B., Norrahammar, and by Stockho1ms Karfong &: Lifograjiska 
A.-B., Stockholm. 

Among separate photo engraving establishments the following may be mentioned; 
in Stockholm: CederqllisfB Grajiska A.-B., A.-B. Grohmann &: Eiche1ber.q, J. Lindlto1ms 

. KlicMfabrik &: Grafiska Anstalt, Warner Siljvef'sparres Nya Grajiska A.-B., A.-B. 
Kopia and A.-B. Illichej in other districts the following may be noted: Waldo Z~chris
Bons Boktryckeri A.-B. and Lindsfedts Kemigrajiska Ansfalt in Goteborg and Kemi
grajiska A.-B. in Malmo. 
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THE WALLPAPER INDUSTRY. The production of machine
printed wallpaper commenced in Sweden in 1848, but it was not 
until the 'sixties that wallpaper printing-machines came into general 
use. Handprinting of wallpaper is no longer carried on in Sweden. 

The paper required for wallpaper manufacture is made in Sweden, 
but the colouring materials necessary for the production of wallpaper 
coulou", are imported. 

On the initiative of the Swedish Sloyd Association (Svenska Slojd
ftireningen), it .has become customary during recent years for Swedish 
artists to be commissioned to design wallpape",. The Swedish wall
paper of to·day is consequently distinguished for its good quality and 
great variety of patterns. Part of the production is exported, mainly 
to England. 

The wan·paper factories 01 the country are: A.·B. Kdberg. Tapefjabrik and A.·B. 
Stockholm. }lya Taptfjabrik in Stockholm; Gowborg. Tapefjabrik and J. Dalllander 
.f Co. Ta~fjabrjk. A.-B. in Goteborg; Norrkoping. Tapefjabrik and A.·B. Ljllng
qt·j.t. Tapelfabrik at Norrkoping; A.·B. Kalmar Nya Tapefjabrik, Kalmar, A.·B. Nor
di,ka Ta~fjabriken, Anika, Bord. TapefjabrikB A.-B., Boras, and Emmaboda Tapel
fab.-ik, Emmaboda. 
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FLOUR-MILL INDUSTRY. 

The modern Swedish flour-mill industry sprang up contempor
aneously with the growth of industrialism in Sweden during the last 
decades of the nineteenth century. With the increasing movement of 
the population from agricultural pursuits to industrial occupations there 
~rose a growing necessity for the importation of grain. Enterprise 
was then directed to the milling of this grain; and thus there have 
been established, in seaport towns especially, large flour rolling 
mills which, using at first steam-power and to-day electricity, have 
carried on the business on a considerable scale. At an earlier date 
there were only water-mills and, on the plains, windmills, for the 
grinding of the grain from the surrounding districts. Such mills -
which grind grain brought to them at a fixed tariff· rate or "toll" -
are still to be found in great numbers everywhere in the 'country. 

More than half the rye and wheat grown in Sweden is ground at 
such "toll" flour-mills or at quite private ones, which means that the 
domestic milling of corn products is still considerable. Toda,y, however, 
many farmers find it advantageous to sell their grain to a milling 
enterprise, and afterwards to buy flour for their own needs, the flour 
produced by the large mills being, as a rule, superior in quality to the 
homeground meal. This is because these mills mix grain from various 
parts of the country with foreign grain, which is richer in gluten, and 
by this means a considerably better average flour is obtained. 

Of the flour produced in Sweden during the last few years, some
what more than 60 % was wheat-flour and 37 % rye-flour; of course

. ground products 65 % was oats. 
The greater number of the flour· mills .of Sweden are affiliated to 

the Swedish Flour-Mills Association (Svenska Kvarnforeningen), Stock-
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TJ.e }'Iour·mill. of A .·B. Saltsiiikvarn (outside Slocl"wlm). 
A. a rule, the work is carried on day aod oight with three shifts, aOll about 3,000 

sacks of 1I0nr are produced every day. 

holm, which endeavours to regulate prices and to safeguard the interests 
of its members. As a rule, the larger Swedish flour· mills compete with 
each other not as regards price. but only in quality and kinds. The 
flour-mill industry has thus to a high degree become a so-called trade
mark business. 

The most importaot 1l0nr-mills in Sweden are A.-B. SaltBjiiltvarli, Stockholm, A.-B. 
Malmo Stora VaI8kt'arn, Malmo, Kalmar Angkvarns Kommanditbolag, Kalmar, A.-B. 

·Mdrtm PellY'ons Valskvarn, Kristiaostad, aod Qvarn A.-B. Tre Kronor, Stockholm, all 
employing from 100 to 200 workmeo. The other large mills situated in their Teepee
tive towns are Trelleborg. Angkt'arm m. fl. Industrie,'s A .-B., HiilBingborg8 Ang. 
kvarns A.·B., A_-B. FalkrniJ"9' Elrkfri.ka Val.lroam and Kvarn A.-B. J . G. S., Norr
koping. Among the mediom·sized mills the followiog may be noted: UpBala Ang
qvarnB A.· B., A.-B. Upsala Valskvarn, both at Upsala, A .-B. Tre L ejon, Gote
borg, A.-B. NykIJpin.q. SforJ.uskvarn, Nykopiog, A.·B . Molkoms Kvam & Grynverk;' 
Molkom, Btt'fe Qvarn ' A.·B., Sioinge, A.·B. Orebro Kvarn, Orebro, Al.fers Vals· 
barn, owned by Handels A.·B. P. G. Jansson, Kristinehamn, A.·B. Land.krona Val.
ham, LandskronB, A.-B. Giivle ValBkvam, Gavle, Mjiilby Kvarn A .-B., Mjolby, 
and SIdJ.lbom & Co. A.·B ., Norrkoping. - Amoog the grain mills the following 
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may be noted: P. O. StokkebYfs Kvarn A.·B., Goteborg, A.-B. A. Heyman, Vargarda, 
and A. Wilh. Pefris Grynfabriks A.-B., Vetlanda. 

THE BAKERY INDUSTRY. 

The bakery business in Sweden is carried on chiefly as a handi
craft. During the last few decades, however, the industry has begun 
t? develop more and more on a factory scale. Illustrative of this 
change is the circumstance, that the number of bakeries included in 
the industrial statistics has multiplied more than eight times during 
th~ course of the past quarter of a century. This development has 
resulted from the placing. on the market of a number of newly in
vented machines and appliances for baking. Motor-driven kneading 
and dough-weighing machines with the necessary transporters are now 
very common in the large bakeries. Considerable constructional 
improvements in the ovens have also been introduced, aiming at fuel 
economy and ease of handling. Special attention may be directed to 
the so-called rotating-ovens, in which the dough is put in at one end 
of the oven and comes out as ready-baked bread at the other. 

In the bakery industry a distinction may be drawn between two 
main ,types of enterprise: on the one hand, bakeries run as factories 
for the supply of local demands, and manufacturing chiefly "soft", 
fresh bread; on the other hand, "hard" bread and biscuit factories 
supplying a larger market. The manufacture of hard bread is almost 
peculiar to Sweden, the hard brea~ generally eaten in the country 
being practically unknown elsewhere. In England, however, it is now; 
being made and sold under the name of "ryebrick". During the last 
few years a certain export of Swedish hard bread especially to U. S. A. 
has sprung up. 

Among the factories where hard bread is made the following are the principal: 
A.·B. Ohmanska Bageriet, Stockholm, Kommandifbolaget Spis- &: Kiliickebl'Odsfabri
ken Kronan, Sundbyberg, A.-B. Arvid Petiersons Brodfabl'ik, Eskilstuna, A.-B. NOt'd
stjernans Elektriska Kniiekebrodsfabrik, Linkoping, and A.-B. Nya Spis- oeh Kniieke
brodsfabriken, Oskarshamn. Of the remaining bakery enterprises, some of which also 
make hard bread, the following may be mentioned. In Stockholm, J. C. Schroder and 
C. W. Schumachet· and A.-B. Westerdahl &: Karsten, A.·B. Sven Engdahl and Rein-

. holds Nya Angbageri- &: Konditori A.·B.; at Goteborg, Olof Asklunds Angba.qeri, 
Goteborgs Angba.qel·j- &: An,qkvarns A.·B. and A.-B. Jlajornas An,qbageri; at Malmo, 
A.·B. A. Pdhlssons Bageri; and at Orebro, A.-B. A. P. Kjell,ql'ens Bageri. Biscuit
making is carried on by Goteborgs Kexfabriks A.-B., KunglUv, and A.-B. O"eb,'o 
Kexfabrik, Orebro. 
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THE SUGAR INDUSTRY. 

The lugar industry of Sweden ever since its origin has been the 
object of the very special attention of the State, having been at first 
carefully fostered and subsequently heavily taxed and jealously watched. 

The refining of imported cane-sugar began in Sweden as early as 
1647 and, from the very beginning, enjoyed many privileges. About the 
middle of the eighteenth century the importation of refined sugar was 
even forbidden, a protection which lasted until 1849. Thanks to this 
kindly care, the industry thrived greatly, so that at the close of the 
eighteenth century there were no less than 14 sugar refineries in 
Sweden, among them the still existing Tanto sugar-mills in Stock
holm. During the Napoleonic wars at the beginning of last century 
Sweden acted as an intermediary for the English sugar trade; and it 
was then that the still existing Carnegie refinery at Goteborg was 
established. 

The Swedish sugar industry in the present sense of the word, 
however, did not begin until the middle of the nineteenth century, when 
the efforts to produce sugar-beets with high percentage of sugar were 
lIuccessful. A native raw-sugar production, localized chiefly in Skane (in 
the south of Sweden) began rapidly to Hourish, thanks especially to the 
initiative and the far-sighted labours of Justus Tranchell of Goteborg. 
It was his son, CARL TRANCBELL, who was the pioneer in the technical 
development of the sugar industry, and for several decades this new 
leader was the moving power in this industry and he also brought about 

its financial consolidation. The increase of the 
Productiou of reftued Bugar: 

Year TOD8 protective duty imposed in 1879 contributed in 

1900 

1905 

1910 

1915 

1920 

1921 

1922 

1923 

1924 

86,000 

98,000 

122,000 

137,000 

142,000 

some degree to the development of the sugar 
industry; and the result was that the decades 
immediately preceding and succeeding the end 
of the century were characterized by an enorm
ous growth of this industry. The importation 
of cane-sugar ceased entirely, and ever since 

145,000 
144,000 . the close of the last century the demand for 

sugar in Sweden has, on the whole, been satis-
159,000 

fied by the home production of beet sugar, 
153,000 

except on the occasions when the beet crop 
failed. The development of the industry is shown by the accompanying 
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The Sugar Industry 

~ life employed. 
Places with a larger 
number of hands are 

marked with propor· 
tlonatel" larger dols. 

. Number of sugar factories (raw sugar mills 
and refineries) atthe begmning 011925 _______ 27 

Number 01 hands employed therein __ . _______ . .9000 
(Corresponding to 2,4 % 01 all the 
industrial hands in the country) 

Value of production in 1924(mill.01 Kt) ________ lOl,6 
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The black columns show the number of hands engaged by the 

Uearj the dotted columns the number of seasonal workers. 
Before 1913 no dl!illnctlon Is made in the official statistics between 
the regular and the seasonal workers. so that for the years preced
Ing that date only approximate figures can be given • 
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table of production, and by the diagram above showing the number 
of hands employed. As there has been no export of sugar, the table 
gives at the same time a picture of the great increase in the con
sumption of sugar which has accoIDi>anied the growing prosperity of 
Sweden. In addition to the quantities of sugar mentioned in the table, 
we should include, as by-products, some hundreds of tons of syrup, and 
about 30,000 tons of molasses every year. A valuable waste product ob
tained in the manufacture is beet-pulp which as well as molasses, is 
employed as fodder for cattle; the molasses is also employed for the 
manufacture of "German" yeast. The product.ion of raw sugar is, in 
a high degree, a seasonal industry, more than twice as many hands 
being employed during the autumn months '(15 Oct.--15 Dec.), the 
"beetcampaign", as during the rest of the year. 

Ever since i873, the manufacture of beet sugar has been burdened 
. with a special tax, intended to replace the previous duty on imported 

raw sugar. At first the tax was based on the quantity of beets utilized, 
but this was changed in 1906 to an assessment on the -amount of 
refined sugar sold, and in this connection the protective duties were 
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Arliiu Sugar Factory (SumBka Sockr,fabriks A.·B.). 
To th .. right, the ra ... Bogar factory and beet-storehoose; to the left, the refinery . 

In the middle for .. gronnd the transport road for the pulp. 

revised. Doring the last two decades the protective duties on both 
sogar and syrup have several times been lowered. It should be noticed 
that the present duty aims chiefly at the protection of beet cultivation, 
and only to a small extent benefits the sugar factories interested. 

Technically the Swedish sugar industry is acknowledged to occupy 
a prominent position. The percentage of raw sugar extracted from the 
beets in Sweden is considerably higher than that gained in France, 
and quite as high as that obtained in Germany. The Swedish refined 
Bugar is regarded as one of the purest products of the chemical 
factory· industries, often containing more than 99.96 % of saccharose. 
The sugar industry hRS become of great economic importance for 
Sweden; by the cooperation between industry and agriculture, which 
it involves, a kind of trade has been created which not only yields 
the State 8. considerable revenue, bnt has also improved agriculture 
and increased the general well·being in a. not inconsiderable part of 
the country. 

Since 1907 the sngar indnstry is greatly concentrated. A nomber 
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of previously distinct enterprises have been fused into two concerns, 
one of which embraces not'less than 90 % of the entire sugar production 
of the country. 

Svenska Sockelfabriks A.-B., Malmo, employs during the beet season over 8,000 
hands and embraces raw-sugar factories at Arlov, Hasslarp, Halsingborg, Hokopinge, 
Jordberga, Karpalund, Ka\"linge, Kopinge, Skivarp, Staffanstorp; Svedala, Sabyholm, 
TraIleborg, Angelholm and Ortofta, all in Skane, and at KarIshamn, at Genevad and 
Roma (on the island of Gotland), as well as sugar refineries in Stockholm, Goteborg, 
Landskrona and Arlov. Mellersfa Sveriges Sockerjabriks A_-B., Lidkoplng, employs 
during the season more thim900 workmen and own raw-sugar factories at Lidkoping, 
Linkoping and Morbylanga, and a refinery at the first-mentioned place. 

THE CHOCOLATE AND SWEETMEAT INDUSTRY. 

During, the middle of the nineteenth century the manufacture of 
sweetmeats in Sweden was chiefly carried on in connection with the 
confectionery and bakery business. At a very early date, however, 
there developed a factory productiou of sweets. When, later on, cocoa 
and chocolate came more and more into use, certain businesses began 
to produce these articles. In the 'nineties this industry imade rapid 
strides forward, thanks to the lowering, in 1892, of the duties on the 
raw material - cocoa beans - and to the simultaneously greatly 
increased consumption of chocolate.. Several new factories were esta
blished and the output was multiplied. This favourable development 
continued after the beginning of the new century, and has increased 
during the last· few years at a rapid rate, especially as regards the 
manufacture of chocolate and cocoa-powder. 

At present two different types of undertaking may be noticed in 
this industry. The one is represented by comparatively small enterprises 
for the supply of sweetmeats and chocolate to the local market, and, 
inter alia, producing such of these articles as must be sold fresh and do 
not allow of being kept for any great length of time. The other type 
consists of large enterprises which manufacture cocoa-powder, chocolates 
and pastilles for consumption all over the country. In spite of the 
comparatively small number of works, this latter type. predominates by 
reason of its large production. 

At the present time, the Swedish chocolate and sweetmeat industry 
has a production within the country which satisfies no less than-
95 % of the demand. Qualitatively also the industry stands on a 
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The Chocolate and Sweetmeat 
Industry 

Numberofchocolateand aweetmeaUact-
oriesatthe beginning 0111125 ....................... 111 

Number 01 hands employed therein... . ..... 4600 
I Corresponding to 1,2 "olallthe 
Industrial hands in the country) 

Value 01 production in 1924 (mill.ol Kr.l ........• 46.2 

A.-B. KARTOGRAf SK INSTITUTET 

high level. Formerly it was thought that the best chocolate was made 
in Switzerland, and France, bllt to·day an article of equally good 
quality may be obtained from Swedish factories. 

The largeat and at the same time the oldest chocolate factory in the country 
I. Malm/j Chokolad· t! KonfekfJabrik. A.-B. (Mazetti), Malmo, founded in 1888 and 
employing ahont 600 workmen. Other important chocolate factories are Sven8ka 
Chokladfaln;kB A.;B. (Cloetta), Ljungsbro (Dstergotland), Briidema Kanold A.-B., Gote
borg. A.·B_ CllOkladfabrikera Marabou, Snndhyberg, A.-B. Forenade Chokladfabrikerna, 
Stockholm, and A. B. Svea-CllOklad, Norrkoping. Also A.-B. Giiteborg8 Chokolad- t! 
,Kon/rkfJabrik, Cap CllOklad- t! KonfekfJabrik A.-B. and Axel For8berg Clloklad-, 
Ka.-am,ll· t! Konfl'kt/abrik, all three at Goteborg, Ljung' Choclad d: Cacao-Fabrik 
and A.-B. Cat·' P_ Pdhl88O'11' Choklad- t! KonfekfJabrik, both at Malmo, Nya A.-B_ 
Cllokladfabrikera FyriB, Uppsala, A_-B. Kalmar Konfekt- o. Karamell/abrik, Kalmar, 
A.-B .. A"ordi.ka Chokladfabriken, AlingsAs, A.-B. Ring8torp. Chokladfabrik, BlUsing
borg, and A.-B. Choklad t! KonfekfJabriken Frrja, Gilvle. The following are sweet
factories: A.-B_ Xis.enr Manufacturing, Norrkoping, Pix A.-B. and A.·B. Pa8till. 
(Likerol), hoth at GAvle. 

THE MARGARINE INDUSTRY_ 

A distinction is drawn between animal and vegetable margarine 
according to the nature of the raw material employed. The former 
is made from the products obtained from melted beef-suet and pork
lard, with the addition of some suitable oil. Vegetable margarine on 
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• Places where about 100 hands Bre employed. 
Places with a larger number of hands are 
marked with proportionately larger dots. 

The Margari~e Industry 

Number of margarine factories atthe 
beginning of1925 ........................................... 13 

Number of hands employed therein ............. BOO 
(Corresponding to 0,02% of all the 
industrial hands in the country) 

Value of production in 1924 (mill.of Kr.) ......... 46,8 

Number of Hands 1875-1924 

I ro:~ 
. ,., .. ,.-
1~75 Jo is JO 95 1900 05 to 15 20 1921 

the other hand does not contain any such animal fats but is made of 
the fatty materials obtained from vegetables, chiefly coco-nut oii and 
ground-nut oil. 

The manufacture of margarine on a factory scale began in France 
in the 'seventies. The industry came to Sweden in the 'eighties and 
gradually developed after the imposition of a protective duty in 1888 
and after the rise in the price of butter caused by the growing butter
export to England. The continued development after the close of the 
century was duE." to the general adoption of vegetable "margarine in 
place of the animal product, when coco-nut and palm-kernel oils made 
their appearance in the market. Vegetable margarine was cheaper and 
forms a better substitute for table butter, while animal margarine is 
more suitable for certain branches of the bakery industry. 

The output of the Swedish margarine factories is about equal to 
the home demand. The exports have as a rule been unimportant. 
The competition between the various Swedish factories has in a high 
degree been directed to the produc~ion of a steadily improving article 
and it is acknowledged that Swedish margarine is as a rule of excel
lent quality. 

Since 1885 the manufacture of, and trade in, margarine have been 
subject to State control, in order to prevent its being sold as butter, 
which would be to the detriment of the dairy industry. 
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Of the margarine factories in Sweden the following are the beat known: A.·B. 
Pell"i,.. Margarinfabrik and A.·B. O. Muslad & Son, both at Giiteborg, Margal"in 
A.·B. Zenilh, Malmo, Kya Margari,. A.·B. 8vea, Kalmar, Arboga Margarinfab";k, 
Arboga, A.·B. Agra Margarinfabrik and A.·B. VandenberghB Margann, the two last
mention .. d in Stockholm, and KODptratil·a Fiirbundels Margarinfabrik, Norrkoping. 

MEAT-PRESERVING, TINNED FOOD, AND OTHER 
FOOD-STUFFS INDUSTRIES. 

The lIIeat Trade. The erection of modern slaughter·houses in the 
larger towns of Sweden has led to the meat trade becoming in some 
degree industrialized. In the official statistics, however, only the 
pig· killing and meat-preserving factories are at present included among 
the industries of the country. The pig slaughter·houses are closely 
connected with the agriculture; the greater number and the largest 
of them are allied to the Farmers' Co-operative Associations, which sell 
the produce of the pig-breeding farms; most of the latter are situated 
in Skane and the west of Sweden. Exports of pork go mostly to 
England. Meat-preserving factories are generally localized in the towns 
or other large centres of population, where they are frequently com
bined with the retail business. The manufacture consists chiefly of 
sausage-making and meat-curing. The work is carried out almost 
entirely by machinery. 

Among the more important meat-preserving factories the following may be men· 
tioned: Slakteri A.·B. lforrmalm, Slagleri A.-B. i Stockholm, Carl LarBB01U1 Slakltl·j 
A.·B. and the firma of AI/g. Falk and Brodema Kessler, all in Stockholm; Slak/eri 
A.·B. G6fa and A.·B. D. Hasselblads Charkuleri at Giiteborg; and Oscar Johansons 
Slakteri A.·B. at Norrkiiping. 

The Tinned F()od Industry. The greater part of the Swedish 
tinned food industry is located to the west coast, where the tinning 
of fish is done on an ever-increasing scale. The oldest manufacture 
is that of anchovies. This well-known product, of which sprats 
are the raw material, seasoned according to certain methods, is 
chieOy localized in the neighbourhood of Lysekil, north of Gote
borg. The manufacture of tinned fish goods of other kinds, of which 
herrings, mackerel, cod, salmon, lobster, etc., form the raw materials, 
is carried on at some ten factories. About the same number of 
firms, chiefly located in the southern part of the country, preserve 
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fruits, and vegetables: Tinned meat and pork goods are produced by 
only a few firms. 

The tins used in the process are manufactured by the larger firms 
themselves; the smaller firms obtain them from tin-goods factories; the 
tin-plate is imported from abroad. Swedish tinned foods have gained 
recognition for careful and hygienic treatment in the various proces~s. 

Although'it does not come under the heading of the tinned food 
industry in the strict sense of the word, mention should here be made 
of the fact that the salting, curing and drying of fish is carried on 
at special establishments working on a large scale. 

A.-B. Sveriges FOl"enade Konservfabriker, Goteborg, is the largest enterprise 
in this branch, with about 300 men, and is employed in preserving fish, meat, and 
also vegetables. The making of various kinds of conserves is also carried on by Sti
bergs KonBervfabriker A.·B., Goteborg, and A.-B. MolinderBka Konservfabriken, Stock
holm, and the preserving of meat by Broderna KtJ8s1er, Stockholm. Of ancho~y 
factories the following may be mentioned: A.·B. Hugo Hallgl'ens Konservfabriker, 
Ellos, and A.-B. Gust. Richter and Allr. Bovik &: k:i at Lysekil. Fruit and vegetables 
are preserved, by Svenska Frukifiireningen, Stockholm, A.·B. Rlluthsbo Kon.~ervfabri
ker, Ystad, Gusfaf Bong, Ystad, and A.-B. On os, Tollarp and others. 

In this connection it may be mentioned that mustard, soya and' vinegar are 
made by A.-B. Th. Win borg &: C:i, Stockholm, and A.·B. Vinii,qron, Goteborg; 
vinegar also by Liljeholmens .1ttiksfabl"ik &: Handels A.-B., Stockholm, etc. Dairy 
produce (rennet, butter and margarine colouring matter etc.) is made by A.·B. S. Bar
nekowB ,Tekn. Kem. Laboratorium, Malmo. 

Dairying. The dairy industry of Sweden is, to a large extent, ' 
carried on as a factory occupation, -but economically it is so intimately 
connected with agriculture that it must be considered as lying entirely 
within the sphere of the latter. The dairy industry must be considered 
a subsidiary industry of agriculture, so that such matters as State 
supervision: are controlled by the State Department of Agriculture and 
its subordinate institutions. The dairies are distributed all over the 
country, and as a rule belong to the large estates or to co-operative 
associations of small farmers. 

Starch manufactw·e. The manufacture of starch in Sweden is based 
almost exclusively on the potato as a raw material. It is carried on 
at some 80 small factories, the majority of which belong· to co-opera

,tive associations of farmers in the provinces of Blekinge and Kristian
stad, where the cultivation of the potato is pursued with great 
success. The annual production is chiefly employed for household use, 
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the remainder going to the manufacture of yeast and in the textile 
industriel etc. 

Macaroni and Saga Manufacture. The manufacture of macaroni is 
carried on with wheat as the principal raw material and that of sago 
with potato-starch. The production may be said to suffice for the 
home demand. 

Among enterpri"". in thi8 line the following may be mentioned: A.cB. SIock
hoi"" Mn(:caroni/abrik, Snndbyberg, Norrkiipin.q. Makaroni/ablik, Norrkoping, Thorn
,em }'abriktr. A.-B., Goteborg, A.·B. Km'lBkrona Makaronifabrik, Karl"krona, and 
A.-B. Glivlt Makaroni/abrik, Giivle. . 

THE BREWING INDUSTRY. 

In Sweden the brewing of ale is of very ancient date. In 
olden times brewing was carried on exclusively in the home; it 
developed during the 16th and 17th centuries into a regular business; 
and in. the middle of the 19th century it began to assume an in
dustrial form. The production of beer attained its zenith immedia
tely after the beginning of the present century. The diminution in 
the quantity brewed which ensued after that date was caused by 
the legislative restrictions introduced after 1905 on the manufacture 
of malt liquors. 

The raw materials necessary for the malt-liquor industry - barley, 
hops and water - must satisfy severe tests respecting their purity, etc., 
if the brew is to be of a good quality. The greater part of the malt 
required for brewing is produced by the Swedish breweries themselves 
from barley grown in the country. In 1923 it was calculated that 
about 14" of the Swedish barley crop was employed for this purpose. 
The hops required on the other hand are nowadays imported, chiefly 
from Bavaria and Bohemia. Up to the middle of the 19th century 
hops were cultivated in Sweden on a large scale -and in the old 
"Building Code" the regulation was laid down that "soccage-farms" 
must have a hop-garden. This law was repealed, however, because 
the quality of the Swedish hops was not equal to that of the foreign 
article. 

As far as the larger brewery establishments are concerned, this 
industry is, in technical respects, one of the most perfect in the 
country. Ingenious and efficient machinery is employed in the manufac
turing processes, and in most places even the cleaning,filling, and the 
corking and labelling of the bottles is nowadays effected by automatic 
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Bottlin.q·T!all at the Hambur.qer Brewery. (A.·B. Stockhu/ms B'·Y9.qerier) 
To the right is seen the bottling of the ale ~ some 10,000 bottles being filled per hour 
The machine in the middle of the picture is the corking apparatus. To .the left the 

bottles are being inspected and labelled. 

machinery. Extremely careful supervision of the various processes has 
been enforced so as to maintain the sensitive product at a high level 
of quality, success in which is to a. considerable degree dependant on 
the personal experience and skill of the various brewers. A very great 
deal of scientific work has been devoted to the perfection of the many 
intricate processes in the manufacture of beer. 

In accordance with the requirements of the law, malt liquors are 
divided into three classes. Class I includes malt liquors with a low 
percentage of alcohol and a low extract percentage of wort (small beer), 
and also alcohol·free malt liquors with a somewhat higher percentage 
of extract. Class II (Pilsner beer) is the commonest malt liquor, with 
a maximum alcohol-proportion of 3.2 weight-percentage and an extract
percentage not exceeding 10.5 %. Class III (export ale) embraces othe'r 
kinds of malt liquors that may only be manufactured for export and 
for certain special purposes. The excise duty distinguishes between 
excise· free and exciseable breweries. At the former only small beer 
may be made. 
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The common interests of the breweries are safeguarded by the 
Swedish Brewery Association (Svenska Bryggareforeningen), Stockholm, 
eatablished in 1885. 

Incomparably the most important brewery enterprise is A.-B. SfcckholmB Bryg
gm~r, which owns Hamburger-, Miincheus-, Sanct Eriks and Gronwalls breweries in 
Swekholm (the two first-mentioned are the largest in the country), and employs no 
1_ than 1,100 men. The following brewery in Swckholm may also be mention~d: 
GUlta/ Pi~hll Bryggtf"i A.-B. - The principal enterprises in Goteborg are: A.-B. Pripp &: 
Lyckholm, whi~h own brewerie8at Goteborg, Vlnersborg, Trollhlttan, Stromstadand Udde
nlla, and MuncAen. N.va Bryggtf"i A.-B. - At Malmo: A.-B. Malmii Forenade Brygge
rin", which I. an amalgamation of three separate enterprises iu the town. A.-B. Skdne
Iwyggeri~r, Hilisingborg, control breweries at Eslov, Hlilsingborg, Karpalund, Klip
pao, Kriatian8tad, Landskrooa, Angelholm .aod Solvesborg. Amoog the remainiog enter
prius the followiog may be meotioned bere: A.-B. KloBterlwyg.qeriet at Ystad (the oldest 
brewery now existing in Swedeo), A.-B. Non-koping8 Forenade Bry.qgerier, Norrkopiog, 
A.-B. /i'Orenade Bryggerierna at CarlBcrona and LyckeAy, Karlskrona, A.-B. Nya Central
bryggerief, Liokoping, with breweries at Linkoping, .Oskarshamn, Vimmerby, Vastervik 
and Hultafred, Up.ala Baytf".ka Bry.q.qeri A.-B., Uppsala, .d.ngbryggeri A.-B. at Gii/le, 
Porleo'bryggeri A.-B. at Gefle and Gejle Bryggeri A.-B., all at Glvle, Sund8valiB 01-
bry,qgeri A.·B, Sondnall, Htf"nlJ Bryg,qeri A.-B., Hlmosand, Sodtf"tiilje Bryggeri A.-B., 
SOdertKlje, E.kil.tuna Bryggtri A.-B., Eskilstuua, with which amoog others ArndlB Nya 
Bryggeri A.·B. at Amal and .d.ngbryggtf"i A.-B. Svea at Filipstad are amalgamated, 
Bryg,qeri A.-B. Falken, Falkeoberg, NiiB~ili Bry.qgeri A.-B., Niissjo, KrlinleinB Bryggeri 
A .. B., Jookopiog, A.-B. Nya B'1I99triet aod Sandu'allB .d.nglwyggeri, both at Boras, 
Brygg~rid l'ordsljernaJl at Skovde, Norling' Bryggeri A.-B. at Orebro and Norrtiilje 
Angbryggtri A.-B., Norrtiilje. - Stout is made by Porterbrygge,-i A.-B. D. Carnegie &: 
C:o at Goteborg and otbers. 

THE MANUFACTURE OF MINERAL WATERS AND NON
ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, - The first factory for the manufacture of 
artificial mineral waters was started in Stockholm as early as 1799. 
To-day, the manufacture of such water and of non-alcoholic drinks is 
carried on at about sixty special establishments and at a number' of 
breweries in the country. 

Of the more important eoterprises in this line tbe following may be meo
tiooed: Apnltkarna, Mintf"alvatten, A.-B. and A.-B. NordBfjiirnanB Minerdlvatten
/alwik in Swckholm, A.-B. ApoiekarnaB Forenllde Vattenfalwikf'T', Goteborg, A.-B. 
Malmo Valtenfabriker, Malmo, NorrklipingB ApotekareB Mineralvalten A.-B., Norr
kopiog, and A.-B. Bamlo,,, HiilBobrunn, Ramlosa. 

THE MANUFACTURE OF SPIRITS AND YEAST. 

The manufacture of spirits (aqua vitae) has since time immemorial 
been carried out by the fermentation of saccharine liquids, in which 
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process the sugar is partially transformed into alcohol and the fermented 
liquor is afterwards distilled. The raw material employed nowadays 
consists chiefly of potatoes, white beets and grain, so that the manu
facture of spirits has become more or less subsidiary to agriculture. 

Originally aqua vitae was produced only for household consump
tion but afterwards it became an article of commerce. In the middle 
of the 17th century .the monopoly of the sale of spirits in Sweden was 
granted to the "Brewers' Guild" .and at the same time an excise duty 
was levied on spirits,whether made for home consumption or for sale. 
This duty was increased from time to time and ultimately became a 
source of considerable income to the State. Gustavus III (1771-1793) 
made the business a State monopoly as regards both manufacture 
and· sale, in order still further to utilize spirits as a source of revenue 
for the State; but the Crown distilleries did not yield anything like 
such a large revenue as had been calculated and the monopoly was soon 
abolished. In 1856 home-distilling was prohibited and the manufacture 
then began to be carried on more and more under industrial .factory 
conditions. The later development of the distillery industry has to a 
very great extent been dependent on the measures that have been 
adopted for the promotion of national temperance. A long series of 
restrictive legal enactments concerning not only the manufacture but 
especially the sale of spirits, has more and more limited production. 
At the same time this industry has become to a very great extent con
centrated. The number of distilleries, which in the years following the 
abolition of home-distilling amoullted to more than 4,000, has since 
gradually declined, and at the beginning of 1925 was ouly 108, si
tuated for the most part in the province of Kristianstad, and mostly 
belonging to large estates or to co-operative associations of farmers . 

. In the manufacturing year 1924-1925 the production of spirits 
amounted to about 38 million litres ofa normal strength of 50 % 

alcohol; 23.s million litres of this were produced at the agricultural 
establishments, 3.6 million at the yeast factories, and 11.2 million at 
the sulphite-spirit factories. The spirits from the agricultural esta
blishments are employed for the manufacture of different kinds of 
aqua vitae, for the fortification of eau de vie and whisky, etc., and 
for the manufacture of punch and liqueurs; the spirits derived from 
the yeast and sulphite factories after being methylated are chiefly 
employed for technical purposes. Both the refining and the methylizing 
of the spirits takes place at the rectification works. 
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The consumption of spirits now amounts approximately to only 4 
litres per person yearly. In 1850 the corresponding figure was 22 litres. 

The present excise duty on manufactured spirits amounts to 65 
ore per litre of spirit of normal strength. Altogether the amount of 
the excise duty on spirits in 1924-25 amounted to 17 mill. kronor. The 
largest income obtained by the State from spirituous liquors how· 
ever i. that from the retail·tax, which yields from 60 to 70 mill. 
kronor every year. 

The Swedish agricultural distilleries and yeast factories are affili· 
ated to the Distillers' Association of Sweden (Sveriges Briinneriidkare· 
forening), Kristianstad. The sulphite spirit factories are associates in 
the Company called A.·B. Svensk Sprit, Stockholm, whose function 
it is to watch over the interests of the sulphite spirit industry and to 
extend the home and foreign markets for the article. All the rectifying 
establishments are the property of the company called A.·B. Yin· och 
Spritcentralen, Stockholm, formed in 1917, to which with its sub· 
sidiary company A.·B. J. D. Gronstedt has also been entrusted all the 
retail trade in wines and spirits. 

A.·B. nil· ocla Spritcmtraull is engaged in the refining of spirits at the rectifying 
work. at Reymersholm (Stockholm), SOdertil1je, Eslov, Ahus and OdAkra, aud the making 
of puoch and liqueurs at Karlahamn. The company employs altogether 700 meu. 

The Manufacture of Yeast. In former times only a leaven was em· 
ployed in baking for producing fermentation. Later yeast was used, 
which was obtained chiefly from the manufacture of spirits and ale. 
When the distillation of spirits however began to be restricted, about 
the middle of the 19th century, and when at about the same time ale 
was first brewed by what is known as the "Bavarian" method, which 
gives a yeast unsuitable for baking, it became necessary to begin the 
making of yeast on a factory scale. Surface yeast, as it was called, 
was then produced as a primary product, instead of, as previously, a 
by·product of the fermenting industry. 

Modern yeast manufacture is, in reality, a modified form of spirit 
distillation, arranged in such a way as to yield more yeast and less 
alcohol. By means of very ingenious technical arrangements the 
Swedish yeast factories have succeeded during the last few years in 
trebling the amount of yeast produced in proportion to the spirit. 

The largest enterprise iu this liue is SvenB1ia JiiBlfabriks A.·B., Stockholm; 
which makes about '10" of the supply of the country at four factories. Other enter· 
prises are: BageriidkarfltB JiiBt A.·B., Stockholm, and Upsala AngkvarnB A.-B., Upsala. 
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The Tobacco Industry 

Number oftobacco factories atthe beginning of 1925 ________________________________ 10 

Number of hands employed therein _________ 3000 
(Corresponding to 0,8 % ofall the 
industrial hands in the country) 

Value of production in 11124 (mill. of Kr.l ______ 119,9 
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THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY. 

The use of tobacco came into Sweden during the early half of 
the 17th century. At first the tobacco was imported ready for use 
and it was only at the close of the century that what were called 
tobacco-twist works were established in the country. The' manuf~ture 
of tobacco developed greatly during the 18th century and the trade soon 
began to play an important part in the economy of the country. 
Among the factories of which the official statistics take note for the 
period 1760-1770, the tobacco-factories stood second in output-value 
being only beaten by the textile industry; the amount was about 12 % 
of the entire production-value of the Swedish industries. The cultiva
tion of the tobacco-plant was begun in Sweden at that period; Jonas 
Alstromer was a pioneer in this as in so many other branches of 
Swedish industry. During the 19th century the development of the 
tobacco industry continued favourably, but, as was only natural, its 
relative importance gradually diminished. It was not until the be
ginning of last century that the manufacture of cigars was begun 
in Sweden while that of cigarettes was not started until the close of 
the century, 
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Cigay-making at lite new tobacco-jacfory, Stockltolm. 

The imports of finished tobacco products are small in comparison 
with home manufactures. By the terms of the law of 1914, which estab
lished a State tobacco monopoly in Sweden. the State reserves to itself 
the Bole right of manufacturing tobacco and of importing raw tobacco; 
and this right has been transferred to a special company - A.-B. 
Svenska 'l'obaksmonopolet. Of the capital of this company the 
State owns 89 %. The importation of manufactured tobacco is permitted 
not only to the Tobacco Monopoly Company but also to all dealers 
in tobacco. The latter however are obliged to pay a certain licence 
duty on the goods that they import. The taxes on tobaccos are collected 
and accounted for by the Monopoly Company. The income derived 
by the State from tobacco (tobacco-tax, dividends on the state-owned 
ordinary shares, import duties and taxes) amounts to about 65 million 
kronor annually. 

The cultivation of tobacco is under the supervision of the Board 
of Control. The annual crop of Swedish tobacco is inconsiderable, 
amounting to only about 600 tons. as compared with some 5,000 tons 
of imported raw tobacco consumed in the country. Swedish tobacco, 
which is chiefly cultivated in the province of Kristianstad, is con
sidered of low quality and is used nowadays chiefly as an ingredient 
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in snuff. Of the imported raw tobaccos the main part comes from 
America. Other large suppliers of raw tobacco are the Dutch Indies, 
Greece and Turkey. 

During the time the Tobacco Monopoly Company has been in 
existence a considerable concentration has taken place in the Swedish 
tobacco industry. When the monopoly was first introduced, there 
existed more than a hundred tobacco factories and an almost equally 
large number of businesses which might be classed as handicrafts 
and home industries. At the present time tobacco is manufactured 
at no more than ten factories. The Monopoly Company has directed 
much energy to the introduction of mechanical methods of working, 
thereby effecting economies in both labour and space. In the manu
facture of cigars and snuff manual'labour has to a great extent been 
replaced by efficient machinery and in the manufacture of cigarettes 
the mechanical equipment has been considerably extended. With the 
ingenious "complete machines" it is now possible to produce perfectly 
made cigars entirely by machinery, thus effecting great economy, for 
while a cigarmaker working by hand can produce only 300 cigars per 
day the machine in question can turn out 3,400. In the making of 
higher-grade cigars however the work is still done by hand. Of the 
total number of hands engaged in the tobacco industry about 50 % 
are employed in the making of cigars. The capacity of a cigarette 
machine varies between 13,000 and 20,000 cigarettes per hour, while 
the same work done in the same time by hand would necessitate the 
employment of 50-100 hands. The packing in boxes is also carried 
out to a great extent by machinery. 

In the tobacco industry no less than 75 % of the hands employed 
are women or girls. 

A.·B. Svenska Tobaksmonopolet own a factory in Stockholm tbat employs no 
less than 1,600 hands, where all the various kinds of tobacco goods are made (except 
chewing-plug); they have also an important factory at Malmo for the manufacture of 
cigars and cigarettes. a factory at Hlirnosand for cigarettes, pipe-tobacco, and snuff, 
one at Glivle for cigarillos, one at Sodertlilje for cigarettes, one at Arvika and one 
at Charlottenberg, both for the manufacture of pipe· tobacco and chewing-plug. The 
Company also makes snuff at Goteborg and in small factories at Karlskrona and 
Norrkoping. 
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THE WOOLLEN AND WORSTED INDUSTRIES. 

To judge by ancient Egyptian grave·finds wool must bave been 
the earliest article used by man for clotbing. Wool could be easily 
spun, and woollen cloth proved to be an excellent clothing·material. 
The implements employed for it were the simple band-spindle, tbe 
distaff and the weaving loom in its primitive form; they must bave 
been in use from time immemorial for thousands and thousands of 
years, when the spinning·wheel was invented in 1530 and when, in tbe 
latter part of the 18th century, the spinning-machine and the mechani
cal loom came into existence and together brought about a complete 
revolution in the textile industry. It was an English weaver named 
Hargreaves who in 1761 achieved the invention of the spinning-machine, 
a mechanical contrivance for the simnltaneous spinning of a large 
number of threads with very little supervision requisited by the worker. 
By means of Hargreaves's machine, the "spinning jenny", more than 
100 spindles could be tended by one girl. A couple of decades later 
Cartwright, a clergyman, constructed the mechanical 100m which at 
once meant a trebled output per workman. The inventions mentioned 
were more directly intended for the cotton industry but they were 
soon adapted so as to be available for woollen manufacture also. 
Then during the nineteenth century there followed a succession of 
new or improved textile machines nntil finally Northrop, an American, 
produced an automatic, self-feeding 100m which, enabling as it does 
up to some twenty looms to be managed and tended by a single person, 
has effected an output per employee that is forty times greater than 
was possible in Cartwright's time. 

The woollen mannfacture, which in ancient times attained a high 
degree of development in the East and in Italy and which WIl.S pursued 
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• Places where about 100 hands are emptbyed. 
praces wIth a larger number at hands ere 
marked with prollortlonatelu larger dots. 

The Woollen Indus~ry 

Number of woollen spinning mills and 
weaving mills atthe beginning 
011925 ................................................. .122 

Number of hands emllloyed therein ...•.. .12900 
(Corresponding to 8,4 % of all the 
Industrial hands in the country) 

Value of production in 1024 (mill.of KtL ... .122,O 
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A.-a. KARTOGRAFISKA INSTITUTET 

during the Middle Ages in Europe1>rincipallyby Germans.and Nether
landers, wa.s in Sweden an object of.speci~l soUcitude to the. Vasa kings. 
During their reigns (16th and 17th centuries) and still more during 
the so-called "Period of Liberty" (1720-1770) the cloth-making industry 
was generously supported by Government and Parliament and attained 

'a high degree of prosperity. Towards the close of the 18th century 
there ensued a long period of decline, but about the middle of the 19th 
century the cloth·making trade once more began to develop vigorously 
as a consequence of the spread to Sweden of the new textile machinery . 

. Since then there has been manifest a growing tendency in the woollen 
industry towards concentration in a few large enterprises. A number 
of the small mills have been closed down, while production has increased 

. considerably in the "larger concerns. 
Only a small part of the raw material of the woollen industry -

sheep's wool - is obtained in Sweden itself, not more than about 
7-8 % at most. Sheep-breeding however, after having for a long 
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time dimin'ished in extent, has during the last few years once more 
IIhown an increase, so that a greater producfion of wool may be ex
pected. The imports of wool during the last few years have amounted 
to lomewhat more than 7 million kilograms annually. But besides 
natural wool, the woollen industry employs as a raw material, especially 
for lower-grade goods, so-called artificial wool, which is obtained by the 
tearing np of old woollen goods. The better kind of this mixed product, 
"shoddy", is obtained from unfulled woollen fabrics, hosiery articles 
etc., while "mungo" is made from the rags of fulled woollen articles. 
Artificial wool is made in Sweden on a considerable scale but about 
half the demand has to be satisfied by imports. 

The earlier woollen industry in Sweden belonged entirely to the 
carded goods (woollen) branch but since the eighties of last century there 
has sprung up a not unimportant combing-wool (worsted) industry. In this 
latter branch the spinning-mills often fonn independent businesses, quite 
distinct from the weaving-mills, whereas the carding-goods factOlies are 
usually of the combined type, embracing both spinning and weaving. 
It should be noted however that there exist no strictly defined limits 
between the carding and the combing industries, for carded woollen 
goods and combed woollen articles are often manufactured at one and 
the same factory, the former being made from short, curly wool and 
the latter from long-fibred, straight, glossy wool. In this connection 
it should also be observed that the woollen industry makes use on a 
considerable scale of cotton or cotton-yam for its products, sometimes to 
such an extent that it become.$ fljfficult to decide whether to classify 
such factories among the woplle9tJ>.r the cotton ~~;: ..... ,,;.,,' ..... wooll ...... . 

mills. A special class"of undertaking is the ,,-----'m ..... ". 
, -EaoOttoido 
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vigogne spinning-mills, whicp, manufacture 
'yam out of wool or artificial wool and cotton, 
chieOy for use in the hosiery industry. In 
the woollen industry many of ~he smaller 
factories carry out work to order, i. e. do 
the spinning and weaving of native wool 
which has been sent them for the purpose 

..... -" .. -...... - .. ., '" : ~/ 
by a sheep-farmer. About 60% of ,the hands / I'"" V 
employed in the industry are women and girls. ,oIi~iFT=iIr=--rP~--,j 

The accompanying graph olthe production, importation and exporta
tion of woollen fabrics shows the grQ}Ving success with which the Swedish 
woollen industry was coping with the home demand for woollen cloth, 
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Textile Factories at Norf'kopin.q. 
To the left, .cotton factories belonging to Holmens Bruks & Fabriks A.-R, and Norr
kopings Bomullsvaveri A_-R.; in the centre, Drag's woollen factories; to the right, a 

woollen factory belonging to A.-B. Forenade Yllefabrikerna. 

a small ' export trade having even begun, when the Great War broke 
out. This caused violent changes, the disastrous results of which 
however have been repaired during the last few years. Exports of 
woollen fa.brics in 1924 had a value of no less than 12.2 million kro
nor. Swedish woollen goods are well known for their general excellence 
and good wearing qualities. During the last few years they have 
displayed a greater variety of pattern and methods. 

The centre of the Swedish woollen industry has long been the town 
of Norrkoping, which is also the home and meeting-place of the Swedish 
Woollen Manufacturers' Association (Svenska Yllefabrikantforeningen), 
which is entrusted with the interests of this branch of industry. John 
Lenning's Weaving-School at Norrkopingis an institution which not 
only gives instruction to intending manufacturers, foremen and designers 
in the textile branch, but also holds special courses of instruction for 
apprentices and factory hands who desire to train to become foremen. 
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Spinning-llall (StocklwlmB BomullB8pinntri oeli Vii veri A.-BJ. 

Of tbe woollen manuracturing concerns in Sweden Malmo Yliffab"ikB A.-B. is 
the largest, employing about 1,800 bands. Second comes A_-B. Fiirenade Yllefabri
""ma, Norrkoping, witb about 1,400 bands. In Norrkoping tbe rollowing may also be 
noted Bnd, like tbose just mentioned, comprise spinning and weaving mills, viz. : 
Drag. A_-B. (this factory was' founded in 16(0), A.-B_ Tornell &: Ring8from, A.-B. 
Nyborg. 171efabrik, J. F. Sodergren &: SOfI8 FaTwikB A.-B., GamlaTwo A.·B ., Wad
.frO". &: Indthetou, A.-B . Max Hellmann, A.-B. Hennan MdnsBOfi and Knut Ha.'1-
berg FaTwikl A.-B.; lind also, outaide tlie. town, A.-B. Freese &: Bruno, Aby. Among 
.imilar undertakings in otber districta the following may be mentioned first : WallbergB 
FaTwikl A.-B., Halmstad, A.·B. Skdn.ka 171efaTwiken, Kristianstad, Bords Yllefabrik. 
A.·B., Boris, A.-B . For. UllBpinneri, Nykoping, Fal" Yllefabrikl A.-B., SAgmyra, A.-B . 
Fredr. Alp, Motala Verkstad, and Sahl.from8ka FaTwiken. A.-B ., Jiinkoping, all em
ploying more tban 300 hands; also Stockholms YllefabrikB A.-B., Stockholm, A.-B. 
Glittbor.'I' 17lefabrik, Partille, Hedrfor. Viiveri A.-B., Lernm, Sfigens A.-B., Fiirgelanda, 
Nordi.ka Ma.kinjilt A.-B., Halmstad, Viistergliflands Yll,fabrikB A..-B ., Tidan, Schull
.frOn, &: Sj/i.from. FaTwikl A .-B., Hogsjii, Marieholm. Yll,fabrikB A.-B., Marieholm, 
A.-B. C. O. Borg., Sliller. FaTwiker, Lnnd, A.-B. GestriklandB Ylle/abrik, Jiirbo, 
l'tI.terds Ull.pinneri- &: An.qfiirgm-i A.-B., Viisteds, Arvika UIl'pinn"i &: Va/veri 
A.-B ., Arvika, Trand. Nya Vtiveri A.-B., Trana., Taber.'1B 171f/abrikB A.-B., 5mBlands 
TaberI/:, Smdland. Ylie/abrikR A.-B., Lagan, Nalden. U1l8pinneri A.-B., NMden, Mat
/or. rllt/aTwikl A.-B., Matfors, and Salander. FaTwik. A.-B., Lund. 

Tbe largest undertaking which is entirely devoted to wool-spinning is Goteborg. 
KamgarnBBpinneri A.-B., Goteborg, with about 500 workmen. Among similar under
takings the rollowing may also be mentioned : A.-B. Lana, A.-B. Jakob.ladR Kamga''1I8' 
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spinneri, both in Goteborg, Spinnel"iet Kronan (Gustaf Ryrlin), Boras, and· A. Ferd. 
Sjober.q A.-B., Gavle. Vigogne-spinning mills are: A.-B. Fr_ Kurzel, Malmo, and 
Spinneri A.-B. Hermann Kurzel, Goteborg. 

Among the firms which specialize in the weaving branch the following may be 
mentioned: Kilsunds A.-B., A.-B. Bords Kliidningsty.qsfabrik, Manufaktur-A.-B~ &ea 
and A.-B. Merinos, all at Boras; also Hiilsingbor.qs Jacquard Viiveri A_-B_, Halsingborg. 
Giivle .Jngviiveri A.-B., Gavle, and Wahlqvistska Kliidesfabriken (0. A. Svahn), Svangsta. 

In conclusion it may be mentioned that the manufacture of blankets is carried 
on by A.-B. Malcus Holmquist, Halmstad as well as by several of the above-named 
firms. 

Among the 
dustry occupies 

THE COTTON INDUSTRY. 

various branches of textile industry the cotton in
the first place both as regards scope and also the 

number of hands engaged. That is true both 
of Sweden and of the world as a whole, the 
explanation of the fact being the relative 
chea,pness of the raw material, cotton, and the 
number of uses to which it can be put. The 
important role that the cotton industry plays 
in world manufacture may be proved for one 
by its having been chiefly in this branch, that 
those wonderful. mechanical inventions were 
made in England, that inaugurated the so
called Induatrial Revolution towa~ds the close 
of the eighteenth century and which had such 
far-reaching results, extending to the most 
widely different spheres of human life and 
industry. 

Sven Erikson. 
b_ 1801 d. 1866. 

It is not known when the' cotton industry was actually started in 
Sweden. Shortly after 1730 the manufacture of cotton seems to have been 
carried on to some extent at the Alingsas Manufacturing Works, which had 
been established by Jonas Alstromer, but cotton goods do not appear 
to have been manufactured on any considerable scale before the be
ginning of last century. Up to 1812 only small quantities of cotton 
had found their way to Sweden and the importers handed over 

·the greater part of it to the peasants to be spun. The earliest success-
ful cotton spinning-mill in Sweden was built in 1805; the second at 
Sjuntorp, south of Trollhattan (founded 1813), is still running_ 

During the first half of the 19th century several other spinning 
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The Cotton Industry 

Number of cotton spinning and weaving 
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••• KARTOGRAFISKA IN TIJUT 

mills were started, leading in time to the establishment of weaving
mills_ The manufacture of cotton fabrics had been previously carried 
on chiefly as a domestic industry, especially in the so-called "pedlars' 
district", i_ e. the seven southern hundreds of the province of Alvs
borg in the west of Sweden. In 1834 the first Swedish cotton weaving
mill was established at Rydboholm in that district by Sven Erikson, 
who is the most prominent figure in the history of the Swedish cotton 
industry. Erikson began his career by going about as.a pedlar, selling 
the cloth made by his mother, and before he died he had created a 
home-weaving industry which gave occupation to more than 1,500 
women and girls and had also established important cotton factories 
at Rydboholm, Rydal and Viskafors. Even to-day - as will be seen 
from the accompanying sketch-map - the coUon industry is still 
concentrated within that same district: Viskadalen, its metropolis 
being the town of Boris. The diagram shows how greatly the number 
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of hands employed in this industry has increased during the past few 
decades. The number of spindles in the cotton industry amounts at 
present to no less than 550,000 and the number of looms to 14,500. 

Although the Swedish cotton industry - like the woollen industry 
- stands on a very high technical level, there is nevertheless _ a. nQt 
inconsiderable import of manufactured cotton goods. The chief cause 
of that is that certain of the finer special counts cannot be produced 
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in this country at a profit. That notwith
standing, it is estimated that the share taken 
by the Swedish cotton industry in supplying 
the home demand for cotton yarn amounts 
to more than 90 %. As regards fabrics it is 
true the above figure is not attained, . but 
the accompanying diagram shows that -
apart from the catastrophic fluctuations during 
1918 to 1920 - Swedish-made cotton goods 
occupy a. predominant place in the home 

. market. The diagram also bears witness to 
the vigour and future possibilities of this 
branch of industry, for although production 
almost ceased during the last years of the 
Great War, when quantities of foreign-made 

goods were dumped upon the country to compete with the Swedish 
artiCle, it was able· in a very short tifne to regain its forme; predominant 
position. • 

As a rule the larger mills are of the combined type, i. e. they 
embrace both spinning and weaving; besides these there exist both 
independent spinning-mills and independent weaving-mills. A number 
of factories also do piece-dyeing and printing both of their own and 
of imported fabrics. In addition to their principal manufactures in 
the cotton branch some mills also make woollen or halfwoollen 
goods. Finally it may be pointed out that the cotton industry also 
embraces a number of mills which manufacture only cotton-wool and 
cotton-waste. 

The organs of the Swedish cotton industry are the Swedish 
. Cotton Manufacturers' Association (Svenska Bomullsfabrikant

foreningen) and the Swedish Cotton Spinning Mills Associa
tion (Svenska Bomullsspinneriforeningen), both in Goteborg, and the 
Association of Manufacturers of Coloure d Cottons (Forenin-
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Weat';ng·room (Stockholm. Bomull88pitlneri och Vaveri A.·B). 

gen av fabrikanter av kulOrta bomullsviivnader), in Boras. In this 
connection there should also be mentioned the Weaving School at 
Borb. It was opened in 1866 and was enlarged in 1884 to embrace 
hosiery and knitted goods. One department, for male pupils, is 
engaged in training the future foremen and manufacturers; in the 
department for girls the pupils are instructed in art weaving and 
domestic textile industries. 

Of the combined cotton mills the following are tbe principnl: Bards Wiilleri A.·B., 
Bora.., employing abont 2,000 hands; other large enterpr!ses are Gamlt8faden. Fabri
ker, A. B. and Clae. Johan88on d: C:o. Viiveri A.-B., hoth at Goteborg; Norrkiipin.1J8 Bam
.cllBtliiveri A.-B. (.Tnppen.) and Holmen. Bruk. d: Fabrik. A.-B., both at Norrkoping, 
each employing close npon, or more than, 1,000 men. The followinjt are not much 
ioferior os r~gards 8ize: Stockholm. Bomu1l88pinneri d: Viiveri A.-B., Stockholm, 
Manufaktur A.·B. i Malmli, Malmo, Dnd Rydboholm. A.-B. with mills both at Ryd
buholm and Viskafora. The following may also be noted - in approximate order of 
size: L. J. Win,qqm,t, Fritala, A.-B. $junforp, Uppharad, both with more than 600 
hand., Gal.le Manufaktelr A.-B., Rtromsbro, Stt-ijmma Bomul188pinneri A.-B., Karls
hamn, Ahlafors Nya Spinneri A.-B ., GOteborg, Kampenhof. A.-B., Udd,walla, HargB 
Falwike," A.· B., Nykoping, aDd Dala Viiveri A.-lJ., Molkom. 
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Among the independent cotton-spinning mills the following may be mentioned: 
Niiii8 Fabriks A.-B., Floda station, Rydals Manufaktur A_-B., Kinna, Akel·lu'lldB 
Bomullsspinneri A.-B., Boras, A_ B. Perioden, Norrkoping, and Aug. Wernel- &: C:OB 
Fabriks- o. Handels A.-B., Goteborg_ 

The following are some of the independent cotton textile manufacturers: Ali'llgstfs 
Bomullsviiveri A.-B., Alingsas, Miilnlycke Vaveri A_-B., Molnlycke, D,-ufvefol"B Vaveri 
A.-B., Wiskaber.qs Fab,·ikel-s A.-B., Katrinedals Vaveri A_-B., Osterdale'lls A.-B_ and 
A.-B_ Dalhems Va veri, the last five at Boras, and· Kinnastl·iims Vaveri A.-B., A.-B. 
Claes Htfka'llsson, Ludvig Svensson (Kinnamarks Mekaniska Vaveri) and Marks Textil
fabrik, all four at Kinna, A.-B_ Briinno, Kinnared, A_ J. Borgs Viiveri A.-B., Kinna
hult, Carlsbergs Vaveri A.-B., Molndal, Satera Viiveri A.-B_, Sater, and L_ P_ Kruse 
&: Son, Malmo. 

Among the cotton-wool factories the following may be noted: A.-B_ Stockholms 
t.addfabrik, Stockholm, A.-B. Axel K. Bergvall &: Saner, Norrkoping, and Mosds 
Vaddfabrik, belonjting to the firm of Johnson &: Hill, Orebro. 

In this connection it may be mentioned that cotton driving-belts are made by 
Jonsereds Fabrikel·s A.-B., Jonsered, Giitebol·gs Remfabriks A.-B., Goteborg, and Fl·ed
fors Fab,·iks A.-B., Sundbyberg. 

THE LINEN AND JUTE INDUSTRIES_ 

The manujactUl-e oj linen goods out of a raw material of native 
origin has been carried on as a domestic industry in Sweden from time 
immemorial. The linen-industry on factory lines, which may be con
sidered to have originated with the establishment in 1846 of the Alme
dahl· linen-spinning mills near Goteborg, also started with Swedish 
raw material. During the latter ·part of last century the cultivation 
of flax in Sweden declined very greatly and the consequence was that 
the linen industry was obliged to satisfy its demands for raw material 
chiefly from abroad_ It is true that during the Great War attempts 
were made, fostered by the State, to put fresh life into the cultiva
tion and preparation of flax in the country, but this movement has 
died out and at the present time the native cultivation of flax is of 
little importance as a source of raw material for the l,inen industry_ 

During the last few decades the Swedish linen industry has made 
steady progress. The production of linen and also of hemp yarn has 
in an increasing degree managed to satisfy the home demand and 
during the last few years there has even been a slight balance for 
export. As regards linen fabrics it may be said that at present the 
Swedish production supplies about three-quarters of the home demand. 
The goods consist not only of coarse fabrics, such as sail cloth and tar
paulins, canvas, drill, saddle-girth fabrics, driving-belts, hoses etc., but 
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THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY DISTRICT IN VASTERGOTLAND 
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The Linen, Hemp and Jute 
Industries 

Number of spinning and weaving mills 
in the linen, hemp and jute branches, 
althe beginning of 11125 ............. _._. __ .. _ ........ 13 

Number of hands employed therein ... _ ...... 3600 
(Corresponding to 0,9 % of all the 
industrial hands in the country) 

Value of production in 1924 (mill.of Kr.L .. _ ... 22,s 
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A.-B. KARTOGRAFISKA INSTITUTEr 

also of medium fine and fine cloths such as sheetings, towellings and 
table-cloths etc. Swedish linen cloths have long been renowned for 
their excellent quality. 

The largest undertakings in the linen branch are Almedahl-D.al.,;ofors A.-B., 
Almedal, employing a total of 900 hands, Holma-Helsin.qlands Linspinneri &: Viivet'i 
A.-B., Forsa and Madangsholm, Haggddalens Mek. Linneviiverilws A.-B., Kinna. Jonse
reds Fabriket's A.-B., Jonsered, are engaged in the' manufacture of coarse products of 
flax, hemp, jute, and cotton. The following may also be noted: Marks Linnemanu
fakfur A.-B., Kungsater, and Skandinaviska Jute·Spinneri &: Viiveri A.-B. with a 
linen factory at Oskarstrom. 

The jute industry is of considerably more recent date than the 
other branches of textile industry already mentioned. It commenced 
in Sweden at the close of the eighties of last century, and was based 
on jute imported chiefly from the East Indies which, owing to its 
cheapness and strength, is specially suitable for the manufacture of 
packing and carpet fabrics. Before the imposition of a duty in 1888 
the whole demand of the country for jute goods was supplied by im
ported goods. But two factories were established the very next year 
and ever since then the Swedish jute industry has supplied the main 
part of the jute ya.rn, the packing canvas, sackings and baggings and 
the other jute goods that are required. 

The principal undertaking is Skandinaviska Jute-Spinneri & Viiveri A.-B., Oskar
strom, which includes jute·spinning mills, jute cloth factories, ropeyards and sack 
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mannractDriea and al80 linen milla at the ahove-mentioned place; this undertaking 
employe more than 1,000 hande. Bkdnllka JutejabrikB A.-B., Hiilsinghorg, also owns 
.pinning and weaving mille and employe 300 hand8. The output of hoth of these 
firma i. diapoaed of to cU8tomers by SVenllka JutejabrikernaB Centralkontor, Halmstad. 
The firm of JonBered. Fabriker. A.·B. mentioned above nnder the linen'industry, 
al80 owne .pinning and weaving mills in the jute brancb. 

In close connection with the jute industry are the plants for the 
manufacture of carpets and uplwZstery fabrics, for some of which jute 
forma the main raw material; others again make use of linen, cotton 
or wool on a larger Bcale than jute: 

Among nndertakings belonging tD thi8 category may be noted the following: 
Xya Srenllka Miibeltyg.- d! MattjabrikB A.-B., Giiteborg, Ludt>ig Anderson (Kastltalls 
.\[attjabrikJ, Kinna, Karlstad. Spinneri d! Viive,·i A.·B., Karlstad, and Uddebo Miibel
tyg ra,'eri, Uddebo. 

THE HOSIERY AND KNITTING INDUSTRIES. 

The manufacture of hosiery and knitted goods as a factory in
dustry has the character of a combined weaving and clothing industry 
in which the raw material, the yarn, is turned direct into the finished 
articles, Buch as stockings, vests etc. In addition to such goods turned 
out by the piece, there are of course also fabrics made in long
lengths, but the sewing work for the manufacture of articles of cloth
ing out of such fabrics also takes place at the hosiery and knitted 
goods factories. 

The man who first introduced knitting-machines into Sweden was 
Kristofer Polhem. He also had some stocking-looms constructed at 
Stjernsund at the beginning of the 18th century, much of the mechan
ism of which was his own invention. An important innovation in 
this branch was made in Sweden in the eighties of last century: PER 
PERSSON invented the counting-apparatus for pattern-knitting, which 
relieves the worker from troublesome and tedious counting, A variety 
of ingenious machines, both circular looms and knitting-machines, 
worked by hand or by motor-power, are nowadays employed in the 
industry to the great increase of its output. With a so-called "Lamb's 
machine" a workman can make from 8 to 10 pairs of stockings every 
day or double that number of socks. 

The Swedish hosiery and knitted goods .industry, which had its 
origin in domestic hand-knitting, dates from the first half of the 19th 
century. It developed rather slowly however until the close of the 
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Numberof hosiery-and knitted goods 
factoriesatthe beginning 011925_ ...... _ .. _ .. 78 

Number of hands employed therein .. __ .... :4 500 
(Corresponding to 1,2 % ofall the 
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Value of production in 1924 (mill.of Ktl ... _ .. .37,4 
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'nineties, when a flourishing period began which was partly the result 
of the increase of import duties on certain of the articles. The last 
few decades present a comparatively uniform and satisfactory de
velopment. 

The consumption is almost entirely domestic and the industry 
satisfies about three-quarters of the home demand. This branch of 
industry, especially during the l,\tst few years characterized by the 
great variety of novelties in the hosiery and knitted goods department, 
has proved to possess an astonishing power of adaptability and great 
initiative in seizing on new ideas to suit the demands of the day. 

Female labour is employed to a far greater degree in the hosiery 
and knitted goods industry than in any other bra.nch of manufacture, 
no less than about 90 % of the total number of hands being women 
and girls. 

In this branch a prominent position is taken by A.·B. Bt·el'i.qes Forenade Trikd
fabriker, Boras, which was formed in 1913 by an amalgamation of 17 separate factories, 
representing about one-third of the stockinet products of the whole country and 
employing altogether 1,400 hands. The next largest enterprise is Gdrda FabrikerB 
A.-B., Goteborg, with about 600 hands. The following may also be mentioned: 
Malmo Mek. TricolfablikB A.·B. and St'enska TricolfabrikR A.-B., both at Malmo, A.-B. 
Viirmlands Trikdfabrik, Karlstad, A.-B. Sf"onima Tricolfabrik, Karlshamn, A. Jonsson 
&; Co. Trikd A.-B., Goteborg, A.-B. Norl·kopin.qs Tricolfabl'ik and A.-B. Axel K. Bergvall 
&; Bone/', both at Norrkoping, Emil Petterssons TI'ikdfabrik and Albert Terber.qel·, 
A.-B., both in Stockholm, Bem L. Bfau'e, Karlstad, and A. B. Askel'sttnds Trikd-
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/aln-i/;. A.keraund. Mention may be made here of the fact that, of the above cloth 
will. in the woolen and cotton indnstrie., which are al_o engaged in the making of 
atockinet, the following are the principal: Sfockho/mll BomullsBpinneri &: Vii,·c,; A.-B., 
tltockholm, Manu/akf",. A.-B. i Jtalmo, Malmo, and Wallbergs FabrikB A.-B., Halmstad. 

THE SILK AND ARTIFICIAL SILK INDUSTRY. Side by 
side with the other branches of textile industry there was carried on 
in Sweden during the 18th and 19th centuries a not unimportant manu
facture of silk goods, which was encouraged by the passing of special 
commercial measures through Parliament. When about the middle of 
the 19th century those measures were allowed to lapse the industry 
gradually declined. At the present time there is only one firm that 
carrie8 on the manufacture of woven silk goods, although only on a 
very small 8cale. 

So-called artificial silk, which is made from woodpulp, has during 
the last few years attracted very great attention and, as far as one 
can judge, bids fair to become a textile manufacture of great im
portance. Owing to its quality the Swedish sulphite pulp is very 
suitable for manufacturing of artificial silk. The production of same 
bas assumed very large proportions especially in America, England, 
Germany and Italy. In Sweden too the manufacture of artificial silk 
has begun and at present about 120,000 kilograms of artificial silk
yarn are produced yearly. The artificial silk produced in Sweden has 
for the most part been absorbed by the hosiery and knitted goods 
industries. 

The only enterprise which haa specialized in the manufacture of artificial silk 
from sulphite pulp ia A.-B. S"tnlJkt KonstBilke, Boras, with about 200 hands. 

THE TAPE AND PACKTHREAD INDUSTRIES. 

In consequence of the manifold uses to which the manufacture of 
tape, braid etc. can be put, chiefly as accessories in clothing and in 
shoe-making, those articles have gradually become of greater importance 
and scope. It is true that the industries conne~ted with these bran
ches are influenced to no small degree by variations of fashion, it being 
only in certain cases that the demand may be considered constant, 
The more important products in this connection are white cotton tape, 
trimmings, boot and shoe laces, garters, braces and furniture-cord. 

Among the undertakings helonging to this category the following may be men
tioued: Fabrikll A.-B. Skandinavien, Malmo, which besides tapes also makes lace, 
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buttons etc., A.-B. Bords Mek. Gummiviiveri and Bords Band- och Hiingsleiabriks 
A.-B., both at Boras, Svenska Band- och. Snormakerifabriks A.-B., Hiilsingborg, A. 
Svensson &: C;o, Snormakerifabrik, Malmo, and Gust. Barthels, Goteborg, and also 
the above mentioned firm of Gdrda Fabrikers A.-B., Goteborg, which makes tapes. 

The manufacture of packthread and cordage in Sweden dates back 
to the close .of last century when it gradually began to develop out 
of the old handicraft of rope-making. Hackling and' yarn-spinning 
machines showed themselves to be not only labour-saving. but also to 
produce a better article, and so hand-spinning could no longer compete 
with machine-work. The most important raw material is hemp; of 
which considerable quantities are imported every year. Other. materials . 
are also employed, such as flax, cotton, jute, manilla and sisal hemp 
etc. The production covers about 90 % of the demand of the home 
market. 

The principal enterprise is Svenska Bindga,-nifobriken A.-B., Malmo. The 
following may also be mentioned in this connection: International Harvester Co., Norr
koping, A.-B. Nykvarns Bindgarnfabrik and Wahlbecks Fabriker, both at Linkoping, 
and A.-B. Herman Gotthardt, Malmo. 

THE CLOTHING AND OTHER TAILORING INDUSTRIES. 

The clothing industry in the .real sense of the word - i. e. the 
factory-production of ready-made clothing - is one of the most 
r~cently established of the industrial branches in Sw~den. It was 
not until the nineties of last century that it had any scope worth 
mentioning, but since then it has developed into an industry of con
siderable dimensions. It is divided into three main branches, which are 
fairly distinct from each other and differ with respect to the condi
tions both of production and competition. 

(1) Men's Ready-made Clothing Industry. This embraces the 
factory production of men's suits, overcoats, ulsters etc., and also a 
special branch of manufacture, the so-called "Boras ready-made clothing 
trade" in which the sewing and knitting are carried on as a domestic 
industry and which chiefly embraces working-men's clothes such as 
blouses, shirts, overalls etc. There does not exist however any sharp 
distinction between' the two branches. Generally speaking this industry 
obtain 90 % of its raw material from Swedish textile factories. The 
production satisfies on the whole the demands of the Swedish 
market. 
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Work al a ready·made clothing factory (A.·B. J . A. Wettergren &; Co.). 

(2) Ladies' Ready-made Clothing (cloaks, costumes and 
skirts). This is a branch that in the 'eighties had already begun to 
be carried on on factory lines. Here too it is chiefly Swedish material 
that is made use of. The production in this branch is dependent on 
changes in fashion to a far greater degree than is the case in men's 
clothing; and here too foreign . competition is rather severe. 

(3) Th e lighter articles of ladies' clothing embraces. the 
blouses, dresses, dressing·gowns, collars etc., of thin, airy materials, mostly 
of foreign origin. As far as the number of hands employed is concerned, 
this branch is considerably smaller than the two preceding ones. It 
arose as a result of the blouse-fashion which flourished at the be
ginning of the nineties of' last century and which gave rise' to an 
extremely large demand for the articles in question. The greater 
number of the Swedish concerns in the branch however started after 
the beginning of the present century. As new shapes and cuts 
come into fashion twice every year, production has to be organized 
with an eye to these rapid and incessant changes. The repeated selling 
off in Sweden of foreign goods, which have been lef~ over as bad stock 
owing to the constant changes in the fashions, causes this branch 
great difficnlties. 
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The largest ready-made clothing factory in Sweden is A.-B. J. A. lVettergren & 
C:o, Goteborg, which employs over 800 hands ill. the making of ladies' cloaks,. 
costumes, and skirts. This firm also Owml Nya A.-B. Herr- och Go.~skliiderJab)-iken, 

Goteborg, which makes men's clothes. There are four other large undertakings which 
are engaged in the manufacture of men's outfits and ladies' cloaks and similar gar
ments, viz. A.-B. Gunnar Collijn, Stockholm, A.-B. Hj. Soderber.q, Uppsala, and also 
two large stores in Stockholm, namely A.-B. Nordiska Kompaniet and Paul U. Berg
stroms A.-B. Among men's outfitters the following may be mentioned: A.-B. Schu'arfz
)nan & Nordstrom, UddevaIIa, Hennin.q Scltlasber.q & C;o, Landskrona, A.-B. L. & P. 
Widengren, Vingaker, A.-B. KliiderJabrilcen, Niissjo, KonJelctions A.-B. Oscar Mo
lander, Alingsas, A.-R Erikson & Larson, Boras, A.-B. Fritsla Syfabrik, Fritsla, 
Carl Holten A.-B., Malmo, and A.-B. Svensk-Engelska HerrkonJekfionen Hjelm, Orkel
Ijunga. The following firms are engaged in the making of ladies' cloaks, costumes, 
and skirts: A.-B. Bive & C:nis KappJabrik and A.-B. Elis Fischer, both in Stockholm, 
A.-B. Moresco, Malmo, KonJektions A.-B. LessUe, Goteborg, and Sahlins KonJekfions 
A.-B., Eslov etc. The following names are those of makers of lighter articles: 
KonJeldions A.-B. H. Bengtson, KonJektions A.-B. SalCn and Otto Halldens Fabriks
& Handels A.-B., all three in Stockholm, and A.-B. Gust. Uddenberg and August 
Erasmis EJtr., both at Goteborg, 

The manufacture of linen-drapery, corsets and' neckwear is closely 
allied to that of ready-made clothing and has been carried on on a 
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factory acale in Sweden since the nineties of last century. It is 
principally in consequence of the production of good-quality and good
wearing articles that these indl18tries have succeeded in gaining a 
market for their products in spite of competition from countries 
which set the fashions. In all three branches the greater part of 
the home demand is nowadays supplied by Swedish makes. 

Linen·drapery consists of shirts and collars, ladies' and children's 
umlerclothing, corset-protectors, aprons etc. For the most part the 
Swedish linien-drapery industry uses for its products raw materials 
turned out by the Swedish textile factories. The Swedish neckwear 
industry embraces the production of gentlemen's ties of silk and 
cotton. The raw materials in this branch are almost exclusively of 
foreign origin. 

In the linen·drapery business the following firms may be noted: Sveriges Forenade 
Linntf"briktr. A.· B., A.·B. Linntfabriken Merkllr and A.·B. F. W. Hasselblad &: Co., 
all at (ioleborg, also A.·B. St~nsfromB SkJorf/abrik, Hiilsingborg, Alingsds Linnefabriks 
A.· B., AlingsAa, Link;;ping. Linnefabrik. A.·B., Linkoping, and Jonkopin.IJ' Linnffabrik 
(Rudolf Herzog), Jonkoping. The principal corsetmakers are Konfektions A.·B. Km·l· 
Bon d: Slar'ck, Goteborg, Arnberg. Cor.etlfabrik, Hoganiis, Korsetlfabriken Spirella A.·B., 
)(nlmo, and A.·B. SvenBka Kor.etlfabriken (JanBBon &: Co.), Stockholm. The leading 
tie·makpra are Amanda ChriBtenBen A.· B., Stockholm, and the firm of L Htdst"om, 
Gol"borg. 

The manufactu~'e of awnings, sun·blinds and tarpaulins constitutes 
& special group of industries. The yearly output corresponds approxi
mately to the home demand for such goods. 

Of pnterprises belonging to this category the following may be noted: A.-B. P. 
EricBBon &: Co. and J. Dahlander &: C:OB TapelfabrikB A.-B., both at Goteborg, and 
Norrkiiping. Regnkliider •. &: Presf.nningsfabrikB A.-B., Norrkoping. In this connection 
it may be mentioned that blinds are manufactnred by Ha.qlund &: Sliners Handel. &: 
·FabrikB A.-B., Falkoping. 

THE MANUFACTURE OF HATS AND CAPS. The Swedish 
hatjactories, & number of which were established some twenty-five 
or thirty years ago, embrace the manufacture of men's felt-hats and 
what are called "felt-stumps" (semi-manufactured felt-hatsl, and also the 
manufacture of ladies' hats and straw· hats. During the last few years the 
value of the home manufacture has been about equal to that of the 
imported articles. 

Among hat-factories the following are the principal: KarlBkrma HatifabrikB A.-B., 
Karlskrona, makers of men's felt hats and hair-felt hats, and J. A. For8s' A.·B., Fal· 
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koping, principally makers of men's felt hats, A.-B, Sveri,qes Forenade Hattjabriket·, 
Malmo, is a financial amalgamation of four enterprises, chiefly engaged in the manu
facture of women's hats, viz. Nya A.-B. Levin Stt'd- och Filthattjabrik and A.-B. 
Rit,qheimer &: We-strell, both in Stockholm, A.-B. Malmo Strdhattfabrik and Nya 
A.·B. Svenska Strd· oeh Filthattjabriken; Malmo. Women's straw and felt hats are 
also made by A,-B. Wilhelm Ca1'lsson &: Co" Stockholm, and A.-B. Nm·rkopin.qs Strd
&: Filthattjabrik, Norrkoping, 

The cap-industry in Sweden may be dated back to the seventies 
of last century. Even as late as the cLose of the century the 
greater part of the production was carried on as a pure handicraft, 
often in connection with some retail business. At present the manu
facture is carried on as a rule at special cap-factories, although caps 
are also made at a number of factories in the ready· made clothing 
and fur-goods industries. 

Of undertakings belonging to this category the following may be noted: Aug. 
Holts Pels- &: Mossfabrik8 A.·B., Stockholm, L. Haglund &: C:o, Gavle, Goteborg8 
MosRfabriks A.·B. and Alb. Boltlin &: Co:s Nya A.-B., both at Goteborg, and A.-B. 
Oscat· Wi,qen, Tranas. 

TH1l: DYEING, BLEACHING AND IMPREGNATING INDUS
TRIES. Included among the textile and ready-made clothing indus
tries are those concerned in the dyeing, bleaching and impregnating 
of textile goods, although in their nature they are chemical processes. 
The work in question is carried out either- as an integral part of the 
process of manufacture at the mill!!, where the goods are 'produced, or 
else at the independent dye-works, bleaching-establishments and impreg
nating factories. 

Among these undertakings the following may be mentioned: Fargeri A.-B. Le
vanten, Almedal, A.-B. Norden8 Textilfabrik, Boras, A.-B. L!mdby Skonfiirget'i &: Kem 
Tviittanstalt and Eriksber.qa Fal'geri A.-B., both in Goteborg. 
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INDUSTRIES. 

THE TANNING INDUSTRY. 

The existing Swedish tanning industry has developed in part from 
the ancient tanning handicraft, which was carried on as a guild-craft, 
and in part from certain privileged tanning enterprises, which arose in 
the 11th century, the so-called "English tanneries". These latter, in 
the course of time, encountered many changes of fortune, ;while by 
degrees the tanning handicraft on the basis of the guild-craft system 
grew stronger and stronger. The rivalry which existed from the very 
first between the two branches of the tanning business above mentioned 
continued until, with the disappearance of the guild· system in 1846, 
the diiference also vanished between an "English tannery" and a 
"guild tannery". 

At the close of the nineteenth century the tanning industry began 
to develop rapidly in the direction of large-scale manufacture. This 
was especially the case as regards the manufacture of sole-leather, 
which at the time mentioned, thanks to the increased duty put on it by 
Parliament in 1891, was enabled to enter energetically into competition 
with the imported sole·leather coming especially from America. One 
contributory cause of the rapid development of tanning was the flourish
ing state at that time of the boot and shoe industry, for that meant 
that the home consumption of factory· made leather greatly increased. 
At about the same period new and more rapid methods of tanning 
came into use. 

As will be seen from the appended table, the larger concerns in 
the branch are nowadays chiefly concentrated in the southern part of 
the country, while in olden times the tanning industry was chiefly 
carried on in central Sweden, especially Stockholm. 
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Interior ()f a Swedisl, Tannery (L_ ..4._ Matton, Gii1l1t) 

The Swedish tanneries employ considerable quantities of home
produced raw hides and skins, but there are extensive imports of for
eign hides for their account, especially for the manufactu,re of heavy 
sole-leather, dubbed-leather etc_ -

The tanning-agents used in the process are chiefly obtained from 
abroad_ It has been estimated that only about 17 % of the demand 
for vegetable tanning-materials is covered by home-grown spruce-bark 
and oak-bark or oak-wood. Among imported tanning-materials the 
principal ones are quebrachoeitract, mimosa-bark extract and myro
balan, vallonea and chrome salts. 

The manufacture of leather, if a good result is to be obtained, de
mands technical experience and judgment. Thanks to skilful manage
ment however the Swedish tanning industry has attained a position 
in which its products are acknowledged as first-class goods, whilst .at 
the same time the manufacture has been developed in such a way_ as 
to satisfy in an ever-increasing degree the home demand for leather, 
although that too has r!tpidly increased. 

The greatest consumer of leather is the boot and shoe trade. 
Less important are the manufacturers of travelling-bags etc., leather-
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belt factories, glove-factories, saddlers etc. While the production of 
sole and insole leather is practically sufficient for the home demand, 
Bome 15!tJ of the demand for other kinds of leather and skin, on the 
basis of value, is satisfied by imported goods. 

Tbe largpst tanning enterprises are L. A. Matton, Gavle, a firm wbich makes 
exe\osively 1I01e-IE'ather, C. J. Lundberg' LiiderfabrikB A.-B., Valdemarsvik, which 
coneentrates e.pecially on the making of opper leather, and A.-B. Ehrnberg <1\ Son8 
Liiderfabrik, Simrishamn, who manofactore practically all kinds of leather (specially 
dyed It'ather and skios). Tbe following are also important firms: A.-B. Wilh. Grm
walh Liiderfabrik, Angelholm, Chromgarveriel Kli1)pan A.-B., Klippan, and A.-B. 
Dan Lund.llre", Liiderfabrik, Falkenberg, Malmo LiiderfabrikB A.-B., which, besides 
leatbE'r, also make shoE'S, and Malmo Hand8k- och Glaceliidcrfabriks A.-B., Kavlinge. 
The following may also be mentioned here: A.-B. Liiderfabriken OJ·t8und, Malmo, A.-B_ 
Alfr. Lindgrene Laderfabrik, Karlstad, Carl Gil/ber.II, Orebro, Martin Levi8sOfIs SOntr8 
Liiderfabrik, A.-B., Goteborg, Liiderfabrik, A·.-B. Glifa, AlingsAs, A.-B. Lilljedahlska 
Liiderfabriken, Solveshorg, and A.-B. Norrvikens Liiderfabt'ik, Boras._ Finally reference 
may be made here to Ami. Elia'8fln' Liiderindusfri A.-B., which is the largest of 
several tanning enterprisE's of no inconsiderable size in the parish of Malong in 
Dalarna. 

THE BOOT AND SHOE INDUSTRY. 

The factory-production of boots and shoes in Sweden as well as 
abroad is a. comparatively recent industry. The mechanical devices 
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which have brought about a transition from handicraft to large·scale 
production in this branch were invented and first utilized in U. S. A. 
It was the pegging·machine and the sewing·machine that in the middle 
of the nineteenth century there made a complete revolution in 
the making of boots and shoes; a couple of decades later that was 
consolidated by the so·called Goodyear welting machines, for thereby 
an entire system of most ingenious labour·saving machinery had been 
provided for the various details of this branch of industry. 

This new method of manUfacture reached Sweden at the begin
ning of the seventies of last century. In 1873 A. F. CARLSSON started 
the first Swedish boot and shoe factory at Viinersborg. Even as late 
as 1890 however the Swedish boot industry was still in its infancy 
though later it experienced a period of great prosperity. Not the least 
among the contributory factors were the protective duties, which were 
imposed in 1897 to foster this industry because it had suffered severely 
from foreign competition. The diagram on this page shows the 
extremely vigorous development that has characterized the Swedish 
boot and shoe industry since the nineties of last century. As will 
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Sewing.work at a boot and Bhoe factory. 
(Nya. Skofa.briks A.·B. 6men, 6rebro). 
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be seen, the number of hands employed has become many times 
greater during the' period. 

Almost palf of the shoe factories are concentrated in the central 
parts of the province of Narke, especially in and about Orebro and 
lrumia,' where shoemaking had long been carried on as a do~estic 
industry on a large scale before it became a factory one, 

The manufacture of boots and shoes is far from simple in cha
racter. In few industries are the details of the work distributed 
amongst so many special machines as in shoemaking. For the pro
duction of one shoe in an up-to-date factory there is required the 
co-operation of about 100 different machines. Selling conditions in 
the shoe-trade in Sweden are such that the larger boot and shoe fac
tories in general are obliged to make all varieties of boots and shoes, 
whereby an otherwise much to be desired specialization in the branch 
is precluded. The American boot industry, on the other hand, has as 
a rule one speciality for each factory. Hence at a Swedish boot factory 
with the constant change there is in fashion the number of different 
models is very large, amounting in some cases to as many as 20,000. 

The work in boot and shoe factories is to a great extent done 
by women and young people under twenty-one years of age, about 
~O % of the total number of hands belonging to these categories. Of 
the raw material· consumed at the factories the sole-leather comes 
almost exclusively from Swedish tanneries, while on the other hand, 
as regards the uppers, the largest item of a boot and' shoe factory, 
p,bout one half is imported. The output of the Swedish factories in 
this branch is known for excellent quality, good' fit and very often 
really elegant finish. 

There exist no statistics relating to the number of boots and 
shoes manufactured earlier than 1913; since that date, however, the 
annual production has been between 6 and 8 million pairs. Even in 
~910 the production sufficed for 99 % of the home demand. After the 
war ·.there was a temporary import of American goods in cqnse
quence of the high prices and the scarcity of material then prevailing in 
Sweden, but nowadays the production is greater th.an the demand 
in .the h9me market. As a result a certain interest is directed towards 
export. 

Of the shoe factoril's in the country the following are the principal: A.-B. 
A. F. Carlssons Skofabrik, Vanl'rsborg, the oldest and at the same time the largest 
enterprise in ·this branch· in Sweden, with factories at ~iinersborg ani!- Goteborg. 
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.wpluying altogether 800 men_ After thiB firm come A_-B_ Stockholms Skofabt"ik, 
Hw.-kholm, Maim;; Skrifabrikl A_-B_ and the shoe-factory of Maim;; LaderfabriksA_-B., 
both .t Jlalmo, and A.-B. L. E. Lar880n d: C:o, Uppsala, each of the three employing 
.. buut 300 workrut"n. The following enterprises may he noted in Orebro: Nya Skofa
Iwi'" A.·B. Omen, Skofabrikl A.-B. Oreana, A.-B. J. Pehrson d: Comp., Svenska Sko
;1It/ ... tr; A.-B., Ortbro Skofam';k, A.·B. Skofabriken Vic/mia, A.·B. Skofabriken Rex, 
A.·B. Skofabrik". Svea, A.-B. Skofabriken Skandia, A.-B. Almqvist d: Johansson, Sko
fabrikB A.·B. Kronan, A.·B. Mark. Skofaln'ik and A.-B. Emil Edlin.q, and tbe follow
ing .. nt.,rpri ..... at Kurula: A. G. Ander88on, Skofabrik, C. G. Strom, C. A. Jonsson, 
A.·B. o'\knfabriken Sfurt, Kumla Skofabrik (Carl llilsson) and A.-B. Lundholms Sko
mn" .. fakillr. .At Goteborg the following factories ruay be noted: A.-B. Carl Aim • 
• '\komallllfakt .. r and Gdrda SkofabrikB A.-B.,; and in Skane the following companies: 
A.·B. K.ieflinge Ladtr- d: Skofabrik, Kilvlinge, EsliifB Skofabrik. A.-B., EslOf, Maim
gn". Sk'ifabl'ikB A.·B., HillHingborg, A.·B. Ramlii.a Skofabrik, RamlOsa, Knislin.qe 
Skofabri'" A.B., Vanas, and A.-B. L. O. Wallenbet·,1/' Skofabrik, Malmo. Finally, 
... fp .. ·o<'., nmy al80 be made here to several well-known enterprises in other districts, 
n"OI.ly: A.·B. Jol .... Lofquisf. Skomanufaklur, Jonktiping, Kembels Skofabrik. A.-B. 
and A.·B .. Kardi.k Skoindu.tri, hotb in 8to~kholm, A.-B. J. Bryntesson d: C:o, Skara, 
and the firm of Carl H'aneke (felt-~hoe factory) and A.-B. Janne Riehm'dson, b~tb 
the I .... t·ru .. ntion.d at Halmstad. 

THE FUR AND SKIN INDUSTRY AND THE BRUSH
MAKING INDUSTRY. 

T.he making of fur-goods has been carried on in Sweden from 
olden times, but the factory-production of such goods can hardly be 
said to have existed before 1889. 

Strictly speaking the greater part of the Swedish fur-goods factories 
should really be regarded as ready-made clothing factories, for the in
dustrial treatment does not consist, in most cases, in the preparation 
or dyeing of the furs, these being imported ready prepared, but only 
in the work of sewing and trimming. Swedish fur-goods consist of 
better-quality men's and ladies' fur coats and cloaks, boas, muffs etc., 
and also sheepskin coats, rugs, etc., for which latter articles Swedish 
raw material is employed on a large scale. The manufacture of the 
former class of goods is carried on in the larger towns of Sweden 
while that of the latter kind is to a very great extent concentrated 
around Tranas and in the parish of Malung in Dalarna; at both those 
places there are a large number of firms working in this branch. The 
output is sold chiefly in Sweden, for exports are insignificant. On the 
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other hand ready-made fur goods have been imported on a large scale 
during the last few yearll-.. ' , 

The principal fnrriers are A.-B. Skandinaviska Pelsvarufabriken, Stockholms 
Piilsvarufabriks A.-B. and A.-B .• 0. J. Lindners Pelsvaruindustri, all in Stockholm; 
A.-B. Svenska Piilsvarufabrikenat Goteborg, A.-B. O. &, M. :Pou,qstedt, Piilsvaru
fabrik, Eftr. and Hj. Drucker &, Son, both at Malmo; The following may also be 
noted: A.-B. Oscar Wigen and A.-B. :Pritz Lundberg, both at Tranas, and A.-B. S. P. 
Persl!on, Malung. Among the smaller enterprises the following may be mentioned: 
A.-B. Trands Skinnberederi, Tranas, and Johan Jonsson, {}verhomas. 

The manufacture of gloves in Sweden was classed as a factory industry 
as early as in the 18th century. The modern glove-manufacture however 
has no direct connection with that earlier production of French and 
reindeer or doeskin gloves, which was introduced into Sweden during the 
so-called "Period of Liberty" (the middle of the 18th century) and which 
gradually died out. The existing Swedish glove manufacture' does not 
date farther back than the middle of last century. The production covers 
about two-thirds of the home demand and is mostly localised to Sk3.ne. 

Of enterprises belonging to this category may be noted Hugo Nordstroms Handsk
fabrik, Lund. 

T1'avelling-trunk factories, portfolio factories, leather-belt factories and 
saddlery-.shops carried on as factories, did not become of any great 
importance in Sweden until the nineties of last century. During the 
past quarter of a century however these branches have shown a not 
unimportant development and have become a "quality" industry, which 
has increased the reputation of the goods. -The production of these 
articles satisfies quite two-thirds of the home demand. 

Among trunk-makers the following are the largest: A.-B. John A. Gahm and 
the firm of Fiedler &, Lundgren, both at Goteborg. Of saddlery-shops the principal 
are: A.-B. Broderna Olaesson, Kungitlv, and Militiir Ekiperin,qs A.-B., Stockholm. 
Of the machine-belt factories the following may be mentioned: Svenska Remfabrik.~ 
A.-B., Gislaved, Sydsvenska Liider- &, Remfabriks A.-B., Angelholm, also :Predfors 
Fabriks A.-B. and Kalltscliuks &, Guttaperkavaru A.-B. Kuntze &, 0:0, both in Stockholm. 

Brush-making is carried on in Sweden both as a handicraft and 
- since the beginning of the seventies of last century - as a factory- , 
industry. The output of brushes and paint-brushes supplies about 
two-thirds of the home demand. 

The largest and .most noted brush and paint-brush factories are: StockllOlms 
BOI'stbinderi A.-B., A.-B. F. Stocklassas Borst- oeh Penselfabl"ik, Stockholm, and 
A.-B. Rusqvarna Borsfjabrik, Huskvama. The following may also be mentioned in 
this connection: A.-B. Joh. Ulrik Johansson, Goteborg, imd A,-B. Borst &, Pensel
fabriken, Kristinehamn. 
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.·8. KARlO RAf S NSTITUT 

THE RUBBER-GOODS INDUSTRY. 

It was not until the middle of last century that cautchouc or 
rubber - produced from the milky sap of certain tropical plants 
- began to be utilized to any greater extent. As tbe result of a 
series of scientific inventions and experiments concerning the chemical 
composition and qualities of the material, there were then created 
new and wider possibilities for the treatment of the article. Most 
revolutionary among the inventions was that of the so-called "vulcani
za.tion" method of eliminating the sensitiveness of rubber to changes 
of temperature and of giving rubber goods a solid lasting form by 
means of beating the material together with sulphur. Not until this 
discovery was made, was it possible to employ rubber freely for dif· 
ferent purposes and for the factory· production of rubber goods. In 
the sixties of last century the rubber·goods industry began to develop 
- especially in Russia and U. S. A. - into a large· scale business. 
Since then this branch of manufacture has gone ahead vigorously and, 
especially during the last few decades, has won an ever·increasing 
range. 

The industry was set on foot in Sweden in the 'seventies, though on 
a very humble scale, the manufacture embracing only certain kinds of 
packings and other simple articles. It was not until the 'nineties that 
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Up-to-date galo8h-factory machine, a calander_ (Hiiisil •. qborgB Gummifabrik. A .-B.) 
The web is here coated with rubber, and from this the galosh material is lifter

wllrds cnt onto 

the industry began to flourish as a. result of the generally favourable 
economic conditions then existing in Sweden. This development is to 
some extent illustrated by the diagram showing the number of hands 
employed during the period. 

The Swedish rubber-goods industry embraces, in the first place, 
the manufacture of galoshes, which has had a very vigorous develop
ment since the close of the nineteenth century. Even before the 
Great War it was found possible to almost entirely capture the home 
market in spite of a stubborn competition on the part of Russian fac
tories. Now, when the competition of the great Russian enterprises no 
longer exists, Swedish galosh-factories have attained such success that 
they not only supply the country with the whole of its demand but are 
also able to export consi&rable quantities of galoshes and other rubber 
shoes. The foundation of this success is in no small degree due to the 
skilful commercial direction, to careful workmanship and to the great 
adaptability shown in supplying types of galoshes to suit all classes 
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of shoes and to meet the special wishes of customers_ In consequence 
of the high quality of Swedish galoshes it has been found necessary 
to employ a relatively large amount of manual labour. more than half 
of which is female_ 

III &ddition to the manufacture of galoshes the Swedish rubber
goods industry has also taken up the manufacture of motor-car, 
bicycle and other tyres. tubes and pipings, mats, balls, rubber-stamps 
and technical rubber-goods_ The production of many of these articles 
8atisfies only a. small part of the home demand. The manufacture of 
motor-car tyres especially is subject to extremely severe competition 
from abroad, where, in consequence of the more favourable conditions 
existing there. it is possible to take better advantage of specialization 
and standardization. The manufacture of balls and hard rubber ar
ticles has developed to such an extent that a considerable export of 
lIuch goods his arisen_ 

Of the f!wediBh rubber-goods fllCtories HiilBingborgB Gummifabrik8 A.-B_. Hiilsing
borg. i. the largest enterprise with about 2,100 hands; next comes RYBka Gummi
fabrikJ A.-B_. Malmo (with 600 hands). then SkandinaviBka <lummi A_-B_. Viskafors. 
and Sven.ka GummifabrikB A_-B_. Gislaved; galoshes are the principal product of these 
f .... ·torie._ Trtlleborg. Gun,mifabrik. A_-B_. Trelleborg. which is under the same manage
m~nt BI the HiU.ingborg fllCtory. makes motor-car and bicycle tyres. technical rubber
good., rubber-cloth. etc_ UppBala GummifabrikB A_-B_. Stockholm, (with factory at 
elv.unda) aloo mnke bicycle tyres, technical rubber-goods, etc . 

• 09_ 
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THE MATCH, OIL, FERTILIZER, EXPLOSIVES 
. AND OTHER CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES. 

Chemical industry in its widest sense may be considered as 
embracing all the productive activities in .which chemical processes 
form an essential part. Such, for instance, are the metallurgical, the 
china and glass and the wood pulp industries, sugar-refining, brewing 
and spirit distillation, tanning, etc., which have been already dealt with 
in the foregoing pages. In the grouping of the' industries, that is 
adopted 'in the official statistics and followed here, chemical indu
stry represen~s a more restricted range of production, including the 
following groups: matches, oils and fats, fertilizers, explosives, colours 
and varnishes, destructive distillation and electro-chemical products, etc. 

Since the eighties of last century the chemical industries in 
Sweden have developed immensely, a fact which is' fairly accurately 
illustrated by the diagram on p. 250 showing the number of worhers 
employed during the period 1875-1924. This diagram, however, does not 
include the match industry, for which a separate diagram will be found 
on the following page. The remarkable increase in the number of 
employees after 1910 is principally due to the great expansion of 
the electro-chemical and the explosives' industries. The chemical 
industries are not homogenous: their raw materials and~roducts and 
also their manufacturing processes are all of the most varied kinds. 

From the appended map (p. 250) it will be seen that these in
dustries are largely concentrated in the capital and in Goteborg and 
Malmo. 

The safeguarding of the interests of the chemical industries is in 
the hands of an association, formed in 1917, the Federation of 
Swedish Chemical ~ndustries (Sveriges Kemiska Industrikolltor), Stock-
holm. . 
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The Match Industry 
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A.·a. KARIO RAFISKA INSTITUTEr 

THE !IATCH INDUSTRY 

The Swedish match industry presents an outstanding example of 
what can be done by a. combination of technical skill with initiative and 
a farseeing spirit of enterprise. The dominant international position of 
this industry, which has been built up stage by stage in the face of 
severe competition for the various world·markets, is the more remark
able as, nntil some ten years ago, it was obliged to employ, in the 
main, foreign raw materials, and did not therefore enjoy exceptionally 
favourable conditions in Sweden. Among the representative industries 
of Sweden the match industry undeniably occupies the foremost place. 

The earliest Swedish factory-made match of any practical. value 
was the phosphorus match which was produced about 1840 in Stock
holm. The chief constituent of the igniting substance in those 
matches was the extremely poisonous and inflammable yellow phos
phorus. In 1844 Professor G. E. PA.SCH of Stockholm invented 
the system of employing, instead of yellow phosphorus, the innocuous 
red phosphorus, and of applying this to a special surface, against which 
the match had to be rubbed to ignite. This invention proved to be 
the foundation of the modern Swedish safety match industry. JOHA.N 
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EDVARD LUNDSTROM, "th~ Father of the Swedish Match Industry", 
based his production of "safety matches" on this invention when he 
and his brother, Carl Frans Lundstrom, a couple of years later opened 
his new match factory at Jonkoping. The name "safety matches" has 
its origin in the fact that these matches, unlike phosphorus matches, 

"ignite only on the striking·surfaces of the box" , 
thereby removing the danger of fire present in 
the easily ignited phosphorus matches. 

With an unerring eye to the future the 
brothers Lundstrom . continued to develop the 
Pasch invention, both technically and commer
cially. The production of matches in Jon
koping increased with extraordinary rapidity. 
During the following decades, the output was 
doubled many times over, thanks to the skil
ful leadership of the manager, Mr. BERNHARD 
HAY, and to the exceptionally able technical 

Johan Edvard Lundstrom. intelligence.work directed towards improving 
b. 1816 d. 1888. methods of production, which resulted in a 

number of valuable · patents. The phenomenal success naturally led 
to the rise of a considerable number of rival concerns. 

From the very outset the production of the Jonkoping factory 
was organized to a great extent for export. Swedish matches rapidly 
gained international renown in cODSE:lquenceof their superior quality. 
At the present time by far the greater part of the output goes abroad, 
Swedish matches being shipped to practically every country in the 
world, among which the British Empire, Holland and its colonies, 
and U. S. A. are the chief customers. For a long time the most 
dangerous competitor was Japan, which owing to its plentiful supply of 
cheap labour and its close proximity to some of the largest match 
markets, worked up a considerable export to China and to the Dutch 
and British Indies. The Japanese matches, however, have never come 
up to the high standard of the Swedish product, and in the last few 
years they have been largely ousted from several markets, especially 
the Indian. Probably no country can boast of an industry which has 

. maintained its superiority against all foreign competitors for such a 
long period and so completely as the Swedish match industry. 

The most important raw material of the m!i.tch industry is the 
wood for the matches and the boxes. For the matches themselves 
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Swedi8h and foreign aspen-wood is employ~d; but, owing to technical 
improvements, the match industry will be able, if necessary, to make 
use of Swedi8h alder, birch or fir. The supply of foreign aspen-wood 
ill, consequently, not now a primary factor, although the match facto
riel continue to import rather large quantities of that timber from the 
other Ii de ·of the Baltic. Of the other important raw materials used 
in the match-manufacture, all the chlorate of potash, and the bulk of 
the paper are made at subsidiary works. This is also the case with 
the match-making machines. 

Probably no other industry employs such complicated and ingenious 
machinery as the match-industry. Multi-process machines are used to 
a great extent, and of these one invented in the 'seventies by ALEX. 

LAGERJIIAK i8 the best known. This machine, which both "dips" the 
matchel and fills the boxes is, after fifty years of use, still running, 
a. splendid example of the incomparable value of the invention. The 
largest multi-process machines turn out up to 40,000 boxes of matches 
per hour. 

In 1917, the Swedish match industry came under one direction, 
all the factories being absorbed by the newly-formed Swedish Match 
Co., Ltd., the share capital of which is at present 270,000,000 kronor. 
This Company is by far the largest in the world in its branch. 
During the last few years the Company has, partly with the aid o~ 
foreign capital, secured powerful interests in the match industries 
of various countries, so that at the present moment more than one
third of the world's total match production is under the ultimate control 
of the Swedish Match Co. The Company produces at its Swedish 
and foreign factories 10 milliard boxes of matches annually, or 30,000 
matches per second. The ability with which this comprehensive inter
national enterprise has been built up by Mr .. Iv AR KREUGER and his 
fellow-workers has assured the Company an absolute control of all the 
more important markets, thereby further improving the future prospects 
of the Swedish match industry. 

Sven8ka Tiind8ticks A.-B., Stockholm, are owners of Jiinkiipings ork Vulcans 
Tiind8ticks A.·B., Jonkoping, with factories at Jonkoping, SmaIands Anneberg, Tida,. 
holm, Uddevalla, Vilnersborg and Vilstervik, employing altogether 4,300 hands, and also 
of A.-B. Fiirenade SVfflIIka Tiindsticksfabriker, Stockholm, with factories at Gote
borg, Kalmar, Lidkoping, Monstenis and Vetlanda, employing together 1,200 hands. 
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The Chemical Industry 
(e'xclusive of the Match Industry) 

Number of explosives,ferlilizer, colour, 
varnish, oilhsoap, candle. scent 
and other c emical factories also 
charring. wooddistillation and electro
chemical works atthe beginning of 1925 ... _3'37 

Numberof hands employed therein __ ._. _____ 8600 
(Corresponding to 2,3 % ofall the 
industrial hands in the country I 

Value of production in 1024 (mill.of kr.L _____ I64 

Number of Hands H!75 1924 -
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THE OIL AND FAT INDUSTRY. 

In the old days the inhabitants of the northern countries were 
obliged to supply their requirements of oils and fats from the animal 
kingdom; but with the development of the means of transport and the 
great increase in the consumption of fats, the vegetable world of 
Southern climes, and of the tropics in particular, has been utilized on 
a steadily increasing scale to supply these needs. 

In addition to animal fat, chiefly obtained from tallow and other 
slaughter-house products, however, vegetable fats have long been pro
duced in Sweden in small primitive oil-mills in the districts where flax 
and rape were cultivated. In the latter part. of the 19th century, 

. however, the cultivation of flax was largely discontinued; and this led 
to a complete reorganization of the whole industry. 

The Oil Indu8try at the present time comprises a small number of 
large factories, situated in the neighbourhood of seaports, and is based 
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Oil and Caltle-food factory, Karl8hamn (Reymer81wlms Gamla Ilidustri A.·BJ. 
In the hackgronnd, the silos; in the foreground the press- aud extraction works 

and the refinery. 

exclusively on the use of imported raw materials, not only linseed and 
rape-seed, but also copra (from which cocoanut-oil is obtained), soya 
beans, palm-kernels and ground nuts. From linseed, rape· seed, copra 
and ground nuts the oil is obtained by meaus of pressure, the re
sidue being made into cattle food_ The soya bean is treated either 
by pressure or extraction, .usually by the aid of petrol: in the former 
process oil and oil-cakes are obtained, in the latter, oil, with cattl~ 
meal as a bye;product. The oil of palm-kernel is obtained by extrac
tion. The oils for foodstuffs are refined before use; the oils for technical 
purposes can in most cases be used direct. 

The oil products are employed in a variety of ways. Linseed 
oil is used in the manufacture of soft soap, the preparation of 
paints, the impregnation of textile fabrics, the manufacture of putty, 
printing-inks, enamels, lacquers and linoleum, etc. Rape oil is used 
mostly as a. lubricant. The raw soya bean oil is employed in the 
manufacture of soft soap; when refined, it makes a good cookiug oil. 
From the ordinary cocoa-nut and palm-kernel oils soap is manufactured; 
from refined oils, margarine. The ground-nut oil is used in making 
margarine, a.nd as a cooking oil. The oil cakes and meal form excellent 
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cattle'food, whiC;h a~ring ~he last few years h"a:s come to be extensively 
used in Sweden. • 

The total production of vegetable oils, which is DOW more than 
. .. 

five times -greater than in 1900, supplies over 70 per cent. of the home 
consumption. 'l'he mapufacture of oil cakes and·meal in the same period 
has become more than six times greater, but even so it does not cover 
more than about 40 per cent. of the home requirements. 

By treatment with hy.drogen, oils and other fats can be transformed 
chemically,' i.e. hydrogenated, thereby producing fats with a higher 
melting-point. Whale-oil, for instance, which is otherwise almost 
inedible owing to its rancid smell, can' by hydrogenation and sub
sequent refining, be rendered perfectly odourless and tasteless, and use
ful for many purposes. 

The making of oils and feeding stnffs is carried on by Svenska Oljeslageri 
A.·B. with mills «n Stockholm and Gotebol'g, Malmo O~ie8lageri &: Happachs Sdp
fabriks A.-B. and A.-B. Oljemffinaderiet Ceres, both at Malmo, Reymersholms Gamla 
Industri A.-B., with oil-mill at Karlshamn, Nya Margm'in A.-B. Svea, with oil·mill at 
Kalmar, and 7'hm'bllrns Soners A.-B., Uddevalla. Extl'aktionsverken A.-B., Agnesberg, 
are makers of fish-oils etc. The only hydrogenating factory in the country is A.-B. 
Hem·iksbor.qll Fab"iker, Henriksdal. 

The manufactul'e of soap, washing-powders, cosmetics and antiseptics. 
The manufacture of these commodities on an industrial scale in Sweden 
may be said to have begun at th~ commencement of the 19th century, 
home-made soap having up to thai; time been extensivelj used. The 
most important products of this industry are soft soap, tablet soap 
and washing-powder, frequently combined with the manufacture of 
scents, eau de Cologne, toilet articles, dentifrices, pomades, etc. 
. In this industry there are a comparatively large number of under
takings, of which some cater only for local requirements, while others, 
by means of extensive publicity, have gained a market for their pro
ducts all over the country. Both the leading firms and some of the 
smaller ones, have attained a high level, both technically and com
mercially. 

The larger and best known enterprises in this branch in Stockholm are as 
follows: Barniingens Tekniska Fabriket·s A.-B., Hylin &: CO:8 Fabriks A.-B., A.-B. 
Grumme &: Son, Parfymeri F. Pauli A.-B., A.-B. Wilh. Becker and the firm of 
Lars Monft!n; also Tekniska Fabriken Helios and Lazarol-jabriken (A. Linda"l) and 
A.-B. Oxygenol; at Goteborg: Fabl'iken Tomten, A.-B. Enel'otli &: Co., Tt'dl- &: 
Parfymfahriken Viola A.-B. and Scheels Fabriker, A.-B.; 'at Malmo: A.-B. Fab,·j
ken Cal'l, Malmo Garlila Tvdlfabl'iks A.-B., A.-B. A. P. Sjiibergs }f'abriker, the firm 
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Moulding machines /0" sftarine candleB (Li!jeholmens Stearin/ab"ileB A.-B.). 

ot .\I. Zadig, Malmo mifBlagfri & RappacTt, Sdp/abrikB A.-B., and the firm of Jolt . 
D. An!ltrBBtm. The following may also be mentioned : Nya A. B. Triton, Sundbyberg, 
Ttkn. A.-B. Flora , Gavle, Henrik GahllB A.-B., Uppsala, FabrikB A.-B. Victoria, 
HIlIRinghorg, A.-B. Tekni'ka Fabriken Gripen, Linkoping, Hem'ikR8ollB TekniBkaFab"iles 
A.·B., Orebro, aad Indusfri A.-B. Sylra, Landskrona. Antiseptic preparations are also 
made by A.-B. P. Hl1kan880n, Eslov . 

. The manufaGtU/'e of steal'ine candles in Sweden began in 1838, 
when the Liljeholmen stearine factory in Stockholm was established. 
The raw materials principally employed are tallow, bone fat and palm 
oil. Another type of candle is made from a mixture of stearine and 

. imported paraffin. The production of candles has declined during the 
last twenty years in consequence of the growing use of electricity for 
lighting purposes. 

There are two Swedish factories which make stearine candles, viz. : Liljeholmens 
Stta";n/abrikB A.-B. and the firm of Lars Monten, both in Stockholm. 

THE FERTILIZER INDUSTRY. 

Modern agriculture cannot content itself with merely natural 
manure, and for intensive cultivation artificial fertilizers must also be 
employed. The substances most beneficial · to active plant life, which 
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must be supplied to the soil, are phosphoric acid, nitrogen and potash·. 
The phosphatic fertilizers are superphosphates, Thomas phosphate 
and bone-meal; the nitrogenous are calcium cyanamide and ammo
nium sulphate, also Chile· and Norwegian saltpetre. As potash ferH· 
lizers the potash salts are used. The production of phosphorus and 
nitrogenous fertilizers has developed vigorously in Sweden, especially 
during the last quarter of a century, but potash fertilizers are not 
made in the country. 

The oldest and most important of the fertilizers is superphosphate, 
factories for its production having been erected in Stockholm and 
Hiilsingborg as long ago as the early 'seventies. The production -
which chiefly consists in treating imported mineral raw phosphate 
with sulphuric acid - has since that time made vigorous progress. An 
important part of the manufacture of superphosphate is the produc
tion of the necessary sulphuric acid, which is nowadays made by the 
superphosphate factories themselves. Technically this industry has 
been vastly improved during the last two or three decades, especially as 
regards mechanical devices; and Swedish engineers have been foremost 
in this development. 

Thoma.9 phosphate is obtained. as a by-product in the manufacture 
of steel from pig-iron made of iron-ore containing apatite, and, before 
being used, it must be carefully ground. . 

Bone-meal is made by the pulverization of bone after its glutinous 
elements have been extracted. It is used both as a fertilizer and as 
cattle-food. 

Superphosphate is produced by ReymersllOlrns Garnla Industri A.-B., with factories 
for this product at Halsingborg and Limhamn, Stockholrns Supel-jos/at Fabriks A.-B., 
with fae.tories for this product in Stockholm and Goteborg, Konstgodnings Fabriks A.-B. 
i Lctndskrona, Landskrd'na, and A.·B. Svenska Konstglidnin.qs- &: Svavelsyr~fabrilifl'na, 
Malmo. - Thomas phosphate is produced by Slora Kopparbet·gs Ber.qslag.9 A.-B., Falun. 
- Bone·meal is made by SlockllOlms Benm.iOls/abliks A.-B., Stockholm, 

A considerable Swedish industry has also grown up for the pro
duction of nitrogenous fertilizers. The nitrogenous .fertilizer industry 
iii one of those which have undergone quite a revolutionising deve-

:iopment as the result of a series of inventions during the last twenty 
years. This primarily holds good with regard to the utilization of 
atmospheric nitrogen; in Sweden the most extensi·ve production is that 
of calcium cyanamide. This fertilizer is obtained electro-chemically by 
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the action of nitrogen gas on calcium carbide. After some years of 
experimental work, commercial·scale production was started in 1907 
and further extended in 1912. 

Ammonium sulphate is manufactured in Sweden from calcium 
cyanamide and also as a b'y-product in gasworks. 

Among prodncen 01 nitrogeno,ua f .. rtilizen the following may be noted: Stock· 
1101".. SUp"/oB/af Fabriks A.·B. (calcium cyanamide and ammonium sulphate), Alby 
Carbidj"abrikB A.·B., Alby (calcium cyanamide), and OxeloBundB Jiirnl'erkB A.·B., Oxelo· 
Bund (ammonium 8ulphate). Ammonium sulphate ie also produced at the gasworks 
In the .. arion. towns. 

THE PRODUCTION OF EXPLOSIVES. 

The manufacture of gunpowder in Sweden dates a long time back. 
Alread'y at the beginning of the 15th century black powder was made 
in the country, chiefl'y for military purposes. It was not until the 
middle of the 17th century that powder 'was first employed for 
blasting in mining operations. All the raw materials necessary for 

_ the manufacture of black powder - charcoal, sulphur and potassium 
nitrate - were formerly produced within the country; but nowadays it 
is practically only the charcoal that is obtained here. Since the inven
tion of Dew explosives, black powder has lost its earlier importance. 

The modem explosives industry dates back to the invention of 
nitro·cellulose and nitro·glycerine. In 1846, Schonbein, a Swiss, produced 
nitro-cellulose by the nitration of cotton, i. e., the treatment of cotton 

. with a mixture of concentrated nitric and sulphuric acids. Nitro-cellulose 
explodes with considerably greater effect than black powder and is 
smokeless. Nitro·glycerine was invented in the same year by Sobrero, an 
Italian, but this dangerous "explosive oil" only acquired technical im
portance after ALFRED NOBEL had discovered practical methods for its 
production and use. An important step in the development of the explo· 
sives industry was Nobel's great invention of dynamite (nitro-glycerine 
absorbed in infusorial earth). In 1865, Nobel established the first nitro
glycerine factor'y at Vinterviken, near Stockholm. Blasting gelatine 
is a compound of nitro·gl'ycerine and nitro·cellulose; together with am
monium nitrate, etc., it constitutes the chief component in several kinds 
of modem Swedish dynamite (extra dy~amite; express dynamite, etc.). 
Certain ammonium nitrate and perchlorate explosives belong to. the 
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class called "safety explosives" and, like dynamite, are. chiefly used 
for blasting rocks and uprooting tree-stumps. The smokeless powder 
which is employed for military . purposes and h!ls superseded black 

AI/red Nobel. 
h. 1833 d. 1896. 

powder, consists either of nitro-cellulose or of 
a compound of nitro-glycerine and nitro-cellu
lose, the latter being mainly used for heavy 
guns. Numerous other organic substances are 
nitrated in Sweden into · powerful explosives, 
one of the most important of these being 
trin£t"otoluene (trotyl), which, in consequence 
of its high degree of insensitiveness, is used 
for charging shells, mines, etc. 

The demand in ' Sweden for explosives is 
fully covered by the home production. During 
the last few years the exportation of explosives 
has also assumed substantial proportions. The 
raw materials, however ~ nitric acid, potassium 

nitrate, glycerine, cotton, etc. ~ are mainly imported. 
The largest enterprises in this branch are: Nitroglycerin A.·B., Stockholm, and 

A.-B. BO/OI'8 Nobelkrut, Bofors, Skdmka Bomullskrufjabriks A.-B. and A.-B. &enskll 
Kf'ulfaktorierna, both at Landskrona, Sfockholms Super/as/at F"brik8 A .-B., Stock
holm,A.-B. EXPI'fssdynamit, and A.-B. Nora Tiindrof's/abt'ik, both at Griingesberg. 

COLOUR AND VARNISH, D:FJSTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION, 
ELECTRO-CHEMICAL AND OTHER INDUSTRIES. 

The manufact,ure of colow"s and varnishes. With regard to colours, 
a distinction is drawn between coal-tar dyes on the one hand, which' 
are chiefly employed for dyeing textile fabrics, leather, paper, etc., 
and, on the other hand, painters' colours, which are mixed in oil, water 
or limewater, and which are applied to the object by ,a brush or by 
printing. Coal·tar dyes are not made in Sweden; and of the many 
varieties of painter's and printers colours, only red-ochre (Falu red), 
whiting and charcoal black are produced on an industrial scale in 
Sweden. Falu red is obtained out of weathered iron-pyrites from the 
copper-mine at Falun, by means of washing, burning and grinding. 
Charcoal black is usually obtained by the pulverization and washing 
of charcoal. 

Side by side with the production of colours in the proper sense 
of the term there is a manufacture of paints, colour-mixtures and 
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liquid cololll"l out of imported raw materials which is carried on in 
Sweden on·i. large scale for various purposes. 

In this category may also be placed the manufacture of varnish, 
embracing the production of oil,' spirit and lacquer varnishes. Oil 
varni.h is obtained by boiling linseed oil; lacquer and spirit varnish 
by dissolving resins in oil varnish and turpentine or alcohol. 

Red·ocbre i. made principally by Stora KopparbergB Bet'g8lag8 A.·B., Falun, and 
cbarcoal·blDl'k by Qu,by KimriikB FttlwikB A.·B., Osbyetc. - About forty different fac
tori ... in tbe country apecialize in tbe preparation of paints and varnishes for various 
porpos .. a, among wbich tbe following may be notcd: A.·B. AlfOJ·t &: Cr01l1101m, A.·B. 
Willi. Becker, A.·B. M. Hansen, and Klint, Bernllardt &: C:o, all in Stockholm, 
Olear BikkBi". A.·B., Dorcll, BiickRin &: CO:8 A.-B., Farg A.·B. International, 
A.-B. Giiteborg. HartzolieJiirg.Jabrik and Goteborg8 Kemi8ka FabrikR A.·B., all five in 
Goteborg, abo Flirg. &: Fernis, FabrikB A.·B. Standard, and A.-B. Pllylatterion, 
botb in TrillI .. borg, C" IJungdalil8 Handel8 &: FabrikB A.-B., Lerum, and SkdnBka 
Fiirgfabrikl A.·B., Malmo. Printing ink and colours are made by Fabriken Typo
cllroma and A. B. Lagerllolm. FlIrgfabrik, both in Stockholm, etc. 

The manufacture of polishing materials, ink, glue, medical prepara
tions, etc. A large number of factories in Sweden are mainly occupied 
in the making of a variety of chemical compounds for household and 
other purposes. Among these are leather and metal polish, ink, sealing. 
wax, glue and gelatine paste, size, etc. and of these boot-polish 
have become a. comparatively important article. In this group may also 
be included medical preparations. 

lIanufactnrers of boot-polish and leatber dubbing are Industri A.·B. Viking, 
Orebro, and' F. Alilgrenll Tekn. Fabrik, Gavle; as well as several of the soap fae
toriea mentioned on pp. 252-253. Metal polishes etc. are made by the majority of the 
BORP and varnish factories as well as by A.-B. Axel Cliristiern88011, Stockholm. Ink 
is made by Bamtingen. Tekn. Fabriker. A.-B., A.-B. Grumme &: Son and A.-B. Linds 
Tekn. Fabrik, all in Stockholm, etc. Stocklwlms GelatinJabrik specializes in the manu
facture of gelatine. Finishing and other preparations for the textile Rnd shoe·industries 
are made by A.-B. Kemiska Fabriken M01Iopol, Boras, etc. Medical preparations 
are produced by A.-B. Willi. Becker and A.-B. Pharmacia, both in Stockholm, and 
A.·B. Astra, SOdertalje. 

Destl'Uctive distillation. The manufacture of charcoal products 
formerly took place only in charring kilns; but kiln-charring in Sweden 
has during the last twenty-five years been largely superseded by charring 
in specially constructed charcoal retorts. In kiln-charring there is 
obtained, in addition to charcoal, wood·tar; retort charring also yields 
a number of other valuable by-products, such as tar-oil, pitch, wood· 
spirit, turpentine-oil, acetic acid, etc. During the Great War, the in' 
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creased deman~ for destructive distillation products caused the retort
charring industry to develop very rapidly. Apart from these sources for 
charcoal there are also a number of ;awmills which turn their waste
wood to account by charring it in kilns. 

The destructive distillation of mineral coal takes place in coke ovens 
either in special coking plants, where the coal is turned into coke to 
supply the needs of the iron industry, or in gasworks. In the coking 
process a great number of important by-products are obtained, such as 
coal-tar, benzole products, ammonia, etc. 

Destructive distillation is 'carried on by Ljusne-Woxna A,-B" Ljusne, Sko,qens 
Kol A,-B., Bollniis, A.-B. Triikol, Vansbro, Stora Kopparbergs Ber,qslags A.-B" Falun, 
Triivaru A,-B. Dalarne, Vansbro, Skdnska A ttikjabriken , Perstorp, etc. Destructive 
distillation of coal is carried on by OxelOsunds Jiirnverks A.-B., Oxelosund, as well 
as by the gasworks in the various towns. 

The Electro-chemical Industry. In recent years increasing atten
tion has been paid to electro-chemical manufacturing processes, based 
either on heating in electric furnaces or on electrolysis by the wet 
process. As the electro-chemical industries consume large amounts 
of electrical energy, industrial production can only take place where 
electric power is cheap: . In Sweden calcium carbide is manufactured 
by the electric heating process, whilst chlorates and perchlorates, 
caustic soda, canstic potash and chlorine are obtained by electro
lysis. 

The most important of these p:r:.oQesses is the production of calcium 
carbide by melting together lime and' carbon, Calcium caroide is used 
for lighting and welding purposes, but above all as a raw material for 
the manufacture of calcium cyanamide, referred to in the foregoing 
pages (254-255). Close on half the ou,tput is exported. ,Chlorates 
and perchlorates find extensive use in the match and explosives in
dustries. By the electrolytic disintegration of common salt (sodium 
chloride) or of potassium chloride are obtained, on the one hand; 
caustic soda and caustic potash and, on the other, chlorine, which in 
the form of "chloride of lime" is iargely nsed in the woodpulp, paper 
and textile industries. 

Calcium c\lrbide is made by Stockholms Supetjosfat Fabriks A.-B., Stockholm, 
Wargiins A.-B., Vargon, and Gullspdn,qs Elektrokemiska A,-B., Gullspangj chlorates 

. and perchlorates by the former, and potassium-chlorate also by Alby Nya Kloratjabriks 
A.-B., Alby, and Elektt'olytiska A,-B. Trollhiittan, Trollbattan. Caustic natron (caustic 
soda) and chloride of lime are produced by Uddeholms A.-B. (Skoghallsverken), Skoghall, 
and Elektt'okemiska A,-B., Behus. The last-mentioned firm also makes canstic potash. 
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I:he production of acids and salts. Among the many branches of 
production in the chemical industry a prominent place is taken by 
the manufacture of salts and acids, inasmuch as these are necessary 
for a large number of chemical processes of production. The first 
place Bhould here be given, to the manufacture of sulphuric acid. 
AI has already been men1lioned, sulphuric acid is an important 
mater1al in the manufacture of superphosphate; and all superphos
phate factories now make their own sulphuric acid. This acid is 
further used in the making of, nitric acid, hydrochloric acid and 
sulphate of alumina, as well as for various purposes in stearine, 
explosives and yeast factories, ironworks, etc. Iron pyrites are now 
the only raw material used for the production of sulphuric acid, and 
these are almost entirely imported from Norway and Spain. Swedish 
pyrites are only used by the Stora Kopparbergs Bergslags A.-B. -
Of no les8 importance for the chemical industry is nitric acid, especially 
in a highly concentrated form. In Sweden, nitric acid has been 
manufactured only on a v,ery small scale since the cheaper product 
obtained from atmospheric nitrogen began to be imported. The manu
facture of hydrochloric acid, which is used in many processes in the 
chemical industry, has during the last few years shown a steadily rising 
t,endency. Phosphoric acid is also produced in Sweden and is mainly 
employed in the match industry. 

Mention should also be made of sodium sulphate (Glauber's salt) 
and sodium bisulphate. _ 

The manufacture of salts of alumina (aluminium sulphate, aluminium 
hydrate, alum, etc.) is a by no means unimportant industry. The products 
are employed in the paper industries, in dye-works and tanneries, etc. 

Finally, there is the manufacture of crystallized soda, from im
. pOl-ted soda ash, which is dissolved in water and cI"Y,stallized. 

The mannfllCture of sulphuric !Wid is both carried on hy the superphosphate 
firms enumemted on p. 264 and also by Sto,'a Kopparbergs Bergslags A.-B., Falun. Nitric 
acid is made by Stockholmll Super/oB/at FabrikB A.-B., and hydrochloric !Wid and phos
phoric acid by Reymersholmll Gamla Indus" A.-B., Hiilsingborg. Sodium sulphate is 
produced by that firm and also by A.-B. OBkarhamns Kopparvel·k, Oskarshamn. The 
following are manufacturers of salts of alumina: Reymersholms Gamla IndUBtri A.-B. 
(aluminium sn1phate and alum,) and A.-B. Grden, Landskrona (alnminium ~n1phate). -
Crystallized soda is prodnced by a nnmber of small enterprises, most of whIch affiliated 
to Suda/abrikernas l!OrsiiljningB A.-B., Goteborg. 

TAe production of compressed gases. A special branch of the che
mical industry is the production of compressed gases, such as carbon 
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dioxide, acetylene, oxygen, hydrogen, etc.; which are kept and sold 
in steel cylinders. The carbon dioxide is chiefly used in the manu
facture _ of mineral waters, while acetylene and oxygen are employed 
for lighting purposes, and for the welding and cutting of metals. 

Liquid carbon dioxide is produced by De FOI'enade Kolsyre/abl'ikernas A.-B., 
Stockhol,m; acetylene and oxygen gas by Bvenska A.-B. GaBaccumulator, and NOI'diska 
Byrgasverken A.-B., both in Stockholm, Bt"omsnas Jarnverks A.-B., Degerfors, Sfom 
Kopparbergs Bel'gslagB A.·B., Falun, and A.-B. Solle/fed Syrgasvel'k, Solleftea, etc. 

Finally, among other branches coming within the chemical group 
of industries there may be mentioned the manufacture of vegetable 
tanning materials, films, copying paper, copying cm'bon paper, tar paste
board and incandescent gas-mantle~. 

Vegetable tanning-m~terials are made by Gal"Viimne8 A.-B. lVeibull, Landskrona, 
and A.-B. Tannin, Viistervik. Films are produced' by A.-B. Bvensk Filmindustl"i 
and A.-B. Tullberg-Film, both in Stockholm; blne, sepia and white copying papers by 
Stockholms Tekn. Pappers/abl"ik, Stockholm; copying carbon-paper and typewriter 
ribbons by A •• B. Linds Tekn. Fablik, Stockholm; and tar pallte·board by several 
of the paste board factories mentioned on p. 191 and also by A.-B. Malmo Tak
papp/abrik and A.-B. Svenska lcopal och Takpix/abriken, both at Malmo, A.-B. 
Phylatterion, Triilleborg, and ~t.-B. Tolii Fabriker, Kungsbacka. Incandescent gas
mantles are mauufactured by A.·B. Kel'os, Sodertiilje . 

• 
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